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Foreword

The double volume of Logopedia no. 43–44 presented to members of the Polish Logopedic Society (PTL), and I hope, also to non-associated logopedists, is
the outcome of at least two scientific events: the conference on the research areas
of logopedics (“Logopedia – New Horizons”) organized in June 2014 by the Polish Logopedic Society and the conference of the UMCS Department of Logopedics and Applied Linguistics with the collaboration of the PTL, titled “Language,
Man, Society”.
The latter conference signaled the end of a certain stage of the discipline’s
development, which can be expressed by the formula: “Stabilization of the research object of logopedics and its research methodology.” It is finally the time for
logopedics to also become a formally independent discipline, which it has actually
been for over forty years. Logopedics deserves it both on account of its research
achievements that cannot be matched by the past results and because many university centers now offer full degree programs in logopedics.
The conference was at the same time an opportunity to assess the results of
organizational and research activities of the author of this introduction, for whom
life now determines other prospects (cf. the volume “Language, Man, Society”,
eds. J. Panasiuk, T. Woźniak, Lublin 2013).
The present volume contains studies by expert scholars recognized in the
landscape of Polish science and also by young people on the threshold of their
research career. The studies cover four areas of the discipline: methodology of
logopedic and linguistic research – seven studies presenting entirely new problems; the picture of the substantial realization of language – four papers on speech
prosody, writing and pronunciation; the role of language in interpreting the world
– six studies on the development of cognitive abilities and their collapse; finally, distinctive biological dysfunctions-related speech disorders – five significant
studies.
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We would like to thank all the authors of the studies and we hope we have
taken one more step towards the independence of logopedics as a scientific discipline, the more so because the studies are published in Polish (paper version) and
in English (electronic version).
Stanisław Grabias
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Research Methodology

MIrOSłAw MICHALIk
Department of Neurolinguistics
Institute of Polish Philology
Pedagogical University of Cracow

Speech therapy procedure in the light of the theory
of total quality management and its instruments

SUMMARy
The article tries to show the relationship between the stages of the speech therapy procedure
(Grabias, 2012) and the stages of the total quality management. To illustrate such a correlation, the
article contains an original research which describes the ortophonic competence of Polish students
in primary education (7–13 year-olds) and lower secondary education (13–16 year-olds).
The research made use of the Pareto analysis with the Lorenz curve, which is considered the
basic instrument in the quality management process. It included 277 students and three main study
categories: speech disorders, articulatory errors, and speech emission and accent errors.
The results of the research indicated that the use of the quality management methods within
the standard speech therapy procedure is indeed helpful for its proper planning, execution, and
evaluation.
Keywords: ortophonic competence, quality management, diagnosis, description, interpretation

INTRODUCTION
The Code of Ethics for Speech Therapists, which was established by Polish
Logopedic Society in June 2014, is a codification of ethics, rights, and obligations
within the practice of speech therapy. It states that the proper evaluation of the
therapy progress and its effectiveness is one of the most important obligations
towards the patient. Both ‘progress’ and ‘effectiveness’ connote positively in the
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reader’s mind and are related to the field of social studies and economics1, instead
of medical and humanistic fields which are usually brought to mind by the phrase
‘speech therapy.’ They also belong to the sphere of socialisation – a process by
which the individual learns the habits necessary for proper functioning within the
objective world (Rittel 1999, p. 203; Michalik 2014, p. 79). The socialisation process happens through language, which forces the individual to perceive the world
through certain intersubjective categories (Grabias 2007, p. 355). Effectiveness,
progress, and quality are all considered to be desirable collective values that make
the phenomenon of intersubjectivity possible in general.

TOTAL QUALITy MANAGEMENT
Frederick Winslow Taylor, American engineer and economist, is considered
to be a pioneer within the field of quality management. He created one of the first
scientific management systems – called taylorism – which advocated the division
of the production process into simple tasks, the standardisation of machines and
tools, and the introduction of labour norms (Kaczorowski 2004, vol. 8, p. 195;
see also: Dahlgaard, Kristensen, Kanji 2002, p. 12–13; Michalik 2014, p. 79).
The notion of quality management used in the article is directly connected to
the standard theory and practice of quality management which were employed
within the concepts of Company Wide Quality Control (CWQC, used in Japan)
and Total Quality Management (TQM, used in the USA) and which historically developed in four main stages: 1. quality inspection, which puts emphasis on
separating low quality products from the ones of acceptable quality; 2. statistical quality control, which advocates post production inspection, assessment, and
standardisation; 3. quality assurance, which employs the analysis of quality costs
and the programmes for quality retention; 4. total quality management, which
encompasses the general knowledge of the theory of quality management and its
implementation in all spheres of the production process (Dahlgaard, Kristensen,
Kanji 2002; Muhlemann, Oakland, Lockyer 1995; Michalik 2014a). The article
puts the greatest emphasis on three of the mentioned notions: quality, assessment,
and standardisation.
Quality. The notion of quality is comprised of two main spheres: the quality
of service or performance and the quality of a product. The former has a nonmaterial and non-uniform character (e.g. intellectual services), which may pose
problems when trying to properly assess its value due to several factors. These include: highly diverse types of services, inability to repeat the assessment process,
inability to store services, the relationship between the provider and the receiver
Effectiveness denotes ‘efficiency and usefulness’ (Dubisz 2003, vol. 1, p. 788), while progress
is a process of change which aims at improving the current condition towards a better one’ (Dubisz
2003, vol. 3, p. 421–422).
1
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of the service (Hamrol 2005; see also: Michalik 2014a p. 137). Broadly speaking, quality is a degree to which certain inherent values of a product or service
have been reached (Hamrol 2005, p. 19). Accordingly, quality management tries
to improve that degree by manufacturing products which are less faulty or by
performing services of higher quality without increasing their cost (Dahlgaard,
Kristensen, Kanji 2002, p. 12).
Assessment and standardisation. Total quality management includes three
main stages that aim at improving the quality of a product or service: data collection, data analysis, and decision making. Each stage is characterised by the use
of the appropriate quality management instruments (Hamrol 2005, p. 228–229).
The development of the quality management process is yielding more and more
precise instruments by which to assess, and subsequently to improve, quality. One
form of classification separates the basic traditional tools for data gathering and
analysis from the new supplementary ones, useful in the decision making process
(Michalik 2014a, p. 137).
The Pareto chart with the Lorenz curve is one of the most basic instruments
which are helpful in the process of assessment and standardisation. It is a descriptive, quantifying, and systemic tool that allows for the use of ranking and is considered to be a basic instrument of total quality management. It is also connected
with the ‘80/20’ principle which states that several types of errors (20%) are the
cause of the majority of arising problems (80%). The Pareto chart with the Lorenz
curve helps in the identification of a number of errors or mistakes, which is vital
in the process of analysis (see in: Błaszczyk 2005, p. 28–29; Dahlgaard, Kristensen, Kanji 2002, p. 91; Hamrol 2005, p. 241–245; Michalik 2014a, p. 146–147;
Muhlemann, Oakland, Lockyer 1995, p. 310). It can be applied within the fields of
production, services, and management. It can also be adopted to assess standard
procedures in the speech therapy process.

STANDARD PROCEDURES OF THE SPEECH
THERAPy PROCESS
The most common scheme of the speech therapy process, which is a result of
a few dozen years of attempts to systemise it at its broadest scope, has been created by Stanisław Grabias and includes several stages: I. Diagnosis, which includes
1. description with the examination of interaction skills (pronunciation, language
system, structure of notions and concepts, dialogue skills, narration skills) and 2.
interpretation which involves the analysis of the examination results and family history, the differential diagnosis aimed at disorder recognition, and the study
of individual’s linguistic potential and shortcomings; II. Therapy programming,
which includes specifying the purpose of the therapy, the strategy and the methods
of the therapy action as well as its organisation: III. Therapeutic action, which
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comprises of the organisation of therapy stages and their evaluation, the selection
of proper tools and aids, the preparation of documentation, the verification of the
medical hypotheses, and possible therapy modifications. It should be assumed that
stage I. 2 – interpretation of the data which were obtained during the examination
of interaction skills – can be supplemented with the addition of statistical data,
including statistical operations on variables and statistical verification of hypotheses. As a matter of fact, such supplementation already takes place within the
logopedic scientific discourse.

STANDARD PROCEDURES OF THE SPEECH THERAPy
PROCESS IN THE LIGHT OF THE THEORy
OF ToTaL QuaLiTy ManaGEMEnT AND ITS INSTRUMENTS
The correlation of the standard procedures of the speech therapy with the
theses of the total quality management theory has yielded a set of mutual relations
which have been presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The correlation between the stages of total quality management and the stages of
speech therapy process
Stages of total
quality management

Standard procedures of the speech
therapy process

Stages of the
speech therapy
process

Data collection

examination of interaction skills: pronunciation,
language system, structure of notions and concepts,
dialogue skills, narration skills

diagnosisdescription

Facts analysis

the interpretation which is obtained by differential
diagnosis and the recognition of the disorder and
from the results of statistical research, including
statistical operations on variables and statistical
verification of hypotheses

diagnosisinterpretation

therapy programming: specifying the purpose of the
therapy, its methods, strategies, and organisation

therapy
programming

therapeutic action: organisation of therapy stages,
selection of proper tools and aids, verification of the
diagnostic hypotheses, therapy modifications

therapeutic
action

Decision making

Source: original research based on Grabias, 2012; see also Michalik 2014, p. 86

The Table shows that the decision making stage in total quality management
has two counterparts within the speech therapy process – therapy programming
and therapeutic action. Logopedic description is parallel to the data collection,
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while logopedic interpretation is an equivalent of facts analysis within the quality
management process (Michalik 2014, p. 86). The stage of logopedic diagnosisinterpretation usually utilises the case studies and differential diagnoses. There
have been attempts to change that practice into a more statistics-oriented process
by the use of the Pareto chart with the Lorenz curve which revolves around the
“80/20” principle.

EXEMPLIFICATION
The attempt to associate the procedures of speech therapy with the chosen
elements of theory of total quality management was made within analysis of the
ortophonic competence of 277 students in primary education (7–13 year-olds)
and lower secondary education (13–16 year-olds). ortophonic competence has
been defined with an emphasis on the notion of ability rather than subconscious
knowledge. The former has been chosen as more fitting to describe the capability to correctly and aesthetically recite, interpret and build texts and also due to
its connotations, which are broader than in the case of in-born potential (see in
Michalik 2014a, p. 140)2. In order to assess ortophonic competence, speech therapist (including those working in the field of media, art, and orthoepy) compares
speaker’s pronunciation to the ortophonic norms while applying the criteria of
correctness and aesthetics (see in Kamińska 2012, p. 121).
Diagnosis-description of ortophonic competence. Diagnosis-description
of ortophonic competence is a comparison of the speaker’s diction, the linguistic shape of his/her speech, its aesthetics and expression, to a set of standards.
It should be noted that the process of diagnosis must utilize the so-called ‘high
norm’, a benchmark used in official or formal speech (see in Michalik 2014a,
p. 141). Apart from assessing the articulation of the phones and consonant clusters as well as the prosodic features and voice, an emphasis should also be put on
voice emission, breathing, use of oscillators, soft glottal attack and voice projection (Kamińska 2012, pp. 121–124).
The first stage of diagnosis-description of the ortophonic competence (gathering of the linguistic material) took place in the years 2006–2014, when the author of the article was a local jury member of Polish Contest of Recitation, Sung
Poetry, and one-person Show and of The interscholastic Contest of Poetry and
Prose of Czesław Miłosz, organized by a group of schools in Jastrzębie-zdrój.
During this stage, the author gathered the linguistic material from 101 students of
For example, The universal Dictionary of the Polish Language defines ‘ability’ as: 1. a predisposition to easily acquire or learn certain skills or knowledge, 2. potential aptitude, capacity for
doing sth (Dubisz, vol. Iv, 2003, p. 950).
2
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primary education and 176 students of lower secondary education.3 The second
stage included the classification of the mistakes made by the performers and was
conducted according to the following descriptive categories: speech disorders,
articulatory errors, speech emission and accent errors. The numerical data from
the second stage of the contests has been presented in Table 2.
Diagnosis-interpretation of ortophonic competence. Logopedic diagnosis,
which is equivalent to the interpretation of the data gathered during diagnosis-description of the linguistic material, can be linked with the stage of facts analysis in
total quality management process (Table 1). Such notions of quality management
as fault, error, problem, inaccuracy are automatically connoted with speech disorders, speech error, articulation error, emission error, accent error, inaccurate
realisation within the speech therapy process. They are also directly connected
with the “80/20” principle and with the Pareto chart with the Lorenz curve as
instruments of evaluation and standardisation which will be used here to interpret
linguistic facts that possibly contain a mistake or inaccuracy (Michalik 2014a).
The employment of these instruments and its results have been presented in Tables 3–5 (primary education), 6–8 (lower secondary education), and in Diagrams
1–3 (primary education), 4–6 (lower secondary education).

SPEECH DISORDERS OF STUDENTS
IN PRIMARy EDUCATION
The first column contains speech disorders that were recognized in the contest participants. The second column includes the information about the occurrence number of each type of speech disorder. The highlighted rows comprise of
the most significant types of disorders which cause the majority of problems. In
the case of speech disorders category, interdental realisation of phones and closed
nasalisation constitute 55% of all speech disorders. The remaining types (addental
lisp, lateral lisp, rhotacism, palatality) make up only 45% of all incorrect realisations.
The Diagram 1 presents the numerical values in the form of a histogram and
the cumulative values in the form of the Lorenz curve. The columns represent the
amount of disorder types, while the curve cumulates their percentage values. The
horizontal axis shows the types of the disorders in the diminishing order (their
numerical 1–6 labels correlate with Table 2 and 3). The vertical axes represent the
The research data was collected with the use of the audio-visual method. The rules of the
contests made it impossible to use the tactile method for the assesment of the diction inaccuracies,
deformation in particular.
3
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Table 2. Disorders and errors recorded on the evaluation cards during the contests

Type of disorder within
the descriptive category

Descriptive category

Speech disorders

Articulatory errors

101 students
of primary
education

176 students of
lower secondary
education

interdental realisation of phones

24

18

closed nasalisation

23

18

addental lisp

20

44

lateral lisp

11

19

rhotacism

5

2

palatality

3

3

dorsality

–

3

open nasalisation

–

2

total

86

109

/ǫ/ synchrony before the plosives

35

63

/ǫ/ asynchrony at the end of the word

33

86

/ę/ synchrony before the plosives

30

70

narrow vowels

11

42

lack of /ę/ at the end of the word

10

4

/ę/ asynchrony at the end of the word

7

7

extensive /ę/ at the end of the word

6

6

labialisation

2

–

simplification of consonantal groups

Speech emission and
accent errors

Research group
(numerical data)

1

8

total

135

286

incorrect accent

28

57

weak emission (too quiet)

14

20

inesthetic voice timbre

5

14

tachylalia

5

8

incorrect intonation

4

5

bradylalia

1

–

total

57

104

Source: original research; see also Staniek, 2013.4
4
The author of the article would like to express his gratitude to Aleksandra Staniek, one of
his students at the Pedagogical University of Cracow and the author of Master’s thesis articulatory
Problems of Recitation Contests Participants, for showing me the possibility of using the instruments for ortophonic competence analysis and for the help in the analysis of the evaluation cards.
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Cumulative value

Cumulative value %

24

27.91

24

28

2. Closed nasalisation

23

26.74

47

55

3. Addental lisp

20

23.26

67

78

4. Lateral lisp

11

12.79

78

91

5. Rhotacism

5

5.81

83

97

6. Palatality

3

3.49

86

100

86

100.00

TOTAL

% of total amount of
cases Pareto analysis

Amount %

1. Interdental realisation of phones

SPEECH DISORDERS

% of disorder types
Pareto analysis

Amount

Table 3. Percentage value of speech disorder types in primary education students. Pareto
analysis.

33.33%

55%

66.67%

45%

Source: original research

Diagram 1. Distribution of speech disorder types within the total number of speech disorders
in primary education students. Lorenz curve.
Source: original research
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amount of disorder cases (left) and the cumulative percentage value (right) for the
Lorenz curve. The second column of the histogram shows the value of 54.65%,
which is indicative of its cumulative share in the total number of all disorder cases.

ARTICULATORy ERRORS OF STUDENTS
IN PRIMARy EDUCATION

Cumulative value

Cumulative value %

35

25.93

35

26

2. /ǫ/ asynchrony at the end of the word

33

24.44

68

50

3. /ę/ synchrony before the plosives

30

22.22

98

73

4. Narrow vowels

11

8.15

109

81

5. Lack of /ę/ at the end of the word

10

7.41

119

88

6. /ę/ asynchrony at the end of the word

7

5.19

126

93

7. Extensive /ę/ at the end of the word

6

4.44

132

98

8. Labialisation

2

1.48

134

99

9. Simplification of consonantal groups

1

0.74

135

100

135

100.00

TOTAL

% of total amount of
cases Pareto analysis

Amount %

1. /ǫ/ synchrony before the plosives

ARTICULATORy ERRORS

% of disorder types
Pareto analysis

Amount

Table 4. Percentage value of articulatory error types of primary education students. Pareto
analysis.

33.3%

73%

66.7%

27%

Source: original research

The first column contains articulatory errors that were recognized in the contest participants. The second column includes the information about the occurrence number of each type of articulatory error. The highlighted rows comprise of
the most significant types of errors which cause the majority of problems. In the
case of articulatory errors category, /ǫ/ synchrony before the plosives, /ǫ/ asynchrony at the end of the word, and ę/ synchrony before the plosives constitute 73%
of all articulatory errors. The remaining errors make up only 27% of all incorrect
realisations.
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Diagram 2. Distribution of articulatory error types within the total number of articulatory errors of primary education students. Lorenz curve.
Source: original research

The horizontal axis shows the types of errors in the diminishing order. The
vertical axes represent the amount of error cases (left) and the cumulative percentage value (right) for the Lorenz curve. The third column of the histogram shows
the value of 72.59%, which is indicative of its cumulative share it the total number
of all articulatory error cases in primary education students.

SPEECH EMISSION AND ACCENT ERRORS
OF STUDENTS IN PRIMARy EDUCATION
The first column contains speech emission and accent errors that were recognized in the contest participants. The second column includes the information
about the occurrence number of each type of the error. The highlighted rows comprise of the most significant types of errors which cause the majority of problems.
In the case of speech emission and accent errors category, incorrect accent and
weak emission (too quiet), constitute 74% of all speech emission and accent errors. The remaining errors make up 26% of all incorrect realisations.
The horizontal axis shows the types of errors in the diminishing order. The
vertical axes represent the amount of error cases (left) and the cumulative percentage value (right) for the Lorenz curve. The second column of the histogram shows
the value of 73.68%, which is indicative of its cumulative share it the total number
of all speech emission and accent error cases of primary education students.
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Cumulative
value

Cumulative
value %

28

49.12

28

49

2. Weak emission (too quiet)

14

24.56

42

74

3. Unesthetic voice timbre

5

8.77

47

82

4. Tachylalia

5

8.77

52

91

5. Incorrect intonation

4

7.02

56

98

6. Bradylalia

1

1.75

57

100

57

100.00

TOTAL

% of total
amount of cases
Pareto analysis

Amount %

1. Incorrect accent

Speech emission and accent errors

% of disorder
types
Pareto analysis

Amount

Table 5. Percentage value of speech emission and accent errors types of primary education
students. Pareto analysis.

33.3%

74%

66.7%

26%

Source: original research

Diagram 3. Distribution of speech emission and accent error types within the total number of
speech emission and accent errors of primary education students. Lorenz curve.
Source: original research
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Ortophonic competence of primary education students. The presented
model of linguistic material analysis, which aims at the diagnosis-interpretation
of ortophonic competence features, makes it possible to distinguish some of the
most important observable facts. In the case of speech disorders category, two
types of disorders constitute 55% of all speech disorders (interdental realisation of
phones and closed nasalisation). In the case of articulatory errors category, three
types of errors (/ǫ/ synchrony before the plosives, /ǫ/ asynchrony at the end of the
word, and /ę/ synchrony before the plosives) constitute 73% of all articulatory errors. In the case of speech emission and accent errors category, two types of errors
(incorrect accent and weak emission), constitute 74% of all speech emission and
accent errors.

SPEECH DISORDERS OF STUDENTS IN LOWER
SECONDARy EDUCATION

Cumulative value

Cumulative value %

44

40.37

44

40

2. Lateral lisp

19

17.43

63

58

3. Interdental realisation of phones

18

16.51

81

74

4. Closed nasalisation

18

16.51

99

91

5. Palatality

3

2.75

102

94

6. Dorsality

3

2.75

105

96

7. Open nasalisation

2

1.83

107

98

8. Rhotacism

2

1.83

109

100

109

100.00

TOTAL
Source: original research

% of total amount of cases
Pareto analysis

Amount %

1. Addental lisp

SPEECH DISORDERS

% of disorder types
Pareto analysis

Amount

Table 6. Percentage value of speech disorder types in lower secondary education students.
Pareto analysis.

37.50%

74%

62.50%

26%
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The first column contains speech disorders that were recognized in the contest participants. The highlighted rows comprise of the most significant types of
disorders which cause the majority of problems. In the case of speech disorders
category, addental lisp, lateral lisp, and interdental realisation of phones constitute
74% of all speech disorders. The remaining types make up only 26% of all incorrect realisations.

Diagram 4. Distribution of speech disorder types within the total number of speech disorders
in lower secondary education students. Lorenz curve.
Source: original research

The diagram presents the numerical values in the form of a histogram and
the cumulative values in the form of the Lorenz curve. The columns represent
the amount of disorder types, while the curve cumulates their percentage values.
The vertical axes represent the amount of disorder cases (left) and the cumulative
percentage value (right) for the Lorenz curve. The third column of the histogram
shows the value of 74.31%, which is indicative of its cumulative share it the total
number of all disorder cases.
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ARTICULATORy ERRORS OF STUDENTS
IN LOWER SECONDARy EDUCATION

Cumulative value

Cumulative value %

86

30.07

86

30

2. /ę/ synchrony before the plosives

70

24.48

156

55

3. /ǫ/ synchrony before the plosives

63

22.03

219

77

4. Narrow vowels

42

14.69

261

91

5. Simplification of consonantal groups

8

2.80

269

94

6. /ę/ asynchrony at the end of the word

7

2.45

276

97

7. Extensive /ę/ at the end of the word

6

2.10

282

99

8. Lack of /ę/ at the end of the word

4

1.40

286

100

286

100.00

TOTAL

% of total amount of cases
Pareto analysis

Amount %

1. /ǫ/ asynchrony at the end of the word

ARTICULATORy ERRORS

% of disorder types
Pareto analysis

Amount

Table 7. Percentage value of articulatory error types of lower secondary education students.
Pareto analysis.

37.5%

77%

62.5%

23%

Source: original research

The highlighted rows comprise of the most significant types of errors which
cause the majority of problems. In the case of articulatory errors category, /ǫ/
asynchrony at the end of the word, /ę/ synchrony before the plosives, and /ǫ/ synchrony before the plosives, constitute 77% of all articulatory errors. The remaining errors make up 23% of all incorrect realisations.
The horizontal axis shows the types of errors in the diminishing order. The
vertical axes represent the amount of error cases (left) and the cumulative percentage value (right) for the Lorenz curve. The third column of the histogram shows
the value of 76.57%, which is indicative of its cumulative share it the total number
of all articulatory error cases of lower secondary education students.
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Diagram 5. Distribution of articulatory error types within the total number of articulatory errors in lower secondary education students. Lorenz curve.
Source: original research

SPEECH EMISSION AND ACCENT ERRORS OF STUDENTS
IN LOWER SECONDARy EDUCATION

Cumulative value

Cumulative value %

57

54.81

57

55

2. Weak emission (too quiet)

20

19.23

77

74

3. Inesthetic voice timbre

14

13.46

91

88

4. Tachylalia

8

7.69

99

95

5. Incorrect intonation

5

4.81

104

100

104

100.00

TOTAL
Source: original research

% of total amount of
cases Pareto analysis

Amount %

1. Incorrect accent

Speech emission and accent errors

% of disorder types
Pareto analysis

Amount

Table 8. Percentage value of speech emission and accent error types of lower secondary education students. Pareto analysis.

33.3%

74%

66.7%

26%
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The first column contains speech emission and accent errors that were recognized in the contest participants. The second column includes the information
about the occurrence number of each type of the error. The highlighted rows comprise of the most significant types of errors which cause the majority of problems.
In the case of speech emission and accent errors category, incorrect accent and
weak emission (too quiet), constitute 74% of all speech emission and accent errors. The remaining errors make up 26% of all incorrect realisations.

Diagram 6. Distribution of speech emission and accent error types within the total number of
speech emission and accent errors of lower secondary education students. Lorenz curve.
Source: original research

The vertical axes represent the amount of error cases (left) and the cumulative percentage value (right) for the Lorenz curve. The second column of the histogram shows the value of around 74.03%, which is indicative of its cumulative
share it the total number of all speech emission and accent error cases of primary
education students.
Ortophonic competence of lower secondary education students. In the
case of speech disorders category, three types of disorders (addental lisp, lateral
lisp, interdental realisation of phones) constitute 74% of all speech disorders. In
the case of articulatory errors category, three types of errors (/ǫ/ asynchrony at the
end of the word, /ę/ synchrony before the plosives, and /ǫ/ synchrony before the
plosives) constitute 77% of all articulatory errors. In the case of speech emission
and accent errors category, two types of errors (incorrect accent and weak emission), constitute 74% of all speech emission and accent errors.
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SUMMARy
In the methodological sense, the theory of total quality management may be useful in the collection of data and its analysis and interpretation. Moreover, it can aid the therapy process and its
evaluation due to the ability to identify the most prominent types of errors. Consequently, it makes
it easier for the therapist to implement a strategy which may turn out to be more suitable for solving
a given speech problem.
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The Phenomenon of Interlanguage in the Process
of Second Language Acquisition
SUMMARy
This article discusses the phenomenon of interlanguage in the process of second language
acquisition. A number of researchers claim that the interlanguage can be characterized by fundamental features like fossilization, systematicity and simplification. This article also addresses the
problem of significant psycholinguistic processes which influence the evolution of interlanguage.
Key words: second language acquisition, interlanguage, fossilization

INTRODUCTION
The term interlanguage1 introduced by Larry Selinker (1972) refers to the
independent linguistic system which in the process of second / foreign language
acquisition shows specific, idiosyncratic features related to the characteristics of
the native language (L1) and the target language (L2).
Although the concept of interlanguage is related to the process of the second
language acquisition, Selinker indirectly refers to the concept of Language Acquisition Device introduced by Noam Chomsky. This device, or a universal innate
ability to acquire a language, allows children to construct grammatical structures
based on the system of rules which derive from universal grammar (Chomsky
1964, 1965, 1975). Selinker also refers to the analogical concept of Eric LenSelinker is the author of the term based on Uriel Weinreich’s interlingual (1953), whereas
the phenomenon itself was identified by Corder (1967) as transitional competence. Nemser used the
term approximative system, emphasizing that the process of interlanguage evolution shifts towards
the target language.
1
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neberg’s latent language structure (1967). In his Critical Period Hypothesis, Lenneberg states that unless the process of language acquisition commences before
an individual reaches adolescence, the complete acquisition of a linguistic system
at later age is not possible. At the “critical age” brain loses its high plasticity,
a feature that characterises the developmental period2. However, most researchers
agree that as far as the process of the second language acquisition is concerned,
there only exist the period of increased sensitivity to language, whereas age is
barely one of many factors that have an impact on successful second language
acquisition (Oyama 1976; Patkowski 1980).
According to Selinker, an adult who learns a second language develops
a mechanism of latent psychological structure. This mechanism may be activated
when a person makes an attempt to express something in a foreign language. According to Selinker, the differences between latent psychological structure and
latent linguistic structure include:
1. latent linguistic structure is conditioned genetically, whereas its psychological equivalent is not an innate structure,
2. latent psychological structure does not have any point of reference in grammatical structures of a given language, thus it is not related to the existence of
universal grammar, it may, however, refer to other mental structures,
3. finally, latent psychological structure cannot be activated, and what is more,
may appear only in the interlanguage of a person studying a foreign language;
this structure, therefore, is not present in the process of the first language acquisition.
Interlanguage can be perceived as a continuum between the poles defined by
the native language (L1) and the target language (L2). The development of interlanguage is presented in the figure below3:

Fig. 1 The development of interlanguage. Source: Montrul, 2014.
For both Lenneberg and the original authors of the “critical age” concept in language acquisition context (Penfield, Roberts 1959), it was also brain lateralisation that had a crucial role in the
process of acquiring languages.
3
Montrul 2014, p. 79.
2
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Intermediate stages are characterised by instability, which can indicate not
only the progress of the development of interlanguage, but also its regress. The
initial state is characterised by the increased transfer of native language elements
into the source language. It should be noted that this tendency becomes weaker
if the development of the interlanguage increases. Assuming that interlanguage is
a specific system that undergoes constant reorganisation, it may be problematic
to determine the end state of the development of interlanguage (Larsen-Freeman
2014).
According to the interlanguage researchers, this specific language exhibits
certain basic features (which will be discussed further in the article) such as: fossilization, systematicity, and simplification. The article also discusses selected issues related to the existence of psycholinguistic processes which, according to
Selinker (1972), significantly affect the development of interlanguage4.

FEATURES OF INTERLANGUAGE
The term fossilization, discussed by Selinker (1972/1983), refers to the situation when the acquisition of the second language is stopped before a person has
reached the level of a native user. Many researchers claim that adults who learn
a foreign language rarely reach native-like language competence. This constitutes
a fundamental difference in the process of the second language acquisition between children and adults (Tarone 2006). The process of language development
among children is nearly always successful, except for a low percentage of disorders. Selinker’s observations confirm, however, that only approximately 5% of
adults succeed in mastering the target language (Selinker 1972/1983).
Therefore, the question concerning the access of an adult to universal grammar in the process of the second language acquisition is legitimate. In the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis, Bley-vroman (1990) argues that adult learners
very rarely reach native-like language competence. He also discusses various factors that differentiate the process of the second language acquisition from the process of the first language acquisition. The difference between the two processes
stems, first of all, from the fact that adult learners do not have direct access to
universal grammar. Another factor is the phenomenon of fossilization, which does
not occur in the process of the first language acquisition by children.
According to many researchers (Liceras 1986; Flynn 1987; Felix 1988), universal grammar is accessible to adult learners only through their first language.
Although fundamental changes are unlikely to occur at the level of the establishing of the parameters typical of a given first language, universal rules typical of
all natural languages should still be accessible to adult learners (Liceras 1996).
4

Niestorowicz, 2014.
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The research conducted by Johnson and Newport (1989) analysed negative
correlation between age and the ability to achieve native-like, or nearly native-like
competence in the second language. The authors studied correlation between the
age at which linguistic immersion of immigrants from different walks of life in the
United States commenced, and the successful acquisition of the English language.
The authors claim that the earlier the immersion in second language occurs, the
higher are the learner’s chances for achieving native-like competence.
The majority of the studies focused on language competence in terms of morphosyntax; there are also analyses (Neufeld 1980; Flege 1984) that examine the
importance of pronunciation in the process of the second language acquisition, as
well as a given language’s susceptibility to fossilization at the phonological level.
The acquisition of native-like accent in a foreign language seems to be possible
only if the process of learning begins already during childhood; this particular
linguistic aspect has neurobiological foundations (Scovel, 1988).
Many researchers (White, Genesee 1996; DeKeyser 2000) do not consider
age to be an important factor affecting successful second language acquisition.
The findings of their research reveal that people who started learning a foreign
language as adults may also develop native-like competence despite their limited
access to universal grammar. The researchers point to other factors that play an
important role in the process of the second language acquisition. Among other
things, these factors include: the motivation of a learner, linguistic abilities (such
as phonetic encoding, grammatical sensitivity), personality traits, learning strategies, and environmental aspects.
Discussing another feature of interlanguage – systematicity – Selinker claims
that the existence of an independent linguistic system can be confirmed by the
language production of foreign language learners. Nemser (1974: 55), who discusses the interlanguage structure, claims that the approximate system is a linguistic system that deviates from linguistic standards and emphasizes its structure
(or a series of consecutive structures: La1 ... n) that is different from the native and
target languages. Interlanguage shows the cohesion typical of a system, though it
undergoes constant restructuring and frequent changes. The interlanguage’s structural independence from native and target languages is manifested in the existence
of elements that cannot be related to either of the two languages (for example the
realisation of /θ/ phoneme as [fθ] or [sθ] by people who learn English)5.
Corder (1971, 1981, 14–18) approaches interlanguage as a special kind of a
dialect. It is an idiosyncratic dialect that, in sociolinguistic terms, is not used by
any community. However, it reflects specific and individual features of a transient
language of a person learning a second language (the author uses this term referring to the language of children and the language of people suffering from apha5

Nemser, 1974, p. 58.
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sia). According to Corder, the idiosyncratic dialect exhibits some typical systematic features: regularity, and characteristic grammar; it can be, therefore, described
by rules. The author agrees with Nemser and claims that certain similarities can
be found in the interlanguage of people learning a foreign language at elementary
level and in an informal context.
Corder does not consider idiosyncratic dialect to be a system deviating from
linguistic standards. He believes that it is as a correct system equipped with its
own grammar, and which can be seen also among children who learn their first
language. Richards (1974b, 88) shares this opinion, and he does not define interlanguage as a ‘deviated system’ unless it refers to ‘transient deviation’, as in the
case of children’s language:
The learner of any L2 has a propensity to construct for himself this interlingua, an act of
linguistic creativity so natural that it would be unrealistic to expect learners to circumvent it
and proceed directly from his L1 to the native speaker’s version of the L2. (…) Accepting
the interlingua, like accepting a child’s non-standard speech, avoids the necessity to halt the
communication process for the sake of the learning process.

Analysing another feature of interlanguage, that is simplification, Corder refers to the categories of simplified linguistic codes. They include, among others:
– simplified language registers used in specific communicative situations:
talking to children, referred to as baby talk; or talking to foreigners, referred to as
foreigner talk;
– languages of simplified structures, that is languages of a pidgin type (Hall
1966), which do not have native users and develop in communicative situations
among groups that do not share a common linguistic system;
– finally, children’s language, which develops during the process of the first
language acquisition, and interlanguage, which develops during second language
acquisition.
The simplified linguistic codes mentioned above share similar features such
as6:
– at the morphosyntactic level: elimination of redundant morphemes (grammatical number and gender), simplified usage of articles and personal pronouns,
usage of non-flectional forms instead of flectional ones, and simplified and unchangeable word order,
– at the lexical level: a limited number of lexical elements that are also characterized by strong polysemy.
Corder (1981, 82) claims that when referring to the process of the development of interlanguage as a linguistic code, characterised by simplification, one
may observe the process of complication; this is the process of the development
6

Corder, 1981.
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of interlanguage that resembles the process of transformation of a pidgin into a
creole language.

PROCESSES INFLUENCING THE DEvELOPMENT
OF INTERLANGUAGE
Interlanguage is formed during five psycholinguistic processes, which
Selinker (1972) associates with the existence of “latent psychological structure.”
The processes that influence the development of interlanguage contain: a) native
language transfer, b) transfer of training, c) strategies of second language learning,
d) strategies of second language communication, and e) overgeneralization of TL
linguistic material.
According to Selinker, the first process, namely language transfer at the phonological, morphosyntactic and lexical and semantical levels, is an important, but
not crucial, element forming interlanguage; researchers focusing on contrastive
analysis considered it to be crucial. The contrastive analysis paradigm based on
Charles Fries’ (1945) and Robert Lado’s (1957) theories, defined native language
transfer (referred to as interference) as a main source of difficulties in the process
of the second language acquisition. According to Lado’s basic assumptions, the elements of a native language that differ from the elements of a target language will
cause problems in the process of learning, whereas similar elements will make the
whole process easier. Adopting a sociolinguistic perspective, Weinreich (1953)
uses the same term (interference) while referring to the transfer of elements from
one language to another in bilingual situations.
Selinker has been inspired by a different idea offered by Weinreich (1953,
7–8), who observes a phenomenon called “interlingual associations”, or “interlingual identifications” when two or more languages meet. This phenomenon is
related to the second language learners’ tendency to compare phonemes, grammatical relations, or semantic features in their native and target languages. As far
as phonology is concerned, it may refer to /b/ phoneme in the Spanish language,
which may be produced as a fricative bilabial sound [ß], and which does not exist in Polish. At the lexical and semantic level, a Spanish language learner may
identify the meaning of Spanish traducir as a Polish word tłumaczyć. This identification is partly correct since the Spanish word traducir signifies only written
translation, whereas interpretar signifies oral translation.
Another psycholinguistic process that influences the evolution of interlanguage refers to the transfer associated with teaching/learning the second language
in formal context, or formal circumstances. The role of the foreign language
teacher, the choice of methodology (learning aids, appropriate course book) may
determine success of the second language acquisition. The teacher may have
a positive impact on the whole learning process, but he/she may also provide
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inappropriate pronunciation examples. The choice of methodology (for example
to what extent communication skills in a foreign language are trained) and the
course book (clear and coherently structured content) are important. All these aspects related to the teaching process can, on the one hand, have a positive influence on the learning process, and on the other, they may lead to errors, defined in
glottodidactics as induced errors (Stenson 1974).
What is also significant in the process of interlanguage formation, are learning strategies and communicative strategies used during teaching / learning process. Learning strategies are defined as cognitive and metacognitive mechanisms
used by foreign language learners (Wenden 1987). These include mnemonic techniques, or conscious planning and monitoring the process of learning. With the
use of communicative strategies, learners attempt to solve problems that appear
when a given message in a foreign language is being conveyed and the competence of learners is limited (Tarone 1977; Białystok 1983). Hence the mechanisms
that exert negative influence on the development of interlanguage may be used.
These mechanisms include, for example, avoidance strategy, which is based on the
modification, reduction, or even the abandonment of a given message; or codeswitching strategy, that is the introduction of native language (or other-language)
elements in a given message. It can be assumed that compensation strategies foster the development of interlanguage and they include paraphrasing technique,
substitution, the employment of non-verbal techniques, or requests for help to
fulfil the communicative aim (cf. Tarone 2006).
The last process that has an impact on the development of interlanguage is
the overgeneralization of the target language grammatical rules. Foreign language
learners at the beginning acquire basic grammatical rules and they may, therefore,
tend to regularise these rules. This phenomenon can be observed at the level of
inflection level and generalization of conjugative paradigms (for example using
*dormo instead of duermo in Spanish, or *goed instead of went in English).
Many researchers point out that the overgeneralization of rules also occurs
during the first language acquisition among children. Taking into account the
analogy presented above, such errors made by the second language learners are
referred to as developmental errors (Richards 1974a; Dulay, Burt, Krashen 1982;
Schachter, Celce-Murcia 1983; Ellis 1994). The progress of the second language
acquisition should be associated with the elimination of such errors; unfamiliarity
with the limitations of certain grammatical rules, or formation of invalid hypotheses due to deficient linguistic competence, on the other hand, may show the lack
of progress or regress in the process of the evolution of interlanguage.
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CONCLUSION
The concept of interlanguage is a continuation of previous research paradigms: the model of constructive analysis and the model of error analysis, At
the same time, this concept is a new phase in the description of the language
acquired by the second language learner. What seems to be crucial in the analysis
of interlanguage is the fossilization of linguistic structures, which prevents adult
learners from achieving native-like competence. What should also be remembered
is the fact that age (early commencement of language learning) is a significant
factor that conditions successful second language acquisition. It should be also
mentioned that non-biological factors that play an important role in the process
include learners’ motivation, and environmental aspects.
Studies on interlanguage discussed mainly adults who learned the second language in a bilingual environment and they focused on the comparison between
the second language acquisition by adults and the first language acquisition by
children. Further studies should discuss the issues related to the development of
interlanguage among children in the context of the second language acquisition.
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Prototypical orofacial experience
SUMMARy
The author presents the analysis of the relation between the primary activities and articulation.
By taking advantage of the terms connected with cognitive linguistics, one indicates the prototypical
orofacial experience. They constitute the biomechanical basis of articulation. Compensational strategies, that is the primary and secondary ones are being distinguished.
Key words: disorders in primary activities, articulatory defects, primary compensation strategies, secondary compensation strategies, prototype

In the therapy of speech disorder, it is
worth encountering not only the
“landscape” in the surgery, but also with
its generalized map.

TOWARDS THE HISTORy OF THE IDEA CONNECTED
WITH SPEECH THERAPy
The development of speech is determined by the factors of biological and
psychological-social nature, and – if we assume another perspective – it embraces
individual learning and cultural learning. At the same time, both paths are the elements of the same developmental process. The former involves everything that
human beings can acquire without other people’s engagement and without the
things connected with cultural creation. Such skills may be, for example, some
games with a tongue and fingers enabling the child to learn about the oral cavity,
biting and chewing which, apart from preparing a piece of food, make the tongue
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more flexible and contribute to the better mobility of jaws. On the other hand, the
cultural learning is feasible owing to the presence of other men and products of
cultural creation. Language, mathematics, chess, using different tools are such
products.
Profiling the biological factors responsible for the development of speech,
particularly in relation to the development of the phonetic-phonological system
in the aspect of performance, is a subject matter of many reports. The particular
authors categorize the kind of biological factors connected with the progression
of articulation path in different ways, which causes that they cast light on several
aspects of the problem issue connected with the development of speech. The researchers have been particularly keen on the development of the phonetic-phonological system for several dozen years. They have also been interested in its limited base, but also the biological activities, such as breathing, eating and drinking.
Thereupon stimulating the development of the functions connected with feeding
and drinking became one of the key tasks of the earlier therapeutic intervention,
which is mentioned in many publications by therapists and researchers. No one
is astonished by the therapist’s teaching of breathing, drinking and eating in the
cases of young and older patients. One of the precursory researchers who accepted
that the biological activities (for example, breathing, drinking and eating) build
the biomechanical basis of speech was Elżbieta Stecko. Her scholarly activity as
well as the practical experience, which has been well known in Poland for several
dozen years, contributed to the promotion and popularity of early intervention
which involves – besides other areas of help – monitoring the correct development
of the skill of breathing, drinking and eating (Stecko 1996, 2002). The fact the
authors noticed the relevance of the biological functions in the face of articulation
development may be encountered in different publications (for example, Stecko
1996, 2002, Mackiewicz 2001; Masgutowa Regner 2009; Konopska 2006; PlutaWojciechowska 2000, 2008, 2011, 2013; łada 2012).
The speaking ability control procedure which is often propounded is the evaluation of children’s different skills connected with food consuming and quenching thirst. This perspective is found in the publications of the authors mentioned
here and in other ones, too. The issue that is strictly connected with biological
functions in speech therapy has, therefore, been well known long since. Appreciating the relevance of these functions in the context of speech development is
found in various research perspectives, among which the following ones might be
mentioned:
• defining the model of the development of biological activities (PlutaWojciechowska 2009, 2011),
• searching for the paradigm of the diagnosis and the therapy of the biological activities,
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• carrying out the research in the field of any relations between the development of biological activities and speech (Finnie 1994; Mackiewicz 2001; Hiiemae, Palmer 2003; Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, 2013; Serrurier, Badin, Barney,
Boë, Savariaux 2012; Liśniewska-Machorowska, Pluta-Wojciechowska, zaremba, Nowak 2007),
• determining the essence of the experience coming from the biological
activities and their relation with articulation (Finnie 1994; Mackiewicz 2001, Hiiemae, Palmer 2003; Serrurier, Badin, Barney, Boë, Savariaux 2012; Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, 2013).
Applying the above developmental sequence of certain phenomena (that is,
the model of development with the indication of the key symptoms which should
appear in healthy children at some age) is a characteristic feature in the case of
researchers searching for the essence and interpretation of the symptoms related to
speech disorders. At the same time, it is worth noticing that due to the diagnostic
aims we bear in mind, this model of the development of the given functions is indispensible. On the other hand, what is essential from the point of view of therapy
carried out is the order of the occurring phenomena as this order determines – if
we assume the metaphorical perspective – the order in which the formation of the
given skills will take place. The order leads the child from the ability to use, for
example, simple forms in its speech to the ability to use the more complex language constructions. In other words, it refers to the model of development of the
given function which is given to us by nature, if, again – we accept the metaphorical image – we may personify it in this place.
We might also assume the simplified theory that appearing of the speech disorder in ontogenesis of the man also embraces some sequence of events which are
more or less distant from one another. The researchers are, therefore, able to describe the way of formation of the disorders in a more or less detailed way taking
into account the given chronology. We may state that the diagnosis is an attempt
of reconstructing the process of appearance and the way of creation of defects.
Hence, the research involves not only the register of the symptoms of the language
use incompatible with the norm but also the research in the area of the factors
which could contribute to the formation of the concrete speech dysfunction.
The following article takes advantage of the model of development of biological activities and aims to discover at least some part of the mystery of the developmental program, which was prepared for children by nature by leading them
“from the primary activities to the secondary one.” Our goal is, therefore, to try
to define the core of the experience which is collected by the child during breathing, eating and drinking. This knowledge may become the basis of diagnosis and
therapy of speech dysfunctions connected with breathing, drinking and eating.
One may also be of great importance and assistance when it comes to the recon-
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struction of formation process of the disorders of the development of phoneticphonological system, which has just been discussed.

THE PRIMARy ACTIvITIES AND THE SECONDARy
ACTIvITIES
Roman Jakobson, when commenting on the language development, introduced some sequence which defined the order of the appearing functions: the
primary elements and the secondary ones. In the description of ontogenesis of
language this concept was used by Maria zarębina (1994). Jakobson’s thought
connected with ordering some phenomena may, however, be widened and a new
perspective can be accepted. The perspective involves the primary activities1 and,
then, the secondary activities2 (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, 2013).
The primary ones are the different functions taking place inside the oral-facial-pharyngeal space and appearing prior to the articulation of sounds understood
as realizations of phonemes or they also accompany its development. The primary
activities are of diversified nature. What is certain is the fact the list presented
does not include all of them as ever, as I add new functions repetitively. The idea
connected with the catalogue of the primary activities is rooted in the reflection
connected with the fact the particular activities occurring in the oral-facial area (or
even in the oral-facial-pharyngeal area) are the matters of interest in the case of
many disciplines. The researchers representing different branches of knowledge
analyze the given activity from their own stance and the particular methodological point of view. Dissemination of the knowledge concerning the same issues
caused that I presented the catalogue of the activities naming them the primary
activities.
As several researches in the field of speech therapy, pediatrics, neurology,
laryngology, and physiotherapy show, the bone and muscular structures connected
with the oral-facial-pharyngeal complex, and, particularly, the muscles of face,
oral cavity, pharynx, and oesophagus are used by people to a different extent in
the case of various activities. They are as follows:
THE PRIMARy ACTIvITIES:1
– oral reflex movements,
– physiological breathing and breathing during high physical exertion,
“The primary activities (primeval) are in particular such activities as breathing and food
intaking as well as drinking. They develop on the basis of the primary motor system, but also, to
a different degree, they are other non-verbal activities within the oral-facial complex, such as, for
example, orofacial sensory activities, the way the head is put when lying, physiological activities,
such as, yawning, coughing, etc., facial expression, autocheck, autoexperimenting, and orofacial
autoplay, which constitute, together with the nervous system, the motor basis of speech in the prenatal and postnatal” (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013, p. 305–306, in Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, p. 125).
1
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– consuming food and drinking,
– orofacial sensory system, that is 1) sensation inside the mouth; such features as texture, taste, food temperature and other features corresponding to different objects placed in the oral cavity; that is sensation of the oral cavity, but also
2) sensual impressions on the surface of face,
– finding the comfortable position for the head when going to sleep, lying,
carrying and feeding the baby,
– self-stimulation, self-examination, self-experimentation, orofacial selfplaying,
– facial expression,
– the functions of physiological character, frequently with the features of
reflex movements, such as, yawning, coughing, snoring, sneezing, hiccupping,
activated during the course of development (in the case of some children),
– some disadvantageous habits connected with the organ of chewing, that is,
parafunctions, and in my perspective, sucking, biting not connected with food,
– expressing feelings and sensation, for example, smiling, kissing (the roots
of the last element are probably connected with food consumption),
SECONDARy ACTIvITIES:2
– articulation (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, 2013).
The list is not only a catalogue, but it is a system of the activities which are
related one to another and depend on one another. The youngest activity in the
oral-facial space, which appeared in phylogenesis is articulation. That means it is
prone to the influence of disadvantageous factors of primary character in relation
to it. The links among the activities are presented beneath.

2
“The secondary activity is speaking, which appears in the developmental process as the
ectypal activity in relation to the primary activities. The primary feature and the secondary one are
connected with ordering changes which appear in the course of development. What I mean by the secondary feature of speaking is, on the one hand – generally speaking – the fact that the extraordinary
human skill developed in phylogenesis by using the earlier biological activities in an exceptional
way, and, on the other hand, the fact that it starts to exists in ontogenesis and emergesas a result of
progression of many functions, including those of biomechanical character and connected with the
activities protecting oxygen and food supply” (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013, p. 306, in Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, p. 122).
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Chart 1. The main relations among the activities in the oral-facial space.
Source: D. Pluta-Wojciechowska, Zaburzenia czynności prymarnych i artykulacji. Podstawy
postępowania logopedycznego, Ergo-Sum, Bytom 2013, p. 20.
The drawing symbolizes the oral-facial space in the morphological aspect. The solid line means the relations of the activities. The hash marks reflect our doubts which appear in connection with
the questions: 1. What is the precise link between the physiological activities, for example, yawning,
and the development of articulation? 2. Isn’t the tongue pressure during articulation too strong? The
first question was inspired by the experience from speech therapy during which such activities are
used to exercise the soft palate. Probably during such activities as yawning or coughing, during the
development the child “discovers” some positions and movements of organs and later, in a specific
way, trains and consolidates them. The answer to the second question requires some more detailed
discussion (see Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013, p. 128–136).
Source: D. Pluta-Wojciechowska, Zaburzenia czynności prymarnych i artykulacji. Podstawy
postępowania logopedycznego, Ergo-Sum, Bytom 2013, p. 20.

While commenting on the primary activities, it should be emphasized that
they ought to be the object of the speech therapy examination whose main aim is
to explain the reasons of the speech dysfunction or establish a level of risk connected with the occurrence of speech defects. Thus, the research concerns the development of particular primary activities in comparison with the norm predicted
for each patient depending on her or his age. It means that the speech therapist
should be familiarized with the model of development of the particular primary
activities, and the remarks concerning this issue may be found in several publi-
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cations (Finnie 1994, Karłowska (ed.) 2008; Masgutowa, Regner 2009; Proffit,
Fields 2001; Pluta-Wojciechowska 2009; Stecko 1996, 2002). On the other hand,
the synthesis of the model of the activities connected with eating, drinking and
breathing can be found in the work by D. Pluta-Wojciechowska (2011, 2013).

THE MEANING OF THE PRIMARy ACTIvITIES FOR
ARTICULATION. DIFFERENT MEANS OF DESCRIPTION
OF THE PHENOMENA
Bearing in mind the articles concerning the model of the primary activities
connected with eating, I will not deal with this issue in the following paper. I will
focus on the analyses aimed at defining the essence of experiences coming from
repetitiveness of the activities connected with breathing, eating and drinking and
at pointing to their role in the development of the articulatory skill instead.
One of the sources of inspiration for me that became the beginning of thought
connected with the name prototypical orofacial experience was – which may be
surprising – cognitive linguistics. This branch of linguistics is not that popular
among the researchers dealing with speech therapy. My present interest in cognitive linguistics is related to the fact that the terms that are offered by this field
may be benefited while explaining some difficult issues, for example, when commenting on the relation among eating, drinking, breathing and articulation. This
relation is described in literature in the following way:
• mapping the feeding movements and breathing movements in articulation,
• the additional specialization of the organs serving to breathe and take in
food,
• the secondary use of the organs,
• a biomechanical base of articulation,
• the primary activities as a biomechanical base of articulation,
• parallel character of the development of the activities connected with eating
and articulation,
• the prototypical experience resulting from breathing and taking in food and
drinking,
The particular phrases – in spite of the fact they concern the same phenomenon – describe it in a different way and therefore, they have various semantic
values. I am deeply convinced that the means in which we will picture the relation
between the biological factors and articulation has an influence on the kind of the
afterthought accompanying the potential reader. As – according to J. G. Herder –
“language assigns borders and the outline of the entire human cognition” (Herder
1969, p. 99, in: Grabias 2001, p. 41).
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While considering the issue of the development of the articulated speech in
philogenesis, we might state that, as a result of the human needs connected with
articulation, people had adapted the organs for it (the organs which originally take
part in the activities related to eating and drinking as well as breathing). Thus,
the speech organs are, in fact such organs whose the primary role was breathing,
taking in food, and drinking. It happens in this way, as in the man does not exist
an isolated skeletal-muscular-nervous system, which would be able to be used in
articulation. There is, therefore, an additional specialization of the oral cavity and
the nasal cavity (connected with breathing). Hence, the thesis becomes clearer,
that is, during the biological activities there occurs some kind of training. One
prepares people for articulation. The movements of speech organs while creating
sounds use the same space as the one during eating, drinking and breathing.
As K. M. Hiiemae’s and J. B. Palmer’s (2003) research has shown, the movements of the organs performed during articulation and eating are not unified but
they are only similar to one another to a different degree. The basic differences refer to the amplitude of the movements of the jaws which is different during biting
and chewing and during articulating sounds. The shape of the tongue during swallowing is not identical with the one present during eating, although it is similar to
that presented during articulation of some sounds (compare Pluta-Wojciechowska
2011, 2013; Serrurier, Badin, Barney, Boë, Savariaux 2012).

THE METHODOLOGICAL BASES OF ANALySIS
The relation between breathing, eating and drinking and between articulation
can be described by using different terms. It may also happen that we may use
here the operational terminology connected with cognitive linguistics. In various
analyses the operational term is applied due to the cognitive reasons and its main
aim is the better explanation of the complicated matters. It can be stated that the
operational term is a kind of the cognitive tool which is to facilitate the difficult
issues and problems or a structure of terms which we cover a phenomenon which
is analyzed in order to explain, comprehend and order it. In some cases the terms
used to explain something are of metaphorical nature. The example where we use
the different terms in order to explain the affair can be the term phoneme. One is
pictured in different ways by using the operational terms.
By applying the above strategy while commenting on the biological bases of
articulation in the case of children with cleft lip and cleft palate, as early as in 2000
I underlined the fact they are of prototypical nature (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2000,
p. 117). I also noticed then that the child adapts the early experiences connected
with breathing and eating due to the needs connected with articulation. Therefore,
they can be described in the category of prototype for the child, because – simplifying some issues – on the one hand, they often occur and, on the other hand, the
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child “benefits” from them during the phonetic development. The situation does
not surprise us if we bear in mind the space where the activities connected with
eating, breathing activity and articulation take place.
In order to understand the essence of the term prototypical orofacial experience, firstly, we have to say what the term prototype means. In the Dictionary of
Foreign Terms, prototype (in Greek prōtótypon comes from prótos = the first +
týpos = reflection, pattern) is described as the primary and the earliest pattern of
something which becomes the basis of creating or imitating something. It is the
first model of machine or device which (after proper tests and experiments) is the
basis of launching the full production of it (Tokarski 1971, p. 609).
Thus, from this perspective, prototype is something that is of primary nature.
It also signifies that one thing is created on the basis of the model of something
else. This perspective of the definition is colloquial and – as I may assume – reflects how non-scholars, non-linguists and, generally, non-experts perceive it (see
the comment on the issue connected with the kinds of definitions, acc. to Taylor
2001, p. 108). In cognitive linguistics the term prototype has more detailed meanings.
In this place, there appears an afterthought connected with the question why
scholars make up and introduce new terms or even offer some different meanings
of the well-known words. It is an important issue and the answer to it will allow
to comprehend an amazingly important issue in the context of this article which
is associated with introducing the term prototypical orofacial experience. The introduction of this notion together with the explanation of its content will facilitate
– in my opinion – our understanding of the complex issues and it also holds much
meaning in the context of designing and carrying the speech therapy. It happens in
this way as the prepared concept of prototypical orofacial experience may become
the methodological line when designing such speech therapy programs in the case
of defects of primary activities.
As regards the issue which we are considering, it is worth noticing that the
scholar, when testing some part of reality and discovering new phenomena connected with it, desires not only to define its essence, but also to name it. In this
way, the new knowledge has a chance to become an object of thinking, an object
of analyses and syntheses and it may start to function in other researchers’ minds.
The reason for this is that fact that – as I mentioned before (when citing the words
expressed by J. G. Herder) – “language defines the borders and outlines the whole
human cognition”. Therefore, everything we discover may be given a name and it
can additionally be defined.We may also clearly outline the borderline of the given
category of the notion.
When discussing the speech disorders, M. Michalik (2006) draws the reader’s
attention to the remarks made by another researcher who formulated his reflection
concerning the question what science means. T. Hołówka writes: “[…] science is
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continuation of common sense. It comes from everyday observation and it even
shares initial assumptions […] and some procedures with One of the crowd [and]
thinking that is typical in the case of researchers is a kind of everyday thinking
which is limited in some way” (Hołówka 1986, p. 53, in: Michalik 2006, p. 20). It
becomes clear that in the scholarly terminology we use some terms deriving from
colloquial language. However, here they gain a different order and scope (see in:
Maćkiewicz 1996).
When writing about prototype, which we discussed above, it should be emphasized that this is one of the fundamental notions connected with the achievements presented by E. Rosch (1978). The researcher defines it as the prime example of the given category (1978). It is a basic notion of her concept which may be
described as the theory of categorization3. The author writes: “[…] what we mean
by prototypes may be described as follows: prototypes of a category are, generally speaking, the clearest and the most expressive cases among all the members
of the category defined in an operational way as human judges about the top-class
member of the category” (Rosch 1978, p. 40). The contexts which the researcher
used while building her own concept were L. Wittgenstein’s discoveries (1972).
the indicates that the notions are inhomogeneous and introduces the term the familial similarity.
Rosch’s theory had an influence on cognitive linguistics. It is, however, difficult to discuss all the standpoints concerning categorization presented by the authors dealing with categorization, including the one based on prototype (see: Lakoff
1987; Lakoff, Johnson 1988; Langacker 1987, 1995, 2003, Taylor 2001, Trzebiński
1981, Nowakowska-Kempna 1995, 2000a, 2000b). The researchers emphasize the
fact that something that occurs with the highest frequency becomes typical, representative, and, according to it, in this meaning, prototypical. Taylor writes: “[…]
the elements of a category gain the position of prototypes because we have more
often to do with them” (Taylor 2001, p. 83–84). When commenting on the nature
of the prototype, another researcher – G. Kleiber notices that in the prototype there
are “attributes having the maximum meaning for the category” (Kleiber 2003,
p. 75–76).
M. Michalik uses the perspective identified by K. Korżyk (1999) and distinguishes a few aspects of it: referential, statistical, psychological-functional and
anatomical-physiological (Michalik 2006). The researcher proposes a two-aspect
perspective of the category (center – periphery), and he also cites E. Tabakowska’s
3
In literature,the classic categorization based on the necessary and sufficient features is distinguished from the categorization based on the prototype. J. R. Taylor writes: “Possibly, the clearest
difference between the classic category and the prototypical category is the fact that the classic categorization allows for only two possibilities, that is, either something is an element of the category
or is not, while the fact that something belongs to a prototypical category is a question of degree”
(Taylor 2001, p. 86).
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relevant words that “[…] creation of the categories and assigning elements to
them depends in a relevant way on the sensual human experience and on the psychic/mental parameters conditioning our perception and cognition” (Tabakowska
1995, p. 45, dist. DPW).
Taking into account the above ideas, we may make assumption that “prototype is the prime example of a category which is justified – if we take into consideration and justify it through its frequency, typical character, representativeness,
and the fact that it marks norms as well as the fact that it is equipped with essential
features of a category. When bearing in mind »the degree of similarity« to the
prototype, the example which is compared gains the status of a good, medium
or weak case of the given category. We should notice that the categories built on
the basis of the prototype have the gradual character and are based on the scale.
We have to strengthen the fact that the prototype is the term which is operational
and cognitive and one may be used as a tool facilitating the description of a set of
features/properties of the given class” (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013, p. 43). Thus,
the term prototype is connected with frequency, representativeness, and a typical
picture of some phenomena. Due to the fact that it occurs more frequently than
others, it becomes the center of a category. R. J. Taylor distinguishes two interpretations of the term prototype: we may refer it to the central element of the
category or to a group of central elements of the category (Taylor 2001, 93).
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Ontogenesis of Homo sapiens is connected with an amazing phenomenon –
learning which is related to the possibilities which are given to people by the brain
which is able to receive, process and store stimuli. Even a young child can learn
by means of two systems: the individual and cultural one. At the same time, from
the moment of birth those two developmental paths are linked and – which should
be emphasized – they are the parts of one developmental process.
z. Muszyński writes: “[…] the world [...] is organized according to categories
by the subject equipped with categories developed in the course of the biological,
social and cultural development” (Muszyński 1996, p. 30, dist. DPW). The question arises about the natural and neurological bases of the categorization which
result from the biological features of the human organism. The careful reading
of the writings by G. Lakoff i M. Johnson (1988) allows to state that the experience of oneself and the experience of oneself in relation to the outer world is the
basis of formation of the human being’s system of notions (Lakoff, Johnson 1988,
p. 36–84).
We may ask what derives from the abovementioned deliberation? In the
course of the development the young child collects experiences and, in a way,
organizes them – and, as I assume – the child also gains experiences which come
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from breathing, eating and drinking. They form a general model, base, matrix,
patterns, movements, for example, the tongue or lip movements, due to the frequency of their occurrence and due to the frequency of experienced senses. They
are the ones that become for the child the most elaborated activity which is often
experienced during performing primary activities. That is why they become a matrix, a prototype for other movements, for example, articulation. Therefore, as
a result of the frequency of the occurrence of some systems, compositions, positions and movements of the organs during the primary activities, the experiences
coming from them have the prototypical character. In other words, it means that
some settings, positions and movements of the organs within the oral-facial space
which frequently take place are representative for the activities taking place during breathing, eating and drinking. The typical character of these activities, their
frequent occurrence and representativeness cause that they become the basis, the
prototype for articulation.
How, therefore, could the term prototype be used in the analyses of the movements and positions of the organs observed during eating, drinking and breathing?
We may imagine, for instance, the category the movements and positions of the
tongue and lips during eating, drinking and breathing. The analysis will show
that some movements and positions of the organs take place during these activities much more often and in this way they are constantly trained and consolidated
in everyday biological activities. It may be stated that, from the point of view of
the theory of prototypes, they gain the status of the prototypical activities. What
results is the assumption that every child that is healthy achieves some prototypical orofacial experience connected with primary activities. At the same time, the
unhealthy child, for example, with the developmental defect within labial-facial
area also gains some prototypical orofacial experience, but in this case, one has a
different character in comparison with the healthy child.
What is indispensable in the analyses of prototypical orofacial experiences is
the discrimination of its type in order to not only control it, but also to make them
useful in the diagnosis and projecting the speech therapy. We necessarily have
to underline the fact that the birth means some continuation of the development
taking place during prenatal life. Thus, the bases all of the functions, including
breathing, eating and speaking, should be found in the prenatal period (KornasBiela 1998). Hence, the child’s orofacial experiences that are related to the activity of the organs at the prenatal stage should also be shown in the context of the
category of prototypes for the development of speech, in it, the articulatory ability.
We may think of the biomechanical basis of articulation which is some sort
of base for articulated speech in the kinesthetic aspect. One is associated with
production of various orofacial experiences, including, particularly, the ones connected with breathing, eating and drinking in the prenatal and postnatal period of
life. This peculiar basis is connected with experiences taking place in different
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moments of life that the child gains during the primary activities, particularly during eating and breathing. What we may assume is the fact that the way in which
the biomechanical basis of the articulated speech is created takes the following
form presented in the following diagram:
Gaining experiences coming from repetition of the primary activities
↓
Ordering experiences
↓
Emergence of the most frequent experiences that are representative and typical
↓
Establishing some general models of structures, positions and movements
of the organs, that is, prototypes
↓
Amazing use of the above experiences in articulation
Diagram 1. Formation of biomechanical basis of the articulation
Source: D. Pluta-Wojciechowska, Zaburzenia czynności prymarnych i artykulacji. Podstawy
postępowania logopedycznego. Bytom 2013, p. 153.

The interesting question is what the prototypical orofacial experiences consist
in. We might take for granted some general ideas and indicate that “prototypical
experiences rooted in the primary activities establish some kind of sensual reception for the lips, the tongue, the cheeks, the jaws and the palate. They embrace
four categories of phenomena – biochemical prototypes, which define the essence
of prototypical experiences connected with the orofacial area during the primary
activities, that is:
1. Relations and positions of the organs in the oral cavity.
2. The movements of the organs:
a. synchronic, that is, the ones which coexist,
b. consecutive, the ones occurring in the defined order.
3. The breathing cooperation.
4. The ability within muscles of the orofacial unit, which allows not only to
execute the following tasks connected with drinking, eating and breathing, (the
tasks which are defined by the developmental program), but also to face a new
task, that is, articulated speaking” (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013, p. 153).
In this context we may assume that “the biomechanical prototype is an operational term of cognitive character which relates to the phenomena occurring
most often and the phenomena that are typical and representative in the oral-facial
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space and are connected with the primary activities” (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013,
p. 153–154). The distinguished prototypes are used during the development of the
articulatory ability which is certified by the research results presented by Barbara
Sambor and Izabela Malicka (and which are supervised by the author). We should
bear in mind the fact that the model of the description may be used not only in
the case of description of healthy children’s experiences but also in the case of
ill patients’ ones. Such children also gain the orofacial prototypical experiences;
however, these experiences are different than in the case of the healthy children.
What is however important here is the fact that they may be described according
to the formula of the distinguished biomechanical prototypes.

SIMILARITy OR MAPPING OF THE MOvEMENTS
IN ARTICULATION?
While commenting on the relations among the movements of the organs taking part in eating and drinking which are performed by the same organs during
articulation, K. M. Hiiemae, J. B. Palmer (2003) indicate that these movements
are similar to one another but they are not the same (compare Serrurier, Badin,
Barney, Boë, Savariaux 2012; Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013).
The drawings presented in the authors’ publications show the positions of
the tongue during eating and drinking and they prove much similarity in movements. This is even visible in some gaps in the tongue when food is swallowed
and during the articulation of some sounds. The authors emphasize the differences
between the organs performing the movements during eating and speaking. The
most essential differences are as follows: the amplitude of the movements of the
jaw (during speaking it is much lower than during eating), the presence of asymmetrical movements of the tongue during passing food on the chewing surface of
the teeth and during taking the food that remained out of the side parts of the oral
cavity (such movements are not observed during articulation unless there exists
some type of speech defect).
We could also notice in the diagrams the shapes of the tongue during eating
and articulating; if we base our knowledge on articulatory phonetics, we will also
bear in mind the fact that the shape of the tongue during articulatory movements is
more complicated than during swallowing. What is more important, the analyses
taking into account only the shape of the tongue during eating and articulating are
narrowing the problem to a certain degree. It would be advisable to support them
with other parameters, such as, the position of the hyoid bone or the movement of
the palate as well as the lateral walls of pharynx.
We could accept the researcher’s hypothesis that the movements of the tongue
observed during articulation are the subclass of the movements of this organ observed during eating and drinking, but not only with reference to swallowing,
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which is often the object of comparison. We mean several different movements
which are performed by this organ during all activities connected with eating,
namely, drinking, eating by means of the spoon, biting pieces of food, taking the
food out of the sides of oral cavity, etc. (compare Hiiemae, Palmer 2003; Serrurier, Badin, Barney, Boë, Savariaux 2012; Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013).
In my opinion, this hypothesis should be widened (Pluta-Wojciechowska
2013). We may assume that the articulatory movements are probably the subgroup of the large group where we may find the movements and positions of the
organs engaged in other primary activities. Thus, here we mean such ones which
are not only connected with eating and drinking, but also the movements and positions which take place during breathing, auto stimulation, auto check of the oral
cavity, auto experimentation, auto play (within the orofacial area), the activities
such as yawning, grunting, etc. From my standpoint, during these activities, and
particularly, during the ones connected with eating, the child experiences several
discoveries and learns different possibilities connected with the organ kinesthetic
abilities. That constitutes an extraordinary base. One can see a wide scope of
movements of organs, particularly, of the tongue. One may speculate and suppose
that in these activities we may probably find such movements which the child
takes advantage of during articulation of sounds of the natural language. In this set
there are also such movements and positions which will not be used by the child
during speaking as his mother tongue does not contain any sounds requiring the
given movement. We do not feel surprised because learning to speak is an effect
of individual and cultural learning.
In the future, interdisciplinary research in the area of the relation eating
articulation will take into account the methods of picturing, we should take into
consideration not only the tongue shape, but also other organs and their positions and space relations of the whole oral-pharyngeal complex, the movements
of jaws, hyoid bone and tongue. The basis of the research should be interdisciplinary, complex, and it should use the modern methods of picturing. Thus, according to what has just been said, it would be advisable to look for the answer
to the question, for instance, whether the movements of the tongue during eating
are in agreement with the patterns of articulation. At the same time, one should
remember about biomechanics of the whole set of bones and muscles which are
involved in these activities, (not only the tongue). The indispensable element is
the cooperation among doctors, bioengineers, linguists and speech therapists. This
is an extraordinary group of specialists whose job could lead to a discovery of the
secret of the articulated speech. It is worth noticing that K. M. Hiiemae’s and
J. B. Palmer’s (2003) hypothesis is confirmed by the research carried out by the
following researchers: A. Serrurier, P. Badin, A. Barney, L.-J. Boë, C. Savariaux
(2012). They conducted objective experimental studies connected with functioning of the organs of oral cavity during speaking and eating. The next step of their
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work was the comparison of the models of movements of the organs used when
eating and articulating. It turns out that the range of movements of the tongue during eating reaches almost the same level as the range of movements of the tongue
during articulation (Serrurier, Badin, Barney, Boë, Savariaux 2012).
In the field of speech therapy, plenty of attention is devoted to the biological
conditioning of language and language patterns of behaviour. Although people
use several languages with various sets of sounds, some of them are common.
The consequence of the hypothesis that the movements during articulation are a
subgroup of those movements which are observed during the primary activities is
creating a good basis for the well-known hypothesis, that is, the thesis saying that
each child can learn each language depending on which language he or she experiences from birth or even earlier. The formulated hypothesis expresses, in my
opinion, one of the aspects of the biological preparation of the child for speaking.
The activity of organs during the primary activities create an unusual universum
which the child takes advantage of while learning to speak. In this context we may
recall the fact that sounds are the realization of phonemes and they start to exists
as an effect of some relation of the biological, social and psychological factors
(Grabias, 1997). During ontogenesis of the phonetic-phonological system there
occurs an extraordinary association among the development of the primary activities, the auditory perception, the social-cognitive abilities which activate cultural
learning, and also training in creating sounds and other areas of the child’s functioning which are strictly connected with the development of phonetic skill (PlutaWojciechowska 2011, 2013).
B. Mackiewicz, while indicating the role of the eating activities in the development of articulation, uses the term mapping (2001). I believe this relation is not
that simple, although this author’s perspective is essential. It seems that revealing
the relation between the biological activities and articulation gains the new perspective if we describe the movements of the speech organs during the primary
activities on the basis of the prototype and the radial category and if we use the
phrase “from the primary activities to the secondary activity”, “the biomechanical basis of articulation, and “the prototypical orofacial experience”. I think these
notions may reflect the complexity of the process of using the movements rooted
mainly in eating, drinking and breathing in articulation.

THE BROAD UNDERSTANDING
OF THE REALIzATION PROCESSES
If we accept that the primary activities, particularly eating, drinking and
breathing, make the biomechanical basis of articulation, we may wonder whether
the realization processes could assume the broad form. In this perspective the
speech therapist would take into consideration: 1. The control of the structure of
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speech organs, 2. The control of the motor abilities of speech organs by means of
tests, 3. The control of the primary activities, mainly, eating, drinking and breathing (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013).

PRIMARy COMPENSATIONAL STRATEGIES
AND SECONDARy COMPENSATIONAL STRATEGIES
While describing the disorders in primary activities and the disorders in the
realization of phonemes, they may be interpreted in the context of the compensation strategies used by the child (compare Pluta-Wojciechowska 2010, 2013).
Each wrongly articulated element is a compensation strategy, as it is a proof of the
fact that the patient experiences some difficulty in producing a normative sound.
The patient’s speech organs, while producing a defective sound perform the defective movements and, in this way, they compensate for the difficulties. The situation is similar to the case when there are pathological factors which make it impossible to breathe, to eat or to drink easily. In this case the patient also “switches
on” the compensation mechanism.
I suggest distinguishing the primary and secondary compensation strategies.
As I understand it, “primary compensation strategies concern makeshift positions and movements of the organs of the orofacial space occurring during the
activities, such as breathing, eating, drinking and they are connected with the
dysfunction of these activities caused by the activity of some pathological factors.
On the other hand, secondary compensation strategies refer to makeshift systems,
positions and movements taking place during disorders in the realization of phonemes. Ones are often of phonetic nature” (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013, p. 282).
The Diagram 1 shows the pathological mechanism of the disorders with the primary activity and the secondary activity in mind. Assuming the function by other
organs or another part of the organ reveals the real and convenient possibilities in
the case of an individual connected with the given function, for instance, eating,
realization of phoneme/phonemes.
In spite of a lack of precise data concerning the given relations, the daily
practice reveals the correctness of the hypothesis which has been assumed. It is
supposed that secondary compensation strategies used during realizations of phonemes in many cases correspond to the compensation strategies observed during
disorders of the primary activities. It is obvious that the precise research should be
carried out to get more insight into the issue, which, as I know, is happening and
the initial results confirm the assumptions.
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DISORDERS OF
THE SECONDARy ACTIvITy,
in particular, the skill of articulation

PATOLOGICAL FACTORS
ACTIvE IN THE ORALFACIAL AREA

↑

activate

↓

PRIMARy COMPENSATION
STARTEGIES

causing
activate

→

SECONDARy COMPENSATION STRATEGIES

Diagram 1. The patomechanism of the disorders in the development of speech in the case of
pathological factors acting in the oral-facial area
Source: Pluta-Wojciechowska, Zaburzenia czynności prymarnych i artykulacji. Podstawy
postępowania logopedycznego, Bytom, Ergo-Sum 2013, p. 283.
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Articulatory Studies of the Polish Sound System2
SUMMARy
This paper aims to present research in the area of articulatory phonetics of Polish. First, we
discuss briefly instrumental and experimental studies of Polish articulation that had been conducted
by the 1970s and then we describe investigations of Polish articulation carried out in the 1990s and
in the 21st century. We focus on research completed with the use of electro-magnetic articulography
(EMA) and, finally, we discuss selected issues of a larger-scale on-going EMA project of ours aimed
at an in-depth analysis of Polish articulation.
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INTRODUCTION
Polish is a language that receives much attention from both the phonetic and
phonological perspective. However, when one examines the available sources, it
appears that there are many outdated and imprecise descriptions of the articulation
of Polish sounds (in which, for instance, one is not informed about the examined
participants or the methods used for obtaining the data for analysis). After decades
of stagnation in the area of articulatory studies of Polish, there is a need for an
accurate and comprehensive account of the contemporary Polish sound system.
Formerly Trochymiuk
Work described in this paper was supported by grant Nr 2012/05/E/HS2/03770 titled Polish
Language Pronunciation. analysis using 3-dimensional articulography with A. Lorenc as the principal investigator. The project is financed by The Polish National Science Centre on the basis of the
decision Nr DEC-2012/05/E/HS2/03770.
1
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To meet this need, studies are carried out, at the Faculty of Humanities in Lublin,
with the use of 3-dimensional electromagnetic articulography. This paper presents
the current state of research related to the articulation of Polish sounds.
We begin with a brief historical overview of the achievements of scholars in
the 20th century. Next, we give an account of a pilot study involving two speakers of Polish, one with normative and the other with disordered pronunciation,
who provided articulatory data that was used to create detailed descriptions and
2-D animations (Trochymiuk, Święciński 2009). The results of the investigation
were later employed in the creation of an award-winning educational website
fonem.eu.
Finally, we present selected methodological, phonetic and phonological issues related to an on-going project titled Polish Language Pronunciation. analysis using Three-Dimensional Electromagnetic articulography, whose main objective is to create a detailed account of the basic realizations of Polish sounds.
The study entails recording three types of signal — articulographic, multi-channel
audio and high-speed video — in a specifically selected group of 20 native speakers of Polish (10 men and 10 women). The relations between thus acquired data
will be modelled with the use of a Dynamic Bayesian Network and stored in a
relational database.

ARTICULATORy STUDIES OF POLISH –
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIvE
The first prominent instrumental study of Polish articulation was carried out
by Tytus Benni, who used one of the earliest phonetic methods of imaging articulations that are invisible to the human eye, that is palatography. His pioneering
studies of Polish in this field were conducted in 1915, when he completed a comprehensive study of the linguo-palatal contact in Polish consonants and vowels
(Benni 1915). The method he used was rather crude as he copied the marks left
by the tongue on an artificial aluminium palate covered with a layer of talcum or
chalk, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the Diagrams T. Benni marked the teeth and three series of reference points,
owing to which it is easier to interpret and compare the contact of the tongue with
the palate for pronunciations of particular speech sounds. Benni examined the articulation of all Polish consonants and vowels along the following divisions: hard
consonants (front and back occlusions), palatalized consonants (labial, anterior
and posterior) and vowels (oral and nasal). Benni supplied his palatograms with
comments that have been highly valued for their thoroughness, insight and cautious interpretation. It is worth noticing, however, that his research results are still
not updated.
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Figure 1. Examples of palatograms of apico-dental consonants: a) [t] in the word tata ‘dad’,
b) [d] in the word dama ‘dame’, c) [n] in words nam ‘us’ and pan ‘Sir’ (after Benni 1931:11).

Another distinguished contribution to the description of Polish articulation was made by Michał Abiński, a teacher at the Institute for the Deaf in Warsaw. In his 1925 publication titled obrazy głosek polskich ‘Drawings of Polish
sounds’, Abiński provides a set of 47 illustrations presenting the articulation of
Polish consonants and vowels (see Fig. 2). To this day, they are frequently reproduced in Polish phonetics handbooks (e.g. Klemensiewicz 1984, Dyszak et al.
1997, Wiśniewski 1998). Interestingly, it needs to be stressed that the diagrams
Abiński produced were based only on subjective impressions and observations of
his own and other people’s articulation. Nevertheless, many researchers
unquestioningly use these diagrams
to support their theories. Moreover,
they are used as a standard model in
the process of educating students,
even at the higher level, for example,
students at philology as well as at
speech pathology departments.
Maria Dłuska contributed to the
description of Polish by employing
labiography (1950). She created labiograms for Polish sounds, as seen
in Figure 3, with the use of a folded
piece of thick paper blackened with
soot. Apart from labiography, Dłuska
resorted also to other experimental
Figure 2. Midsagittal cross-section of Polish methods, such as palatography.

[ʂ] by Abiński (after Parol 1998, Part 2, Fig. 23).
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Figure 3. Labiograms of the Polish vowels [ɛ], [ɛ]̃ , [a] and [ã] (Dłuska 1950: 55).

Pioneering and invaluable phonetic studies of Polish were carried out by
Koneczna and zawadowski (1951). Their investigation consisted in taking Xray photographs of Polish sounds pronounced by four Warsaw-based speakers
and resulted in creating 146 midsagittal cross-sections of the vocal tract during
the articulation of specific consonants and vowels, as exemplified
in Fig. 4. In order to obtain a better picture of the positioning of the
articulators, the soft tissues of the
tongue, lips, and of the palate were
covered with a thin layer of radiation-absorbing substance (barium
as the insoluble sulfuric acid salt).
Details of interest were copied from
the X-ray pictures onto transparent
paper.
Since 1957 X-ray-based studFigure 4. X-ray section of the consonant [ʂ]
ies
were
conducted also by Bożena
(after Koneczna and zawadowski 1951, Fig. 117 –
Wierzchowska.
She was the first one
speaker III).
to employ cineradiography in the
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examination of Polish sounds3. Figure 5 presents her cineradiographic study of
the phases in the articulation of [r] (Wierzchowska 1980). Unfortunately, images
obtained in this manner were not so clear as in traditional X-ray imaging, though
they were, undoubtedly, more natural.
Apart from cineradiography, Wierzchowska carried out numerous extensive
experimental studies of Polish with the use of the aforementioned methods of
investigation (palatograms, labiograms, static X-ray pictures). Nobody has conducted such large-scale experimental phonetic studies of Polish articulation since
her death in 1980 which marked the beginning of a long period of inactivity in the
experimental articulatory studies of Polish sounds.

Figure 5. A cineradiogram of the [r] sound (after Wierzchowska 1980:105).

Studies on the articulation of the Polish language were resumed in the 1990s.
The first publications were by phoniatricians and reported experiments carried
out with the use of ultrasound (Wein et al. 1991), and nuclear magnetic resonance (Wein et al. 1994). Both techniques had not been used in instrumental research of Polish. In the aforementioned ultrasound study, shapes of the sides of
the tongue were investigated during, among others, the pronunciation of isolated
vowels (oral and nasal) as well as the roll [r] in five adult speakers of Polish4 (in
the article, the authors present, however, only one example for each studied sound,
3
In recent years in Poland there appeared publications reporting videofluoroscopic studies
of patients after resection of oral cavity tumor (Stecewicz et al. 2006) and in two adults-one with
overbite and the other one with ankyloglossia (Ostapiuk 2013).
4
The authors also present cross-sections of the tongue during articulation exercises with visual
feedback of the consonant [r] performed by a hearing child and of the vowel [i] by a child with
impaired hearing.
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without explaining whether they were obtained from the same or different speakers). Subjects were asked to pronounce sounds in a prolonged manner, for at least
two seconds. After the stabilization of the position of the tongue, the lateral contour of the surface of the tongue was enhanced and photographed. It is astonishing
that nasal vowels were also examined in this way, since they are characterized by
multi-segmental realization and it is impossible to judge which of the phases of
their realization is presented in the images.
A study with the use of the nuclear magnetic resonance was performed on
one patient, who was asked to pronunce every Polish sound in isolation for two
seconds. The methodology is understandable in the case of continuants, but prolonged articulation was also required in the case of nasal vowels, plosives and affricates (it is also noticed by Ostapiuk 2013: 154–155). Despite huge technological advancement which makes three-dimensional computer modeling of the vocal
tract possible, MRI still gives unsatisfactory results in terms of image accuracy
and sampling frequency (the speaker must prolong the desired articulation for
many seconds). Also, the effect of gravity has a negative impact on the articulation, as the testing is performed in a lying position (see Stone et al. 2007).
Other experimental articulatory studies that appeared in the 1990s were conducted by two scholars: B. Pompino-Marschall and M. Rochoń (later Żygis).
They employed state-of-the-art equipment, however the scope of their research
was rather limited. In 1999 they examined the articulation of Polish dentals and
in another study (2003) they investigated palatalized bilabial stops in 4 speakers.
The methods they employed were electromagnetic articulography (data obtained
with an AG100 ariculograph) and electropalatography. Unfortunately, their articulatory investigations of Polish seem to be discontinued.
Pompino-Marschall and Żygis (2003) confirmed the observation regarding
the articulatory asynchronicity of Polish palatalised labials. In other descriptions
of contemporary Polish, however, there are conflicting claims concerning this issue. Strutyński (2000: 71) states that the asynchronic articulation of palatalized
labials and velars is not dominant but becomes more widespread in modern Polish. A similar observation is made by Rochoń and Pompino-Marshall (1999) in
relation to secondarily palatalized coronal plosives. This could indicate that in
present-day Polish we are dealing with an on-going phonological change in which
the synchronically articulated phonemes become dissimilated. However, to prove
this claim one should carry out a sociolinguistic study in which the focus should
be placed on the pronunciation of these segments by the younger and older generations of Poles.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC ARTICULOGRAPHy IN
THE STUDy OF POLISH ARTICULATION
The articulograph is one of the most modern research tools and makes it
possible to record, present and assess the movements of mobile articulators (the
lips, the tongue, the jaw and the soft palate), to inspect and analyze dynamic 3D
movement visualizations synchronized with parallel audio, to select freely the
temporal domain for analysis. In comparison to other methods for assessing articulation (e.g. MRI, ultrasound or x-ray microbeam), electromagnetic articulography (EMA) displays numerous advantages, such as: high sampling frequency,
possibility of 3-dimensional imaging (or even 5-dimensional when considering
the measurements of sensor tilt angles), lack of health hazards, high quality of
obtained data or the unlimited mobility of the speaker’s head (Ridouane 2006).
EMA is used to describe the movements and positioning of speech organs
by leading phonetic reaserch centres all over the world (USA, Canada, Australia,
Japan, Russia, China, Germany, Holland), for instance in Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), Haskins Laboratories, Queen Margaret University College
(Edinburgh), zentrum für Allgemeine Sprachwiesenschaft (Berlin), University
of California Phonetics Lab, Speech Dynamics Lab at Beckman Institute, Max
Planck Institutes, and many others. These esteemed and trend-setting academic
centres carry out research into articulatory characteristics of pronunciation of numerous languages; it seems essential to conduct such descriptions for Polish, too.
Articulographic research has been conducted to describe articulatory properties of numerous languages, amongst others the following:
– English and its varieties (Wrench 1999; Wrench and Scobbie 2003; Kühnert
and Hoole 2004; Mullooly 2004; Richmond 2007; Carignan et al. 2011; and many
others),
– German (Mooshammer et al. 2003; Hoole and Mooshammer 2002; Kühnert
and Hoole 2004; Pompino-Marschall et al. 1996; Pompino-Marschall et al. 1998;
Mooshammer et al. 2001; Fuchs et al. 2001; Bauer et al. 2010; Harrington et al.
2011),
– Chinese and its dialects (Hu 2003; Hoole and Hu 2004; Feng 2007),
– French (Badin et al. 2008; Kühnert et al. 2006),
– Dutch (Schiller et al. 1997; Warner et al. 2001),
– Korean (Kochetov et al. 2007; Kochetov and Pouplier 2008),
– Hungarian (Geng and Mooshammer 2004; Benus and Gafos 2007),
– Russian (Kochetov 2007; Kochetov et al. 2007),
– Hindi (Shosted 2012),
– Arabic (Roon et al. 2007).
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Electromagnetic articulography has also been used by Polish scientists5 and
entrepreneurs6 – the results of this cooperation have been presented below. Articulatory studies in Poland were resumed in the 21st century at the Department of
Speech Pathology and Applied Linguistics in Lublin, together with the acquisition
of a state-of-the-art equipment, i.e. the electro-magnetic articulograph AG500.
The first project aimed at creating animated models of the vocal tract that
showed standard pronunciations of all Polish sounds as well as a selection of disordered sounds. The animations were later published at an award-winning website
(fonem.eu). It was a study based on the articulation of 2 speakers: a Polish Tv
presenter with standard Polish pronunciation and a woman in her 30s with disordered articulation. They were recorded with the articulograph and video cameras.
The obtained data were later used to create detailed descriptions, 2-D animations
and static midsagittal cross-sections of the vocal tract showing the articulation of
particular sounds.
Articulographic data acquisition
The AG500 system was calibrated before each recording session and the sensors were sterilized and coated with latex milk. Thus prepared sensors were glued
in previously selected points on the particinant’s articulators, using a non-toxic tissue glue. Sensors whose readouts enabled subsequent calculations of head movements were placed on the mastoid processes behind the ears and on the bridge of
the nose. These places were selected due to their relative stability in relation to one
another during speech. Two sensors monitoring lip movements were positioned
on the central facial axis in the immediate vicinity of the lips, but not on the lips
themselves because of the highly sensitive tissue, which might become damaged
during sensor removal. Four other sensors were placed along the longitudinal axis
of the tongue: one on the tip, one in the postdorsal area and two at equal intervals
between the outermost sensors (in the participant with standard articulation three
sensors were used, placed on the tip, front and back of the tongue). The next two
sensors were glued onto the sides of the tongue’s upper surface between the first
(tip) and second sensor, as presented in Figures 6 and 7. The last sensor was glued
at the borderline between the lower incisors and gums in order to control mandibular movements.

P. łobacz became the head of the team with A. Lorenc and R. Święciński as members.
Experiments were carried out within the project UDA-POIG.08.01.00-24-228/09-00 “Portal
edukacyjny polskiej fonetyki stosowanej w zakresie normy i patologii mowy” [Educational portal
of Polish applied phonetics in normal and pathological speech] Operational Program ‘Innovative
Economy’ implemented by the company Fonem.eu
5
6
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Figure 6. The positioning of selected sensors recording the work of mobile articulators in
the subject with normative articulation (after Trochymiuk and Święciński 2009: 181).
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Figure 7. The positioning of selected sensors recording the work of mobile articulators in
the female subject with disordered articulation
(after Trochymiuk and Święciński 2009: 181).

One sensor served to outline the shape of the alveolar ridge, the hard palate
and partly the velum. This enabled later representation of the abovementioned
speech organs in a graphic form.
Both participants were asked to read out words appearing on the screen placed
in front of them at eye level. The words appeared every three seconds. Word lists
were devised in such a way that the target consonants appeared word internally
between vowels [a] and/or [ɛ], whose relatively neutral articulation would emphasize the consonants’ articulatory features, at the same time having lesser coarticulatory influence on the investigated consonants than other vowels of Polish. Oral
vowels were also evaluated in the medial position in the vicinity of plosive consonants. The contrast between the maximal consonantal occlusion and maximal
vowel openness would emphasize the articulatory features of vowels.
After the recordings, the data obtained were imported from the main articulograph unit to the controlling computer. Using the manufacturer-supplied CalcPos
program, the computer calculated the amplitude values obtained from individual
sensors into spatial data for each sensor, taking the previously obtained calibration
data into account. Then, the correction of head movements was made on the bases
of the data obtained from the control sensors, using the software also supplied by
the articulograph manufacturer. The data thus prepared were analysed further.
Modelling the vocal tract and creating animated films with the use of
articulatory data
The model of the vocal tract subsequently used in the animation of the speech
organs during speech was developed by a multi-specialist team which, apart from
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graphic artists and programmers, was made up of phoneticians, speech therapists,
orthodontists, and laryngologists. The design took into consideration the actual
anatomical features of the speakers’ facial skeletons taken from photographs and
video recordings. The shape of the palate was designed on the basis of tracings
of passive articulators made with the use of a sensor during the articulographic
recordings (cf. Fig. 8, Fig. 9).

Figure 8. The trace of passive articulators in the speaker with standard Polish pronunciation.
Source: own materials.

Figure 9. The trace of passive articulators in the speaker with disordered Polish pronunciation.
Source: own materials.

The final shape of the speakers’ vocal tracts was determined by plotting the
above-described contours of passive articulators onto schematic cross sections
of their facial skeletons. The positions of sensors on the active articulators (the
tongue, lips, and the mandible) were also taken into account. Subsequently, the X,
y axes were marked as the points of reference for vertical and horizontal movements of the articulators (cf. Fig. 10, Fig. 11) and animations were created on the
basis of the readouts from the articulograph.
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Figure 10. The model of the vocal tract
based on the speaker’s anatomical features,
the tracing of passive articulators and sensor
positions. Source: own materials.
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Figure 11. Schematic model of the vocal
tract plotted onto the coordinate axes. Source:
own materials.

The sampling frequency of the articulographic recordings was 200Hz and the
same setting was adopted in designing the animations. On the basis of articulographic data, a total of 45 animations were created for standard (normative) articulations, and 8 animations for articulations with abnormally convex tongue setting.
The main advantage of thus created animations is that one can observe the activity
of individual speech organs in their dynamics, stop the film at any point in time
and play it back again. All the animations are included in the portal devoted to
Polish phonetics: www.fonem.eu. The project Portal edukacyjny polskiej fonetyki
stosowanej w zakresie normy i patologii mowy (Educational portal of Polish applied phonetics in normal and pathological speech) was one of the winners of the
11th European Language Label (ELL) Competition, which is the European quality
certificate in language education.
The investigation of disordered articulation using the articulograph enabled
the finding that the abnormally convex tongue setting in the examined participant
characterizes not only the realization of post-alveolar consonants [ʃ] [ʒ] [ʧ] [ʤ],
but also other consonants and vowels. The articulation in question can, for instance, be observed in the midsagittal projections and selected animation frames
of the realization of the phonemes /l/ and /ɛ/ in the word Leszek (cf. Fig. 12, 13,
14, 15).
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Figure 12. Realization of the phoneme /l/ in standard articulation (word – Leszek). Source:
own materials.

Figure 13. Realization of the phoneme /l/ in disordered articulation (word – Leszek). Source:
own materials.

Figure 14. Standard realization of the phoneme /ɛ/ in the middle of its articulation (word –
Leszek). Source: www.fonem.eu
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Figure 15. Disordered realization of the phoneme /ɛ/ in the middle of its articulation (word –
Leszek). Source: www.fonem.eu

In the investigation described above, traditional labiograms (cf. Fig. 3) were
replaced with video-recordings which permit the researcher to capture the dynamics of articulatory movements of the lips and the jaw as well as selected articulation stages, as shown in Fig. 16.
a)

b)

Figure 16.video-recording sequences corresponding to selected stages of articulation of the
post-alveolar fricative consonant [ʂ] in Polish : a) front view, b) lateral view. Source: own recordings. Source: own materials.

EMA study of articulatory settings
Another study of Polish articulation conducted with the use of AG500 was
carried out by Święciński (2013) who investigated articulatory settings in four
Polish speakers of English. The conducted experiment confirmed the existence
of language-specific articulatory settings and their influence on the degree of foreign-accentedness in Polish speakers of English. It was revealed that speakers
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who had successfully mastered the pronunciation of English adopted a different
tongue posture before producing an utterance in English than in Polish. The same
phenomenon was not attested in speakers whose pronunciation of English was
heavily accented.

PENDING RESEARCH
Being aware of the imperfections of our previous articulographic studies resulting from a very limited number of examined speakers, we decided to embark
on a larger-scale project and obtained a financial grant from the National Science
Centre. The title of the project is “Polish Language Pronunciation. Analysis Using Three-Dimensional Electromagnetic Articulography” and its imperative goal
is to create the first objective, quantitative and qualitative description of standard
pronunciation of Polish sounds. This study has been undertaken for a number of
reasons. Primarily, the interest springs out of the lack of up-to-date and objective
accounts of Polish articulation as well as partial outdatedness of research results
obtained so far due to the evolution of language. Since the late 1970s, articulatory
studies in Poland have been embarked upon less and less frequently. The project
is an attempt at filling this gap and also a proposal to carry out state-of-the-art, objective and multimodal research on contemporary Polish speech – to comply with
the demands of modern articulatory phonetics. The following sections present the
basic tenets of the investigation and the future development of our articulographic
studies of Polish.
The research team
The investigation brought together researchers from various fields specializing in the studies of speech and related disciplines: apart from phoneticians there
are specialists in the areas of digital speech signal processing, electroacoustic engineering, video systems, automatic speech recognition, digital signal and video
processing (incl. Bayesian networks), relational databases and others.
The participants
The participants in the experiment are 10 females and 10 males displaying
standard and meticulous pronunciation of Polish who (will) have been subjected
to speech and language diagnostic tests aiming at excluding speakers with impaired hearing, anatomical abnormalities of the speech apparatus or impaired motor skills of the speech organs7.
Specific participant selection criteria are discussed in Lorenc 2013. Their updated and more
detailed description will appear in 2015 (Lorenc, in print).
7
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The instrumental setup
The experiment is carried out with the use of AG500 articulograph – the only
apparatus of this kind in Poland, which is the equipment of the Department of
Speech and Language Pathology and Applied Linguistics, MCSU.
Audio and video signals are registered simultaneously with signals from articulograph sensors. Acoustic data are recorded with a broadband multi-channel
digital recorder in order to enhance the quality of acoustic data and synchronize
articulographic, audio and video signals more precisely. Moreover, the recorder
is capable of identifying the source(s) of the incoming sound, and has already
provided promising preliminary results in the domain of nasality and laterality
detection (Król et al., in print). Three high-frame rate camcorders register the
participants’ faces together with specifically located fluorescent markers (see Fig.
17) attached to them so as to obtain exact motion estimates of outer articulators,
such as the jaw and lips.

A

B

Figure 17. view of a) the spatial distribution of markers on the face of the test speaker b) markers after extraction. Source: own.

The research results
The experiment focuses on the characteristics of standard Polish pronunciation, creating a detailed description of Polish speech dynamics, the coordination
of articulators, their positioning in respective articulatory stages as well as presenting research findings in accessible graphic forms.
Audio and video recordings as well as data from articulograph sensors are
processed in order to obtain selected parameters in the temporal and spectral domain. The parameters will be used for dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) train-
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ing. Dynamic Bayesian Networks will represent probabilistic models of Polish
language utterances examined in the project. All data concerning the speakers, articulograph signals, sounds, camcorder images, signal parameters and articulation
models in the form of Dynamic Bayesian Networks will be stored in a dedicated
relational database.
Articulographic recordings, together with parallel audio and video footage as
well as photographic documentation, will lead to the creation of a thorough and
comprehensive account of Polish phonetics. Moreover, the experiment will lead
to drawing outlines of the upper surface of the tongue during the articulation of
Polish segments, created with the pioneering utilization of the data reflecting tilt
angles of EMA sensors.
Due to the use of the multimodal properties of the articulograph, it will be
possible to create a modern description of the articulators’ dynamics presenting
relevant stages of each sound’s development, which will also result in verifying
and updating current views on Polish pronunciation. Thus, the project bears fundamental importance for the development of articulatory phonetics in Poland. The
findings should be included in teaching curricula at higher education institutions
that train students in the domains of philology, pedagogy or speech and language
therapy. The results of this research should also become a work of reference in
speech and language pathology diagnosis and therapy programming, particularly
when it comes to assessment and creation of proper articulatory habits. What is
more, the findings may also contribute to the development of novel technologies
for speech synthesis, software dedicated to speech therapy and diagnosis, speech
and language pathology research, or software dedicated to speech learning by deaf
and hard of hearing people.
The measurements of supralaryngeal articulations coupled with multimodal
and thorough descriptions will make it possible to replace schematic and subjective illustrations of sound segments with ones based on authentic data obtained
from real utterances of adult speakers of Polish.
Phonetic and phonological controversies
The study is also an attempt at finding answers to a number of controversial
phonetic and phonological issues that are subject of ongoing academic discussions. Considering the fact that the previous comprehensive articulatory studies
of Polish with the use of instrumental methods (X-ray) were carried out over half
a century ago in the 1950s and 1960s (Koneczna and zawadowski 1951; Wierzchowska 1964), the articulations of particular sounds are most likely to have
undergone changes since then. Moreover, some sound realizations were not examined at all. A comprehensive articulatory description of Polish entails dealing with
a number of problematic matters which are discussed in phonetic and phonologi-
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cal literature on a number of occasions. The obtained data may provide answers
to some phonologically related problems, as we believe that the phonetics of a
language reflects its phonology. These include, for example:
– the high front vowels contrast (/i/ vs. /ɨ/)
– the phonological status of nasal vowels
– the phonological status of palatalised consonants
– the featural makeup of Polish post-alveolars
Most of these controversies are related to the size and shape of the phonological inventory. As a consequence of the multiple and contradictory interpretations
available in the descriptions of Polish, we do not assume any definite number of
phonemes but, rather, want to verify the phonetic/articulatory distinctiveness of
specific realizations of sounds, which might provide clues to their phonological
status. Thus, our goal is also to obtain insight into these issues by examining the
articulation of the relevant segments. Below we present a number of phonetic and
phonological questions together with proposed articulatory means of answering
them.
1. Is the vowel /ɨ/ front, central or, perhaps, back? What is its specification in
terms of phonological [+/-front] and [+/- back] features)?
The positioning of the sensors placed on the tongue during the articulation of
[ɨ] in comparison to its position in the other Polish vowels could provide information of its allegiance in the front-back plain (is it closer to the front or back vowels,
or is it central?). Acoustic measurements of Polish vowels (Gonet 1993, łobacz
1996, Kleśta 1998, Jassem 1999) indicate that [ɨ] is nearly as front as the vowel
[ɛ]. Their studies indicate that the mean values of the second formant of [ɨ] and [ɛ]
are similar. Observing the positioning of sensors placed on the tongue will show if
these data are reflected in the actual articulation (if the F2 value in the case of [ɨ]
is directly related to its frontness). Similarly, there are phonological studies which
differ in classifying the vowel in question as either [+high] or [-high]. Sensor
positioning of [ɨ] in relation to the unequivocally high vowels and the half-open
vowels could indicate which of the two distinctive features is more appropriate
from the articulatory perspective.
2. What are the articulatory characteristics of nasal vowels and segments that
are believed to be their realizations? Is the [ɔ] in kąp [kɔmp] ‘bathe, 2 pers. imper.’
different than the [ɔ] in komp ‘computer, abbr.’?
In light of the apparent phonetic, and possibly phonological, change concerning the articulation of Polish nasal vowels before non-continuant consonants, as
in rąb ‘chop, imper. sing.’, ręka ‘hand’, ksiądz ‘priest’ there arises the question
whether the vowels <ą> and <ę>, traditionally believed to be phonologically nasal, bear different articulatory characteristics than their oral counterparts in the
same contexts, as in rąb – romb ‘rhombus’, pręty ‘rods’ – renty ‘pension, Gen.
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sing.’, błąd ‘error’ – blond ‘blond’, sądy ‘courts of law’ – sondy ‘probes’, kępa
‘clump’ – Kempa ‘proper name.’ The study with the use of EMA will allow us
to determine if there exists statistically significant articulatory difference (in the
positioning of tongue sensors) between such vowel pairs. Moreover, lack of significant differences in the examined tokens might indicate that the phonological
structure of the words under investigation is the same, which, in turn, might imply
that the phonologically nasal specification of the vowels <ę> and <ą> is no longer
at play.
Similarly, the articulatory study of vowels traditionally regarded as nasal before continuants (e.g. węzeł ‘knot’ – benzen ‘benzene’, męski ‘masculine’ – pensja ‘salary’) might show if the property of nasality influences the position of the
tongue during the articulation of the vowels, or not.
3. Is there synchronicity in the articulation of palatalized and palatal consonants? Does articulation indicate whether the palatal glide after obstruents is a
transitory segment or a phonological entity?
Considering the dubious phonemic status of /j/ after palatalized consonants,
as in pies ‘dog’, miasto ‘city’, diadem ‘diadem’, dieta ‘diet’, kiedy ‘when’ or hyena ‘hyiena’, as well as the questionable phonological status of palatalized sounds
in Polish, synchronicity of articulation is a factor that could shed light on these
issues. The study of the temporal relations between the onsets and targets of articulatory gestures in palatalized consonants could indicate if the palatal glide
between palatalized consonants and the following vowels is a transition segment
resulting from coarticulation, or if it should no longer be treated as a linking device, but be viewed as a distinct entity in the phonological structure.8
4. Are /i/ and /ɨ/ distinct phonemes or are they allophones of the same phoneme?
Answering the previous question related to the phonological status of palatalized consonants in Polish could provide evidence for clarifying this issue.
5. Are Polish post-alveolars ([ʃ]/[ʂ] [ʒ]/[ʐ] [ʧ]/[ʈʂ] [ʤ]/[ɖʐ]) retroflex?
Studies by Żygis (2004) and Trochymiuk and Święciński (2009) indicate that
post-alveolar obstruents in Polish bear acoustic and articulatory characteristics of
retroflex sounds. The study involving a much greater number of participants could
unequivocally confirm or reject earlier observations. Such a verification will involve the analysis of the positioning and tilt of the sensors attached to the tip and
front of the tongue.

Święciński’s preliminary investigation into the synchronicity of articulation in secondarily
palatalized plosives indicates that the palatal gesture is not synchronic with the plosive occlusion
regardless of its place of articulation (Święciński 2014).
8
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CONCLUSION
Contemporary studies in articulatory phonetics conducted with the use of advanced instruments allow for verifying, updating and structuring of the current
knowledge about articulation. Traditional, often subjective techniques of investigation and visualization of speech production are now being replaced by objective
and considerably more accurate ways of assessment developed within the domain
of instrumental phonetics (cf. Code, Ball 1984).
For example, palatography (cf. Benni 1931) has been replaced by electropalatography (EPG), where the contact of the tongue with the palate is recorded
dynamically by means of a sensor-filled artificial palate (no research center in Poland has yet such a device). X-ray methods (cf. Koneczna and zawadowski 1951)
have been replaced by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), while cineradiography
(cf. Wierzchowska 1980) has given way to dynamic visualizations using electromagnetic field to investigate the position of articulators.
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Polish Picture Vocabulary Test – Comprehension (OTSR)
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SUMMARy
The article discusses the problems of the possibility of using picture word comprehension tests
in logopedic diagnosis of hearing-impaired persons. The study presents the example of adjusting the
procedure and interpretation of the Polish Picture Vocabulary Test – Comprehension [Polish: obrazkowy Test Słownikowy – Rozumienie (OTSR)] to test hearing-impaired children and young people.
Examples of testing persons of different age and with different characteristics of hearing deficits
were presented. On the basis of these and experience of therapy work changes in the procedure for
OTSR testing are proposed, which would allow the wide use of the test in surdologopedic diagnosis.
The paper also discusses the consequences of introducing changes in the procedure in respect of
interpretation of OTSR results and comparing them with the existing norms for typically developing
monolingual Polish children.
Key words: hearing impairment, picture vocabulary test, OTSR, surdologopedic diagnosis

INTRODUCTION. TESTING OF HEARING-IMPAIRED
PERSONS WITH PICTURE vOCABULARy TESTS
The psychometric tools used to assess the vocabulary knowledge of children
(and adults) have been prepared first of all for the population using spoken language and are generally normalized for such a population. When using tools to
assess word comprehension we often deal with picture tests employing the picture selection task in response to a spoken key word. The example of one of the
most popular tests of this kind employed in research and in diagnosis, used in
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various countries, is the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test PPvT (American version: Dunn and Dunn, 1981/1997/20071; examples of other language versions are:
the British Picture Vocabulary Scale BPvS, Dunn, Dunn, Whetton, Burley, 1997,
Spanish – Test de Vocabulario en imágenes Peabody TvIP, Dunn, Padilla, Lugo,
Dunn, 1986, French – Échelle de vocabulaire en images Peabody EvIP, Dunn,
Theriault-Whalen, Dunn,1993). The test items in the PPvT are ordered according
to the increasing difficulty level and divided into sets, owing to which the place
where the test starts is determined by the child’s biological age (it is assumed
based on the test results that earlier items would be too simple for the child at a
particular age) and the moment of finishing the test is defined by the number of
incorrect answers given in a set (it is assumed that the next items would be too
difficult). The test that can be regarded as a Polish equivalent of these tools is the
Polish Picture vocabulary Test – Comprehension [obrazkowy Test Słownikowy
– Rozumienie OTSR] (Haman and Fronczyk 2012). A significant difference between the PPvT (including its different language versions) and the OTSR is the
way of selecting distractor-pictures and that it has norms exclusively for the age of
2;0-6;11 years.2 The pages below discuss attempts to adjust picture tests assessing
word comprehension to apply them to the hearing-impaired population.
A hearing impairment can be seen as the fundamental obstacle to using the
PPvT (and its other language versions), which was pointed out by the authors
of the test (e.g. Dunn et al. 1997). In literature on the subject there are, however,
many examples where the PPvT (and its other language versions) is employed to
assess the vocabulary of hearing-impaired children and young people. These are
experimental studies with different characteristics serving to check the effect of a
selected factor on the development of vocabulary. They apply largely to children
whose perception abilities allow the test to be used in accordance with the defined testing procedure, consequently, they apply very often to implanted children.
Measuring is performed at the same time controlling variables crucial to vocabulary development, such as the time of implanting (e.g. Fagan, Pisoni, 2011), or
early therapeutic intervention (Moeler 2000). In order to estimate the extent of
delays caused by a hearing defect, the vocabulary of implanted children is compared with the vocabulary of hearing-aided children and hearing children (Hayes,
Geers, Treiman, Moog 2009). Apart from implanted children and children with
hearing aids with better perception abilities resulting inter alia from early therapeutic intervention, the PPvT tests are also administered without changing the
The first version of the test was developed in 1959, the next in 1981 and 1997, and the latest,
fourth edition in 2007. Successive changes were introduced in the consecutive editions, concerning
e.g. the age bracket of the subjects or the graphic presentation of the picture material (in the latest
version the black and white contour pictures were replaced with colored ones).
2
The US version of PPvT has norms for the population of hearing persons at the age of from
2;6 to 90+.
1
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procedure to children with lesser hearing losses, (e.g. Gilbertson, Kamhi 1995),
because they are able to receive instructions without any hindrance by way of
hearing. All scholars unanimously emphasize the need to create, while testing
hearing-impaired children with the PPvT, the conditions conducive to listening
and using all available hearing aids..
Stronger perception limitations will thereby largely disqualify participation
in the PPvT test. There are opinions against changes in the procedure for PPvT
testing, intended to adjust the test instructions to the limitations resulting from
impaired hearing, and discussions on the effects of carrying them out (cf. Prezbindowski, Lederberg 2003). This does not mean, however, that some modifications
in the case of more restrictive standpoints are not accepted. An unlimited number
of repetitions in testing hearing-impaired children is permitted3, as is the change of
the point where the testing should begin (defined in the instruction by the child’s
biological age), caused by delayed speech development in hearing-impaired children (cf. remarks on the use of BPvS4). Rigorous approaches to the test procedure
in testing hearing-impaired children appear understandable in the situation when
in a given language there are available other vocabulary assessment tests designed
exclusively for hearing-impaired children, and even there are established development norms for speaking hearing-impaired children (e.g. The Grammatical analysis of Elicited Language-Presentence Level GAEL-P; Moog, Kozak, Geers 1983)
and those using sign language (the PPvT-based Carolina Picture Vocabulary Test
for Deaf and Hearing-impaired Students CPvT, Layton and Holmes 19855; PERLESKO Prüfverfahren zur Erfassung lexikalisch-semantischer Kompetenz, Bizer
and Karl 2002, or the British Sign Language Vocabulary Test6, Mann 2009; Haug
and Mann 2014). In Polish surdologopedics there is a considerable shortage of diagnostic tools. The deficiency of tools makes scholars and diagnosticians employ
tools designed for persons with hearing impairments, and treat the testing procedure in a less rigorous way. It should, however, be stressed that each departure
from the procedure described in the manual causes the test score to differ from
the scores that the subject would gain from the standard procedure (Fronczyk
2009; Hornowska 2009), consequently, it prevents comparison with the norms
developed for the standard procedure. Moreover, the properties of the test defined in normalization studies for a specific population (e.g. non-hearing-impaired
persons) do not apply to another population (e.g. hearing-impaired persons). To
There are also proposals to increase the number of acceptable erroneous answers (Forde,
1977).
4
assessing and monitoring the progress of deaf children and young people: Communication,
language and listening: http://www.ndcs.org.uk.
5
Presentation of test, see inter alia Lederberg, Spencer (2001); Prezbindowski, Lederberg
(2003).
6
cf. http://www.signlang-assessment.info.
3
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define these properties for a new population is possible only after empirical studies have been conducted with the participation of a group of subjects belonging
to this population.
In literature, apart from the foregoing slight modifications of test procedure
in testing hearing-impaired persons, there are several proposals for carrying out
more extensive changes, e.g. by introducing captions (Forde 1977; Bunch, Forde,
1987; Radić, Bradarić-Jončić, Farago 2008). As the writers observe, this increases the degree of difficulty of test tasks, thereby preventing reference to norms
defined based on testing hearing children, to whom instructions were read out;
nevertheless, it allows comparison between different groups of hearing-impaired
subjects, and between clinical and control groups (cf. Radić et al 2008 ). In more
recent versions the subjects are sometimes shown captions in an electronic version (Cripps, Supalla 2004). Enabling hearing-impaired persons to receive words
is also carried out through the sign language (Moeller 2000), or even through simultaneous communication e.g. reading using the sign language (Cripps, Supalla
2004). However, the use of another language in the test developed for a particular
language (not only the sign language), or the attempt to translate test items into
a new language is impermissible if the results were to be referred to the existing
norms.
A methodologically and psychometrically appropriate solution to surdologopedic problems with the lack of tools to diagnose the vocabulary of hearing-impaired persons, would be to conduct empirical studies using the existing tools developed for the needs of another population (non-hearing-impaired persons). The
purpose of such studies would be to verify: (1) whether changes in the procedure
for testing with the existing tests (originally designed for non-hearing-impaired
persons) produced significant differences in the results (in comparison with control groups), (2) whether possible changes in the scores have a similar dynamics in
different age groups, (3) what are the properties of a tool (e.g. reliability, difficulty
of an item, discrimination power of an item) in reference to a new population
(here: hearing-impaired persons) (4) whether a tool, which originally measured
vocabulary, still measures only this dimension of functioning when applied to a
new population. As such studies with the participation of hearing-impaired persons learning Polish have not been conducted yet, we are presenting a Polish tool
to measure vocabulary – obrazkowy Test Słownikowy – Rozumienie OTSR [the
Polish Picture vocabulary Test – Comprehension OTSR], discussing its limitations and possibilities of employing it in the logopedic diagnosis of hearing-impaired persons. The case studies presented below can be treated as an introduction
to the investigations that would enable wider and more reliable use of the OTSR
in a group of hearing-impaired subjects.
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WHAT IS OTSR?
The Polish Picture vocabulary Test – Comprehension (obrazkowy Test
Słownikowy – Rozumienie) OTSR (Haman and Fronczyk 2012) is a normalized
diagnostic tool designed to assess the vocabulary of Polish-speaking children
aged 2;0–6;11 years. The test assesses the level of understanding single words:
nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The purpose of the test is to measure passive vocabulary, which, according to the assumptions adopted by the test authors, based
on data in literature on the subject (Aitchison 2003; Clark 1995; Clark 2009),
more fully reflects the child’s linguistic knowledge than active vocabulary. The
measuring of active vocabulary is disturbed to a larger extent than the measuring of passive vocabulary, by such variables as: lexical access, articulation, pragmatics of child-adult interaction, and temperamental features (Haman, Fronczyk,
łuniewska 2012).
The OTSR is a test that fulfils all the criteria for a contemporary psychometric
tool (Krasowicz-Kupis, Wiejak and Gruszczyńska 2014). It is a tool that has been
standardized and normalized on a representative nationwide group of monolingual children (its psychometric parameters are described in detail in the manual,
(cf. Haman, Fronczyk, łuniewska 2012).
Testing with the OTSR consists in showing the child a series of four-picture
charts, in which the child indicates one of the pictures whose name he hears.
To each key-word tested, three distractor-words are selected. They have been selected in such a way that each of them represents one of three potential errors:
phonetic, semantic, and thematic, e.g. “koń” [horse] (key word) – “dłoń” [hand
palm] (phonetic distractor) – “krowa” [cow] (semantic distractor) – “siodło” [saddle] (thematic distractor). The purpose of the use of distractors and their special
selection was to obtain – during testing – not only quantitative data concerning the
lexicon but also to enable qualitative assessment of vocabulary7. The OTSR has
two parallel versions (A and B), each of them containing 88 items organized in
the order of an increasing difficulty level. Owing to this, testing starts at a specific
point depending on the child’s age (the following age ranges are set, defining the
beginning of administering the test: 2;0–3;11, 4;0–4;11, 5;0–5;11, and 6;0–6;11
years), and it ends when the child has committed four mistakes in a row. This
quarantines the maximal shortening of the testing time.
In the normalization testing with the OTSR, children with typical development took part, that is why one of its limitations is the impossibility of referring
the results obtained by children with atypical development (including deaf ones)
to the norms, without interpretive reservations (Haman, Fronczyk and łuniewska
2012). Despite these limitations, the OTSR is likely to be useful in surdologopedic
7
The described systematic selection of distractors was not used in the PPvT, consequently,
qualitative error analysis is not possible in it.
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practice. Because of considerable problems with the acquisition of the lexicon
by hearing-impaired children (cf. inter alia Rakowska 1992; Cieszyńska 1993;
Krakowiak 2012; Muzyka-Furtak 2013), there is a great demand for a diagnostic
tool that would enable measuring vocabulary and describe its qualitative characteristics.
In the market there are also other publications containing the tools specifically
designed to measure the vocabulary in children. These are: Test Słownika Dziecka
[The Child’s vocabulary Test] (Tarkowski 2009) and Test Słownikowy dla Dzieci
[vocabulary Test for Children] TSD (PTP, 2013). The two tests contain a series of
tasks requiring both the comprehension and active use (speaking) of words, and in
addition they involve other cognitive and linguistic abilities. The OTSR has been
selected for assessment on account of its usefulness in surdologopedics because of
the adopted way of testing the child (measuring of word comprehension through
selecting a picture), minimizing of the impact of other cognitive and linguistic
variables on the test results, and the literature-based attempts to use analogous
tests (i.e. PPvT) for similar purposes.
Research Questions about the Use of OTSR in Surdologopedics
The issue of OTSR utilization in the logopedic diagnosis of hearing-impaired
children poses the following questions already at the beginning:
1. Can the OTSR be used in the logopedic diagnosis of hearing-impaired
children?
2. Which group of hearing-impaired children can be tested with the OTSR
without changing the testing procedure?
3. The testing of which group of hearing-impaired children requires a change
of procedure?
4. Which changes in the procedure for OTSR testing are necessary to apply
the test to hearing – impaired children?
5. Which group of hearing-impaired children should not be tested with the
OTSR at all?

OBSTACLES TO THE USE OF OTSR IN SURDOLOGOPEDICS
An obstacle to the application of the Picture Vocabulary Test – Comprehension is the hearing impairment in a subject. Firstly, perception deficits make it
difficult or even impossible to receive the read-out test. Secondly, the disproportion between the actual level of linguistic development and the biological age
is a common phenomenon among hearing-impaired persons; consequently, the
test may prove too difficult for some hearing-impaired children, particularly the
youngest – on the other hand, other children, who would be able to fulfill the test
tasks, are over the age of 6;11 years (for which the norms have been developed).
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A special difficulty for hearing-impaired persons can be the systematic selection of distractors in the OTSR: each item contains one phonetic distractor –
a picture showing the word that is phonetically close to the key word (e.g. biurko
– piórko <ó sounds like u> [desk – pen/feather]). The lack of such a systematic
selection of phonetic distractors in the PPvT may cause its application in a group
of hearing-impaired subjects to be less problematic than in the case of OTSR.

INTRODUCTORy THESES CONCERNING THE POSSIBLE USE
OF OTSR IN SURDOLOGOPEDICS
The OTSR can be used in the logopedic diagnosis of children with different
hearing impairments. Not all of them can, however, meet the requirements of the
standard procedure for the OTSR testing. A certain group of hearing-impaired
children can be tested with the OTSR according to the prescribed testing procedure, another group requires only a slight modification of the procedure, and
finally there is a group of hearing-impaired children, in the case of whom it is
necessary to change the procedure to enable testing with the OTSR and to obtain
reliable results.
Apart from changes within the testing procedure, the condition that allows
extending the range of OTSR application to include the area of surdologopedics is
taking account of the delays in speech development of hearing-impaired children,
which in practice means the possibility of testing older hearing-impaired children
with the OTSR as well.
When introducing any changes in the testing procedure, it should be remembered that comparing the results with the existing norms becomes problematic or
even impossible. That is why, after checking the possibility of OTSR testing in the
group of hearing-impaired children and defining the necessary changes in the procedure, studies would have to be carried out to establish norms for this population
and determine the actual differences in the lexical development between hearingimpaired children and those with a typical development, or to check what kinds
of departures from the procedure do not cause significant changes in the results
obtained by typically developed children.

SUGGESTED CHANGES IN THE PROCEDURE
FOR OTSR TESTING
The modification of the testing procedure, useful in the case of hearingimpaired children, stems from the need to overcome the perception barrier and
means:
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1. a change in the tester’s position in relation to the subject: from the position next to the child to the position facing the subject (to ensure the possibility of
recourse to visual perception);
2. a change in the way of asking questions – from reading them out from a
sheet to reading out aided by the presentation of a caption (the caption appearing
parallel to the read-out question or by itself without being read-out);
3. an increase in the acceptable number of repetitions of a question.
The modification, in turn, of the testing procedure resulting from the need to
take account of the delays in the linguistic development of hearing-impaired children, is connected with the need to compare the obtained test results in the group
of older hearing-impaired children with the norms for younger hearing children:
1. take account of the age when the child obtained a hearing prosthesis, i.e.
to more closely determine the relationship between the child’s biological age and
the actual stage of development of his speech;
2. specify the conditions for OTSR application in hearing-impaired children
aged over 6;11 years;
3. specify the possibility of changing the way of interpreting results (the
objective: obtain information on at what age does the hearing child with average
vocabulary obtain the same result as the tested hearing-impaired child?).

RESEARCH MATERIAL
In order to verify the presented theses about the possibility of OTSR application in surdologopedic diagnosis, the results of OTSR testing conducted in three
radically different cases of hearing-impaired subjects will be presented below.
Case A. A 23-year-old subject, female student, with a profound perilingual
hearing impairment. She does not know the sign language and communicates by
means of language. The OTSR testing was conducted using the A version, basically according to a standard procedure, with two exceptions: (1) after the trial
items, the testing was continued from the beginning of the test (the application of
the age criterion to determine the beginning of testing made no sense because of
the age of the subject), (2) the testing was not interrupted in its course (i.e. after
the appearance of four consecutive erroneous answers).
Results: Out of 88 items (read out in accordance with the procedure) the subject did not correctly recognize as many as 46 words. The kinds of the committed
errors were as follows: 19 phonetic errors, 12 semantic errors, and 15 thematic
ones. Regarding particular parts of speech the errors concerned 37.25% of nouns,
72% of verbs, and 75% of adjectives. After the first test, the second testing was
carried out, using only the items to which an erroneous answer was given earlier.
This time the subject, apart from the spoken question, was shown the question
in the caption form. After introducing this change it turned out that the subject
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did not know only one word out of the 88 words. Thus, the student obtained a
very low score in the first testing (1 sten, 1 centile) as compared with the oldest
available age group (6;6–6;11 years). According to the way of interpreting testing scores, described in the test instruction, it was the result approximating the
level obtained by 1% of girls in this age range. The result is decidedly incompatible with the actual linguistic abilities achieved by the adult subject – a female
university student. This was explicitly proved by the almost one-hundred percent
correctness of answers to the questions about the knowledge of words, obtained
by the same subject after captions were introduced.
Conclusion: In some cases of hearing impairments the actual assessment of
vocabulary is possible only after introducing captions. The execution of the test
according to the procedure may distort the result scores by significantly lowering
them. The change of the procedure by introducing captions carries with it the need
to check in broader empirical studies how it influences the results of hearing children and whether it changes them significantly. Moreover, comparing the result
scores of subjects outside of the originally assumed age range (2;0–6;11) with the
existing norms may be exclusively approximate.
Case B. A girl aged 3;9 years with a prelingual hearing impairment. The
degree of hearing loss: 40–50dB. The child received a hearing aid at the age of 4
months. She communicates in the phonic language and stays only in the environment of hearing people. The OTSR testing was carried out using the test version
A, essentially in full conformity with the testing procedure. The only exception
was the necessity of repeating the test questions more frequently.
Results. Out of 88 words (read out according to the procedure) the girl did not
know 21, having committed: 4 phonetic, 9 semantic, and 7 thematic errors, one
answer was not given. Regarding particular parts of speech the errors concerned:
nouns – 27.5%, verbs – 20% , and 16.7% of adjectives. Assessing the test results
according to its instruction, the following confidence interval was determined for
the general result: 63–71. As compared with the norms for the subject’s age she
obtained a very high score (8–10 sten). On the centile scale it corresponds to
90–100 centile, which means that it was higher than that scored by most girls her
age tested in full compliance with the procedure – the test questions being read out
only once. It should be observed, however, that repeating test questions may have
increased the result scores.
Conclusion: Under appropriate conditions, i.e. conditions conducive to listening, some hearing-impaired children are able to precisely hear test questions
and thereby to be tested without having to change the testing procedure. More frequent repetition of questions may make the obtained result impossible to compare
with the norms. Consequently, on the basis of the obtained result it can be only
partly concluded that the girl’s vocabulary is large as compared with the reference
group. Such an unreserved conclusion would be possible if it followed from the
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empirical studies that the procedure modification consisting in repeating the questions more often does not cause a significant change in the results. Such studies
have not yet been conducted.
Case C. A girl aged 8;11 years, with a profound prelingual hearing impairment. A first-grader in a public primary school. Given a hearing aid at the age
of 7–8 months, implanted at the age of 5 years. The current results of free field
audiometry show a hearing impairment at 40dB level. The OTSR testing was carried out using the A version, essentially in conformity with the standard procedure
with one exception resulting from exceeding the age limit for which the test was
designed: after trial items, the questions devised for the oldest age group began
to be asked.
Results. Out of the words read out to the subject in compliance with the procedure, the girl did not recognize 16 words. After captions were introduced (according to the procedure described in Case A), she corrected 10 errors. In comparison with the norms for children aged 6;6–6;11 the subject scored very low
– the 85% confidence interval was 34–42, which places the result at the 1–2 sten.
On the centile scale it corresponds to 1–6 centile. After captions were introduced,
the confidence interval was 66–74, and the scores improved, reaching the level of
3–5 sten and 9–33 centile.
In view of the test results obtained before caption introduction, the vocabulary of the almost 9-year-old girl is at the level of the average vocabulary of a child
aged 3;6–3;11 years. (25–75 centile, 4–7 sten). Taking into account the higher
score – obtained after introducing captions, it can be regarded as an average result
obtained by girls aged 5;6–5;11. The last comparison with norms is, however,
encumbered with an error associated with an essential change in the procedure
(introduction of captions), whose impact on the normalized score cannot be assessed without independent studies estimating the consequences of such a change.
Conclusion: The OTSR testing of the hearing-impaired child aged over 7
years enables obtaining information at what age the hearing child with average
vocabulary (25–75 centile, 4–7 sten) obtains the score result similar to the tested
hearing-impaired child. Developmental norms appended to the OTSR allow preliminary identification of the level of lexical development in hearing-impaired
children in relation to hearing children as long as the testing procedure is maintained.

OTSR IN SURDOLOGOPEDICS
The Polish Picture Vocabulary Test – Comprehension can be a useful tool in
surdologopedics, serving both scientific purposes and assisting individual diagnosis of hearing-impaired children at different ages. It enables precise and quick
quantitative and qualitative assessment of vocabulary and makes it possible to
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monitor building up of vocabulary, i.e. to observe the dynamics of language development. To determine the type of error made by the subject regarding each
presented word is crucial to the assessment of lexical limitations of the hearingimpaired child, because it enables identification of his strategy for breaking the
linguistic code. Combining of the quantitative and qualitative analysis of vocabulary is an important element of reliable surdologopedic diagnosis, and it can subsequently be the basis for programmed therapy (cf. Muzyka-Furtak 2013; Krakowiak, Muzyka-Furtak, Kołodziejczyk 2015).
To many hearing-impaired children the change in the OTSR testing procedure, at least in the manner of stimuli presentation (placing of the tester facing the
child so that the (child) could aid himself by “reading the lips”) is a necessary condition for obtaining a reliable result. There is, however, also a group of children
with limited auditory perception, who can be tested strictly in accordance with
the OTSR procedure, or even more, the absolute observance of testing procedure
ensures obtainment of the result that is fully comparable with norms. Perhaps,
after all, the change in the procedure consisting only in a different positioning of
the tester in relation to the child would not at all significantly influence the results
obtained by children without hearing impairments, consequently, the tester could
just as well be positioned next to the child or facing him. To verify this would,
however, require separate studies.
Referring to the traditional, dichotomous division into deaf (non-hearing) and
hard-of-hearing persons (cf. inter alia Szczepankowski 1998), it is necessary to
adjust the OTSR procedure to the abilities of the non-hearing (deaf) child, which
means introducing changes in the way of presenting questions, omitting the auditory channel, i.e. introduction of captions. As far as hard-of-hearing children are
concerned, it may be enough to slightly modify the testing procedure: the tester
will be positioned facing the subject thus enabling lip-reading, the number of acceptable repetitions will be increased, or, possibly, in case of doubt, captions will
be used as an aid.
With reference, in turn, to a more recent logopedic typology of hearing impairments (Krakowiak 2012), which introduces a four-degree division into: functionally hearing, hard-of-hearing, harder-of-hearing, and functionally non-hearing
(deaf) persons, it is possible to more precisely specify the conditions for adapting
the testing procedure to the perception limitations of children in each group. In
the case of functionally hearing children it is possible to test them with the OTSR
in full compliance with the set procedure. In the case of hard-of-hearing children
it is necessary to create conditions conducive to listening and using sight in the
perception of instructions. With regard to harder-of-hearing and functionally nonhearing children a more radical change in the procedure is necessary. Test questions have to be shown to the child in the form of a caption because the reception
of instructions by way of hearing, even aided by sight, is not possible. The group
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of subjects who can be tested will naturally be narrowed down to those who can
read. In the case of many hearing-impaired children, learning to read is introduced
early, even at the age of two years (cf. J. Cieszyńska 2000). The OTSR testing
cannot therefore be administered to profoundly hearing-impaired children who
cannot read.
To further specify the foregoing conclusions, in the case of children with
lesser or greater hearing deficits, but early implanted or wearing hearing aids
(functionally hearing) it is possible to fully abide by the recommended OTSR testing procedure, and thereby to compare results with the developmental norms appended to the test. To obtain a reliable result from the OTSR testing with regard to
hard-of-hearing children requires adjusting the testing procedure to their abilities
and limitations (slight changes in the procedure). The testing of harder-of-hearing
and functionally non-hearing (deaf) children conducted in compliance with the
established procedure distorts the results, which are clearly lowered because of
the existing perception barrier. In this case, a credible result may be obtained only
after changing the procedure in order to overcome the perception barrier, which
can be ensured only after introducing captions. However, this change in the procedure prevents comparison of results with norms for diagnostic purposes as long as
independent empirical studies establish its impact on the results obtained.
Apart from the perception barrier, another limitation in the OTSR application
in diagnosing hearing-impaired children results from setting the age range of the
subjects at 2;0–6;11 years. The development norms appended to the test apply
therefore only to children at that age whereas the delays in vocabulary acquisition
by children with hearing deficits affect far older children. In order to obtain the
information essential for the surdologopedist about at what level – compared with
the undisturbed development – his patient is, the OTSR testing should be administered, carrying out tests designed for all age ranges and – according to the OTRS
procedure – finishing the testing when four consecutive incorrect answers have
appeared. Comparison with the development norms will be made in a somewhat
different way from that prescribed in the instruction, because when interpreting
the obtained result of the test it should not be compared with a specific age range
– the one with which the testing ended, but to find in the tables of centile and sten
norms the age range for which the obtained result is an average value (or 4–7
sten, 25–75 centile). In this way it is possible to get information at what age the
hearing child with average vocabulary obtains the result analogous to that of the
tested hearing-impaired child. Additionally, the result can be compared with the
norms designed for the oldest children (6:6–6;11 years). It should be remembered,
though, that such information is not equivalent to calculating a specific delay in
the vocabulary development in years (e.g. by subtracting from the biological age
of a child the age at which the child’s results would be average), because we do
not have norms for older children (aged over 6;11). The comparison of results of
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older children than 6;11 years with the norms should be treated as approximate
rather than diagnostic.
To sum up, the prospect of extending the application of OTSR in surdologopedics is opened by the possibility of changing the positioning of the tester in
relation to the subject, by introducing captions, by increasing the acceptable number of repetitions, by extending interpretations of the test results (approximate
comparison of the result obtained by hearing-impaired children aged over 6;11
years with the norms designed for the oldest hearing children, or finding in tables
with development norms the age range for which the result obtained by the tested
hearing-impaired child can defined as average). The conditions for adapting the
OTSR to the sign language can also be considered, which would however mean
the necessity of devising a new test according to the construction method defined
in the OTSR manual.
It should nevertheless be stressed that the best way to adjust the OTSR to
the needs of hearing-impaired persons learning Polish would be to carry out normalization studies on a representative sample of this population, taking account
of necessary changes in the testing procedure and variables crucial to the population, such as the degree of hearing impairment, the age of receiving a hearing
aid/implant, etc. Such studies could additionally cover a control group of hearing
children, which would enable assessment of possible changes in the result, caused
by changes in the testing procedure. Economic limitations (such studies are expensive) make it only possible at present to apply the OTSR to hearing-impaired
persons within the area described in this article and with interpretive reservations
concerning the obtained results, which have been presented here.
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Handwriting and Letter-Like Designs in the Clinical
Assessment of Children with Multiple Disabilities

SUMMARy
The present article, using the example of children with multiple disabilities, determines diagnostic procedures regarding graphomotor skills in the cases of spoken and written language disorders. The logopedic assessment is carried out using the Profile of Graphomotor Skills – the authorial diagnostic tool that enables diagnosis of developmental dysfunctions based on the course of
graphomotor activities (such as writing/here: copying a text/ and drawing letter-like designs /here:
reproducing designs/) and on the analysis of products (handwriting and letter-like designs). The
graphic level of letter-like designs and the graphic level of handwriting can vary because in particular cases different phenomena may manifest determined by the specificity of verbal and written
communication.
Key words: graphomotor skills, multiple disabilities, verbal and written communication, logopedic diagnosis

INTRODUCTION
The Profile of Graphomotor Skills consists of the observation Protocol and
the Chart of assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs (we have already
presented selected detailed problems concerning the use of this instrument in logopedic diagnosis in separate articles: Domagała, Mirecka 2009a, 2009b, 2009c,
2010a, 2010/11, 2012a). The observation Protocol was developed using publications on the writing activity and disorders in its course – Spionek (1965, 1980),
Wróbel (1963, 1980, 1985), Kopczyńska-Kaiser (1984), Malendowicz (1984),
Nartowska (1986), Bogdanowicz (1991, 1992), Gąsowska, Pietrzak-Stępkowska
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(1994), Healey (2003) and on the basis of our professional experiences. The Chart
of assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs Karta was constructed using the studies by Wróbel (1980, 1985), Borysowicz et al. (1991) and Ajuriaguerra’s dysgraphic scale.
The characteristics of the course of graphomotor activities take into account
the following categories of description: I. THE DOMINANT HAND; II. THE
WAy OF HOLDING THE WRITING INSTRUMENT (GRIP); III. THE DOMINANT HAND ARRANGEMENT; Iv. THE MOvEMENT OF THE DOMINANT HAND; v. THE AUXILIARy HAND; vI. THE POSITION OF THE
SHEET; vII. THE SITTING POSITION; vIII. THE PACE OF WRITING. The
analysis of products of graphomotor activities – reproduction of letter-like designs and copied texts – covers the following categories of description of phenomena: I. THE WRITING LINE (a/ force of the writing instrument; b/ line
stability); II. LETTERS/ LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS (a/ form of letters/letter-like
signs; proportions within a letter/letter-like signs); III. LETTER IN A WORD/
THE STRUCTURE OF A LETTER-LIKE DESIGN (a/ size and slant of letters in
words/of letter-like signs in designs; connections of letters in words/of letter-like
signs in designs; Iv. THE WRITING OF A TEXT/ LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS (a/
direction (slant) of writing/ letter-like designs; b/ size of writing/letter-like designs; v. vERSE ORGANIzATION (a/ spaces between words/elements of letterlike designs; b/ keeping the writing within line rulings/ keeping letter-like designs
within line rulings; vI. ORGANIzATION OF THE PAGE (a/ positioning of the
text/designs on the page; b/ margins).

HANDWRITING AND LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS
IN LIGHT OF OUR OWN STUDIES
Since the kinds of products of graphomotor activities were varied (here: reproductions of letter-like designs – copied texts), the analysis – in our own studies conducted on a group of 300 children aged 7–13 years (Domagała, Mirecka
2010b)1 – covered:
1/ the graphic level of letter-like designs,
2/ the graphic level of handwriting,
3/the relationship between the graphic level of letter-like designs and the
graphic level of handwriting.
Statistical analysis showed positive correlations of results obtained in tests
for reproduction of letter-like designs and tests for copying texts, for all age levInvestigations were conducted as part of the research project “Written Communication Disturbances” (Project no. N N 106 1885 33 MNiSW [Ministry of Science and Higher Education];
project manager – Dr U. Mirecka, main project executors Prof. S. Grabias, Dr A. Domagała).
1
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els, both in the groups of boys and girls – the total value for grades I to vI being
0.8. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Reproduction of letter-like designs versus handwriting. Results obtained using the
Profile of Graphomotor Skills (here: the Chart of assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs
Mean value in tests for
reproduction of letterlike designs

Mean value in tests in
tests for copying texts

Results correlations
in tests for reproduction
of letter-like designs and
copying texts

Total

17.54

19.94

0.7187

M

20.68

23.92

0.6730

F

14.40

15.96

0.5990

Total

24.28

25.24

0.5606

M

25.20

25.32

0.5994

F

23.36

25.16

0.5424

Total

28.60

27.34

0.7515

M

32.20

30.68

0.7543

F

25.00

24.00

0.6846

Total

35.66

40.24

0.8612

M

42.92

50.32

0.8199

F

28.40

30.16

0.7839

Total

34.98

34.36

0.8638

M

41.40

44.00

0.8500

F

28.56

24.72

0.7159

Total

32.72

38.64

0.5885

M

35.72

45.72

0.5568

F

29.72

31.56

0.4894

Total

23.47

24.17

0.7179

M

26.03

26.64

0.8590

F

20.92

21.71

0.6821

Grade (level of
education)

I

II

III

Iv

v

vI

I–III
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Total

34.45

37.75

0.7741

M

40.01

46.68

0.7444

F

28.89

28.81

0.6394

Total

28.96

30.96

0.8043

M

33.02

36.66

0.8273

F

24.91

25.26

0.6923

The obtained results show that there is a relationship between the kinds of
graphomotor activities (writing, drawing designs). Consequently, if necessary, the
assessment of graphomotor skills in the basic aspect can be made based on reproductions of letter-like designs, which is particularly helpful in diagnosing children
who have not yet begun to learn to write, have learned to write at an elementary
level, or have reading problems. The quality of performing the tests for copying
simple designs can provide important information on the development of graphomotor skills in a child, and help to notice symptoms of developmental disorders
in the optimal time.
In logopedic practice, special attention should, however, be paid to children
with multiple disabilities, in whom the graphic level of letter like designs and the
graphic level of handwriting can be varied because of the manifestation – in particular cases – of different phenomena determined by the specificity of verbal and
written communication disorders (Domagała, Mirecka 2011).

EXEMPLIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM
The assessment of products of graphomotor activities in the Profile of Graphomotor Skills (Domagała, Mirecka 2010c, 2012b) is based on handwriting samples
(copying texts) and on samples of letter-like designs (reproducing designs). The
tests use equivalent sets of letter-like designs to be reproduced (taking into account simple designs and designs of greater structural complexity) and texts to be
copied (diversified with respect to language, themes, and text length).
Example 1.
The assessment of graphomotor skills in an 8-year-old girl diagnosed as
needing special education for children with multiple disabilities on the basis of the
samples of copied texts and of reproduction of letter-like designs (additionally: a
carbon copy of the copied text to assess the pressure of the writing instrument).
The data from specialist diagnosis: infantile cerebral palsy – left-sided pyramidal hemiparesis, mild mental retardation (predominant verbal intelligence over
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non-verbal, speech defects, poor perceptiveness and visual memory, poor visualmotor coordination, a diminished level of graphomotor activities, direct auditory
memory – normal.

Sample no. 1a. The text copied on a lined sheet.

Sample no. 1b. The text copied on a lined sheet – a carbon copy.
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Sample no. 1c. Reproduction of letter-like designs on a lined sheet.
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In this case the graphic level of handwriting is higher than the level of reproduction of letter-like signs (illustrated by the samples: 1a. The text copied on
a lined sheet; 1b. The text copied on a lined sheet – a carbon copy; 1c. Reproduction of letter-like designs on a lined sheet), which can be seen as a result of
intensive writing exercises, without having learned the ability to copy abstract
designs/figures due to diminished cognitive abilities (here: particularly non-verbal
intelligence).
Example 2.
The assessment of graphomotor skills in an 8-year-old boy diagnosed as
needing special education for children with motor disability on the basis of reproductions of letter-like designs (reading difficulties prevented the child from taking
the test for text copying). The data from specialist diagnosis: infantile cerebral
palsy – spastic quadriparesis, mental development – within the norm, disorders
of visual perception, disordered visual-motor coordination, a very low level of
graphomotor activities, normal auditory perception, and spastic dysarthria.

Sample no. 2a. Text copied on an unlined sheet.

Sample no. 2b. Reproduction of letter-like designs on a lined sheet.
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Sample no. 2c. Reproduction of letter-like designs on a lined sheet – a carbon copy.

In this case the level of reproduction of letter-like signs is higher than the
graphic level of handwriting (illustrated by the samples: 2a. Text copied on an
unlined sheet; 2b. Reproduction of letter-like designs on a lined sheet 2c. Reproduction of letter-like designs on a lined sheet – a carbon copy). The boy is learning
the reading and writing skill with difficulty in the course of school education; in
contrast, he finds it easier to copy letter-like designs because of the non-linguistic
character of the task.

CONCLUSION
Our own studies, conducted on a population of 300 children – primary school
pupils, showed positive correlations of the results obtained for all age levels in tests
for reproduction of letter-like designs and tests for copying texts. Nevertheless, in
individual cases, particularly in children with multiple disabilities, multi-faceted
diagnostic procedures make it possible to identify a varied level of graphomotor
skills depending on the nature of the task (linguistic/non-linguistic). The use of
letter-like designs in clinical diagnosis provides an opportunity to assess graphomotor skills on non-linguistic material in children with multiple disabilities.
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Factors Supporting the Child’s Prosodic Development
SUMMARy
Speech prosody is an important factor stimulating the development of the child’s speech. The
ability to perceive and interpret prosodic phenomena is the first stage in the acquisition of phonological competence by the child. It first of all enables segmentation by the child of the speech sequence,
owing to which it is possible to distinguish linguistic units in it. The degree of prosodic competence
acquisition in the early stages of speech ontogeny influences the pace of speech development, while
in school-age children it is associated with the level of fluent reading with comprehension.
The present paper discusses the problems related to the acquisition of prosodic competence
and skills in speech ontogeny. It presents biological and social determinants of prosody development and describes in greater detail the environmental factors that develop the child’s prosodic
competence and skills. It also discusses the stages of prosodic development, taking into account the
dominant functions of speech prosody in them.
Key words: speech prosody, prosodic competence, prosodic development

INTRODUCTION
The use of prosodic structure in speech is possible owing to the acquisition
of prosodic competence and skills. Prosodic competence is the ability to perceive
and interpret suprasegmental features and phenomena. Prosodic skills are the expression of prosodic phenomena, appropriate to the semantic content and structure
of the utterance and the situation of its use.
Prosodic competence is partly within the scope of phonological competence
(when we speak of the linguistic functions of prosody)1, but it also goes beyond it,
1
The following are regarded as linguistic functions of prosody: 1) segmentation of the speech
sequence, associated first of all with the delimitation and culmination functions of lexical stress and
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which is connected with the paralinguistic and extralinguistic functions of suprasegmental phenomena.2
Determinants of the development of prosodic competence and skills can be
divided into biological and social.
The biological determinants that permit the development of prosodic competence are:
a) efficient auditory perception (physiological hearing, the ability to differentiate sound pitch, volume, duration and quality, auditory memory, association of
speech sounds, auditory self-control)3,
b) efficient cognitive functions enabling accurate interpretation of prosodic
behaviours in the speech of the environment, and control of one’s own prosodic
behaviours and adjusting them to a communication situation.
The working together of the foregoing factors in the process of perceiving
prosodic phenomena is termed prosodic hearing.
Moreover, among the biological factors determining the acquisition of prosodic production skills, the following should be named:
b) the normal structure of the speech apparatus, in particular the larynx, as the
voice-producing organ, resonators (the oral cavity and throat, nasal cavities and
sinuses) and the articulatory organs,
c) the normal functioning of the speech apparatus: absence of muscular tone
disorders (within respiratory, phonatory, and articulatory muscles), and normal
motor coordination (respiratory-phonatory-articulatory).
A very important function in the acquisition of prosodic competence and
skills is also performed by external, environmental determinants discussed further
in the paper, which include:
a) stimulation of the development of auditory functions determining the development of prosodic hearing; it involves the use – in interactions with a baby/
toddler – the features of prosodic phenomena that are characteristic of child-directed speech together with exercises in prosodic hearing,
b) appropriate prosodic patterns in the speech of the environment,
intonation structures and with pause length, 2) grammatical, syntactic function consisting in the
indication by intonation structures, of sentence types (complete/incomplete, simple/compound), 3)
semantic function, mainly related to assigning the information contour to particular types of utterance 4) signaling by the position of sentence stress the information (thematic-rhematic) structure
of utterance, and 5) discursive function ensuring text coherence determined on the suprasegmental
level by the appropriate sequence of intonation contours, occurrence of sentence stress, and by speech rhythm (cf. Wysocka, 2012).
2
Paralinguistic function involves coding of emotions and modalities by the sender in prosodic
structures. Extra-linguistic function is often termed as identificational. It is connected with the features specific to many population members (e.g. voice pitch characterizing sex or age) or individual
traits (specific voice quality characterizing a speaker).
3
The division of auditory functions adopted after z. M. Kurkowski (1998; 2002).
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c) attention to proper expression of prosodic phenomena in the child’s speech,
to the efficiency of his/her voice organ, and the clarity and esthetics of speech.

STAGES OF PROSODIC DEvELOPMENT
When analyzing the results of studies on the development of prosodic competence and skills (cf. a survey of research: Wysocka 2012; 2013), it can be said
that prosodic competence is one of the first communicative competences acquired
by children.
The analysis of prosodic features is the type of skills that appears very early,
both in speech perception and expression. In the early stages of the child’s development, prosodic structures present in the speech of his/her environment enable him/her, due to their segmentation function, to distinguish language elements
(phrases and then words) out of the speech sequence, and provide information
about their structure and meaning.
Studies devoted to prosodic development suggest the distinction of the following stages in it:
1. prenatal stage, in which the ability to perceive prosody begins to develop,
2. infancy and early childhood stage, in which an immense role is played by
the prosodic features of child-directed speech, owing to which the child acquires
the prosody characteristic of the language in which s/he grows up and begins to
perceive the functions of prosodic phenomena in communication,
3. pre-operational stage characterized by the intensely developing, unconscious prosodic competence and growing realization skills,
4. the stage of operational thinking, in which the awareness of prosodic phenomena and their function considerably increases (cf. inter alia Rymarczyk 2003,
Wysocka 2012)
Prenatal stage
During this stage, the developing hearing organ enables the fetus to perceive
prosodic features and phenomena present in maternal speech and then in the
speech of his/her mother’s environment. At the beginning of speech ontogeny the
child is mainly sensitive to changes in voice pitch and the temporal organization
of speech. During the prenatal period, motor reactions of the fetus to sounds of
particular volume and frequency (usually with high parameters) were reported.
The adjustment of the fetus’s motor activity and physiological processes (e.g.
breathing rhythm and work of the heart) to the character of prosodic phenomena perceived by the child, mainly the speech rhythm were also reported (after:
Kurkowski 2013).
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The prosody perception ability, developing in the prenatal stage, is evidenced
by its numerous manifestations observed in infants, who show strong reactions to
suprasegmental phenomena present in the speech of the environment. They are
able to identify prosodic structures known to them from their mother’s speech
from those in which acoustic parameters have been changed. A far greater activity of the infant’s brain was reported in response to natural, unmodified prosody
(Sambeth et al. 2008). Furthermore, it was observed that the crying of infants imitates intonation structures characteristic of their mother’s language (Mampe et al.
2009). In his/her speech perception, the infant thus activates experiences acquired
in the mother’s womb.
Infancy and early childhood stage
During the infancy period, speech prosody plays an important role in the
child’s communication with his/her mother. At first, paralinguistic functions of
prosody predominate in interaction. By connecting prosodic structures realized
by the mother with her behaviour, the child reads her emotions and intentions
(Bouvet 1996). Then, speech prosody begins to enable the child to perceive linguistic elements. A special role in speech acquisition by the child is fulfilled by
intonation, which segments a speech sequence into sections. The first section distinguished by the child is a phrase, whose end is marked in speech with a distinct
change in voice pitch (rising or falling contours). The distinction of a phrase as an
entity with a specific meaning is an important step in acquiring phonological competence. The next stages of its development will involve the ability to perceive
smaller and smaller elements of the language system: a word, syllable, or a sound.
Newborns and infants strongly react to intonation, mainly to rising contours.
Such reactions were already observed in the second month of the child’s life (Sullivan and Horovitz 1983). The ability to perceive intonation structures influences
the fast developing capability to express them, combined with the process of intonation semanticization. In interactions of mothers with their ten-to-thirteen-week
old children, as many as seven functional intonation contours appear, mutually
imitated by mother and child or repeated by one of the interaction partners (Gratier and Devouche 2011).
The results of the acoustic analysis of utterances by infants of this age confirm that they use diverse intonation contours. Presented below is the intonogram
and spectrogram of the segment of a three-month-old girl’s speech sequence recorded during her interaction with her mother.
On the basis of the analysis of the present intonogram it can be said that the
child uses voice pitch fairly well. The intonation is strongly modulated. The range
of basic frequency is wide (from 183 to 528 Hz, mean basic frequency being 336
Hz). It should be emphasized that the voice pitch contour is discontinuous (despite
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Fig. 1. Spectrogram and intonogram of the segment of a three-month-old girl’s speech (PRAAT
edition window (Boersma, Wenink 2006). Source: own study.

the lack of consonantal elements), which may be attributed to the still weakly developed respiratory-phonatory coordination. A tendency for rising contours characteristic of the speech of children at that age is also discernible.4
In the later infancy period, speech prosody no longer functions exclusively as
an interaction-regulating factor. The importance of linguistic functions of prosody
increases: they enable the child to segment the speech sequence they hear and
distinguish linguistic units in it. Six-month-old infants pay attention to specific
prosodic features in the language they hear in their environment, and ignore nonspecific ones (Seidl and Cristià 2008). They clearly respond to the stress structures
characteristic of the language in which they are brought up (Weber et al. 2004).
Owing to the developed ability to identify the stressed syllable, they distinguish
rhythmical units in the speech sequence, composed of a stressed syllable and unstressed syllables, which allows them to perceive words (Höhle et al. 2009). They
also distinguish between prosodically correct utterances and incorrect ones (Nazzi
et al. 2000).
At the age of two, children have fairly well developed prosodic competences and draw a lot of information from prosodic structures. This information is
connected with the paralinguistic functions of prosody, but also largely with its
linguistic functions. There appears the ability, very important for linguistic communication, to perceive and be aware of the function of rhematic stress associated
with communicating and emphasizing new information to the receiver (GrassRising contours in communication signify the absence of closing. They are used to emphasize the willingness to continue the interaction. They are characteristic of unfinished questions and
utterances.
4
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mann and Tomasello 2010). Moreover, the awareness of the meaning of the rising
and falling contours as markers of continuity and finality also develops.
Thanks to the vocal activity in his/her first year of life: cooing and babbling,
the child’s realization abilities related to expressing speech prosody, first of all
intonation, increase considerably and as early as in the second year of life they are
already well developed. An illustration of this statement can be the intonogram
below, made on the basis of the recorded segment of a thirteen-month-old child’s
speech.

Fig. 2. Spectrogram and intonogram of a thirteen-month-old boy’s utterance. Source: own study.

The presented intonogram shows an increase, in comparison with the abilities
of a three-month-old child, in the continuity of intonation contours: this is connected with the growing efficiency of the speech apparatus. The intonation structures are also characterized by the uniform character of changes. A consistently
realized rise or fall of voice pitch is discernible in them, which suggests their
conscious and purposeful use, and the awareness of the existence of intonation
structures as organized units that perform definite functions in communication.
Further stages of prosody development (preoperational and operational
periods)
During the preoperational period the ability to perceive and express the features of prosodic units still intensively develops. The improving auditory functions, growing phonatory skills and vocal range, more efficient respiratory-phonatory-articulatory coordination enable the development of prosodic skills and
competence. Initially, these processes are not conscious, but with time the child
can consciously differentiate and modify the features of prosodic phenomena.
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The interpretation of basic functions of speech prosody and the conscious use
of prosodic structures take place as late as at the age of six (cf. Wysocka 2012).
A significant fact for the preoperational period is that the level of development of
prosody in the emotional function is higher than the level of development of its
linguistic functions (Rymarczyk 2003; Wysocka 2012), which shows the significant role, noticeable from the beginning of speech ontogeny, of suprasegmental
structures in the process of communicating emotions in the child’s interaction
with the environment. The results of studies suggest that the full understanding
of linguistic and paralinguistic functions of prosody develops until the end of the
eleventh or even thirteenth year of the child’s life (Cohen et al. 1990; Rymarczyk
2003; Wells et al. 2004).
In school-age children the degree of acquisition of prosodic competence may
significantly influence the teaching process because it is an important factor relating to the ability to read with comprehension (Whalley and Hansen 2006). Scholars come to the conclusion that the fact that the child uses a wide repertoire of features of suprasegmental units indicates well-learned competences relating to the
reading process (Miller and Schwanenflugel 2006). A high diversity of features
of prosodic units characterizes vocal realizations of more difficult reading texts.
The children use this device in order to better understand them5 (Benjamin and
Schwanenflugel 2010). Considerable phonetic contrasts influence achieving of the
clear-cut segmentation of text and the clarity of its information structure through
realizing rhematic and logical accents.
Furthermore, the effect of rhythmic skills on the ability to read fluently is
emphasized. It was proved that the high level of phonological skills and ability
to read shows a strong relationship with the level of perception competences in
musical rhythm and speech rhythm (Holliman, Wood and Sheehy 2010), while
reading difficulties are related to weakened sensitivity to rhythmic structures (inter alia Goswami et al. 2002, Richardson et al. 2004).

STIMULATION OF THE DEvELOPMENT OF PROSODy
In view of the fact that prosodic competences determine the development of
many functions crucial to linguistic communication, it appears that the measures
contributing to their acquisition by the child cannot be marginalized when stimulating speech development. They should take into account both the development
of the skills in perceiving and interpreting prosodic phenomena and the ability
to use a complete repertoire of prosodic features and phenomena appropriate for
communication situations.
5
Therefore they apply the strategy utilized by those taking care of a little baby, who use high
contrasts of prosodic features in speech in order to facilitate its perception by the child.
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The role of prosodic specificity of child-directed speech
In the early stages of the child’s speech development (infancy and early childhood period) a special role is played by prosody in the speech of his/her environment, especially in maternal speech. Child-directed speech is characterized by
large phonetic contrasts, by many and substantial changes in voice pitch and volume, speech rate and duration of segments, by the higher average of voice pitch
and by bright voice quality (cf. inter alia Kempe et al. 2010). The outcome of the
use of those devices are: a great diversity of intonation contours and their broad
range, long pauses, pronounced lexical and phrasal stress, and the slowed down
rate of speech.
This specificity of prosodic structures serves several important functions in
communication with the child. It focuses the child’s attention on the utterance
or its particular elements. It enables distinct segmentation of the utterance, thus
allowing the child to distinguish a phrase, syntactic structures, and smaller and
smaller elements of the language system. It also introduces the child to the semantic structure of the utterance (for example, by emphasizing the features of
logical stress which indicates an important element of the utterance or by exactly
defining the intonation contour related to a particular type of utterance: declarative, imperative or interrogative). Finally, thanks to great contrasts of the features
of suprasegmental units it is possible to clearly communicate emotions, initially
those of the carers, the mother in particular, and then of the child, who, having
acquired the features of prosodic units related to the emotive function of prosody,
learns to express them, thus communicating his/her emotional states.
It is worth noting that the prosodic features of child-directed speech are universal, regardless of the language used by the child’s carers. They (features) are
present both in the speech of women and men.6 The result of the absence of the
prosodic features in child-directed speech may be a slower process of their acquisition by the child (D’Odorico and Jacob 2006). The lack of significant contrasts of the features of prosodic units makes it difficult for the child to segment
the speech sequence s/he hears, which leads to disorders in the development of
phonological competence, and to ensuing difficulties in learning other language
subsystems.
6
Some scholars, however, point out that there are some differences between the prosodic features of child-directed speech spoken by women and men. In women’s speech, longer sound duration is observable, especially fricatives: it is probably used to produce the impression of gentleness
and calm (Kempe 2009). In the case of women a strong correlation between the expressiveness of
prosodic features and high empathic abilities was reported, while the utterances of highly empathic
men have a prosodic profile very close to adult-directed speech (Kempe 2009). It was also observed
that the experience of maternity enhances the prosodic features characteristic of child-directed
speech, also in utterances directed to children other than the parent’s own and heightens the features
of emotional prosody (Kempe et al. 2010).
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How far the features of intonation structures in child-directed speech are
modified is evidenced by the intonogram below, the fragment of a man’s utterance
during his talk with his four-month-old son.

Fig. 3. Spectrogram and intonogram of a man’s utterance recorded during his talk with his
four-month-old son. Source: own study.

The present recording draws attention to very high values of basic frequency.
The mean F0 value is 255 Hz and greatly exceeds the mean F0 value characteristic
of men’s speech.7 Differences in the basic frequency in the presented fragment of
speech sequence are as much as 360 Hz (from 118 Hz to 478 Hz), which produces
a very broad range of intonation contours which are, moreover, highly diverse and
short, owing to which the child perceives them more easily.
In the later stages of development of prosodic competence and prosodic realization skills, when there is further improvement in the abilities to perceive and
express smaller and smaller differences in the features of prosodic units, and to
interpret the function of prosody in communication, it is of great importance to
provide an appropriate model of prosodic phenomena in the speech of the child’s
environment. This applies first of all to the speech of the child’s parents, carers,
and teachers. In developing correct prosodic habits a great role is also played by
the attention of carers to the quality of prosodic structures in the child’s speech. It
becomes particularly important when the child tends to imitate distorted prosodic
7
Mean values of basic frequency in European languages are ca. 120 Hz for men (ranging
from 50 Hz to 250 Hz) and 220 Hz for women (ranging from 120 Hz to 480 Hz) (cited after: Laver
1994, p. 451).
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factors present in his peer group members or in the speech of persons who are
significant to him.
The further development of expressive capacities in prosody is also influenced by the hygiene of the child’s voice and production exercises that the child
performs. The two factors ensure the efficiency of the voice organ, on which the
expression of prosodic features largely depends (cf. Kowalska 1989; Schön et al.
2004).
Prosodic hearing exercises and prosody expression exercises
In view of the fact that musical structures show great similarity to prosodic
structures, prosodic hearing exercises can be combined with musical hearing exercises. Many publications indicate the relationship between the two processes (inter alia Anvari et al. 2002; Kowalska-Pińczak 1985; Palmer, Jungers and Jusczyk,
2001; Saffran et al. 1999; Wysocka 2007; 2011; 2012). Exercises using music
teach children to differentiate sound features and train the perception of melody
(intonation), stress, tempo and rhythm, both in music and in speech (cf. inter alia
Magne, Schön and Besson 2006; Schön et al. 2004). They can be auditory exercises and auditory/production exercises consisting in imitation of specific sound
parameters and musical and prosodic structures (cf. inter alia Kowalska 1989),
as well as auditory-motor exercises using gross motor skills. In particular, the
last form is regarded as valuable because thanks to involving the child’s gross
motor skills it is possible for him/her to experience musical and prosodic phenomena through movement, which is conducive to perceiving and understanding
them. Moreover, musical-motor exercises, particularly those that use songs and
rhythmicized text, increase the efficiency of the speech apparatus, thus improving
respiratory-phonatory-articulatory coordination. Their asset is also that they are
attractive and use the child’s natural tendency to move. The method that serves the
foregoing purposes is logorhythmics, used in Polish speech therapy for years (see
Kilińska-Ewertowska 1978 and subsequent editions).
Prosodic hearing exercises and prosody expression exercises may be also independent of musical exercises. They usually consist in differentiation, imitation,
and in independent expression of intonation structures, lexical and logical stress,
and emotional coloring coded in prosodic structures (cf. Wysocka 2011; 2012).
Particularly valuable are systematized exercises administered as part of a therapy
program taking into account the level of prosodic development in children at specific ages (Hargrove and McGarr, 1993; Rothstein, 2013). The results of training
prosodic skills have of course to be consolidated in daily communication by involving people in the child’s immediate environment in this process.
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RECAPITULATION
Because of the important role of prosodic phenomena in the communication process it is necessary to attend to the development of the child’s prosodic
competence and skills, both in preventive measures and in treatment. Stimulation
of their development and appropriate prosodic behaviours present in the speech
of the child’s environment may speed up the process of speech acquisition by
the child. These measures are particularly important in the earlier stages of ontogeny, in which, owing to prosodic structures, the child perceives increasingly
minute language elements in the speech sequence and gains information about
their meaning. In the later periods of the child’s development, the correctly acquired prosodic competence makes it easier for him/her to acquire the ability to
read fluently with comprehension. Important factors enabling the child’s prosodic
development are special features of prosodic phenomena that are characteristic
of child-directed speech, and proper prosodic models in the speech of his/her environment. In making the child sensitive to prosodic features and phenomena an
important role is also played by auditory exercises that develop prosodic hearing
and consolidate the correct realization of prosodic structures.
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Phoniatric evaluation of prospective speech therapy
students – results, observations, comments
SUMMARy
This paper presents the results of the authors’ research concerning the suitability of candidates
for speech therapy university studies and their prospective work as speech and language therapeutists (SLTs). This profession poses special requirements for candidates for speech therapists who
work with children with various speech impediments and, therefore, must offer them a model of
articulation to follow. Therefore, it is necessary to perform an evaluation of the physical capacity of
the candidates for the profession of SLT before they start university studies in speech development.
Such initial evaluation of the candidates is indispensable because it demonstrates their physical
ability to acquire relevant skills and practice mandatory to possess by future SLTs. The material
studied consisted of 60 subjects, mostly women between the ages of 18 and 24 from north-eastern
Poland. The paper discusses anatomical defects frequently observed in the investigated subjects
within the vocal tract and in the craniofacial region, as well as speech defects and their connection
with articulation disorders and occlusion. It was found that only 26% of the candidates did not present any clinical and/or articulation deviations, while 74% of applicants for logopedics university
training were found to have anatomical or articulatory defects. One person had phoniatric problems
in the form of discrete hoarseness of the voice, but they do not constitute a contraindication for
admission to study speech therapy and prospective practice of the SLT profession. Therefore, the
authors emphasize that restricting the examination only to the phoniatric evaluation (obligatory for
applicants for speech therapy university studies in Poland) is insufficient, because it does not include the correctness or accuracy of the bite or articulation. As has been demonstrated in our study,
such problems subsequently lead to disqualifying the candidates from the SLT profession. Only
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a comprehensive phoniatric-orthodontic-speech therapy assessment that takes into account both the
visual and auditory perceptive aspects of voice as well as individual speech sounds and their clusters
can allow a meaningful assessment of the presence or absence of contraindications to practice as a
speech and language therapist.
Key words: articulation, occlusal conditions, phoniatric assessment of prospective speech therapy students, contraindications to speech therapy studies

INTRODUCTION
Profession of Speech and Language Therapist (SLT) is very demanding. Apart
from the broad interdisciplinary theoretical knowledge and practical skills, it requires high qualifications to operate the voice in relation to phonation, diction and
articulation, as well as impeccable anatomical conditions in the craniofacial area.
Pronunciation of the speech therapist is in fact a role model for patients, and his
or her anatomical structures constitute an essential tool for their work and proper
demonstration of articulatory movements of speech organ. Thus of paramount
importance is that only these candidates who promise to practice the profession
properly also with regard to the correct anatomy of their speech organs and good
articulation are qualified for speech therapy studies. For this purpose preliminary
interviews and/or medical examination of the candidates are carried out. It may
look a bit different as for the details in the various centers. However, the candidates are mostly referred to phoniatric examinations and such a referral includes a
possible study of the candidate’s articulation quality that confirms the absence of
any speech defects. In this article we present the data from one of such phoniatric
examinations carried out by our team, as well as the resulting conclusions.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Research material consisted of 60 candidates for speech therapy studies aged
between 18 and 24 years old (the majority aged 18 and 19, see Fig. 1). Sex ratio
was F to M – 96:4. The investigated subjects came mostly from north-eastern
Poland.
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Age of the prospective speech therapy students (given as %)

Fig. 1. Age distribution in an evaluated sample (given as percentage)

The examination of the suitability of candidates for a SLT profession was
carried out by a phoniatrician (based on the referral) and two other professionals
co-opted to examination – a phonetician and a speech and language therapist. The
research was based on the standard clinical phoniatric evaluation of ears, nose,
throat, larynx and palate, on the assessment of the dental system and occlusal
conditions as well as on the direct observation of the tongue movements during
pronunciation of the set of words specially selected by the phoniatrician (counting
to ten, repeating the words such as sasanka [pasqueflower], szosa [road], szczaw
[sorrel], tata [dad], torba [bag], to tutaj [it is here], dach [roof], duch [ghost],
pogoda [weather], siano [hay], ciocia [aunt], etc.). Then the quality of the candidate’s pronunciation was evaluated by the speech therapist and phonetician during
a short spontaneous speech session, reading out the text and repetition of sounds,
groups of sounds and words (evaluation of diction and articulation). The results
are summarized in 5 Figures (from 2 to 6).

RESULTS
1. Of all the respondents, only 26% were without any clinical changes and articulation disorders. Seventy four % of prospective speech therapy students were
diagnosed with anatomical and/or speech defects. Percentage distribution of subjects without anatomical and articulation disorders in relation to the whole study
group is shown in Fig. 2.
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Standard and articulation and/or anatomic disorders

26% subjects without articulation and anatomical
disorders
74% subjects with articulation and/or anatomical
disorders

Fig. 2. Percentage distribution of subjects without anatomical and articulation disorders in
relation to subjects with such disorders (given as percentage)

Anatomical anomalies occurred in 49% subjects from the study group and in
66.7% of investigated subjects with some occlusal and/or articulation anomalies.
The majority of anatomical disorders identified in the craniofacial area were malocclusions. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of anomalies and their percentage
participation in the group of subjects with the anatomical and/or speech defects.
People with anatomical anomalies and/or speech defects

Anatomical anomalies without malocclusion (5%)

Isolated malocclusion (26%)

Malocclusions (43%)

Complex malocclusion (17%)

Malocclusion combined with other anomaly (9%)
Fig. 3. Distribution of anomalies and their percentage participation in the subjects with anatomical and/or speech defects

In our material the most frequent malocclusions were the following:
1) median plane shifts in the form of lateral displacement of the mandible and
crossbite, and 2) horizontal plane shifts in the form of deep bite (overbite) and
open bite. Types and percentage distribution of the malocclusions are illustrated
in Figure 4.
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Types of malocclusion among students with anatomical anomalies

35%: overbite
39%: jaw shift in relation
to mandible
22%: crossbite
4%: open bite

Fig. 4. Types and percentage distribution of the malocclusion among prospective speech therapy students (given as percentage)

Among other occlusal irregularities among the researched material were the
following: abnormal teeth size (lateral incisor microdontia), excessive teeth number (hyperdontia), abnormal tooth position (tilting, rotation, diastema), which usually accompanied the malocclusions.
Anatomical anomalies other than malocclusion observed in this study
group were: the high-arched palate (9% of the examined group and 19% of all
subjects with any craniofacial anomaly which is always an anomaly accompanying other anatomical disorders) and tonsillar hypertrophy (4% of the examined group and 7% of subjects with any craniofacial anomaly which is always
an anomaly accompanying other anatomical disorders). There were noted also
some individuals with phonation disorders (change of timbre, hoarseness), deviated nasal septum (deviation of nasal septum with anterior nasal spine in contact
with inferior turbinate), bifid uvula and even, in one case, a submucous cleft palate accompanied by velopharyngeal insufficiency, tonsillar hypertrophy and periodontitis.
2. Speech defects were found in 57% of prospective speech therapy students.
Lisping constituted the majority of the recorded defects. Rhotacism was also stated in several cases, mostly as a disorder accompanying lisping. Percentage distribution of the most common articulation disorders shows Fig. 5.
Rhotacism was related to disorder of implementation of the humming sounds
series or humming-hissing sound series and it consisted in the hitting of the tongue
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when vibration of tip of the tongue is required (too weak vibration)1 or lateral arrangement of language combined with a lateral production of a humming sound
series.
Lisping was demonstrated in a more or less evident way through the disorder of production of only one, two or all three series of sibilant sounds.
The most common speech defects

lisping
tage)

lisping with rhotacism

other

Fig. 5. Types of speech defects among prospective speech therapy students (given as percen-

In case of a hissing sounds series, the most frequently reported were interdental lisp and/or lateral lisp, whistling lisp, asymmetry when pronouncing of hissing
sounds involving movement of mandible to the right which results lateral left
interdental lisp. In case of a humming sounds series there were stated following
defects: interdental and/or lateral articulation, dorsal stream with apex of tongue
being inactive or unmotivated softening of the discussed sound series. When it
comes to alveolo-palatal consonants, the disturbance was perceived as a weakening of softness of the discussed sounds to the various degree, or aa a lateral
articulation.
Besides, the interdental production of consonants [t], [d], [n] in relation to
interdental production of hissing sounds series was noted and interdental production of [t], [d], [n], [ń] without relation to interdental production of hissing sounds
series. In the latter case, despite the clear pushing of the tongue between teeth in
the central plane under production of [t], [d], [n], [ń], manifested only visually,
1

For details of allophonic variations on Polish /r/ see: łobacz, 2000.
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production of the hissing consonants remained undisturbed, both in terms of articulation and perception. However, under production of sibilants and consonants
[t], [d], [n], the tendency of interdental tongue position was reported, also at rest.
3. Given the phonetic evaluation of the candidate’s pronunciation, the attention was drawn to widespread elision of letter ‘j’ in groups of Cji type (in the
read text in the word rehabilitacji[rehabilitation] and in repetitions although the
correct forms are given by the examiner), simplification of final positions of such
sequences as -st, -ść (je[s r]ehabilitacja – jest rehabilitacja, jes[s u]pośledzona –
jest upośledzona, zdolno[ś o]dczuwania – zdolność odczuwania), dipthong and
non nasal pronunciation of the final -ą (osią pronounced as osioł) and the clear
tendency to pronounce a sound which is graphically illustrated as a nasal before
fricative consonant in the strongly labialized way without nasality (pronunciation
of the words: węchu, wącha in the following way [veoxu], [vooxa]. In the last case
it was observed that the degree of labialization is correlated with the loss of nasal
resonance – the stronger rounding of the lips, the bigger loss of nasality in the
final segment of production of ‘ą’ and ‘ę’. Everything mentioned above is in line
with the pronunciation tendencies prevailing in the contemporary general Polish
language (see e.g. Osowicka-Kondratowicz, paper in press).
4. Anatomical defects constituted an important factor associated with defective articulation, what is illustrated in Figure 6.
Relation between articulation disorders and occlusion is obvious and it was
reflected in the presented paper. According to Konopska’s data, 81% of subjects
with malocclusion has speech defects (Konopska 2006). In our study group, 70%
of investigated subjects with bite disorders presented with articulation disorders,
while the remaining 30% of people had only mild occlusal disorders which increases the probability of formation of compensation and adjustment mechanisms.
Overbite, as an isolated defect, was related to the presence of interdental and
lateral lisping, wherein the severity of lisping depends on the severity of the mentioned occlusion disorder. In overbite of approx. 5 mm an evident interdental and
lateral lisping was observed, whereas in the less pronounced forms of overbite
(approx. 2 mm) the articulation defect was manifested more discreetly.
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Malocclusions and speech defects

malocclusion
and standard
articulation

malocclusion
and articulation
disorders

no malocclusion
and articulation
disorders

standard occlusion
and articulation

Fig 6. Speech defects and malocclusions (given as percentage)

Overbite, which is a defect accompanying other anatomical disorders (that is
overbite with a narrow jaw, open lateral bite and high-arched palate; overbite with
a gap between frontal teeth to the right side and slightly shortened teeth on the side
arches; overbite with lateral right crossbite and high-arched palate) was always
accompanied by speech defect in the form of interdental and lateral lisping, especially with the hissing consonants (on this subject see also further).
Isolated maxillary displacement in relation to mandible was associated with
interdental and lateral lisping, while lisping severity depended on the severity of
the mentioned malocclusion. With a small asymmetry, articulation may be normative, with a larger displacement (approx. 2 mm) lisping was demonstrated discreetly, with intensification of the defect (approx. 3 mm) the articulation disorder
is significant and covers all three series of sibilant consonants.
The maxillary displacement in relation to the mandible as a defect accompanying other disorders (ie. jaw displacement in relation to the mandible in subjects
with high-arched palate, with teeth in a slight rotation, lateral crossbite on both
sides, in cases with supernumerary lateral incisor outside the arch and the lack of
descending of the teeth on the sides of the arches; jaw asymmetry with tilt of dental arch to the left, lower left canine in a slight crossbite) was always accompanied
by the speech defect, although the type and severity of this defect was different
in the particular subjects. In some cases, despite of complex malocclusions, the
articulation disorder was manifested discreetly – either as an interdental produc-
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tion of [t], [d], [n], [ń], or in the form of an irregular lisping in a series of hissing
and humming sounds with a low grade of intensification. In other subjects, the
problem extended beyond sibilant consonants to the defective production of the
consonant /r/. With such an occlusion, the relatively good pronunciation, as described in the first case, is probably related to the correctly formed compensation
and adjustment mechanisms, as well as with good phonetic hearing.
With lateral crossbite, as an isolated defect, the normative articulation was
noted.
In the case of crossbite as a defect accompanying other anatomical disorders
(ie. lateral crossbite on both sides with maxillary displacement in relation to mandible in cases with high-arched palate; crossbite with jaw asymmetry with tilt of
dental arch to the left; lateral right crossbite with overbite and high-arched palate)
the significant lisping was usually stated.
Open bite occurred in the lateral form and only together with other defects,
resulting in a strong speech impediment in the form of interdental and lateral
lisping.
Fig. 7 illustrates the position of the tongue during pronunciation of the hissing sibilants in a patient with the maxillary displacement of 2 mm to the left in
relation to mandible and slight interdental and right lateral lisping. As a result, the
tongue is inserted into the interdental lateral openings to the right. The interdental
opening is formed due to to the left maxillary displacement.
As far as the sibilants are concerned, the tendency to place the tongue in
the interdental openings that were formed e.g., due to the maxillary displacement
in relation to the mandible, open bite, teeth position disorders or defective teeth
structure, was heard particularly when pronouncing the affricate [c]. The relatively strong contact of the tongue with the dental arches during production of
the voiceless closure results here in the inserting the tongue into the interdental
openings, if any occur in the arches.
The submucosal cleft palate with tonsillar hypertrophy that was stated in individual cases was associated with an exaggerated lisping despite of lack of malocclusion.
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Fig. 7. Patient with displacement of jaw in relation to mandible and interdental and lateral right
lisping

The high-arched palate occurred only as an anomaly accompanying the other
disorders (tonsillar hypertrophy, overbite and/or lateral crossbite, asymmetry) in
connection with articulation disorders during the production of sibilants. In some
individuals with high-arched palate (3 out of 6) there was an apparent tendency
to present with the weakened soft alveolo-palatal consonants (so-called ś, ź, ć,
dź) in a front position and/or produced as sounds like the palatalized [s’, z’, c’,
dź] which can be related to the the anatomical structure of the discussed anomaly
– behind the high-vaulted hard palate. Under these anatomical conditions, a bulging of anterior-central part of the tongue against the palate may be insufficient in
relation to the palatal height, which in turn results in a weakened palatalization of
alveolo-palatal consonants and/or incompleteness and inconsistency of the produced closures during articulation of palatal affricates. However, in some individuals with a high-arched palate the alveolo-palatal consonants sounded entirely
correct. It shows that the discussed anomaly could be a factor that promotes the
wrong production of alveolo-palatal consonants but does not necessarily result in
the disturbance. In addition, the weakened softness during the pronunciation of
palatal consonants was also reported as the only isolated articulation problem in
subjects with the properly vaulted palate, without any anatomical or occlusal defects (Osowicka-Kondratowicz i Serowik 2009; Osowicka-Kondratowicz 2013).
The occurrence of diastemas between the upper incisors, observed in few
cases, was found to have no effect on articulation, as long as the distance between
the incisors was small. In contrast, a large diastema with the lateral teeth shift,
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resulted in the retraction of sibilants due to the low humming intensity during the
pronunciation of these consonants.
Proper articulation despite the wrong anatomical conditions was assessed in
23% of investigated subjects with found anatomical defects, which accounted for
11% of the whole study sample and was associated with low severity of the isolated occlusion disorder.
Articulation disorders associated with good anatomical conditions occurred
in 36% of the investigated subjects with speech impediments, which constituted
20% of the study sample, and were mostly associated with the tongue dysfunction
(the lateral position, dorsal position, flattened articulation resulting in too small
arching of the tongue upwards when pronouncing the alveolo-palatal consonants,
improper friction sound during production of sibilants connected with the presence of a too deep grooving along midline of the tongue).
In addition, in some cases a certain artificiality of pronunciation due to stress
was found as manifested in dry mouth, tightening of jaw, too strong tension or
tremors in articulatory apparatus and poorly coordinated articulation.

CONCLUSIONS
According to various authors, the presence of malocclusion in preschool children ranges from 34.8% to 60%, mostly in the form of maxillary overbite (see Rafałowicz-Wójcik, Matthews-Brzozowska 2005; Siebiert, Kamińska 2014). In this context, the attention is drawn to persistently
high prevalence of malocclusion in young adults (43%) that was noted in
our study group. Moreover, the focus is directed also to the fact that among
our prospective speech therapy students there were no maxillary overbites,
the form of malocclusion most frequently found in children, which may
be due to the elimination of maxillary overbites in the course of individual
development as a result of the completed orthodontic treatment.
A review of Polish research on presence of speech defects in children
shows a very large extent of the negative results as to the prevalence of
these disorders, persisting in children over the years ranging from 9.6%
to 44.1% (see Węsierska 2013: 157–167 and research quoted there). In
the reference sources, they indicate a strong correlation between speech
defects and age, with a downward tendency of negative results over time.
According to the indications of the DSM-Iv (Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual and Mental Disorders),2 in children under three years of age the
DSM Iv Disorders Usually First Diagnosed in Infancy, Childhood or Adolescence. 315.31.
Expressive Language Disorder, [online] www.psychiatryonline.com, access 26.03.2007 (quoted in
Węsierska, 165).
2
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prevalence of speech disorders is in the range of 10–15% vs. 3–7% of the
population of school children. Meanwhile, the percentage of speech defects
(varying degrees of) in our group of prospective speech therapy students
is maintained at a very high level (56.6%). In this situation it is difficult to
speak of the declining tendency in the number of negative results with the
age, which is also confirmed by some Polish researches (see Węsierska,
2013).3 Interestingly, in many of our cases a complete lack of awareness
of the occurrence of defects both in terms of articulation and dental system was observed. This applies also to complex speech disorders and/or
malocclusions. All of this is the aftermath of a lack of or improper orthodontic treatment and speech therapy during preschool and school education, which is related to shortcomings in the field of pediatric and neonatal
care (lack of “awareness of speech and language problems” in GPs). The
results indicate the need for close cooperation between speech therapists
and health care, which constitutes an essential element of the full and effective speech therapy care. Meanwhile, some analyzes indicate a certain distance of the doctors towards steps taken by speech therapists to initiate the
mutual cooperation (Węsierska 2013: 224–226). The results of our study
clearly reflect a high demand for orthodontic and speech therapy care also
among young people. At the same time they show how much the profession
of speech therapist is needed.
SUMMARy
The professional speech and language therapists working with students in
the field of speech therapy indicate that they are visited very frequently by individuals with speech impediments and malocclusion, which does not promise
the proper practice of a speech therapist profession. Meanwhile, the prospective
speech therapy students are directed to phoniatric examinations in order to determine the presence or absence of contraindications to practice as a speech therapist.
However, the phoniatric evaluation itself is absolutely insufficient. In this study
only one person (out of 60) had temporary phoniatric problem in the form of a
slight hoarseness and lower pitch of voice, which does not constitute contraindications to practice as a speech therapist. Moreover, it should be taken into account
that during the routine phoniatric examination, phoniatricians do not examine neither occlusion nor articulation, both of them possibly presenting a real problem
for the candidates disqualifying them from practicing the SLT profession. The
As a side note, the research show dominance of presence of speech disorders among males
(see e.g. Dołęga, 2003; Węsierska, 2013). There were almost exclusively women who took part in
our research, and yet the percentage of defective articulation was very large.
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phoniatric examinations that take into account these parameters are exceptional.
They are only performed as a standard by professor M. Hortis-Dzierzbicka, who
in the course of her professional career for many years has been deeply involved
in cleft craniofacial care working on a daily routine with the orthodontists and
speech therapists as part of the multidisciplinary process of treatment of children
with craniofacial anomalies. The vast majority of phoniatricians focus only on
the voice disorders which were noted extremely seldom in our study group in a
striking contrast to the prevalence of occlusal and articulation disorders. Therefore, only a comprehensive phoniatric-orthodontic-speech therapy evaluation of
the candidates for speech therapy studies allows for a reliable assessment of the
existence or absence of contraindications to practice as a speech and language
therapist.
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Incorrect patterns of swallowing and tongue resting
position and the articulatory structure of phonemes
realisations in adults
SUMMARy
The incorrect patterns of swallowing as well as improper resting postures of the tongue in
adults seem to be insufficiently described in the literature. In theory, the problem is defined mainly
as tongue-thrusting (interdental swallowing), in practice, however, several other abnormal patterns
of the tongue’s primary motility can be also observed. The author presents not only the descriptions
of incorrect patterns of swallowing and tongue at rest postures, obtained on the basis of logopaedic
study conducted among 254 adults, but also the analysis of the relationship between these primary
disorders and the prevalence of non-normative realisations of phonemes. The results of the profiled
study which come from a profiled research group (42 patients with an incorrect swallowing pattern
and tongue at rest posture but having no coexisting anatomical disorders) reveal a resemblance
between the tongue’s primary motor patterns and the articulation – both in the norm as well as
in a pathology. Some undesirable non-normative phonetic features of dentals and palatals such as
interdentality, addentality and dorsality appear to be strictly connected with the type of an incorrect
primary motoric pattern.
Key words: swallowing, tongue thrust, tongue rest position, compensatory strategies, interdentality, addentality, dorsality

INTRODUCTION
There has been a lot of articles concerning the role of primary functions disorders which may be harmful to the articulation development in children. The
studies and analysis highlight mainly the abnormal swallowing process (Stecko
and Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2000, Mackiewicz 1992, 2002) and to a lesser degree the
wrong pattern of tongue in rest posture while breathing (Pluta-Wojciechowska
2011, Knösel et al. 2012, Malicka 2014). However, on the basis of a literature
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review it might seem that the act of swallowing is hardly ever evaluated in adults
speech therapy, unless the neurological disorders appear. It is, presumably, believed that swallowing disorders are a symptom of some immaturity of peripheral
and/or central structures and they pass as a result of orthodontic treatment or simply when the subjects reach their adolescence. Speech therapy practice pictures
that the incorrect swallowing pattern and/or tongue at rest position in adults is not
a rare problem, but it is rather rarely diagnosed. These abnormalities seem to be of
great importance not only in children articulation, but also in adult one (along with
other factors determining the quality of phonemes realisation, such as a shortened
frenulum, malocclusion or perception disorders, etc.). Different possible swallowing patterns appear not to be commonly known; there is only one model of
impaired swallowing (tongue thrust) mentioned in most of the publications. The
relationship between the various types of swallowing and tongue at rest postures
and the occurrence of certain undesirable phonetic features has not been studied
and described in detail yet.
The first part of this publication provides an overview of the Polish and foreign
literature, including on the one hand the descriptions of the incorrect variants of
swallowing and tongue at rest posture during breathing observed among subjects
(children and adults), and on the other, the analysis of the relationship between
these functional abnormalities and the motor aspects of articulation. In the second
part, the author indicates, according to her own research what types of incorrect
functional patterns have been observed in adults, which anatomical abnormalities
coexist with functional ones; what is the overall incidence of non-standard realisations of phonemes and undesirable phonetic features – based on the comparison
between a group with the incorrect swallowing pattern and a control group. In the
third part, the results of a profiled research will be presented. A smaller, contoured
isolated group of visceral swallowers (without any anatomical abnormalities) has
been chosen in order to analyse more accurately the impact of swallowing and
tongue rest position on the articulation of dentals, alveolars and palatals.
In this article the author deliberately has omitted a detailed description of the
long-standing and still open discussion concerning the influence of disordered
swallowing on the malocclusion formation, and vice versa. Structural conditions
of reverse swallowers will be indicated and briefly elaborated in the course of
discussing the results of research. Beyond the scope of this article are reflections
on the development and transformation of the swallowing process in children. The
literature on this topic is extensive and easily available to the Polish reader1.
1
Cf. a comprehensive review of the discussion on the stomatognathic structure and function
relationship which can be found in the works of B. Mackiewicz (Mackiewicz 2002), L. Konopska
(Konopska 2007), M. łuszczuk (łuszczuk 2013). A broad view of the masticatory system development model presents D. Pluta-Wojciechowska (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, 2013).
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PATTERNS OF SWALLOWING AND TONGUE
AT REST POSTURE – REvIEW
Both in Polish and in foreign literature the description of incorrect swallowing patterns typically involve tongue thrusting, which is reported in most papers
in relation with an anterior open bite. This type of swallowing is being defined by
the adjectives “infantile”2, “visceral”, “reverse” or “immature” as opposed to the
mature swallowing type, also known as the somatic one. Some researchers also
distinguish an inconstant type of swallowing, observed in children during the transition period (Proffit et al. 2009, Peng et al. 2003). The most important aspects of
a differential diagnosis in the evaluation of the swallowing pattern list the location
of the tip of the tongue (whether it is inside dental arches or between them), the
position and tension of the perioral muscles and the presence or the lack of masseter muscle activity (Subtelny 1970, Pisulska-Otremba 1997, Tomasz et al. 2010).
The incorrect tongue at rest posture is much less described in the literature and
the swallowing and tongue rest position are seldom assessed together. Meanwhile,
the impact of the tongue rest position on adjacent structures lasts longer (Konopska 2007, Artese et al. 2011, Pluta-Wojciechowska 2008, 2013), and the adopted
posture is reflexive and involuntary, thus more difficult to automate due to the
myofunctional therapy (Artese et al. 2011). Research has shown that resting position of the tongue may determine the success or failure of orthodontic treatment,
meanwhile, it is a underrated and too rarely taken into account factor (Engelke
et al. 2011, Artese et al. 2011, Knösel et al. 2012).
A brief overview of publications is presented below. The author has chosen
such publications which show a broader aspect of the process of swallowing or
include the tongue resting position assessment, and thereby can shed some new
light on the problem of logopaedic diagnosis and therapy of these disorders.
The known term “tongue thrust” has been extended by Brauer and Holt, who
have been classifying the different types of swallowing according to the type of
associated malocclusion. The authors distinguish between thrusting not causing
deformation, with the deforming anterior or anterolateral thrusts; pointing out
that some other individual types of incorrect swallowing patterns may exist. Researchers enumerate muscular habits caused by improper feeding or the parafunctions, enlarged tonsils, ankyloglossia or macroglossia as the causes of impaired
tongue activity in swallowing (Brauer and Holt 1965). B. Mackiewicz describes
the existence of two patterns of incorrect swallowing: thrusting on the lower incisors (the tongue during swallowing is inside the oral cavity proper, while there is
As emphasized by Proffit, Fields and Sarver, the term „retained, infantile type of swallowing” is irrelevant, since it occurs only in children suffering from a brain damage, which hinders the
development of the proper tongue activity (Proffit and Fields, 2001).
2
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a poor activity of masseter muscles and a slight orbicular muscle tension) and
interdental arrangement of the tongue (with the lingual-labial contact, a complete
lack of masseter muscle activity: Mackiewicz, 2002). The author has noted that
these patterns should be differentiated because they cause different effects – not
only by the diverse pressure exerted by the tongue on the teeth but also by different tongue motility during articulation. A quite different forms of incorrect swallowing has been recorded by D. Pluta-Wojciechowska; namely, she has described/
describes? the following patterns: tongue thrusting between teeth, tongue thrusting on the upper incisors, swallowing with the apex based on the lower incisors.
Based on research carried out in a group of 40 children and adults, patients seeking speech therapy, the author states that the abnormal swallowing pattern of the
examined has amounted to 65%, while the incorrect tongue in rest position to
67.5%. According to the author the incorrect tongue rest position during breathing
has an enormous impact “on the activity of the tongue during the articulation, as
it does not consolidate the 24-hour-tongue arrangement in the vertical-horizontal
position” (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013: 128).
The contemporary research, based on imaging studies using ultrasound (Peng
et al. 2003; 2004) has revealed that the tongue tip movements may be inconsistent
in visceral adolescent swallowers (the authors have observed the following patterns: forward apex movement without vertical movements, upward and forward
movement, downward and upward apex movement in the frontal plane), while
somatic swallowers presented a standardized motor pattern. More importantly, the
authors have shown that the feature which differentiates the mature swallowing
pattern from the mentioned atypical patterns is the genioglossus muscle activity
which must be taken into account. In every case of abnormal swallowing a contraction of this muscle appeared regardless of the type of the impaired movement.
The authors speculate that in subjects with a mature swallowing pattern the tongue
is lifted with a higher activity of the other muscles (Peng et al. 2003).
The work of A. Artese and colleagues has shown a few different postures of
the tongue at rest, observed among the examined patients. The researchers emphasize the impact of constant pressure exerted by the tongue on the hard tissues
– highlighting that even very slight forces exerted for a long time may affect the
occlusion stability. They also indicate that various causes will generate diverse
results, therefore, some irregular variations of the tongue at rest posture can be
noticed. The first of these is the “high” posture when the apex rests on the palatal
surface of the upper incisors, beneath the incisive papilla (Fig. 1b). The second is
called the “horizontal” – the position where the apex is positioned lower, touching
both the palatal surface of the upper incisors and the incisal edges of the lower
incisors (Fig. 1c). The third of the reported postures is determined as “low”, with
the apex positioned on the lingual surfaces of the lower incisors (it changes the
traverse dimension of the upper arch and exerts forces on the mandibular incisors
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– Fig. 1d). The fourth, defined as “very low” occurs when the apex lies below the
base of the lower incisors, in the area of the mandibular alveolar ridge (Fig. 1e).
The authors comment on the impact of the various types of the tongue at rest postures on the malocclusion, concluding simultaneously that the abnormal tongue
posture may be one of the main causes of the anterior open bite development
(Artese et al. 2011).
Several more other reports from the experimental and imaging studies can
be found in the literature. These papers point out the other features of the process
of swallowing: German researchers have conducted observations of a duration of
the high resting position in the final phase of the swallowing in mouth-breathing
subjects as well as in the control group (Knösel et al. 2012). The other studies
have depicted the analysis of forces exerted by the tongue on the hard palate when
swallowing and attaining the tongue in rest position (Engelke et al. 2009) In these
studies, the importance of the underpressure produced in the oral cavity in the
normal swallow is underlined. Consequently, keeping the tongue in the high rest
position requires no effort and the balance is maintained between the forces affecting the dental arches and palate.
Patterns of swallowing and the tongue rest position – differences in terminology and methodology of examination
Some inconsistencies exist in the studies on the course of the oral phase of
swallowing mainly in descriptions of the proper resting position of the tongue.
They may contribute to the erroneous interpretation of the test results, and consequently, lead to the insufficient diagnosis of these primary functions. The following statements can induce doubts:
• “the ultrasound examination was started by asking the subject to place the
tongue in the rest position on the floor of the mouth with the tip of the tongue
contacting the lingual tooth surfaces (…) [after swallowing] the tip of the tongue
moves back to the floor of the mouth, the dorsum either remains in contact with
the palate or returns to its normal position with simultaneous increasing muscle
relaxation” (Arkadani, 2006: 3). Presumably, the misunderstanding is caused by
the insufficient description of the tongue movements in the saliva swallowing.
The tongue may be decreased to collect the saliva from the area of salivary glands
but it is not the resting position of the tongue: it is only a part of its activity during
deglutition. In some studies, an active position in preparation for the adoption of
food or liquid at decreased mandible is also described as a resting position (Subtelny 1970);
• in numerous analyses and methodological guidelines for diagnosticians
and therapists, swallowing models are just limited to two patterns: the mature
swallowing and infantile swallowing (tongue-thrust), with a simultaneous lack
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Fig. 1. Incorrect patterns of the tongue rest
position.
Source: own elaboration based on Artese
et. al. 2011.

1e
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of reference to the rest position of the tongue. The literature is full of statements
suggesting that the diagnosis of abnormal swallowing is easy and quick – this approach is challenged by other researchers (Wędrychowska-Szulc 2001, Peng et al.
2003, Knösel et al. 2012);
• the conviction that the swallowing dysfunctions (in healthy subjects) originate from the central nervous system, without the exclusion of the other potential
harmful factors, such as the coexistence of ankyloglossia: “the lack of tongue lifting in children at school age suggests disorders in the cerebral centre of tongue’s
movement coordination” (Skorek 2001: 61), “functional paralysis, involving the
retained of infant motor stereotype, suggests that the reason lies in the functional
central tongue muscles coordination disorder (...) the central origin of dysfunction
is proven by the fact of hereditary prognathism and/or progenia, as exemplified by
(...) the Habsburg royal family” (Mackiewicz 2002: 91) In view of the verified relationship between class III malocclusion and ankyloglossia (cf. Jang et al. 2011:
361) and the reports on genetic conditionings of ankyloglossia (see Srinivasan and
Chitharajan 2013: 14), it may be assumed that ankyloglossia and malocclusion
may have been inherited in mentioned lineages. A shortened frenulum may also
affect the formation of malocclusion, as well as the swallowing disorders (Horton
1969, Jang et al. 2011).
On account of these discrepancies it is worth to mention the characteristics of
a physiological tongue resting position:
1. The apex is arranged at incisal papilla (papilla inciva) behind the necks
of the medial upper incisors; the tip of the tongue remains wide and does not
present any symptoms of an increased muscle tension (Karłowska 2001, PlutaWojciechowska 2009, 2013; Artese et al. 2011)
2. Praedorsum is in contact with praepalatum, the tongue is slightly sucked
(by the underpressure maintained between the anterior part of the tongue and the
anterior part of the palate) but not tensed.
3. The coronal part of the tongue is arranged around the base of the premolars
and molars (within the maxillary arch).
4. The convex dorsum may but need not to be in contact with the hard palate
– the position of the dorsum and especially the postdorsum is lower in the rest position than during swallowing due to a lower position of the mandible (Fishman
1969, verma et al. 2012).
The position described above keeps “the anterior teeth in balance while preserving the transverse dimension of the upper arch” (Artese et al. 2011: 143).
For a full description some features should be added: the correct position of the
tongue must be accompanied by a competent closure of the lips, without excessive activity of the mentalis muscle (Wędrychowska-Szulc 2001: 62) and the rest
interocclusal space between the molars (Majewski 2009). A negative pressure remains between the tongue and the palate (Engelke et al. 2009, Nęcka 2011). These
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features are also of fundamental importance for the articulation (Sambor 2015, in
print).
Obviously, some other tongue postures can be described, eg. in decreasing
the mandible, the position of the anterior part of tongue is approximately the
same as in the vowel [a] (if the item is in preparation for the adoption of food,
then postdorsum remains in contact with the soft palate, because the breathing
still remains), the neutral position described by Chomsky and Halle is a preparation to an utterance with taking the first dynamic inspiration (Chomsky and Halle
1968) and the language-specific position of the organs of speech, taken during the
pauses in an utterance (“Inter-speech Posture”, see Wilson and Gick 2006; Pluta-Wojciechowska and Sambor in 2015). Nonetheless, these phenomena and their
importance for the development and maintenance of normal articulation should
not be confused. In this paper, the term “resting position of the tongue” refers only
to the tongue posture during physiological breathing, which means that it adopts
the vertical-horizontal position along the hard palate (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2009,
2013).
The co-occurrence of abnormal swallowing patterns, the tongue rest position and articulation disorders
The relationship between the movements in feeding and speech, which was
being described in Poland mainly by Bogdan Mackiewicz (Mackiewicz 2001),
has been confirmed in the objective imaging studies. According to the results obtained in the studies conducted by Karen Hiiemae and Jeffrey Palmer (Hiiemae and
Palmer 2003), and later supported and expanded in the research of Antoine Serrurier’s team (Serrurier et al. 2012), it was proved that the articulatory movements
constitute a component of a feeding movements store. D. Pluta-Wojciechowska,
commenting on the results of the above studies, determines biological functions as
“biomechanical basis of articulation” – because the overall biomechanical prototypes of primary functions are reflected in the articulation movements. The author
also shows the similarities and differences between the movements in feeding and
articulation (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2011, 2013).
The typology of speech disorders published in 1997 by H. Mierzejewska and
D. Emiluta-Rozya was the first in which functional disorders were taken into consideration as one of the pathomechanisms of defective realisation of phonemes
(functional dyslalia). The knowledge of the relationship between motor feeding
patterns, or more specifically between primary functions and the secondary function (articulation), became the basis for a new approach to the diagnosis and therapy of dyslalia. In contemporary logopaedic publications the aspect of functional
determinants affecting articulatory mechanisms is widely discussed (Mackiewicz
1992, 1998, 2002; Stecko and Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2000; Pluta-Wojciechowska
2009, 2011, 2013; Lorenc 2013; łuszczuk 2013).
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In the last three decades most of the undertaken studies and analysis reveal
the connection between interdental swallowing (tongue thrust) and a faulty realisation of phonemes / t, d, n / and / s, z, c, ʒ/ (also mentioned in some publications phoneme /l/) which are then realized between dental arches (Lebrun 1985,
Jaruzelska-łabiszewska 1997, Stecko and Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2000, Grabowski
et al. 2007, Sahad et al. 2008, van Lierde 2014). These reports indicate the coexistence of similar position of the apex during swallowing and during the realisation of these phonemes. However, there are few studies showing the impact of
these dysfunctions on the articulatory structure of other phones and describing
the relationship between other atypical patterns of swallowing and tongue rest
position and articulation. The authors do not always indicate how they assessed
the articulation and if all the biological conditions were taken into account (eg. a
shortened frenulum).
One of the imaging (objective) tests, the work of Japanese researchers in
1970 evaluated both the course of swallowing and the articulatory processes.
Wada, yasumoto, Ikeoka et al. conducted a cinefluorographic study of articulatory
movements in patients with tongue thrusting. Although the examined group consisted of only five people, the authors managed to observe significant differences
in articulation between the tongue thrusters and the control group. The results provide a clearly diverse patterns of swallowing and articulation in both groups; more
importantly, the researchers have noted that the subjects with the incorrect swallowing and tongue rest position need a much greater number of articulatory movements and present a prolonged transition between particular tongue arrangements
(Wada, yasumoto, Ikeoka 1970). It can be assumed that the observed additionally
and unnecessary (in terms of standard and economy of speech) inter-articulatory
movements could provide some sort of compensation, related to a non-economic
position of the tongue, an enlarged distance between separate places of articulation and some inefficiency of the tongue, etc. Nonetheless, in spite of the exact
mode of the study, it is difficult to establish some general trends in the articulation
of the visceral swallowers on the basis of such a small number of subjects.
In an analysis published in 2000, based on the observation of more than
2,200 children consulted by orthodontists and speech therapists, E. Stecko and
M. Hortis-Dzierzbicka undermine the opinions of a developmental character of
interdental articulation. The authors define the articulation as the result of biological activities and anatomical conditions within the stomatognathic system. The
interdentality which may be conditioned by a mouth breathing habit (with low
resting position of the tongue) or an abnormal course of feeding is in their opinion
a pathology in every age; moreover, it does not retreat with age, but perpetuates
and may cause further problems also with a phonemic differentiation (Stecko and
Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2000).
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In the year 2007, E. Krasnodębska-Jeżewska describes in her article the
logopaedic research which she conducted among more than five hundred seven-year-old children with a peripheral dyslalia. The results showed that articulation disorders have been accompanied with swallowing disorders in nearly
88% of the examined children. The researcher distinguishes the following incorrect swallowing patterns: a flat arrangement of the tongue (“a childlike, infantile type” – 62.5% of subjects) and swallowing with an anterior seal provided
by labial-lingual contact (24.9%). These disorders were connected mostly with
a mouth-breathing and malocclusion; an isolated abnormal swallowing pattern
(without any other anatomical and functional disorders) occurred in 48 children.
The author writes, “at impaired respiratory function the tongue arranges itself /
is positioned incorrectly also during swallowing (...) it is not lifted, but lays flat
behind the lower teeth or falls between the teeth” (Krasnodębska-Jeżewska,
2011: 105). Simultaneously, it is worth noting that the incidence of undesirable
interdentality has amounted to 91% in the entire group of subjects (KrasnodębskaJeżewska 2011).
U. B. Dixit and R. M. Shetty have been comparing two groups of children
aged 10–14: the research group included children with an interdental swallowing
pattern, a control group was formed of children with a normative swallowing.
Both groups consisted of 21 subjects. As many as 86% of tongue thrusters presented an interdental pronunciation (the authors use the term: lisping), while in the
control group there was not a single case of such an articulatory distortion (Dixit
and Shetty 2013).
K. M. van Lierde with colleagues have stated after assessing the articulation
and oromyofunctional behaviour of 56 children seeking orthodontic treatment that
the test group is characterized by a high incidence of comorbidity of an anterior
tongue position at rest and the addental realisations of phonemes (in comparison
to the control group). The researchers distinguish two types of tongue thrusting:
addental or interdental (the tongue tip is against the palatal surface of the incisors
or between them ) and they highlight that all children with tongue thrust presented
an anterior tongue position at rest. What may be surprising is the fact that the authors describe the physiological tongue position at rest as the apex resting at the
upper or the lower alveolar ridge (van Lierde et al. 2014).
On the basis of the presented research results, one can notice that the relationship between tongue thrusting and interdental sigmatism (the so-called “lisping”)
has been observed in many languages (in subjects who were users of: English,
German, Flemish, Hindi, Japanese and Polish). Therefore, it can be concluded that
in numerous languages of the world the primary functions disorders determine
the occurrence of an abnormal secondary function (the distorted articulation) in
a similar way. However, the impact of the functional abnormalities on the articu-
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lation may be more or less severe in an auditory assessment, depending on the
requirements of a given language phonetic system.
Following the deliberations of both B. Mackiewicz and D. Pluta-Wojciechowska it can be concluded that the oral phase of swallowing and also the tongue
in rest position during breathing are the prototypes for the majority of Polish
consonants which articulatory structure is based on vertical-horizontal position
(Pluta-Wojciechowska 2009, 2013). Some special attention should be paid to:
• praedorsum position: comparable to later place of articulation of palatal
sounds, especially the sibilants (which are in fact praedorsal and praepalatal –
Rocławski 1976, 2010; Ostaszewska and Tambor 2000),
• position of the apex: comparable to the place of articulation of dentals (the
apex touches the incisal papilla behind the necks of the upper incisors; during
the articulation of / t, d, n / it comes slightly lower, on the cingulum of the upper
incisors, while the tongue remains in contact with the post-dental alveolar area);
• and finally, the location of the tongue’s circuit, positioned within the upper dental arch: an approximate position can be observed in the realisations of /
t, d, n /, / s, z, c, ʒ/, / r /, / š, ž, č, ǯ /, / ś, ź, ć, ʒ́ /, / i / and / ń / (Mackiewicz 2001
Pluta-Wojciechowska 2009, 2013).
• In addition, in preparation for swallowing the bolus or liquid is lifted
by the concave anterior part of the tongue which is followed by forming a peripheral (anterior, lateral and posterior) seal (Wildman, Fletcher and Cox 1964,
Pluta-Wojciechowska 2009, 2013), then the dorsum becomes convex and contacts
the palate (Peng et al. 2003). An essential part of this movement is reproduced
during the articulation of an alveolar sibilant followed by a palatal sound (a parallel efficient movement of the tongue is required, eg. in the Polish consonant
clusters like [učćivy čćićel]).

THE AUTHOR’S RESEARCH – A GENERAL APPROACH
Materials and methods
254 adults have been logopaedically examined. The group consisted of 123
women and 131 men, aged 16 to 63 years (the vast majority of the subjects were
young adults between 19 and 25 years of age). The logopaedic examination has
comprehensively taken into account the assessment of biological and functional
determinants of the speakers, such aspects as the aural hearing, anatomic conditions (the construction of the lips, the tongue, the palate, the type of occlusion,
the labial and lingual frenulum, a palpation assessment of the temporomandibular
joints and masseter muscles, an indicative evaluation of the nasal cavity) and functional conditions (the efficiency of speech organs, a course of primary functions
such as: breathing, biting, chewing, swallowing and the tongue at rest posture).
The phonemes realisation has been analysed using the auditory, visual, sensory
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and experimental paths of access, with respect to the Polish phonetic and phonological standard specified by B. Rocławski. Finally, an interview has been conducted, respecting the course of pre-, peri- and postnatal period, feeding, speech
development, a history of diseases and a breathing model in childhood, the occurrence of possible parafunctions, etc. Bilinguals, neurological patients or persons
having impaired physiological or aural hearing were excluded from the study.
The evaluation of swallowing and the tongue at rest position has proceeded in
several stages. The first stage referred to the assessment of the activity of masseter
muscles and lips during swallowing a small amount of water, as well as during an
empty swallow occurring straight after it3. Next, some food with a light texture
was used (a yogurt or a fruit mousse); the patient received a command to take
the food from the spoon and swallow it with their lips slightly parted in a smile
(in order to check the quality of the anterior and lateral seal within the oral cavity; however, as it will be presented further, it cannot be a distinctive method in
diagnosing the incorrect swallowing pattern). Placing a wooden spatula between
the premolars allowed to observe the movements of the tongue during the swallowing and the after-swallow movement which can be interpreted as an attempt
to the patient’s natural tongue at rest posture. Then the patients have had his/her
lips slightly spread apart during the quiescent nasal breathing in rest (in the case
of mouth-breathing patients the observation of the tongue position is not complicated). When the patient presents a physiological rest position of the mandible, the
resting posture of the tongue is possible to be observed thorough a freeway space
between the separated premolars. If the patient had remained in the maximum intercuspation, a wooden mouth spatula has been used in order to separate the dental
arches – in a form of the natural interocclusal distance in rest.
The observation of the tongue during the swallowing or at the rest position
with the dental arches slightly parted does not precisely reflect the process of
swallowing which takes place under physiological conditions; however, (similarly as in the examination of phone’s articulatory structures) by conducting this
practise some tendency of the tongue to adopt certain position can be observed.
The proposed diagnostic procedure may be difficult to apply in the case of
younger patients. An adult can verify or supplement the diagnosis of a speech
therapist by his/her own observations, but these pieces of information should not
be interpreted as decisive, but only as one of many premises gathered during the
diagnostic process. It happens that the patient’s initial sense of the tongue at rest
posture is completely different from the real one. For instance, the majority of
patients presenting the normative pattern of swallowing and tongue at rest posture
3
An empty swallow resembles the natural saliva swallowing; during water swallowing the
tongue tends to adopt retracted position and course of swallowing can then be different from the
habitual (Peng et al. 2003: 455). A detailed guidance on how to study speech therapy swallowing can
be found in D. Pluta-Wojciechowska (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2009: 135–136).
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is surprised to discover that their tongue remains within the upper arch and along
the palate while breathing, and what is more they often identify this posture as an
incorrect one.
Types of swallowing and tongue rest position
The abnormal pattern of swallowing/TRP has been observed in 124 of the
subjects which constitutes almost 49% of the examined. However, only two of
patients presented the most frequently described swallowing type (the so-called
infantile or visceral), with the arrangement of the tongue between the incisors, accompanied by the labial and buccal contraction.
Among the examined adults the following patterns of swallowing and tongue
rest position have been diagnosed:
• mature (51% of the subjects) – the coronal part of the tongue remains within the maxillary arch, the apex exerts pressure on the incisal papilla behind the
upper central incisors, the blade and dorsum are in contact with the palate;
• addental (28%) – the apex is positioned on the lingual surface of the upper
incisors or even lower, in contact with the incisal edges of the lower incisors, with
or without thrusting (forward movement in swallow). Since the assessment of the
force exerted by the tongue is impossible in the logopaedic diagnosis, the term
“addental swallowing pattern” seems to have a wider application;
• dorsal (more than 19% of the subjects) – the apex can be positioned against
the mandibular incisors, below the crowns of the incisors or in the lingual surface
of the lower alveolar ridge. In some patients the tongue body remains in the maxillary arch during breathing, with the dorsum positioned in contact with the hard
palate (it has been the most common type of dorsal swallowing and dorsal tongue
at rest posture); in others the tongue body is completely lowered (the tongue in
general does not reside in the upper arch, this item most frequently co-occurs with
of traverse changes of both the upper and lower dental arch);
• interdental/tongue thrusting (0.8%) – involves the position of the tongue
between the dental arches (accompanied by the negative ovebite – anterior open
bite);
• retracted (0.8%) – a rare, although described in the literature (Karłowska
2001) palatal swallowing pattern (high and posterior position of the tongue; the
anterior seal is achieved by the apex-praepalatum cntact, behind the alveolar
ridge). This pattern coexisted in with bilateral buccal crossbite (scissors bite) and
with class II malocclusion.
Furthermore, in individual cases one could observe the asymmetric posture of
the tongue during swallowing and at rest position, co-occuring with its low position. In one of the subjects a habitual parafunction in a form of bilateral tongue
biting caused the lateral fixation of the tongue to such an extent that it has become
the habitual rest position.
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Chart no. 1. The prevalence of various types of swallowing and tongue rest position in the
examined adults (n = 254)

Structural determinants of functional disorders
Table 1 presents a co-occurrence of various types of swallowing and rest
positions of the tongue with malocclusion and different degrees of ankyloglossia4
in subjects (Table 1).
The proportion of subjects with normal occlusion has been higher in the group
with a mature tongue motor patterns (66%), but in groups with the addental and
dorsal swallowing pattern the subjects with normal occlusion constituted more
than half of the examined. It does not mean that the tongue posture cannot change
the occlusal conditions or do not correlate with malocclusion; as some of the patients have had retention, stabilizing their occlusion conditions after orthodontic
treatment. It is also possible that there are some patterns of tongue’s movement
and resting position which are abnormal in terms of physiology, but due to the
intra-individual factors of subjects do not affect the occlusion. However, this issue
requires an objective measurement and remains outside the field of a logopaedic
analysis.
4
The method of assessment the ankyloglossia degree has been based on the procedure proposed by B. Ostapiuk (Ostapiuk 1997).
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Table 1. Anatomical conditions of the subjects with various types of swallowing and tongue
at rest posture
Types of swallowing and
rest position of the tongue

Degree of ankyloglossia

Occlusion

mature (n = 130)

none: 56.1%,
mild: 36.9%,
moderate: 6.9%,
severe: 0.00%

normal: 66.9%
class II malocclusion: 12.3%
posterior crossbite: 10.8%
deep overbite: 6.1%
zero overbite: 3.8%

addental (n = 71)

none: 59.1%,
mild: 35.2%,
moderate: 5.6%,
severe: 0.00%

normal occlusion: 56.3%,
class II malocclusion: 12.7%,
posterior crossbites: 9.8%,
deep overbite: 5.6%,
incisal protrusion: 4.2%,
posterior open bite: 1.4%,
anterior crossbite: 1.4%

dorsal
(n = 49)

none: 42.9%
mild: 36.7%,
moderate: 14.3%,
severe: 6.1%

normal occlusion: 55%,
class III malocclusion: 16.3%,
posterior crossbite: 16.3 %
zero overbite: 6.1%
deep overbite: 4.1%

retracted (n = 2)

none: 50.00%,
mild: 50.00%

scissors bite: 50%
class II malocclusion: 50%

tongue thrusting (n=2)

none: 50.00%,
mild: 50.00%

anterior open bite: 100%

The profile of malocclusion incidence in normal swallowers and in addental
ones is similar (considerable prevalence of class II malocclusion and posterior
crossbites) but it is presented differently in the group with dorsal type of swallowing (predomination of class III malocclusion and posterior crossbites). All subjects with class III malocclusion have presented the dorsal type of swallowing and
dorsal TRP, but the majority of them has also been diagnosed to have ankyloglossia (see yang et. al. 2011). In both cases of open-bite patients tongue-thrusting has
been observed, as it is described in the literature. Inordinately high and retracted
tongue position has been noted in two patients and it has co-occurred with the
scissors bite and class II malocclusion. Moreover, in eight of the subjects, despite
the previous treatment of an open bite, tongue thrusting has remained (with a
strong anterior tongue movement during swallowing and addental rest position of
the tongue).
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The profile of the prevalence of various degrees of ankyloglossia is similar in
the groups with physiological and addental swallowing, while in the group with
the dorsal type one can observe a higher incidence of abnormalities and its increased severity. Since the research group is too small in case of the other models
of swallowing, the analyses have not been carried out.

Chart no. 2. The incidence of an abnormal swallowing in subjects with various degrees of
ankyloglossia5

Judging from the results presented in Chart no. 2, in case of medium and
severe ankyloglossia degree there is a limited mobility of the tongue and a restricted possibility of its elevation which results in distortions of mastication and
deglutition (cf. Ostapiuk 2013). However, in the case of a shortened frenulum in
a mild degree, the occurrence of swallowing and TRP disorders may depend on
the co-existence of some other, additional factors (mouth-breathing, non-nutritive
suction, enlarged tonsils, etc.); therefore, a shortened frenulum can be just a factor
which intensifies another pathomechanism. All conditions and interrelationships
occurring in the stomatognathic system have not been completely recognized yet.
For instance, such issues like: a various tension in the apex area occurring even
with a slight shortening of the frenulum, changes in movement patterns under various compensatory mechanisms, ankyloglossia’s impact on the tongue efficiency
in the various spatial conditions of the oral cavity, etc. have not been objectively
studied.
5
It has been assumed that ankyloglossia as a conditioning previous to the swallowing development is an independent variable.
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The studies of the connections between ankyloglossia and swallowing/TRP
abnormalities have not been widely presented in the literature so far. In a few studies the researchers have obtained ambiguous results: from linking ankyloglossia
with the suck dysfunctions and consequently the immature swallowing pattern
(Wright 1995; Messner et al. 2000), to the denial of connections between these
irregularities (Ruffoli et al. 2005). On the other hand, there is a lot of various descriptions of research carried out in order to clarify the relationship between the
shortened lingual frenulum and the construction of the orofacial space (including Defabianis 2000, yang et al. 2011, Srinivasan 2013). There are also works
devoted to the analysis of co-occurrence of abnormal patterns swallowing and
malocclusions (Görgülü et al. 2011, yilmaz et al. 2011, Artese et al. 2011). In the
long term analysis of the results will presumably help to determine the precise
relationship between ankyloglossia, malocclusion and the abnormal swallowing/
TRP pattern. However, the problem lies in the non-standardized methodology
used by the researchers (various scales of frenulum assessment, variously defined
norms of tongue at rest posture, etc.).
Types of swallowing and tongue rest position – the discussion
The findings indicating the incidence of swallowing and TRP disorders in the
subjects correspond with the results obtained by E. Krasnodębska-Jeżewska and
D. Pluta-Wojciechowska, and are qualitatively similar to the insights from imaging studies conducted by A. Artese et al. (Artese et al. 2011, cf. also Fig. 1 in this
text).
It should also be noted that the results cannot be referred to the entire population: some of the subjects have been students of theatre academies, inherently
without major structural abnormalities within the orofacial space and in assumption without significant articulation deficits (however, the incidence of an abnormal tongue resting position in this group has been equal to 40%). Other subjects have been mostly the patients seeking logopaedic help on account of speech
defects; in this group the reported prevalence of the discussed disorders have
already reached 62% (see Krasnodębska-Jeżewska 2007, Pluta-Wojciechowska
2013).
Usually, it is assumed that the assessment of swallowing and tongue rest position is an estimate of the zero-one type: the patient presents an absolutely normative or a completely abnormal model of the mentioned functions (commonly identified as the tongue thrusting). In practice, however, some other types of impaired
swallowing (interdental, addental with or without thrusting, dorsal, retracted/palatal) may be observed, as well as some intermediate phases between them (Artese
et al. 2011). In some patients the tongue resting posture has been inconstant – for
example, the patient presented the correct swallowing and TRP pattern during the
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examination, but then admitted that he had observed deviations from this norm
in everyday functioning. It also happened that the patient properly arranged the
tongue in swallowing, and then received the incorrect resting position (after a normal swallowing the tongue adopts a lower resting posture: addental or dorsal, and
rises to the vertical-horizontal position again until the next swallow). Similar results were obtained in imaging studies of swallowing (Ardakani 2006). A slightly
higher incidence of TRP disorders rather than the swallowing disorders has also
been noted by D. Pluta-Wojciechowska (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013). These irregular cases has been the margin of subjects; yet this is a strong indication for
a separate examination of both systems: both swallowing and tongue rest position, and (if possible) for some monitoring of these activities in daily life of the
patient.
Importantly, the commonly recommended diagnostic procedure (with the
evaluation of the lips contraction and the masseter muscle tension during swallowing) has proved to be insufficient in diagnosing adult patients (which may
explain why such a large percentage of these disorders remain undiagnosed). In
the examined who has presented both addental and dorsal type of swallowing,
lips contraction remained imperceptible. Patients have also presented a complete
oral seal because of the teeth-tongue contact, due to which they obtain sufficient
underpressure during the act of swallowing. The subjects has also clenched dental arches during swallowing, so the masseter muscle activity has been palpable.
Hence, these trials cannot be used as sole criterions for differentiating types of
swallowing.
It seems that during the logopaedic diagnosis it is not always possible to assess the pattern of swallowing and tongue rest position with only one method of
examination. For example, during an observation of the swallowing with the use
of yoghurt, the patients with the dorsal swallowing pattern achieve a complete
anterior seal (obtaining it by the contact of praedorsum with the incisors or the
maxillary gingiva) and the expected outflow of food into the oral vestibule will
not be observed by the therapist. However, it does not mean that the pattern of
swallowing is correct.
All the above observations encourage to regard the problem of swallowing
and the rest position of tongue in adults attentively: the nature and some subjectivity of the logopaedic examination cause that the diagnosis of these abnormalities
will be dependent on the knowledge and experience of the therapist.
Relationship between the type of incorrect swallowing pattern and nonnormative realizations of consonant phonemes – an overall analysis
The Chart no. 3 presents the comparison of non-standard phonemes realisation incidence between the group of mature swallowers with standard TRP
(n = 130) and the group with an abnormal swallowing and TRP pattern (n = 124).
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Chart no. 3. The incidence of non-standard phonemes realisation in the group of mature swallowers with standard TRP (n = 130) and in the group with an abnormal swallowing and TRP pattern
(n = 124).

As it has been illustrated by the presented data, regardless of comorbid anatomical disorders, the incorrect patterns of swallowing and TRP are accompanied
by an increased incidence of non-standard realisation of phonemes (the highest in
the case of the group of phonemes: /t, d, n/ but also significant in the case of the
palatal phonemes and all sibilants – in other words in all these phonemes, whose
realisation is based on the vertical-horizontal position of the tongue). The presence of certain undesirable phonetic features is dependent on a number of factors; it should be assumed that in some cases only a combination of two or more
pathomechanisms6, which affect the speech organs, leads to significant articulation disorders. Above all, only a description of the kind of non-normative realisation type provides basic knowledge of an articulatory motor patterns of abnormal
swallowers. On the basis of the author’s research and analysis it is possible to
say (using the terminology proposed by D. Pluta-Wojciechowska) that the subjects with different anatomical and/or functional disorders use different secondary
compensatory strategies (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013, Sambor 2014b).
The incidence of the non-normative phonetic features, which have been most
frequently noted in the study group as well as in the control group (the subjects
without swallowing and TRP disorders), is presented on the Chart no. 4.
As it has been shown on the Chart no. 4, the results are naturally quite general
due to the fact that in both of the examined groups different anatomical disorders
have co-occurred (although there has been a similar incidence of various disorders
6

eg. ankyloglossia and malocclusion; ankyloglossia and abnormal swallowing, etc.
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Chart no. 4. The prevalence of non-normative phonetic features in the study group (n = 124)
and in the control group (n = 130).

– cf. Table no. 1). However, a certain regularity can be noticed: some undesirable
phonetic features (dorsality, interdentality, addentality) appear significantly more
often in the group of patients with an incorrect swallowing pattern (cf. Lorenc
2013, Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013). The assumption that there is a correlation between the type of primary compensatory strategies used by these subjects, and the
type of secondary (phonetic) compensatory strategies has been thus reflected in
the presented results (Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013).
However, in order to show more accurately the relationships between aberrant patterns of swallowing and TRP and the type of secondary compensatory
strategies used by the subjects, some profiled results will be presented in the next
part of the study. A group of patients with an isolated7 swallowing and/or TRP
abnormalities (divided in terms of diverse incorrect functional patterns) will be
shown, in connection to the articulatory structure of the dental, alveolar and palatal phonemes realization.

SECONDARy COMPENSATORy STRATEGIES IN PATIENTS
WITH ABNORMAL PATTERN OF SWALLOWING AND TONGUE
REST POSITION DURING BREATHING
Criteria of the profiled research group selection
The profiled research group has finally amounted to 42 subjects with an isolated incorrect swallowing/ TRP pattern with a simultaneous absence of comorbid
7

Without any comorbid anatomical and functional disorders like malocclusion or ankyloglossia.
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anatomical and functional disorders (such as: ankyloglossia, malocclusion, palate
defects, enlarged tonsils or nasal obstruction). The examined represented two of
the described types of swallowing pattern and tongue in rest posture: addental
(28 subjects) and dorsal (14 subjects). Some patients have undergone a previous
orthodontic treatment, carried out due to the teeth relationship disorders: tooth
rotation, spacing, crowding or diastema; at present they have a normal occlusion
(which has been confirmed in an orthodontic examination). Those subjects, who
had been provided with the previous treatment of class II, class III or transverse
malocclusion, were excluded as well as those who had previously undergone frenotomy (a surgical undercut of the lingual frenulum). In the analysed 42 cases
neither swallowing nor a TRP therapy has been conducted. The control group has
consisted of 29 subjects devoid of any anatomical and functional disorders (in this
group several subjects have also undergone previous orthodontic treatment, but
under the same conditions as mentioned above).
As it has been presented, the profiled group is relatively small in comparison
with not only the number of all subjects and also with the total number of persons
with swallowing pattern and TRP disorders (42 individuals out of 124). It is a consequence of the fact that functional disorders frequently co-occur with anatomical
abnormalities (Brauer and Holt 1965, Primozic et al. 2013). Obviously, there can
be no assurance that some occlusion irregularities, which are not identifiable in
the logopaedic procedure, had not occurred within the selected group (eg. a slight
asymmetry of the occlusal plane). It refers also to some of the lingual frenulums,
which may have been so slightly shortened so that they could have been classified
as normative.
The analysis of the articulatory structure of the realisations of consonant phonemes (dentals, palatals and alveolars) depending on the type of swallowing and
TRP will be presented below. These results do not include realisations of vowel
phonemes, although it seems that a non-normative pattern of swallowing can
coexist with an impaired vowel phonemes realization (cf. Sambor 2015b). This
theme will be the subject of a separate study.
Incorrect models of swallowing and tongue at rest posture and the articulatory structure of dentals
The following Chart (no. 5) shows types of realisation of a group of phonemes / t, d, n / in patients with different patterns of swallowing and tongue at rest
posture during breathing.
In the course of the proper realisation of dental plosives and the sonorant/n/
the apex is placed around the upper incisors necks, overlapping about 1/3 or 1/2
on the crown of the upper incisors (touching the incisal cingulum). At the same
time, the anterior part of the tongue is in contact with the upper gum (Wierzchowska 1971; Rocławski 1976, 2010; Dłuska 1986). The obtained results indicate
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Chart no. 5. The phonetic features of realisations of phonemes /t, d, n/ depending on the type
of swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture

a similar position of the apex during the articulation of dentals and the apex position during swallowing and resting position – both in norm and in pathology. In
case of excessively low, addental positioning of the tongue during the realisation
of the dental plosives and nasal /n/, interdental or addental realisations occur (the
term “addentality” is most often reserved for dental sibilants; it is in fact an “ondental” position: when starting the articulation the apex is based on the upper incisors edge or even simultaneously on the edges of the upper and lower incisors, not
being in contact with the upper gum. The place of articulation is, therefore, similar
to the English interdental phonemes /Ɵ/ and /ð/). The lowest, dorsal articulation
of dental stops (with a praedorsum activity instead of the apex) has been observed
mostly in those subjects whose primary patterns also include low, dorsal positioning of the tongue.
Abnormal realisations of /t/, /d/, /n/ are actually impossible to identify in the
auditory analysis; some of them, especially those low, addental or “on-dental”
ones are almost imperceptible in the fast-paced speech. The interdental and addental realisations have often occurred in the subjects interchangeably, depending
on the phonetic context (eg. addental realisation of /t/ in the word-initial position
and interdental realisation of /t/ in the word-final position in the same subject).
Following I. Nowakowska-Kempna and D. Pluta-Wojciechowska, the phoneme /t/ is a prototype for the entire Polish phonetic and phonological system
(Nowakowska-Kempna 2000; Pluta-Wojciechowska 2002). Thus, the distortions
of its realisation are of particular importance. Among patients who have presented
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interdental, addental or dorsal way of the /t/ realisation, the vast majority demonstrated also an abnormal articulation of the dental and palatal sibilants. Due to the
similarity of the position of the apex during swallowing to the position of the phoneme /t/ realisation, it appears that when its realisation is distorted, it may become
some kind of a “warning light”: an indicator that the patient (for various reasons)
may have difficulties with obtaining the mature swallowing pattern or the proper
posture of tongue at rest.
Types of realisation of dental sibilants are presented on the next Chart (no. 6).

Chart no. 6. The phonetic features of realisations of phonemes /s, z, c, ʒ/ depending on the type
of swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture

In adults interdental realizations of / s, z, c, ʒ/ have been fairly rare; it has
emerged that in most of the subjects the tongue has remained hidden behind the
incisors, even despite of its anterior position. Addental realizations of dental sibilants (see. Toczyska 2003, Kamińska 2012, Sambor 2015b) arise by the same
token as incorrect realisations of dental plosives. In fact, this kind of sibilants
distortion can be divided into two subtypes, correlating with a specific type of
swallowing and rest position of the tongue. The first one corresponds to the addental swallowing pattern and addental TRP: the phonetic realisation of /s, z/ and
/c, ʒ/ takes place by forcing the apex against lingual surfaces of the incisors and
the interproximal area; it can be named the apical addentality. In the second subtype a lower tongue posture can be observed, with the apex pointing downwards
and based firmly behind the lower incisors, at the lower alveolar ridge. Dental
fricatives or affricates will be formed by the praedorsum contact and/or strong
closeness with the inner side of the upper incisors. In both cases, the effect of
changes in the shape of the articulatory gap results in an unpleasant sound of the
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strident: sharp in the addental-apical realizations, stringy in addental-praedorsal
ones.
An incorrect model of swallowing and tongue at rest posture and the
articulatory structure of palatals
As it has been already mentioned, the articulatory structure of the i-shaped
phones (the whole tongue body raised and convex8) may reflect one of the swallowing phases and requires special efficiency of the tongue, especially of the
blade (in other words, the praedorsal part of the tongue). These skills are shaped
to a great extent by a natural tongue muscle training that occurs during primary
functions (assuming that the tongue has a correct mobility and an ability to move
in a properly shaped upper dental arch and palate).
In a situation where the patient does not have the capacity to perform such
movement correctly, he/she uses substitute movements; both in the course of primary functions and during the articulation. D. Pluta-Wojciechowska has defined
this phenomenon as the primary and secondary compensatory strategies. The relationships between the occurrence of primary compensatory strategies (during
swallowing and TRP) and the type of the secondary (phonetic) strategies can be
observed on the Charts no. 7, 8 and 9: in the case of i-shaped phones the dorsal
model of swallowing coincides with an undesirable dorsality in 78%–92% of the
examined.

Chart no. 7. The phonetic features of realisations of the phoneme /ì/depending on the type of
swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture
8

cf. Rocławski 2010.
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Chart no. 8. The phonetic features of realisations of the phoneme /ń/depending on the type of
swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture

Chart no. 9. The phonetic features of realisations of phonemes /ś, ź, ć, ʒ́ /depending on the type
of swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture

In accordance with the phonetic and phonological system described by
B. Rocławski, and together with the findings of other researchers (Wierzchowska
1971, Dłuska 1986), the palatal sibilants have the longest air-flow but the greatest
constriction is formed at the point of laminal approximation of the praedorsum to
the praepalatum, with the convex tongue body. In subjects with an impaired swallowing and TRP these sounds are articulated in two ways: with an undesirable
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dorsality or addentality. The dorsality (approximating the dorsum to praepalatum,
or the praedorsum to the postdental area) has been frequently noted in the case of
a dorsal swallowing and dorsal TRP; the addentality (sometimes even a dentalapical articulation of palatal sibilants) has manifested more frequently in subjects
with an addental pattern of swallowing and TRP. For this latter group the following compensation type has been often observed: the lack of praedorsum elevation has been replaced by a strong rounding of the tongue’s corona, which can be
specified in an additional term: hiper-coronality.
It is worth noting that the undesirable dorsality applies not only to the realisation of sibilant phonemes /ś, ź, ć, ʒ́ / (though it becomes audible then), but as it
has been shown in the Charts no. 7 and 8 it also concerns the tongue posture in
/i/ and /ń/ realisation, on which the speech therapy of palatal sibilants is often
based (Ostapiuk i Konopska 2006; Toczyska 2010). Therefore, these non-audible
palatals distortions should be diagnosed carefully.
An incorrect model of swallowing and tongue rest position and the articulatory structure of alveolars
The various realizations of the phoneme /r/ depending on the kind of the
swallowing pattern and tongue rest position are presented on the Chart no. 10.
All subjects have realised this phoneme as an apical trill. The differences between the groups concerning the distribution of prevalence of non-normative phonetic features are not large, but the occurrence of undesirable dentality in groups

Chart no. 10. The phonetic features of realisations of the phoneme /r/depending on the type of
swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture
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with an abnormal swallowing and TRP may draw some attention. Nonetheless, it
seems that this is not characteristic only for the subjects with an addental swallowing and TRP – a dental articulation of the alveolar trill is a common compensatory
strategy in patients with ankyloglossia (Ostapiuk 2002, 2013b, Sambor 2014b).
One-sided trill (a situation when only half of the apex vibrates, with a sagittal
or non-sagittal tongue body setting) is more than twice as frequent in the group
with the lowest, dorsal tongue posture, which may suggest that some difficulty in
obtaining the vertical-horizontal position and the full vibration at the low primary
posture of the tongue. Nevertheless, the frequency of this phonetic feature is also
high in subjects without the biological impediments.
It is worth noting that in all 42 patients with an impaired swallowing pattern
and TRP the phoneme /r/ was realised apically and vibrationally; presumably,
these functional disorders do not prevent to obtain a vibration (differently than in
the case of ankyloglossia – cf. Ostapiuk 2002, 2013a).
The research has shown a higher incidence of non-standard realisation of the
phoneme /l/ among patients with an abnormal pattern of swallowing and TRP
(see Chart no. 11). Most of defective realisations has been recorded in the group
with the lowest, dorsal tongue posture; only in this group the dorsal realizations
occurred and also a significantly higher percentage of non-sagittal (asymmetric)
realisations has been noticed. The interdentality of /l/, listed by the researchers
as one of the phonetic features, associated with an abnormal swallowing pattern
occurred only in one person (in a group of an addental swallowing and TRP); the
dentality, which has been more often reported, coexisted with addental and dorsal
swallowing pattern and TRP respectively two- and three times more frequently
than in the control group.

Chart no. 11. The phonetic features of realisations of the phoneme /l/depending on the type of
swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture
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Polish alveolar sibilants are described in the literature as articulatory complex: the tongue body achieves the vertical-horizontal position, the anterior part
of the tongue is concaved when its sides are slightly raised. The apex is directed
toward the alveolar ridge (or just behind the alveolar ridge – see Żygis 2004) and
the sound of the phone will depend on obtaining a an even slit between the apex
and the back part of the alveolar ridge.
In the analysis of the types of non-standard realisations of alveolar sibilant
phonemes in groups with an impaired model of swallowing and TRP, it has occurred that the incidence of non-standard phonetic features, namely: dorsality,
dentality and postalveolarity (retraction) significantly increases. The last feature
is mostly an additional one connected with the other undesirable features (eg.
dorsality or asymmetry). In fact, the excessive retraction of the tongue during the
articulation of sounds [š, ž, č, ǯ] seems to be a way to eliminate unpleasant auditive impressions associated with the other distortions (Sambor 2015b).
An undesirable dorsality of alveolar sibilants can take different forms, diversely perceived in an auditory assessment. Within the term “dorsality” concerning these coronals two kinds of realisations can be distinguished at least: with the
apex fixed on the lower alveolar ridge (Konopska 2007), or the disapical when the
apex is near the alveolar area, but it is articulatorily inactive (cf. Ostapiuk 1997;
2013a; Trochymiuk and Święciński 2009; Sambor 2015b). None of the individuals in the control group has presented the dorsal articulation of alveolar sibilants
– compared to more than 64% in the group with a dorsal pattern of swallowing
and dorsal TRP.
The asymmetry observed in the subjects (a non-sagittal air flow and asymmetrically arranged speech organs) has been of slight intensity, in comparison
with the asymmetry in patients with ankyloglossia and / or malocclusion (Ostapiuk 2013, Konopska 2007, Sambor 2014b).
As it can be seen in the Chart no. 12, in the case of functional disorders there
has been also a marked increase in the number of different kinds of compensatory
strategies used by the subjects; in both study groups they have been found over
two times more often than in the control group.
Discussion
The quality of the realisation of phonemes in the described 42 subjects (adults
characterized by an aberrant pattern of swallowing and TRP without comorbid
anatomical and functional disorders) depends on many factors. The fact of a previous orthodontic treatment in subjects is certainly not without any significance.
Presumably, the examined differ in motor and compensation abilities and may
have various levels of determination in achieving the correct sound, etc. (PlutaWojciechowska 2013). Presumably, the swallowing / TRP disorders can be graded
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Chart no. 12. The phonetic features of realisations of the phonemes /š, ž, č, ǯ/ depending on
the type of swallowing and/or tongue at rest posture

not only in terms of the observed tongue posture, but also of the strength and
duration of the pathological factor’s influence on the organs. For instance, one
can recall two extreme cases of articulation disorders: there are two patients –
A and B, both aged 20, of seemingly identical anatomical, functional and perceptual conditions (the correct construction of the orofacial space, no parafunctions,
normative aural hearing, dorsal model of swallowing and tongue rest position).
The patient A. presents only a dorsal realisation of palatal phonemes, rather slight
in an auditory reception, the other phonemes are realised normatively. In patient
B. an undesirable dorsality occurs in the articulatory structure of all phonemes, including the vowels (see Ostapiuk 1997, 2013a, Trochymiuk and Święciński 2009;
Sambor 2015b). The only differences in patomechanisms occurring in patients
have been found out during an interview: it has turned out that the patient A as
a child had been sucking a pacifier to 23 months of age, the patient B had been
bottle-fed until the age of 7 – which means that the period of an adverse impact of
the negative factor overlapped with the period of formation of his whole phonetic
and phonological system. There is a need for a broader study9 to explain the specific impact of each factor on the formation of defective sounds.
9
Cf. the study of Chilean and American researchers, in which they have analysed the impact of
the duration of pacifier or thumb sucking on the condition of articulation in children (Barbosa et al.,
2009) In Poland interesting studies on this topic are conducted currently by I. Malicka and A. Sowa
– under the direction of D. Pluta-Wojciechowska.
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However, in light of the presented data one can assume that some undesirable phonetic features coexist with an incorrect swallowing and TRP pattern, and
may be their reflection in articulation (cf. Mackiewicz 2002, Hiiemae 2003, PlutaWojciechowska 2013). It can be seen that some certain realisations of phonemes
exists which are particularly more susceptible to deformation under the influence
of the described functional disorders (similarly to the alveolars distortions which
are the most common articulatory disorders in the case of ankyloglossia). One
can enumerate here the interdental, addental and dorsal realisations of dental phonemes, which co-occur with an abnormal swallowing pattern in most subjects.
The undesirable dorsality of palatals, as well as their addental realisations (described as “baby-talk”) also correlate with the described disorders. The similarity
of articulatory structure of dentals and palatals to the primary motor patterns can
be observed in norm as well as in pathology.
In the selected group of 42 subjects with an isolated impaired swallowing and
tongue rest position there has been actually low incidence of undesirable phonetic
features such as the asymmetry in the sibilants, sibilance and disorders, the lack
of vibration. These features co-occur rather with ankyloglossia (the lack of vibration, an asymmetry, sibilance disorders caused by anterior jaw movements, see.
Ostapiuk 2002, 2010/2011, 2013b) or malocclusions (anatomically conditioned
sibilance disorders and an asymmetry – Konopska 2007, Sambor 2014). In only
a few subjects The overlapping disorders of phonetic features (eg. retracted and
asymmetrical dorsality) have been noticed in only a few subjects. Undoubtedly,
the incidence and the intensity of such severe articulatory problems increase when
abnormal conditions are superimposed on the functional anatomical abnormalities
– which is the most common issue observed in the logopaedic consulting room
(Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013). Detailed description of the relationship between the
incidence of particular anatomical or functional disorders and articulation defects
requires further in-depth research.

CONCLUSION
Summing up, an immature swallowing pattern which is the most frequently
described in the literature is characterized by a triad of symptoms:
1. the anterior part of the tongue is located between the incisors, separating
the dental arches,
2. a pathological activity of the lips (lip contraction) and cheeks occur,
3. the absence of perceptible mastication muscle activity (since there is no
activation of these muscles due to the lack of intercuspation between the molars
during the act of swallowing).
The obtained in this research results are discordant with a common procedure
of the examination of swallowing since none of the aforementioned features can
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be a criterion for excluding abnormal swallowing pattern or incorrect tongue at
rest posture in adults in a logopaedic diagnosis.
On the basis of presented analyses it can be assumed that for the quality of articulation it is not only important whether the swallowing/TRP abnormalities are
present, but what are the exact characteristics of non-normative tongue motility in
the course of primary functions. For instance, in the case of addental swallowing
pattern a different articulatory structure of dentals emerges than it does in dorsal
or asymmetric swallowing model. Accordingly, the changes in the articulatory
patterns may also occur depending on the strength and direction of the tongue’s
force and the produced type of oral underpressure or tongue-palate contact patterns (Shaker et al. 1988; Engelke et al. 2011; Knösel et al. 2011). The motor
articulatory patterns of the tongue are different in various primary functional patterns. It supports the hypothesis by D. Pluta-Wojciechowska of the existence of
primary and secondary compensatory strategies – various for sundry disorders
(Pluta-Wojciechowska 2013).
A careful diagnosis followed by the training of proper swallowing and tongue
at rest position during breathing (in case of such need) is, therefore, a basis for
a speech therapy procedure, especially one involving non-standard realisations
of phonemes which characterised by interdentality, addentality and dorsality –
apart from other actions aimed at improving the articulation. However, the lack
of intervention in primary functions disorders will result in a longer and not fully
satisfactory course of therapy, focused rather on withdrawing the symptoms than
on pathogenesis itself. Presumably, there are no speech therapy exercises, the performance of which could overcome the impact of such a strong training of articulators, which primary functions have10.
Swallowing disorders are described much more often than the incorrect rest
position of the tongue – meanwhile, the rest position in most cases has accompanied the abnormal swallowing pattern (as seen from the observation of patients,
in minor percentage of them these disorders can occur separately but it is an issue that requires further research). The correct TRP influences the stability of
all the structures and functions of the entire stomatognathic system (Takahashi
et al. 2005; Nęcka 2006; Artese et al. 2011; Kleinrok 2012; Sambor 2015a). The
importance of promoting knowledge of proper resting posture of tongue is shown
not only by a high incidence of these disorders observed among adults, but also by
frequent discrepancies in terminology concerning the resting position (understood
mistakenly as a neutral position: the tongue lying behind the lower incisors). In
10
By various authors the swallowing action takes place from 800 to 3,000 times per day (Proffit and Fields 2001, Mackiewicz 2002). It is also possible to calculate the estimated time that the
tongue is in the rest position about 20–22 hours per day.
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the conducted study several patients (with a normal swallowing and TRP pattern) admitted that they intentionally strive to keep the tongue at the floor of their
mouth, since they were advised (by teachers, trainers or even, which may raise
amazement, by a speech therapist!) to perform such a posture in order to obtain a
correct articulation.
The results presented in this article, provoke further questions to be asked,
which are relevant to the conduction of the speech therapy. For example, whether
there is a critical age for the treatment of a disturbed pattern of swallowing and
tongue rest position? Naturally, a therapy should be undertaken as soon as possible, before the formation of the dental arches on the one hand, and the development of the phonetic-phonological system of the child on the other hand. Speech
therapists’ practical experience shows that the change of functional patterns is
possible at any age, as long as the patient’s anatomical structures and an overall
condition permit (presumably, the myofunctional therapy will be accompanied
by the need to perform a surgical frenotomy and/or undergo an orthodontic treatment). A functional therapy is a prerequisite for the success of the articulation
therapy; however, there is no evidence that improving functional conditions of
an adult patient would thus improve his/her articulation insofar as required (similarly as it happens after frenetomy or after surgical prognathism treatment: patient
does not receive standard articulation immediately and spontaneously, despite the
change in anatomical structures; persisted motor patterns of speech in fact will
not become changed without speech therapy; see Gommerman and Hodge 1995).
Both therapeutic paths, the myofunctional and the articulatory one, are necessary
to obtain normative speech in a patient with the functional dyslalia.
Taking all these consideration into account, further discussion about the logopaedic practice could be put forward, posing the following questions: whether
a speech therapist and a patient always need a specific set of exercises or some
technical support in the training of the speech organs? Do exercises involving the
tongue muscles in a different way than the one used during primary functions and
the speech can improve articulation? Finally, in the light of contemporary studies, should we examine the speech organs motility using some arrangements (eg.
“scroll” or “pin”11), which do not appear in the physiology of mastication, swallowing, breathing and speech?
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Training of articulation after total laryngectomy
SUMMARy
Total laryngectomy is the most radical way to get rid of the cancer of the larynx. Laryngectomy
removes sound generator that function is assumed to the esophagus. A crucial stage in the speech
therapy procedure is to introduce air into the oesophagus and achieve its vibrant ejection (ructus).
The three basic methods are distinguished among the methods of voice and speech rehabilitation of
laryngectomees: the classical method (speech therapy), surgery or by using the so-called electronic
larynx.
Key words: total laryngectomy, the speech of laryngectomees, methods of voice formation
after laryngectomy

LARyNGECTOMy, SITUATION OF THE PATIENTS
AFTER REMOvAL OF THE LARyNX
1. Recognition of the laryngeal cancer
The most common and the most specific symptoms of the laryngeal tumour
include: hoarseness of breath, lack of voicing, sore throat, dry cough, feeling of
obstacles while swallowing, ear pain, pain while speaking, and wheezing breath.
Still, unfortunately, too many patients downplay these symptoms and report to the
doctor at a very advanced stage of the disease, while early diagnosis and treatment
are crucial for the effectiveness of further rehabilitation.
2. Methods of treating tumours of the larynx
Total laryngectomy is the most radical way to get rid of the cancer. There are
methods less disabling, giving greater likelihood of complete recovery and better
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therapeutic effects. The condition of their use, however, is the early diagnosis of
neoplastic development.
The classification of cancer treatments by A. Pruszewicz (Pruszewicz 1992:
185):
a. Treatment radiation energy.
b. Surgical operation of very early neoplastic lesions inside the larynx.
c. Partial laryngectomy enabling maintenance of physiological breathing:
– Cordectomy – procedure involving the removal of the tumour along with
the voice fold.
– Horizontal Partial Laryngectomy – procedure is performed just above the
fold voice.
– Hemilaryngectomy (vertical Partial Laryngectomy) – removal of the tumour with half of the larynx along the midline.
d. Total laryngectomy – enucleation of the entire larynx. “After dissection
of the skin flap, the larynx is incised just below the hyoid bone and dissected from
the esophagus. The rear wall of the larynx in the upper part is firmly adherent to
the wall of the throat and esophagus, so that after resection a hole in the wall of
the throat remains. At the bottom, the larynx is cut from the trachea below the first
cartilage. The lower part of a skin flap is sutured to the trachea and thus forms
tracheostomy equipped with a metal tube or an individually tailored tube, made of
plastic” (Iwankiewicz 1991: 290).
The vast majority of patients brought to the speech therapy surgeries are people who have used the most radical method of treatment – total laryngectomy.
Not only that, the patients after the so-called laryngectomy are in minority – experience shows that in Poland laryngectomy extends to include other anatomical
structures: resection of lymph nodes, elements of the throat, jaw or tongue is often
made.
3. TNM classification of tumours of the larynx
Developed by the Union for International Cancer Control (UICC), and introduced to Poland Stanisław Bień (Bień 1990) TNM classification determines the
stages of tumour development on a scale of I to Iv. The fourth highest degree is
a large tumour in the larynx anatomical structures and tumour cells in the lymph
nodes and frequent distant metastases. Patients with III and Iv clinical stage are
the largest group of patients in Poland.
TNM classification is a method of determining the anatomical spread of cancer, based on the following three features (Bień 1990: 110):
T (tumour) – defines the extent of the tumour in its original placement;
N (nodulus) – determines the degree of the tumour spread to regional lymph
nodes;
M (metastatis) – specifies the extensive tumour metastasis.
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4. The etiology of the laryngeal cancer
Although the etiology and pathogenesis of the larynx carcinoma are not established, the role of carcinogenic agents is attributed to genetic and environmental factors (lifestyle, occupation, climatic conditions). The factors significantly increasing the risk are smoking, alcohol consumption, and harmful external factors
(eg. chemicals and constant work with voice). Carcinogenic effect of tobacco has
been proven. The shape of the larynx causes it to become a kind of filter for cigarette smoke tar. The greatest amount of tar is deposited on the larynx compared to
the other sections of the airways.
5. Life situation of patients after total laryngectomy
Indeed, the diagnosis of tumour malignant tumour is associated with tremendous stress. The consequence of the surgical treatment of laryngeal cancer is a significant disability. Laryngectomy has consequences in the psychological, social,
family, physiological, as well as economic sphere. The quality of life is largely
impaired by depriving the patient of verbal communication with the environment.
Laryngectomy changes the basic function of the body, that is breathing. During the operation of enucleation of the larynx, the trachea exits through hole in the
midline of the neck, where it is in close proximity of the bronchi and lungs. The
nasal cavity has been excluded from breathing, which in the physiological respiratory track is responsible for warming, air purification and humidifaction. The
shortening of the airway causes the cold air to flow into the lungs. Frequent infections and pneumonia are very serious consequences of the laryngectomy surgery.
The larynx also acts as a stabilizer of chest and stomach muscles. It helps to
maintain the proper pressure and intra-muscular tension. The lack of the larynx
causes movement disorders and a significant decrease in overall physical capacity.
The consumption of food proceeds normally, but the elimination of nose from
the nasal airway causes a lack of activation of olfactory cells. It is possible to receive only the intense smell and the taste of most food is not sensed. The olfactory
receptors are not damaged during laryngectomy, their activation requires restoration of the air inflow reaching the nose. This requires the inclusion of olfaction
rehabilitation into speech therapy.

REHABILITATION AFTER TOTAL LARyNGECTOMy
1. The speech of laryngectomees
Speech sounds are created owing to the work of the respiratory, phonating
and articulating organs. Laryngectomy removes one small element in the chainsound generator – “The function of the voice generator (vocal cords) is assumed
by the soft tissue at the entrance to the esophagus. As a result of their vibrations,
the sound wave is formed. Laryngectomy changes the aerodynamic conditions,
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cusing it difficult to obtain the right pressure necessary for phonation. Resonant
conditions, affecting the production of voice, do not change” (Jastrzębowska,
Pelc-Pękala 2001: 623).
A crucial stage in the speech therapy procedure is to introduce air into the oesophagus and achieve its vibrant ejection (ructus). The actuated structures of the
oesophagus or throat produce sound effects. Their function is the same as vocal
ligaments in the physiological respiratory tract.
Esophageal speech is a place where a sound is created. Types of a substitutive
speech are distinguished after a location of esophageal speech.
Types of substitutive speech by A. Pruszewicz (Pruszewicz 1992: 188–196):
A. Esophageal voice
It is the best form of voice obtained with conventional methods, rated as the
best by most patients. The air removed from the oesophagus through antiperistaltic movements leads to vibrations of the oesophagus mouth (oesophageal speech)
to form a basic sound, which then is properly modulated in a slightly altered resonant cavities and articulation organs.
B. Pharyngeal voice
Esophageal speech lies in the oropharynx. Pharyngeal speech is created with
excessive pressure it exhibits a screeching timbre, and it is less economical than
oesophageal speech but it is well understood.
C. Oropharyngeal pseudo-whisper
These are primarily unvoiced consonants created by the air which accumulates in the mouth cavity. Almost all patients after laryngectomy are able to master
pseudo-whisper it is however understandable only by the nearest surroundings.
D. Fistula speech
It is obtained through surgery, using voice prosthesis implantation, which
connects the trachea and esophagus. The fistula allows a patient after laryngectomy to use the air from the lungs to produce phonation. We distinguish two types
of fistulas: primary, created during laryngectomy, and secondary, createrd when
the patient is not able to learn a natural substitutive speech. Fistula speech has a
more pleasant tone, smoothness, a longer phonation time. A characteristic feature
of the fistula speech is decreased effort while speaking and a shorter rehabilitation
period.
2. A rehabilitation methods after total laryngectomy
The rehabilitation procedure after laryngectomy seeks to improve the quality
of a patient`s life. Because of so many consequences a multi rehabilitation including speech therapy, physiotherapy and psychological support is important.
Psychosocial rehabilitation helps the patient accept the illness, to get rid of
fear and prevents depression. A significant therapeutic effect is displayed in the
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course of participation in support groups, in rehabilitation treatments and contact
with people who are struggling with similar problems.
A physiotherapy treatment is primarily a physical exercise that “improves the
overall physical and respiratory efficiency and increases overall fitness of organism. The physiotherapy treatments should include primarily isometric exercises
of core muscles, breathing and facial exercises as well as relaxation exercises”
(Sinkiewicz 2004: 754).
According to laryngectomees, the loss of voice and speech is the basic problem after enucleation surgery of the larynx. It is stronlgy advised to begin speech
therapy before the complete larynx resection surgery. The therapy is not about
exercises but about the necessary information which needs to be provided. The
explanation of the changes and their consequences that occur in the body. Speech
re-education should begin a few days after the removal of the patient’s food probe.
3. Main factors of the effectiveness of voice and speech rehabilitation of
the laryngectomees by A. Pruszewicz (Pruszewicz 1992: 191–192):
Factors that existed before surgery:
– Age
– Sex
– Intelligence level
– Hearing condition
– State of dentition
– the clinical stage of the disease
– Location of the tumour
– Family history
Factors associated with the surgery and radiation treatment:
– The extent of operation – a resection extended to other anatomical structures worsens the prognosis
– Drain retention time in the esophagus
– Tracheoesophageal fistula
– X-radiation and 60Co gamma irradiation treatment
Consequences of surgical treatment:
– a pressure of larynx entrance – when the pressure in the oesophagus amounts
to 0.7–5.3 it contributes to quick mastering of oesophageal speech (Pruszewicz
1992: 191–192)
– Morphology of the substitute vocal organ
– Environment.
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vOICE REPLACEMENT. METHODS OF FORMATION
The three basic methods are distinguished among the methods of voice and
speech rehabilitation of laryngectomees: the classical method (speech therapy),
surgery or by using the so-called electronic larynx.
1. Surgical way of modelling a substitute voice
The voice and a speech formed after a surgical method of rehabilitation are
called the fistula voice and speech. A larynx is shaped in a surgical way – the oesophageal fistula, into which a voice prosthesis is inserted – a valve that allows
the air to flow from the lungs into the oesophagus, it prevents the intrusion of
food content and saliva from the esophagus into the lungs. The air from the lungs
gets into the esophagus with simultaneous covering of the tracheotomy hole with
a hand or a special attachment. The lung air incites the oesophageal membrane
generating voice.
An unquestionable advantage of the method is a short time of speech mastering. In addition, it ensures certainty of positive effects- almost every patient is
able to commence speaking again. The speech rate and volume are satisfactory,
breathing and speaking are coordinated – patient speaks thanks to the air from the
lungs, and not, as in the case of classical methods, by the air accumulated in the
esophagus. The speech is efficient and it resembles the physiological speech more
than esophageal speech.
Despite the growing popularity of the method, many patients are still afraid of
a foreign object retention in the oesophagus and related complications such as the
formation of a fistula or the nutritional content intruding into respiratory tracts, as
well as the necessity of periodic prosthesis replacement.
2. Classical methods of esophageal voice formation
There are several methods of voice reconstruction and esophageal speech.
They all have one fundamental assumption – to incite the mucosa of oesophagus
or of the throat to vibrate in order to obtain a basic voice. The oral and nasal cavity
of a patient after total laryngectomy are excluded from breathing. The breathing
apparatus has an ostium in the tracheostomy hole of the trachea. The most difficult
part of rehabilitation is to collect the air in the mouth, then to swallow it, and at the
height of the oesophagus to resonate the air (ructus). After the air is removed from
the esophagus, the entrance of the oesophagus vibrates creating a voice. This task
is difficult because “you need to change the existing function of the cricopharyngeus muscle, which before the operation prevented the air from being swallowed
during physiological speech” (Pruszewicz 1992: 189). After laryngectomy it is
necessary to learn muscle relaxation, so that the air can get into the esophagus,
giving rise to speech.
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A. Aspiration method (Seeman)
As a method of introducing air into the esophagus the author suggests “transnasal insufflation of air into the oesophagus, together with the inspiratory position
of a chest. The patient instantly eructs the insufflated air and starts a simultaneous
creation of vowels and words. Thus, the exercise is significantly simplified and
shortened’ (Seeman 1966: 88). The air is introduced into the oesophagus using the
Politzer’s baloon. The ability to independently introduce the air into the oesophagus depends on the pressure needed for the air to flow into the mouth: the lower
pressure is needed, the more smoothly the rehabilitation runs. The coordination of
speech and breathing is recommended. Seeman proposes to initiate rehabilitation
from vowels, i.e. sounds which appear autonomously when articulated.
B. The injection method
The method consists in “producing overpressure inside the mouth, with the
participation of the lips, cheeks and tongue, which results in opening the pseudoglottis and pushing air into the oesophagus. The tongue moves air backwards and
“injects” it into the oesophagus” (Pruszewicz 1992: 189). Overpressure in the
mouth can be created by using plosive and stop consonants. Initial sounds are:
“p”, “t”, “k”. They should be pronounced with the proper alignment of a tongue,
cheeks and lips.
C. Mitrynowicz-Modrzejewska’s vocalistic method
This method of rehabilitation was developed in Poland. The air goes into the
oesophagus through the use of breath support – the so-called appoggio. ‘Appoggio is a specific function of respiratory muscles, involving the simultaneous tension of inspiratory and expiratory muscles, and the prolongation of the expiratory
phase’ (Hołejko-Szuladzińska 1975: 297). An important factor is the creation of
the diaphragm-rib-abdomen respiratory tract. The difference between the breathing support used in vocal arts, and the one used in the rehabilitation of the laryngectomees is that the inspiratory phase of in the latter variant is slowed down;
negative pressure appears then in the chest, which allows air to be sucked through
the mouth into the oesophagus.

THE SPEECH THERAPy PROCEDURE
AFTER LARyNGECTOMy
The task of a speech therapist is to create an individual schedule of speech
rehabilitation, taking into account the possibilities and limitations of a given patient. The aim of speech therapy is to teach the patient to communicate verbally
with the world.
Stages of speech therapy by Magdalena Kowalczuk (Kowalczuk 2001):
1. Posture exercise
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2. Relaxation of facial muscles
3. Breathing exercise
4. Introducing air into the oesophagus
5. Exercising resonant reflection of the air
6. Introduction and practice of sounds
7. Phrasing utterances
8. Modelling the produced substitute voice
Posture exercise is a set of tests, whose repetition allows for proper muscle
tension, especially in the face, neck, shoulder girdle, chest and abdomen. Exercise to improve speech motor skills and self-massage instructions for the patient
should also be taken into account.
The next level is exercising to practice breathing through the diaphragm-ribabdomen track. The principle of breathing exercises for laryngectomees is no different from those performed during classes of voice emission.
After laryngectomy the patient does not take a breath of the air through the
mouth. To introduce air into the oesophagus, natural reflexes should be used, e.g.
whistling, accumulating a mass of air in the mouth and then swallowing it. The
next step is to master the skill of resonant reflection of the swallowed air. The
sound, in physiological phonation, makes vocal cords in the larynx vibrate, ructus, whereas in the case of the laryngectomees, it makes the pseudo-glottis vibrate. As time goes by, the mouth of the oesophagus are trained to such an extent
that making them vibrate occurs automatically, the desire to speak activates the
muscles (Kowalczuk 2001: 189).
The sequence of introducing particular sounds differs, depending on the
method used. Some experts propose to begin the treatment with vowel production. From the point of view of speech therapy, plosives and stops are the easiest
ones to produce. The order of articulated sounds introduced in the rehabilitation
process according to A. Kowalczuk (Kowalczuk 2001: 51) p, t, k, cz, c, ć, f, ś, s,
sz, d, w, b, dz, dż, dź, ź, ż, z, g, ch, ł, r, l, ń, m, y, o, a, e, u, i.
The norm of the introduction and practising sounds is no different from the
one while treating dyslalia: we put a sound in an open syllable, practice it in different types of syllables, propose a sound in initial, middle and final positions, record
and eventually automate in sentences.
The next stage, phrasing of utterances, includes practising free regulation of
the length of the expiratory phase, executing phrases determined by punctuation.
Modelling the substitute voice produced is, in turn, a prosodic exercise: lengthening the basic sound, proper word and sentence stress as well as proper intonation
and tempo.
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OLFACTION EXERCISE
Additional step in a speech therapy should be a training aiming at recovering
the sense of smell and taste. Exercise consists in automating the ability to introduce air into the nasal cavity through the use of such natural reflexes as yawning
and olfaction training, i.e. an attempt to identify different scents.
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Graphomotor skills in dysarthric persons.
As exemplified by dysarthria in cerebral palsy
SUMMARy
Graphomotor skills are the object of research in the developmental aspect (in the normal and
in diverse pathological cases, in the context of the child’s acquisition of basic school skills) and in
the cases of their loss, e.g. in the course of neurodegenerative diseases. Because of the fact that
writing disorders often accompany speech disorders, particularly those determined neurologically,
the assessment of graphomotor skills as a sphere important for written communication (and thereby
linguistic communication) should be an obligatory element of logopedic diagnosis. In the case of
dysarthric patients and accompanying graphomotor disorders the analysis of specificity of these
disorders (both the course of graphomotor activities and their products) may help diagnose clinical
neuromotor symptoms, which in turn facilitates diagnosis of a clinical type of dysarthria.
Key words: graphomotor skills, writing, dysarthria, cerebral palsy, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, ataxia

INTRODUCTION
In their investigations of graphomotor skills the inquiries of scholars first
focused on the result of graphomotor activities, chiefly writing, while at present
graphomotor skills are viewed in many dimensions – a broad approach to graphomotor skills (understood as writing/drawing graphic signs, complex psychomotor
activities, whose course and result depend on the level of development of functions involved in them and on their cooperation – in the first place, on the level
of developed manual skills, visual perception, and on visual-motor coordination)
is based on combining the course and products of graphomotor activities, thus
determining the multi-faceted assessment of this sphere of human functioning
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(Domagała, Mirecka 2010a). An example of change in the approach to the problem is studies taking into account the kinematic analysis of writing, which are
carried out using digital drawing boards to assess writing and drawing activities
(Stasik et al. 2009; Caliguri, Mohammed 2012), in which, apart from the quality
of handwriting, the writing movements (their automation, fluidity, duration, pressure, etc.) are examined.
Graphomotor skills, an important sphere of man’s psychomotor development,
are the subject of interest of many disciplines, first of all psychology, pedagogy
and logopedics (speech therapy) (Domagała, Mirecka 2013f). They are investigated particularly with regard to their developmental aspect, both in normal and
in diverse pathological cases, in the context of the child’s acquisition of basic
school skills (Domagała 2012). Graphomotor skills acquired during education
may be degraded, and as such they become the object of diagnostic and therapeutic management in adults. The capabilities and limitations in this sphere of human
functioning, particularly occurring in different cases of speech pathology, are also
essential to speech therapists: from the logopedic perspective writing difficulties
are seen as linguistic communication disorders (Domagała, Mirecka 2009).

GRAPHOMOTOR SKILLS DISORDERS
IN DySARTHRIA CASES
The definition of dysarthria, proposed in the standard of speech therapy management, treats this speech pathology entity as a type of neuromotor disorders – a
disorder at the executive level of the motor mechanism of speech, caused by injuries to the central or peripheral nervous system (the upper and lower motor neuron,
the extrapyramidal system, and the cerebellum) manifested in dysfunctions within
the respiratory, phonatory and articulatory apparatus, resulting in distortions of
the phonic substance of utterances at the segmental level (realization of phonemes
and of word structure) and on the suprasegmental plane (prosodic organization of
the phonic sequence regarding intonation, stress, speech rate and rhythm, phrasing, and resonance and voice quality) (Mirecka 2008; Mirecka 2012).
Damage to and dysfunctions of the central nervous system, which cause dysarthria, occur in cases of craniocerebral injury, cerebral stroke, cerebral tumor,
multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy (CP), neuroborreliosis, Huntington’s disease
(HD) and in many other neurological conditions (see Pruszewicz 1992; Murdoch
1998). Dysarthric disorders have a different range and intensity – in extreme cases
they consist in the impossibility of producing speech sounds. Dysarthria is often
accompanied by other neuromotor disorders (e.g. dysphagia, disorders of gait and
posture, or manual activity disorders); cognitive disorders (in thinking, memory,
attention, visual-spatial disorders or in linguistic functions) may also appear, as
well as mental ones (affective, delusional, obsessive-compulsive) (see e.g. Dubas-
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Ślemp et al. 2012; Wieczorek et al. 2013). The occurrence of other than dysarthric
symptoms in dysarthric patients depends on the location and extent of injuries of
the nervous system, their character being related to the specificity of a neurological condition.
Disorders of graphomotor skills in dysarthric patients are relatively seldom
the object of research, and even in clinical diagnosis, both in cases of congenital
and acquired dysarthria, they are not taken into account. Most information on the
subject can be found in studies devoted to acquired dysarthria in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and to congenital dysarthria in CP.
In diagnosing of PD patients, in whom hypokinetic dysarthria is usually diagnosed, handwriting and the drawing of the Archimedean spiral are analyzed: these
simple tests of graphomotor skills are regarded as useful in assessing the degree
of disability caused by tremor and bradykinesia, the symptoms regarded, together
with stiffness and posture disorders, as axial motor symptoms in this condition
(Poluha et al. 1998; Friedman 1999; Wieczorek et al. 2013). Apart from these
visual, subjective diagnostic tests, objective methods are introduced based on the
digital analysis of the tremor signal and motor dysfunctions of limbs (Orzechowski, Wochlik 2011). One of the most characteristic pathological symptoms in the
handwriting of PD persons is micrography consisting in the decreasing size of
letters in the course of writing. Micrography manifests in the patient particularly
in longer writing (while taking down several lines of text): what can be clearly
noticed is the letters gradually becoming smaller, and the handwriting becomes
illegible. This is caused by hypokinesia, typical of the disease: a decrease in the
movement amplitude in the situations when it is consecutively repeated (cf. Gatkowska 2012; Domagała, Mirecka 2013d).
In HD patients, the main pathological motor symptoms are involuntary movements (chorea), difficulties with beginning voluntary movements (akinesia), or
slowing down of movements (bradykinesia): they cause the patient’s many different problems, inter alia hyperkinetic dysarthria and writing difficulties manifested
in shapeless, sharply defined letters, and in macrography (handwriting is too large
or gradually increases in the course of writing), which occurs when chorea is
stronger than bradykinesia (cf. Phillips et al. 1994; Nicewicz, Pełka-Wysiecka,
2008; Gatkowska 2012; Domagała, Mirecka 2013c).
The deterioration of handwriting is one the early symptoms in Wilson’s disease, also resulting in dysarthria (usually spastic-hypokinetic-ataxic). The main
symptoms of this condition are: tremor or involuntary movements, discoordination of movements; there is usually rigidity, dysphagia, salivation, gait and posture disorders, bradykinesia, adiadochokinesis, disorders of mimic expression and
of eyeball movements. Graphomotor skills disorders manifest in macro- or micrography, and in the diminished flow and legibility of handwriting (Hermann et
al. 2002; Brewer 2001).
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Diminished graphomotor skills are usually observable in persons with ataxic
dysarthria – these disorders can be accompanied by dysphagia, abnormal eyeball
movements, as in e.g. spinocerebellar ataxia SCA 15 (Anderson et. al. 2005). In
our studies (Gustaw, Mirecka 2000), in the patient with ataxia, in the course of
cerebelloolivary degeneration of Holmes, dysarthria occurred together with balance disorders and ataxia of movements, restricting motor activity (including
manual), and with nystagmus. The problems of this patient with activities requiring precise manual movements, which include graphomotor skills, were analyzed
based on writing tests (see Domagała, Mirecka 2011). The analysis of handwriting
showed irregularities pertaining to the writing line (hesitant, trembling line, varied
pressure of the writing instrument), distortions of letter forms in a word, variable size and direction of the slope of writing, and problems of keeping the line
(wavy verse line). Observation of the course of writing activity made it possible
to find disorders in the movements of the dominant hand during writing (ataxia of
movements, trembling hands, varied muscle tone, frequent breaks of the writing
movement, very slow rate of writing) and in the movements of the auxiliary hand
(inadequate use of the sheet, whose position on the table changed in an incontrollable way). The patient very reluctantly began to perform graphomotor activities
(this was also the case with other tasks requiring manipulation) as he noticed his
growing difficulties.

GRAPHOMOTOR SKILLS IN PERSONS
WITH CEREBRAL PALSy
The term cerebral palsy (CP) currently defines “a group of permanent disorders in the development of movement and posture, causing restrictions of activities. They are attributed to non-progressive disturbances that occur in the development of the brain of the fetus or infant. Motor disorders in infantile cerebral
palsy are often accompanied by disorders in sensation, perception, cognition,
communication and behaviour, by epilepsy and secondary musculoskeletal problems” (Gajewska 2009: 68). In the clinical picture of this disease syndrome the
dominant ones are “symptoms indicating the injuries of the central motor neuron
(limb pareses), subcortical nuclei (involuntary movements), and the cerebellum
(disorders of coherence of movements and balance)” (Kułak, Sobaniec 2006:
442). The most lucid categorization of CP, developed by B. Hagberg (cited after
Borkowska 2001) shows three clinical forms of CP, distinguished based on the
dominant symptom: spastic (resulting from injuries within the pyramidal system),
dyskinetic (caused by damage to the extrapyramidal system) and ataxic (caused
by injuries of the cerebellar structures). Some researchers and practitioners also
point to mixed forms of CP, arguing that these are the largest group of CP cases;
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according to Borkowska (2001) the development of children in whom the mixed
form is present is more complicated than in the case of a typical form.
Investigations into graphomotor skills of CP persons concern almost exclusively children, as the survey of literature on the subject shows. Opinions on the
graphomotor abilities of children with CP are best expressed in M. Synder’s words
(2002: 31): “A child with cerebral palsy exhibits restricted abilities in visual-motor coordination. His writing is as a rule illegible. Many children use computers
in writing, which immensely helps the child’s development and communication
with the environment”. These opinions are partly confirmed by the results of experimental studies. While examining children aged 7–12, it was found that in the
group of children with CP there was a far lower increase in graphomotor skills
(assessed based on the drawing of human figure) than in the control group (Mihilewicz 2005). It was shown that the significant decrease in the handwriting skill
and writing parameters in children aged 8–12 with left-sided CP (as compared
with their peers) was influenced by the disorder in the proprioception of the rightside (not affected by palsy), by the diminished mobility and speed of the upper
limbs, and by impairing of bilateral coordination, visual and spatial perception,
visual-motor organization and of the sense of touch (Bumin, Tukel Kavak 2010).
A diminished level of the writing skill and of handwriting because of the weaker
development of visual-motor integration was found in children with CP (diplegia
and hemiplegia) aged 5–6 (Desai, Rege 2005). In pupils with CP (Loska 2005)
problems were observed with reproducing the shapes of letters and digits (“uneven, too small or too large, going beyond the line or not touching it”, p. 31),
with writing down mathematical calculations in the form of graphs, there were
problems with free grip, including holding the writing instrument (incorrect arrangement of fingers, with a tendency to keep the hand tightly clenched), which
was attributed to abnormal muscular tension, movement incoherence and diminished precision of movements, occurrence of involuntary movements, disordered
visual-motor control and visual perception, and limitations of the field of vision;
moreover, what drew attention was the frequent lack of cooperation between both
hands, making it difficult or even impossible to perform manual actions (which
necessitated additional stabilization of writing tools and pads, e.g. fastening the
sheet to the table/desk), and also problems with assuming and keeping the correct
sitting position, and with controlling the position of the head. Increasing manual
difficulties in children with CP who begin to learn writing (at the age of ca. 7
years) were assessed by J. Bogucka (2001) – in studies on a 140-subject group
(93.5% with the spastic form 3.5% with the extrapyramidal form, and 3%with the
cerebellar form) using the Katz’s four-degree index she found in 22% of children
minimal impairment of manual skills (lack of difficulties in using the arm and
hand in personal activities), in 37% – mild impairment (certain difficulties with
movement precision, slower performance of manual activities, e.g. drawing),
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in 28% – moderate impairment (difficulties in activities of daily living, difficulties in reproducing a circle and a cross), in 13% – severe impairment (lack of
independence in activities of daily living, incorrect way of holding a spoon, a pencil; incoherence of movements, involuntary movements, tearing the paper while
trying to draw, writing single signs).

GRAPHOMOTOR SKILLS IN DySARTHRIC PERSONS
IN CEREBRAL PALSy. EXEMPLIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM
Limitations of manual (including graphomotor) skills in patients with CP
can co-occur with dysarthria, which is diagnosed in ca. 30% of children with CP
(Obrębowski, Woźnica 1997; Mirecka, Gustaw 2005). In English-language literature dysarthria in CP is classified as developmental dysarthria, also termed congenital dysarthria. (Murdoch 1998; Love 2000). Three main types of dysarthria in
CP are diagnosed corresponding to three main clinical forms of CP: spastic dysarthria, dyskinetic dysarthria, and ataxic dysarthria; the kinds of symptoms and their
intensity in particular types of dysarthria are linked to the location and degree of
injuries of the central nervous system (see Mirecka 2013). The surveyed literature
on the subject in Polish and in English of the last 20 years provides no information on epidemiological and experimental studies devoted to the co-occurrence
of dysarthria and graphomotor skills disorders in persons with CP; there are only
case studies (e.g. Hryniewicka 1992; Gross-Tsur 2006).
The examination of graphomotor skills, presented below, was carried out in a
forty-nine-year-old male with dysarthria in CP.
The clinical form of CP in the studied patient is a mixed one: spastic-dyskinetic – the neurological diagnosis indicated the paralysis of the upper and lower
limbs and with symptoms of heightened spasticity and bilateral athetosis, the
dominant symptoms being on the left side of the body (łuckiewicz et al. 2009).
Psychological studies (Hryniewicka 1992) showed the high development level of
cognitive functions, with emphasis placed on the fact that his psychomotor development in childhood was retarded: he sat up and uttered the first words only when
he was four, he stood up with the help of an adult at five, and when he was thirteen
he moved when held by the hand; he was not able to longer maintain the standing
position by himself; when performing manual activities, he used the backs of both
hands and elbows; learning to write was hindered by disorders of visual-motor
coordination, of movement precision and manual dexterity, and by numerous head
and limb synkineses.
In logopedic diagnosis (the patient was undergoing logopedic treatment
conducted by the author of the article at the Maria Curie-Skłodowska University Speech Therapy Lab from 1993 to 1994 and between 2000 and 2005) severe
spastic-dyskinetic dysarthria was diagnosed. The muscles of the speech apparatus
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were in a paralyzed condition: increased symptoms of heightened spastic muscle
tension, muscle weakness, limitations of the range and precision of movements
and their slowing, as well as the occurrence of involuntary movements were reported. A considerable reduction in the intelligibility of the patient’s utterance was
directly due to pathological phenomena caused by dysfunctions in the work of the
respiratory, phonatory and articulatory apparatus, which manifested in the phonic
aspect of the utterance – at the segmental level (deformations and substitutions of
vowels and consonants, assimilation of phones, and simplifications of consonantal
groups) and at the suprasegmental (weak, tense, breathy voice, unstable volume,
hypernasality, slow speech rate, unstable pitch, shortened phrases, speech on residual air). The identified accompanying disorder was dysphagia. Difficulties with
maintaining the normal body posture while speaking were also observed.
When examining graphomotor skills (the test was carried out in 2015) the
experimental version of the Graphomotor Skills Profile1 for testing of adults was
used. The test consisted in copying a short text (Fig. 1) on a sheet with single line
ruling, and in reproducing letter-like designs (Fig. 2) on an unlined sheet (the format of sheets with the text and designs, and also the format of the sheets on which
the patient wrote and reproduced designs was A5). The assessment of graphomotor skills was carried out based on the observed course of graphomotor activities
and on analyses of the samples of handwriting and letter-like designs according
to the criteria specified in the observation Protocol and the Chart of assessment
of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs – parts of the Graphomotor Skills Profile
(see Domagała, Mirecka 2010b).

KUPNO-SPRzEDAŻ
zapraszamy Państwa do skorzystania z naszego pośrednictwa
przy zakupie lub sprzedaży mieszkania.
Oferujemy profesjonalną wycenę mieszkań oraz zamieszczenie oferty na naszej stronie internetowej.
Kontakt
tel. (52) 627-73-01
e-mail: mieszkanko@vp.pl
www.mieszkanko.pl
Fig. 1. Text to be copied on the lined sheet
The Profile of Graphomotor Skills as a diagnostic technique for identifying the capabilities
and limitations in the sphere of graphomotor skills in children aged 7–13 has been presented in many
publications (inter alia Domagała, Mirecka 2009; Domagała, Mirecka 2010a).
1
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[PURCHASE AND SALE
We invite you to use our intermediation in buying or selling an apartment.
We offer professional valuation of apartments and placing of your offer on our
webpage.
Contact]

Fig. 2. Designs for reproduction

The observation of the course of graphomotor activities showed considerably
heightened graphomotor skills disorders – irregularities were found in six out of
the eight specified categories of describing phenomena:
I. THE DOMINANT (GUIDING) HAND – the right hand;
II. THE WAy OF HOLDING THE WRITING INSTRUMENT – improper
grip: the ballpoint placed on the clenched index finger, tightly pressed with the
thumb, with a too long distance of the finger from the writing end (see Photo 1);
III. THE DOMINANT HAND ARRANGEMENT – incorrect: a too tight grip
of the hand, resulting in the wrong positioning of the ballpoint (upright position),
unstable support of the hand and wrist (the right hand supported by the left hand
in order to minimize involuntary movements (see Photo 1);
Iv. THE DOMINANT HAND MOvEMENT – disordered: the writing movements performed with the whole palm (writing movements without moving fingers), inharmonious, poorly coordinated movements of the hand, arm and fore-
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arm, frequent interruptions of the writing movement (after each graphic sign or
even while writing it), considerably heightened muscle tension;
v. THE AUXILIARy HAND (the left hand) – incorrect activity: the left hand
primarily stabilizes the right hand, often without holding the sheet (see Photo 1);
vI. THE POSITION OF THE SHEET – correct;
vII. BODy POSTURE – incorrect: excessive bending of the torso, involuntary movements (of the head and limbs);
vIII. THE PACE OF GRAPHOMOTOR ACTIvITIES – improper: very slow
(reproduction of letter-like designs: 3’40’’, copying the text: 10’10’’ – because the
patient was tired of graphomotor tests, the tester suggested omitting the sentence:
oferujemy profesjonalną wycenę mieszkań oraz zamieszczenie oferty na naszej
stronie internetowej [We offer professional valuation of apartments and placing
of your offer on our webpage]).

Photo 1. Irregularities in category II. THE WAy OF HOLDING THE WRITING INSTRUMENT, category III. THE DOMINANT HAND ARRANGEMENT and in category v. THE AUXILIARy HAND
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The analysis of the products of graphomotor activities – the text copied by
the patient (Fig. 3) and the reproduction of letter-like designs (Fig. 4) – made it
possible to find irregularities in the following categories:
I. LINE – changing clearness of the handwriting track, which evidences problems with controlling the pressure of the writing instrument, arising from disordered muscle tension (assessment made based on the analysis of the copies of the
track of the writing instrument), the line: hesitant, trembling, irregularities and
distortions of the line;
II. LETTER/ LETTER-LIKE DESIGN – distortions and loss of the form of
letters and letter-like designs, incorrect combinations of the constituent elements
of letters and letter-like signs, disordered proportions within letters and letter-like
signs;
III. A LETTER IN A WORD/A LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN
STRUCTURE – the changing size and slant of letters and letter-like signs, and
their incorrect combinations in the word/in the structure of design
Iv. WRITING DOWN OF THE TEXT/LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS – macrography;
v. vERSE ORGANIzATION – the written entries incorrectly situated in the
line (letters and words go beyond the line);
vI. PAGE ORGANIzATION – incorrect margins, no indentation.
Due to the slow pace of performing graphomotor activities, great fatigability, and, first of all, because of highly diminished legibility of handwriting the
patient mainly uses a computer in daily activities, pressing the keys with his index
or middle fingers of the right hand, and supporting the right hand with the left
hand. He uses handwriting at present almost exclusively when signing (e.g. while
staying in hospital, to express his consent for treatment). In the past the patient
used to write more with his hand – compositions in primary and secondary school
(although, because of the low legibility of his handwriting, his knowledge was
checked mainly through his oral answers); when he was a student, he practiced
handwriting techniques by copying letters and texts. Typing on a typewriter was
very difficult for the patient, more than typing on the computer keyboard (because he had to press the keys harder), yet the use of the computer is not easy for
him, first of all on account of the limited precision of movements and involuntary
movements, and also because of problems with maintaining the proper body position, which is why this activity is time-consuming and tiring.

CONCLUSION
In the diagnosis of graphomotor skills, when analyzing the products of the
writing activity, one should take account of the fact that a person’s handwriting
(individual graphism) evolves with his/her age. The first 2–3 years of learning to
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Fig. 3. The text copied by the patient
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Fig. 4. Reproduction of letter-like designs
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write is the acquisition and consolidation of the calligraphic (primer-based) patterns of handwriting (the stage of learning the patterns of letters and their combinations) and then comes the period of modification and, subsequently, individualization of handwriting, which is accompanied by the improvement of the motor
apparatus of the hand and automation of writing movements, the result of which
is, inter alia, an increase in writing speed; at the age of about 20–25, handwriting
is already relatively stable (the period of “writing maturity”) and when a person
turns sixty the quality of handwriting begins to deteriorate: its esthetic qualities
decline, legibility diminishes, the line becomes shaky, unsteady and less fluid,
writing speed also decreases, and changes in the pressure force also appear (see
Widła 1986; Domagała, Mirecka 2013e). Degradation of graphism can occur regardless of age as a result of a person’s diseases, especially those manifesting in
dysfunctions in the manual and visuals spheres (Domagała, Mirecka 2013a).
Due to the fact that writing disorders often accompany speech disorders, particularly those neurologically determined (e.g. in dysarthria, aphasia, and in dementia), assessment of graphomotor skills as an important sphere for the course of
written communication (and thereby for linguistic communication) should be an
obligatory element of logopedic diagnosis. In the case of patients with dysarthria
and co-occurring graphomotor disorders, the analysis of the specificity of the disorders (both of the course of graphomotor activities and their products) may help
identify clinical symptoms, which in turn facilitates diagnosis of a clinical type
of dysarthria (cf. Gatkowska 2012). It should be remembered that while assessing
the handwriting of persons who learned to write before disease symptoms appeared, one should refer to the earlier level of this activity and compare the current
level with the previous one. In progressive diseases it is essential to monitor the
patient’s capabilities – this also includes the sphere of written communication (see
Bloch, Clarke 2013). The treatment programs of patients with dysarthria and with
co-occurring graphomotor skills disorders need to take into account manual rehabilitation, which should also include graphomotor skills exercises. Graphomotor
skills exercises (with activation of fine motor skills, visual perception, proprioception, and visual-kinesthetic-tactile-motor integration) need to be carried out both
on the letter material (handwriting) and using other graphic signs. In the cases of
neurodegenerative diseases, patients often withdraw from difficult life situations,
and avoid oral and written communication; consequently, an important task in the
rehabilitation of these patients is to maintain their activity, taking psychotherapeutic measures into consideration.
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The importance of endoscopic evaluation
of adenotonsillar hypertrophy and its influence
on nasal resonance and articulation in children
ABSTRACT
Adenotonsillar hypertrophy is very common in childhood. Obstruction of the nasopharyngeal airway may cause obligatory oral breathing, chronic open-mouth posture, incorrect inferior or
anterior-inferior position of the tongue, disordered swallowing and impaired facial growth. Facial
growth disorders frequently result in onset of the specific types of malocclusion and specific speech
disorders. Obstruction of the pharynx during sleep by adenotonsillar hypertrophy remains the main
cause of sleep apnea syndrome in children. Obstruction of the upper airway by the enlarged adenoid
and/or hypertrophic tonsils may lead to hyponasality of the voice and/or cul-de-sac resonance. Malocclusions, in turn, in association with the incorrect tongue positioning in the oral cavity give rise to
the disordered articulation of anterior consonants.
Key words: adenotonsillar hypertrophy, upper airway obstruction, nasendoscopy, swallowing,
malocclusion, resonance, articulation

The overgrowth of the adenoidal tissue, so often found in childhood, is related to the acquisition of immunity by a child. Both the adenoid and the tonsils play an active role in combating infections in children and often constitute
the first immune barrier in the way of spreading the infection (van Cauwenberge
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et al. 1995). However, their overgrowth often affects negatively the patency of
the upper airway and thereby causes a whole range of secondary complications.
These include primarily a change in the physiological mode of breathing through
the nose for non-physiological mouth-breathing with a flat abnormal positioning
the tongue in the mouth, dysphagia, tongue thrust and subsequent disorders of the
growth of the facial part of the skull with formation of malocclusion. A hyperplastic adenoid often hinders also the access of breathing air to the Eustachian tubes,
causing thus an insufficient aeration of the middle ear, being a common cause of
conductive hearing loss in children. Adenoidal or adenotonsillar hypertrophy can
trigger as well many other pathologies including sleep apnea, in whose etiology in
children it plays a leading role.
Blockage of the respiratory airway through the nose by an oversized adenoid
may also interfere with normal nasal resonance in speech, causing hyponasalityof
varying degrees of severity. On the other hand, enlarged tonsils may interfere
with the transmission of sound into the mouth, causing disturbances of resonance,
known in English literature as a “cul-de-sac resonance” or “potato in the mouth
speech” and, in Polish sources, as “noodle-in-the-mouth speech”. In turn, occlusal
disorders and abnormal positioning of the tongue in speech and at rest are the
cause of abnormal articulation of anterior sounds.
The aim of the study is to demonstrate the role of endoscopic techniques,
both in the correct clinical assessment of the hypertrophy of the adenoidal tissue,
as well as in a proper assessment of interrelations between the degree and nature
of the adenoidal and/or tonsillar overgrowth and the resulting type and severity
of disordered breathing, swallowing, occlusion and speech.Resonance voice disorders and articulation defects are the last element in the sequence of disorders
resulting from adenoid and/or tonsillar hypertrophy, that is hypertrophy of the
so-called Waldeyer ring.
Speech, a secondary function characteristic of only man, develops on the basis of the correctly functioning primitive functions such as breathing and swallowing (Stecko, Hortis-Dzierzbicka and Kulewicz 2005). The correct physiological
breathing mechanism through the nose allows a good aeration of the maxillary
sinuses that develop in early childhood and, thus, the normal development of the
maxilla. The process of breathing also allows the correct formation and position
of the mandible with respect to the maxilla (Linder-Aronson 1979; Cheng et al.
1988; Hultcrantz et al. 1991; Woodside et al. 1991; Mackiewicz 1992). Proper
spatial relations in the craniofacial and oral cavity in turn determine the proper
course of the swallowing act. In the oral phase of the swallowing act, in order to
push a food bite towards the isthmus of the throat, the tongue should momentarily
assume a location close to the palate. When blocking the nasopharynx and postnasal airway by an hypersized adenoid and the substitute oral respiratory tract, the
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child breathes through half-closed lips, with a falling lower jaw and the tongue
lying flat on the bottom of the mouth or, sometimes, placed on the teeth. In addition, in individuals with a narrow wrongly aeratedupper jaw, the palate is often
arched high, creating the so-called Gothic palate. Thus, the abnormal swallowing
mechanism is maintained and there are no good conditions for the formation of
proper occlusion. In consequence, secondary to the disorders of the upper airway
patency a variety of bite disorders can develop, especially of the type of overbites
and open bites.
Impaired nasal breathing changes the conditions of resonance because the
nose, together with the large air spaces of the paranasal sinuses that communicate with the nasal cavities, constitutes a very important resonator cavity. When
a child has the blocked nasal airway, his or her speech acquires the characteristic
quality of the “rhinolalia clausa”. In turn, a flat position of the tongue in the oral
cavity and disorders of occlusion cause secondary multiple disorders of articulation of the anterior plosives, bilabial [p, b, m], labial-dental [f, v], apico-dental
[t, d, n] and disordered articulation of the dentalized sibilants [s, z, c, dz; ś, ź, ć,
dź; š, ž, č, dż]. A detailed description of disorders of articulation of the anterior
consonants in different types of malocclusions is presented, among other sources,
in the papers of Woodside et al. (1991), vallino and Tompson (1993), Konopska
(2002) Raftowicz-Wójcik and Matthews-Brzozowska (2005), Stecko and HortisDzierzbicka (2005).
For the formation of the correct articulation patterns in childhood, a correct
functioning of the hearing apparatus is essential. A hyperplastic adenoid, located
in nasopharyngeal cavity, often blocks the access of breathing air from the nose,
obturating the posterior nasal apertures, but also directly blocking the pharyngeal
ostia of the Eustachian tubes located in nasopharyngeal cavity on its lateral walls,
hindering a proper ventilation of the middle ears.
A strategic location of the adenoid in the nasopharyngeal cavity in childhood
is also of paramount importance in relation to the three-dimensional activity of
the palato-pharyngeal sphincter, of which, unfortunately, the ENT doctors are not
aware when they qualify children for adenoid surgery. Open nasalization, suddenly appearing in the speech of the child after adenoidectomy (removal of the
adenoids), is a matter of immediate concern of the operating surgeon, but more
often than not this concern is belated. As a complication of adenoidectomy, hypernasality is unfortunately only a well-known event among clinicians dealing
with the narrow issue of palatopharyngeal insufficiency (Witzel 1986; Finkenstein
1996; Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2004; Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2010/2011).
It should be emphasized at this point that the participation of the nasopharyngeal adenoidal tissue in a proper function and performance of the palatopharyngeal sphincter during speech has been noted and its importance recognized
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no sooner than diagnostic imaging methods had been introduced to assess the
functioning of the vocal tract in craniofacial anomalies. These techniques include
nasofiberoscopy and videofluoroscopy. It was recognized just owing to their use
that in the majority of children the palato-pharyngeal closure is essentially a palato-adenoidal closure (Gereau and Shprintzen 1988). Hence the sudden appearance
of a hyper nasality in the speech of children with unrecognized submucosal cleft
palate, the so-called deep throat and so-called palatal dysplasias. Special care also
is required when making the decision about adenoidectomy in children with operated cleft palate, where the adenoidal tissue in the nasopharynx often acts as a sort
of prosthesis, allowing a full palatopharyngeal closure (Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2004;
Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2010/2011).
Due to the high location of the adenoid in the nasopharyngeal cavity, the adenoid is not directly visible at the basic clinical examination of the patient through
the mouth or the nose. For this reason, before entering these modern imaging
methods, the basic method of assessing the adenoidal presence and size remained
very unpleasant for the child and not very reliable palpation through the mouth
and/or later on the basic X-ray examination.
In the authors’ opinion, by far the best, least invasive and most reliable
method of assessment in respect of the adenoid is the endoscopic examination
because videofluoroscopy as an X-ray examination is only a shadow technique.
It also requires a close collaboration with a radiologist. Nasofiberoscopy assessment (examination through the nose using the endoscopic flexible optics) can not
only directly visualize both the adenoid itself, its size and shape, but also allows
to assess the degree of blockage by it of the postnasal upper airway. In doubtful
cases of the operated cleft palate patients or suspected velopharyngeal insufficiency of a different origin, it also helps to assess the adenoidal participation in the
palato-pharyngeal closure, protecting against performing a risky adenoidectomy
procedure.
As far as tonsils are concerned, the aim of full evaluation in terms of both
their appearance and size, as well as the degree of any possible blockage of the
pharyngeal airway is both the clinical oral examination and endoscopic assessment (Kummer 1993; Finkenstein, Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2004).
The size of tonsils has usually been, and is still widely assessed through oral
examination. It is often unreliable for two main reasons. Namely, if at this examination a spatula is used, it can cause a chocking reflex, as the result of which the
tonsils become closer to the midline and the investigator obtains a false picture
of their large hypertrophy, while in fact hypertrophy may not be very significant.
Another, often overlooked issue at oral examination is the posterior tonsillar hypertrophy, sometimes very large. Hence the importance of endoscopic evaluation, which well visualizes both the posterior hypertrophy and the degree of the
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pharyngeal airway obstruction caused by it. The posteriorly and inferiorly hepertrophied tonsils can also drastically impair speech resonance giving it, as mentioned, character of “hot patato voice” (Kummer et al. 1993). Hyponasality and
the “hot patato voice” can occur simultaneously, because the hypertrophied tonsils
are often accompanied by varying degrees of adenoid hypertrophy, or vice versa.
However, in rare cases, the tonsils can also overgrow in the nasopharynx, causing
hypernasality in a child that is not affected by the palatolaryngeal insufficiency of
a different origin. (Kummer et al. 1993; Shprintzen et al. 1996; Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2004) (Fig. 1).

A

C

B
Fig. 1. Child T.M., age 5: extreme adenoidal
hypertrophy, mixed nasality in a non-cleft child,
open nasality due to a „high” tonsillar poterior
hypertrophy, drooling: a) endoscopic view of the
huge adenoid hypertrophy – nasal airway completely blocked at the level of the nasopharynx
and the choanae b) associated extreme tonsillar
hypertrophy – oral view c) nasopharyngoscopic
view of the velopharyngeal sphincter at phonation – highly posteriorly hypertrophied tonsils
impede the vp closure

Articulatory disorders of the anterior consonants originating from abnormal
breathing pattern at the level of the nose and the pharynx are, as mentioned above,
variable and dependent on the nature and severity of a sequential tongue dysfunction and bite disorders.
A proper evaluation of the mentioned clinical factors affects the choice of
treatment. When adenoid hypertrophy is the cause, simple surgical procedure such
as adenoidectomy (adenoid removal) can restore both nasal the patency, and unblock the auditory tubes and thus affect positively the function of the middle ears,
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Fig. 2. Child B.P., age 9 – very large tonsillar hypertrophy with relatively small adenoid,
the “hot papato voice” a) nasopharyngoscopic
view of the average size adenoid, b) very large
tonsils, endoscopic view at rest c) large tonsils,
endoscopic view at phonation

C
allowing their proper ventilation. With frequently concurrent tonsillar hypertrophy, the removal of tonsils and the adenoid is performed simultaneously (adenotonsillectomy) (although this is not always the case – see Fig. 2). In our country, tonsillectomy often is replaced by tonsillotomy, when instead of complete
removal of tonsils, only their trimming is performed. In many cases, the removal
of tonsils and the adenoid is further expanded by simulataneous ventilation tubing
of the middle ear on one or both sides.
This paper, being a joint effort of otolaryngologists and speech therapeutists,
has also the goal of making clear to the Polish reader the significance of these
particular sequential relationship between the disorder of physiological breathing
through the nose, consequent oral breathing and impaired tongue stature, as well
as craniofacial growth impairment that result in the formation of malocclusions
mainly in the form of overbites, open bites and specific articulation disorders. In
Polish literature in recent years, this problem seems to be often insufficiently perceived only as a causal relationship between occlusion and articulation disorders
(Raftowicz-Wójcik and Matthews-Brzozowska 2005).
Proper causative diagnosis of the primary impairment (nasal breathing difficulties) with the use of the instrumental methods is the key to the elimination
of these various secondary disorders. Endoscopic evaluation of the upper airway,
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which constitutes also the vocal tract, using flexible optics seems to be the key to
a correct diagnosis, and thus allows the proper choice of treatment procedures.
Of paramount importance in the process of treatment and rehabilitation of
these children is widely understood cooperation between ENT, possibly foniatrician, audiologist, orthodontist and speech therapeutist. Without the restoration of
normal airway through the nose, whose disorder is the most common cause of
occlusion and articulation disorders in children, there can be no proper rehabilitation or occlusion or articulation disorders (Stecko and Hortis-Dzierzbicka 2000).
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Linguistic Devices for Organizing the Knowledge
of the World in the Speech of Six-Year-Old Children

SUMMARy
The article shows how six-year-old children use the pattern of equational definition in semantic
interpretations of words. Since the semantic definition has two components: the genus proximum
and specific difference, the semantic description of a word, using the pattern of classic definition,
combines groups of words into ordered sets linked by common similarity, at the same time indicating different elements in each of the sets. Seeking of similarities and differences between objects
reflects a general tendency of thinking of the world. The use of this definitional method in the semantic description of words is highly significant because it shows the ability to organize the knowledge
of the world.
Key words: classic equational definition, definiendum (the word being defined), definiens (the
defining part), genus proximum (the closest kind), differentia specifica (specific difference), lexeme
identification theory

The child, when learning speech from his/her environment, acquires the linguistic system with its subsystems: phonetic, morphological, lexical and syntactic. In kindergarten-age children both the intense development of vocabulary and
grammatical structures can be observed. In contacts with the external world the
child gradually encounters the multitude and diversity of objects and events. Efficient functioning among so many phenomena would not be possible without
attempts to organize them. Language, which is one of the fundamental tools for
getting to know the world and which interprets reality in a specific way, allows
the child to grasp and assimilate this world for his own actions, it mediates between him as the speaking subject, and reality. In this process of interpretation,
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“knowledge and experience associated with the nature of categorized objects is
necessary, but filtered through the interpreter’s needs and subordinated to them”
(Tokarski 2013: 109). This means that “the world hidden behind words” is always
shaped by a person’s categorizing action – language suggests to him/her the ways
of organizing the objects of the real world. The ways of structuring the reality
may show the intersubjective experiences of members of a community or individual ones, sometimes highly subjective associations, which can be observed in
the artistic language or in children’s language.
Linguistic categorizations become most apparent in the semantic definitions
of words (cf. Tokarski 2013: 110). The description of the meaning of a word
shows the ability to distinguish information about the world, which is based on
the relationship between a language sign, a language user, and the non-linguistic
reality represented by the linguistic sign. The examination of this relationship
requires “reference to the objects of actions, i.e. the non-linguistic surrounding
reality, but also, which is particularly significant here, it requires taking into account the acting subjects, i.e. a person as the subject (agent) of interpretation or
creation” (Bartmiński, Tokarski 1993: 48). The consequence of this approach is
to attribute the role of an interpretation tool to language, and the role of subject
of these interpretations to the language user. This means that language does not
faithfully reflect all features of objects but only some of them; probably those that
help a person organize the experiential chaos and reduce the complexity of the
surrounding world.
The fundamental categorization mechanism and, at the same time, the repeatable way of defining words takes, in accordance with the tradition of Aristotelian rhetoric, the form of the classic equational definition consisting of the genus
proximum (the closest kind) and differentia specifica (specific difference). The
semantic definition of a word, combining the features characteristic of each of
these components, uses the principal forms of cognitive activity, i.e. organizing
the world by similarities and differences. “The Genus proximum determines the
membership of essentially different elements in a more general, common class,
which is tied together by the relation of similarity” (Tokarski 2013: 115). For
example stół, krzesło i kanapa [table, chair, and couch] are names of items of furniture that have different physical and functional features, but, at the same time,
they are similar in the sense that they belong to the common category of furniture.
The superordinate category determined in this way is internally diversified by sets
of diagnostic features characteristic of each furniture item and its corresponding name. The semantic description of a word therefore combines two opposing but complementary tendencies: “it binds seemingly chaotic groups of words
into ordered sets connected by common similarity, but at the same time it assigns positions to all separate elements of the set in each of such sets” (ibid, 116).
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This search for similarities and differences between the objects of the reality and
their corresponding words appear to express the general tendency of thinking of
the world.
On account of the significant role played by this definitional method in cognitive processes, it should be important to investigate whether and how six-year-old
children use this definition pattern. I would like to investigate this problem by
referring to the semantic interpretations of words that I obtained as a result of my
research in a group of 30 six-year-olds. The research tool was a survey questionnaire which contained 40 words related to the following areas of non-linguistic
reality: I. Man, II. Animals, III. Plants, Iv. Astronomical and atmospheric phenomena, v. Supernatural beings, vI. Fantastic creatures. One of the questions in
the questionnaire was “What is it?” in relation to nouns. The subject of analysis
will be the children’s answers to this question.
When referring to the children’s interpretation of the meanings of words,
which I obtained during the examinations, I will look closer into what linguistic
devices the six-year-olds use to define a word.
The analyses show that in order to define the meanings of the word that they
interpret, the children most often use:
1. Formulas in the form of a classic object-based equational definition1 with
the following structure: the definiendum (the word being defined), the linking
phrase (copula) and the definiens (the defining component), which consists of two
elements: the genus and the specific difference (differentia specifica). Such a description shows that the definiendum belongs to the superordinate category (genus) defined by the specific name, which at the same time determines the identity
of the defined word, and identifies the definiendum more closely by providing the
specific difference. The linking word formally expresses the identity of the object named by the word being defined, thus equating it with the description of its
properties contained in the components of the definiens. This way of expressing
identity based on the equivalence of definitional components is the dominant one
in the presented material.
Taking into account the word that functions as the name of the superordinate
category in relation to the definiendum I have distinguished the following in this
group:
The classic definition is a type of equational definition, the structure of which is determined
by the principle of Definitio fit per genus et differentia specifica ‘a definition should consist in giving the genus and the specific difference’. This principle recommends that “a name A be defined by
comparing its scope with the scope of some more general name B (genus – the class to which the
species (sort) of objects designated by the name A belongs), the broader scope being limited by the
addition of features C that adequately narrow down this broader scope (C – differentia specifica –
specific difference)”. z. ziembiński 2000: 48–49. See also: Kwiatkowski 1998: 97–99; Nieznański
2000: 103; Grochowski 1993: 43.
1
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a) descriptions, in which the superordinate category is defined by a linguistic
expression that usually appears in this function in dictionary definitions2, which
can be termed the name of the appropriate genus and its (the name’s) derivatives.
This type is the most frequent:
słońce to jest ogromne światło na niebie // słońce to gwiazda większa od innych i bardzo gorąca;
mama to kobieta, która ma dzieci // mama to jest kobieta, która urodziła
dzieci;
tata to jest taki mężczyzna, który ma żonę i dzieci;
córka to jest dziecko mamy i taty;
syn to takie dziecko, które urodziła mama;
kolega to jest chłopiec, który nam pomaga // kolega to jest chłopczyk, który
się z nami przyjaźni;
osa to jest owad, który żądli;
wróbel to jest ptak, który ćwierka // wróbel to taki ptaszek, co woła: ćwir,
ćwir;
jabłko to jest owoc jabłonki // jabłko to owoc, który bardzo mi smakuje;
róża to jest kwiat, który ładnie pachnie // róża to kwiatek kłujący z ładnymi
płatkami
rower to jest pojazd do jeżdżenia;
kubek to takie naczynie, którym się pije;
deszcz to takie krople wody z nieba // deszcz to są takie kropelki wody, które
z chmury się skraplają.
a1) descriptions in which the superordinate category (genus) is defined by
a linguistic expression or its derivates that are synonyms of the appropriate genus,
e.g.
mama to jest pani, która ma dzieci i męża (appropriate genus: woman);
tata to jest taki pan, któremu żona urodziła dziecko (appropriate genus: man);
krasnoludek to małe stworzenie w czerwonej czapeczce // krasnoludek to taka
mała postać ubrana na czerwono z czapką z pomponem // krasnoludek to jest taki
mały stworek w czerwonym ubraniu (appropriate genus: creature);
anioł to jest dobry duch // anioł to jest taka biała postać ze skrzydłami // anioł
to jest dobra dusza, co lata i pomaga Panu Bogu (appropriate genus: spiritual
being, immaterial being);
As references I used: Słownik stereotypów i symboli ludowych [The Dictionary of stereotypes
and folk symbols] inny słownik języka polskiego [A Different dictionary of Polish], which, in their
definitions of headwords, take into account the non-scientific, popular view of the world congruent with the child’s perspective; and also uniwersalny słownik języka polskiego [The Universal
dictionary of Polish], (ed.) S. Dubisz, and Słownik języka polskiego [the Dictionary of Polish], (ed.)
M. Szymczak.
2
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kubek to jest pojemnik do picia // kubek to taki pojemniczek z uszkiem i wgłębieniem, co się nim pije (appropriate genus: vessel);
rower to jest maszyna, na której się jeździ (appropriate genus: vehicle);
niebo to królestwo Pana Boga // niebo to nowy świat dla ludzi, którzy umrą
(appropriate genus: the seat of God) ;
deszcz to takie malutkie cząsteczki wody (appropriate genus: water drops).
a2) descriptions in which the superordinate category (genus) is defined by
direct (close) hypernyms of the name of the appropriate genus, e.g.
mama to jest człowiek dla nas najważniejszy // mama to jest taka osoba, która
kocha dzieci i opiekuje się nimi;
syn to osoba, która ma tatę, mamę i starszą siostrę;
córka to osoba, którą mama najbardziej kocha // córka to jest człowiek posłuszny rodzicom;
kolega to jest taki człowiek, którego się lubi // kolega to dziecko, z którym się
bawię,
kubek to jest sprzęt do picia;
rower to urządzenie do jeżdżenia // rower to taki sprzęt do jeżdżenia.
a3) This group distinguishes descriptions in which the genus is defined by
an expression with the highest degree of generality (with the broadest scope).
These are nouns przedmiot [object], rzecz [thing] and indefinite pronouns ktoś
[somebody/someone], coś [something/anything] and the demonstrative pronoun
to [this (neuter)] or their combinations: coś takiego, takie coś [this thing, something/someone like that] e.g.
mama to jest taki ktoś, kto opiekuje się swoim dzieckiem;
syn to jest ktoś, kogo mama urodziła;
anioł to jest ktoś, kto opiekuje się ludźmi // anioł to jest coś, co jest święte;
diabeł to jest ktoś, kto mieszka w piekle i robi złe rzeczy // diabeł to jest coś,
co jest złe bardzo;
krasnoludek to coś, co nie istnieje i jest wymyślone, bo nigdy w życiu tego nie
widziałam // krasnoludek to jest ktoś mały bardzo, co mieszka w lesie;
ufoludek to ktoś, kto mieszka w kosmosie // ufoludek to takie coś, co lata
w uFo;
niebo to jest takie coś, co sięga nad wszystkie kraje // niebo to takie coś, na
czym siedzi księżyc i słońce;
ręka to coś takiego, czym bierze się jakieś przedmioty,
rower to jest coś, co na nim się jeździ // rower to jest to, na czym się jeździ
// rower to jest przedmiot do jeżdżenia // rower to rzecz, na której można jeździć;
kubek to jest rzecz, z której się pije // kubek to taki przedmiot do picia.
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Formulas of this kind, in which the scope of the definiens also comprises objects that do not belong to the scope of the definiendum, are broad definitions and
are considered logically incorrect (see ziembiński 2000: 53). The fact that children use them may stem from ignorance of the appropriate genus, which is rare
(cf. hesitations about, difficulties in determining the status of names as persons or
objects: anioł, diabeł, krasnoludek, ufoludek [angel, devil, dwarf/gnome, alien,
respectively), or from memory blanks. These descriptions may be an expression
of the children’s spontaneous, intuitive search of a superordinate category that
would allow them to find the right place for the referent of the word being defined
in the reality they try to organize. The children may also treat these expressions as
synonymous with the name of the appropriate genus because the phenomenon of
semantic extension accompanies learning of the meanings of new words.
a4) Another subgroup I have distinguished in the set of descriptions in question are definition formulas containing words in the function of defining the genus
that, although also found in colloquial utterances of adult language users, are particularly characteristic of children’s language, e.g.
księżyc to jest jasna kula, która oświeca świat, jak nie ma słońca // księżyc to
takie koło błyszczące w nocy // księżyc to jest rożek, który świeci nocą // księżyc
to rogalik, który świeci w nocy na niebie // księżyc to piłeczka świecąca w nocy;
gwiazda to taka kula // gwiazda to jest taki krążek z zaostrzeniami naokoło,
z trójkącikami takimi;
słońce to kula, która świeci i grzeje // słońce to jest piłka ognista i świecąca
// słońce to taka wielka lampa świecąca na niebie // słońce to jest wielki ogień na
niebie // słońce to takie kółko z patyczkami żółte i ciepłe // słońce to jakby centralne ogrzewanie kuli ziemskiej;
anioł to święty człowiek // anioł to człowiek ze skrzydłami, który mieszka
w niebie // anioł to jest dziecko ze skrzydełkami białymi;
diabeł to zły stróż // diabeł to zły skurczybyk;
krasnoludek to jest mały człowieczek, co się go nie widzi // krasnoludek to
mały pan, mniejszy od człowieka //krasnoludek to ludzik ale w pomniejszeniu;
ufoludek to jest taki dziwny człowiek z innej planety w kosmosie // ufoludek to
taki mały człowieczek zielony, co żyje na Marsie // ufoludek to jest zielony ludek
z kosmosu // ufoludek to taki dziwny ludzik z Marsa;
ręka to jest przyrząd do trzymania // ręka to taki przybór do trzymania // ręka
to taki długi patyk z ciała, który ma na końcu dłoń z palcami.
Expressions of this type are used by children to fill the gaps in their lexis,
trying to find a word which, they think, would adequately characterize the object
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being defined3. When choosing a name they are guided first of all by sensory and
visual features such as: shape (e.g. kula, koło, rożek, rogal, piłeczka – when talking about the moon; kula, piłka, kółko z patykami – about the sun; patyk – about
a hand) or the general appearance of a referent (e.g. człowiek, dziecko – about an
angel, człowiek – about a devil; człowiek, człowieczek, pan, ludzik, ludek – about
a dwarf; człowiek, człowieczek, ludek, ludzik – about an alien/extraterrestrial), or
by functional features (e.g. ogień, lampa, centralne ogrzewanie – about the sun;
(evil) stróż – about a devil ; przyrząd, przybór – about a hand).
The studied children make choices from the clearly anthropocentric perspective of viewing the world, the main point of reference being man – the appearances of supernatural and fictional creatures (angel, devil, alien, dwarf) are created in the likeness of humans, and the measure of utility of these objects is their
usefulness to man. Another explanation for some expressions used by children is
also possible, e.g. the phrase zły stróż [bad/evil guardian] ‘referring to the devil’,
was formed by analogy to the established expression: anioł Stróż [guardian angel]
with the obvious modification (zły [bad/evil]), appropriate for the object being
defined (devil). The use of the name człowiek [man=human] applied to the angel
and the devil (anioł to święty człowiek [angel is a holy man] diabeł to niedobry
człowiek z rogami i kłami [devil is a bad man with horns and fangs]) clearly refers
to the metaphoric uses of these words in general language (anioł [angel] ‘in reference a good man’ and diabeł [devil] ‘applied to a bad man] ’), which the child may
have heard in the utterances of adults in his/her immediate environment.
We will now look at the studied material, taking the components of the definiens into account. According to the kinds of the used words functioning as the
components of the definiens I have distinguished:
b) descriptions in which the components of the definiens are names of features usually used in dictionary definitions, which can be recognized as characteristic features of the objects being defined, e.g.
anioł to jest ktoś, kto służy Panu Bogu i ludziom // anioł to dobry duch //
anioł to jest dobra dusza, co lata i pomaga Panu Bogu // anioł to człowiek ze
skrzydłami;
słońce to kula, która świeci i grzeje // słońce to taka kula, co daje światło;
gwiazda to mała świecąca kropka w nocy na niebie;
3
On the subject cf. vasta, Haith, Miller (1995: 417), who maintain that the child sometimes
names an object that s/he does not know by using hypergeneralization of the label of the object s/he
got to know earlier. For example, seeing a rake for the first time the child can call it a fork, although
s/he knows it is not the correct label.
The authors refer this phenomenon to the earlier stage of lexis acquisition when the child still
does not know the appropriate names for the referents being learnt. S/he is also in a similar situation
when s/he tries to explain the meaning of the word s/he knows by seeking a superordinate category
for it.
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ręka to jakby przyrząd do trzymania // ręka to taki przybór do trzymania //
ręka to taki długi patyk z ciała, który ma na końcu dłoń z palcami // ręka to coś
takiego, czym się bierze jakieś przedmioty;
mama to kobieta, która ma dzieci // mama to jest kobieta, która urodziła dzieci // mama to pani, która się opiekuje dziećmi;
róża to jest kwiat, który ładnie pachnie // róża to kwiat, który ma ostre kolce
na łodygach;
ryba to jest zwierzę, co pływa i łowi się je do jedzenia // ryba to stworzenie
wodne // ryba to takie zwierzę, które mieszka pod wodą // zwierzę, które pływa,
ma płetwy i ogon;
kubek to taki pojemnik z uszkiem i wgłębieniem co się nim pije // kubek to
naczynie, którym się pije // kubek to jest sprzęt do picia;
rower to jest pojazd do jeżdżenia // rower to jest maszyna, na której się jeździ;
ufoludek to zielony człowiek, co żyje na Księżycu albo na Wenus // ufoludek
to zielony ludek z kosmosu;
jabłko to owoc, który można jeść // jabłko to owoc do jedzenia;
dąb to drzewo, na którym rosną żołędzie // dąb to drzewo z żołędziami // dąb
to drzewo, które ma żołędzie;
krasnoludek to taka mała postać ubrana na czerwono z czapką z pomponem
// krasnoludek to małe stworzenie w czerwonej czapeczce;
niebo to miejsce, gdzie mieszka Pan Bóg i Pan Jezus // niebo to takie coś, na
czym siedzi księżyc i słońce;
tata to pan, który ma dziecko;
syn to jest dziecko mamy i taty // syn to dziecko pani, która go urodziła;
córka to dziecko mamy i taty // córka to dziewczynka, co ma mamę i tatę.
The foregoing examples show that there are:
1b1) descriptions, in which the children use as components of the definiens the
features recognized as characteristic, specific (i.e. appropriate to those that appear
in dictionaries). These include the following features:
1) functional, e.g.
– ‘being a tool, a means to perform specific types of actions’ (ręka [hand] ‘for
holding or taking objects’, rower [bicycle] ‘for riding’, kubek [mug] ‘for drinking
from’):
– ‘being the object of action’ (ryba, jabłko fish, apple]‘for eating’, ‘something
that one eats’);
– ‘being the source of something’ (słońce, księżyc, gwiazda [sun, moon, star]
‘providing light, lighting’, słońce [sun] ‘providing warmth, warming’);
– ‘being a place for someone, something’, the locative function, e.g. (niebo
[heaven, skies]) ‘the place where God stays’, ‘the place where there are heavenly
bodies’;
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– ‘exercising specific social roles’, e.g. (mama, tata [Mum, Daddy] ‘being
someone’s parent’, córka, syn [daughter, son] ‘being someone’s child’, anioł [angel] ‘being a servant’);
2) perceptual, e.g.
– color, e.g. (krasnoludek [dwarf] ‘red color of clothes’, ufoludek [alien/extraterrestrial] ‘green skin color’);
– smell (róża [rose] ‘nice, pleasant smell’);
– general appearance and its elements (anioł [angel] ‘external resemblance
to man’),
(anioł [angel] ‘wings’ ręka [hand] ‘palm, fingers’, róża [rose] ‘thorns on the
stem’, dąb [oak] ‘acorns’, kubek [mug] ‘handle’, ryba [fish] ‘fin, tail’, krasnoludek [dwarf] ‘a pompom hat // small cap’).
1b2) descriptions, in which the components of the definiens are names of features irrelevant for the definiendum in the opinion of adult language users (disregarded in dictionaries) but important from the child’s standpoint, characteristic of
his/her language. They are:
– perceptual features:
color:
słońce to takie kółko z patyczkami żółte // słońce to taka kula cała zapełniona
żółtym kolorem //słońce to taka kula, która zmienia kolory jak chodzi po niebie:
raz żółty, raz czerwony;
księżyc to jasna kula, która oświeca świat, jak nie ma słońca;
gwiazda to srebrna kropeczka na niebie // gwiazda to kula z trójkącikami,
która jest bardzo gorąca i ma niebieski kolor;
dąb to jest drzewo, które ma ciemną skórę, ładne liście i żołędzie;
róża to kwiat, który ma bardzo ładne płatki i ładny kolor // róża to kwiat
z zieloną kłującą łodygą, co ma płatki różowe, białe, a czasem nawet niebieskie;
diabeł to czarna postać z krowimi rogami, krowim ogonem i takimi jakby
widłami,
anioł to dziecko ze skrzydełkami białymi //anioł to postać z białymi skrzydłami i złotym kółkiem nad głową;
shape:
niebo to taki prostokąt nad nami, czasem szary, czasem niebieski;
ryba to takie stworzenie podłużne z płetwami;
gwiazda to kula z trójkącikami, która jest bardzo gorąca i ma niebieski kolor.
size:
deszcz to małe kuleczki wody // deszcz to malutkie cząsteczki wody;
ufoludek to taki mały człowieczek zielony, co żyje na Marsie // ufoludek to
malutki stworek, co lata latającym talerzem;
córka to mała dziewczynka taty i mamy;
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słońce to wielka kula, większa od kuli ziemskiej // słońce to taka największa
kula w kosmosie, w całym układzie planetarnym;
księżyc to ogromna kula, która oświeca Ziemię w nocy;
mama to duża dziewczyna, która się żeni i rodzi dziecko;
krasnoludek to małe stworzenie w czerwonej czapeczce // krasnoludek to
malusieńki człowieczek, co się go nie widzi // krasnoludek to malutki ludzik
w czerwonym ubraniu;
dąb to takie duże drzewo z żołędziami;
niebo to taka wielka przestrzeń, taka duża jak kosmos.
general appearance:
deszcz to woda, co spada na ziemię w małych kropelkach,;
ufoludek to ludzik z blachy z antenkami na głowie;
słońce to kula gorąca, co ma promyki naokoło // słońce to takie kółko
z patyczkami żółte i ciepłe;
diabeł to takie brzydkie stworzenie z rogami // diabeł to czarna postać
z krowimi rogami, krowim ogonem i takimi jakby widłami // diabeł to człowiek
z rogami i kłami.
touch:
kot to zwierzę domowe, co ma futerko miłe;
ryba to zwierzątko morskie śliskie na wierzchu;
słońce to gwiazda większa od innych i bardziej gorąca // słońce to najgorętsza planeta // słońce to kula gorąca, co ma promyki naokoło;
deszcz to takie kropelki z nieba mokre i zimne;
róża to kwiat kłujący ale bardzo ładny.
functional features:
ręka to część ciała, która człowiekowi pomaga // którą się dotyka // którą się
rusza i można wszystko nią robić;
mama to kobieta, która jest po to żeby kochać dzieci, przytulać je // mama to
taka osoba, która pomaga swojemu dziecku w jakimś trudnym problemie;
tata to człowiek, który bardzo ciężko pracuje, żeby przynieść dzieciom pieniądze // tata to koś, kto opiekuje się dziećmi, pracuje i zarabia pieniążki;
córka to jest dziewczynka, która ma pomagać swojej mamie;
syn to chłopiec, który ma pomagać tacie.
– features that indicate relationships between the object being described and
its immediate environment:
mama to jest najważniejszy człowiek dla dziecka // mama to ktoś, kto jest
najlepszy dla dzieci // mama to pani, która nas kocha // mama to bardzo dobra
osoba, co ma dzieci i jest dobra dla nich;
tata to mężczyzna przyzwyczajony do mamy // tata to jest człowiek, który lubi
mamę i dzieci;
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córka to osoba, którą mama najbardziej kocha // córka to człowiek posłuszny rodzicom;
kolega to grzeczny chłopak, którego lubimy // kolega to ktoś, kto lubi swoją
koleżankę;
kot to zwierzątko miłe dla ludzi // kot to zwierzę, które może być groźne, bo
czasami może nas udrapać.
– functions of uttering voices characteristic of the object:
wróbel to taki ptaszek, co woła: ćwir, ćwir,
kot to zwierzę, które mówi: miau, miau.
The remaining descriptions are formulas differing in their form from the classic definition. They are:
2. Formulas that identify the word being defined with a synonym that defines
it4, e.g.
kolega to inaczej przyjaciel // kolega to towarzysz zabaw // kolega to po prostu znajomy;
anioł to duch // anioł to inaczej święty;
diabeł to to samo co szatan // diabeł to potwór;
ufoludek to to samo co kosmita // ufoludek to inaczej marsjanin // ufoludek
to przybysz z kosmosu;
krasnoludek to inaczej skrzat;
deszcz to po prostu woda;
kubek to inaczej garnuszek.
3. Formulas in which the identity of the interpreted word is defined by children by means of a hypernym only5, while the word being defined is treated as
equivalent to the definiens, cf.
kot to ssak // kot to zwierzę // kot to jest zwierzątko // kot to po prostu zwierzak
// kot to jest stworzenie;
kolega to chłopiec // kolega to jest chłopak // kolega to człowiek;
rower to pojazd // rower to maszyna;
róża to kwiat // róża to jest roślina;
jabłko to owoc po prostu,; dąb to jest drzewo,
ręka to część ciała;
4
Grochowski does not recognize these kinds of descriptions of words as definitions (see Grochowski 1993: 39): “The description of a lexical unit consisting in referring it to (adducing) another
lexical unit which is its synonym will not be called a definition here”.
5
Also, the reference to a unit, which is a hypernym of “the studied unit, will not be treated as
its definition” (ibid).
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mama to rodzic // mama to jest kobieta // mama to człowiek;
tata to człowiek // tata to jest mężczyzna // tata to pan;
syn to chłopiec // syn to jest dziecko.
Children’s descriptions of the meanings of the words resemble, as can be
seen, identification formulas of lexemes (reflecting the preliminary pre-definitional stages in the development of the meaning of lexical units), which were proposed by Andrzej Markowski in his identification theory6.
In his approach, identification comprises: 1) an identificational defining sentence 2) synonyms and/or antonyms (optionally), and 3) semantic identifiers (abstracted from the identification sentence, and organized according to relations in
the structure of the meaning of a word and a semantic field – they are only an investigation stage of the identification process, which is beyond the range of daily
experience of an ordinary language user).
The identification sentence, which is a record of competence of the language
user, contains only features sufficient to identify a word (i.e. typical ones, connected with the word being identified through generally present associations and
the way the word occurs - pragmatics). For example, the necessary and sufficient
word for identifying the word kot [cat] is mruczeć [purr] In the identification sentence for the word “cat”, proposed by Markowski, there is: 1) the genus proximum
derived from the level of description of popular (rather than scientific) knowledge:
‘animal’, 2) the specific difference: ‘domestic’ and 3) detailed specification: ‘the
animal that purrs’.
Similar linguistic devices, i.e. identificational defining sentence, synonyms
(cf. point 2), are used by the studied six-year-olds to express the semantic identity of the interpreted words with other words or word combinations representing them. Children sometimes happen to equate the meaning of a described lexiThe scholar starts from the assumption that for the metalinguistic needs of an average language user who is generally not interested in defining lexemes, it is enough to have “the ability to
distinguish and identify words, or the awareness of how, according to these features, to recognize
the meaning of a word” (Markowski 1992: 55) – i.e. what happens during the transition from ‘what
is what’ to ‘what x is’, what the meaning of the word W is. At the same time, the author emphasizes
that understanding and recognizing the meanings of words is the beginning of semantic reflections, an indication of human cognitive activity manifested in language and through language, which
(i.e. indication) is necessary, however, to understand the essence of functioning of the semantic level
of language. That is why he postulates that the dictionaries of natural language, now being prepared,
should take into account the popular linguistic awareness, popular understanding and identification
of a word in descriptions of lexemes. The goal of thus comprehended naïve lexicology would be to
compile the Dictionary of Semantic Identification of Lexemes presenting “the linguistic competence
of many groups of language users and to describe this competence in accordance with the notions of
native-speakers”( Markowski 1992: 67). He himself provides an example of attempt to reconstruct
this popular attitude towards lexis. See also the discussion of this theory, e.g. Anusiewicz 1994:
87–90; Korżyk, 1992: 485–496.
6
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cal unit with the word whose scope is superordinate over it (a hypernym – cf.
point 3). This may function as the preliminary identification of an object; it is the
sign of its “recognition”. For most of the children’s defining sentences it is possible to determine the genus proximum shared with that proposed in dictionaries
(e.g. mama: kobieta [mother: woman], syn, córka: dziecko [son, daughter: child],
rower: pojazd [bicycle: vehicle], etc., cf. point 1a).
In some of the analyzed definitions the name of appropriate genus is replaced
by its synonym (e.g. pani [lady] - appropriate genus: kobieta, stworzenie [woman,
creature] – appropriate genus: istota [being] etc., cf. point 1a1) or by its direct or
close hypernym (e.g. mama: człowiek [mother: a human] córka: osoba [daughter: person], etc., cf. point 1a2). The genus is less often named using an expression with the highest degree of generalization (e.g. rzecz, przedmiot, ktoś, coś, to
[thing, object, someone, something, this] cf. point 1a3).
If children do not have the right name at their disposal, they activate their perceptual resources. They usually refer to the visual perceptual features of the object
named by the word defined, using an expression functioning as the name of the
genus, which, even if untypical in the adult’s assessment, adequately characterizes
the object from the “children’s” point of view (e.g. sun: piłka ognista [fiery ball],
star: krążek [disk], hand: przybór [an implement] cf. point 1a4).
There are even more divergences when determining the specific difference
(differentia specifica). Certainly, in their definitions, the studied children named
many features as components of the definiens which are regarded as appropriate
(agreeing with the characteristics given in dictionaries cf. point 1b1) yet in the majority of descriptions by children there are features irrelevant from the adult point
of view but, in the children’s opinion, extremely important and characteristic of
their language and perception of objects (cf. point 1b2). What adult language users
often regard as a relevant and distinctive feature is generally not so relevant from
the children’s standpoint. For example, the feature of “being a domestic animal”
(which appears in the studied material several times only) in reference to the cat
is less important to children than the features of its appearance or making characteristic sounds: “miaow”. My studies seem to confirm that learning meanings
is a long and painstaking process determined by development but also by the environment (the influence of the people around the child, knowledge, experience),
and by culture.
The presented identity profiles of the words described by the six-year-olds
evidence their language skills. The children use different lexical devices functioning as the copula, which predicates identity: jest to, to jest, to, to jest taki, to taki...,
inaczej, to to samo, co [this is, it is, or, it is the same as]
They use diverse syntactic structures to name the specific difference: the utterances of the subjects are characterized by syntactic synonyms and attempts to
be precise in imparting information: róża [the rose] to jest taki kwiat pachnący [is
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a fragrant flower]/ który ładnie pachnie [which smells nice]/ co ma ładny zapach
[that has a nice smell]/ co wydaje ładny zapach [that gives off a nice smell] ; [the
oak] dąb to drzewo, na którym rosną żołędzie [is a tree on which acorns grow]/
z żołędziami [with acorns]/ co ma żołędzie [that has acorns]. There are also expanding attributes, typical of the adult’s language, e.g. kula zapełniona żółtym
kolorem [a ball filled with yellow color], świecąca kropka [a glowing dot]. The
children easily find the right words to name the genus or replace them spontaneously with other expressions, using their acquired knowledge of the world and
the linguistic devices that they have. The wealth and diversity of the devices used
shows that there are many ways that lead the children to the final elaboration of
the meaning of a word. It should be added, however, that the language skills in the
studied six-year-olds are diversified: some children use more developed constructions, some – less developed. What justifiably draws attention are the properties
of colloquial Polish e.g. the rate of combination of “co [what, that]” in attributive
clauses, pronominalizations, e.g. to taki mały kubek, to takie kółko [it (is) a small
mug, it (is) a circle] and also numerous diminutives (a feature of children’s language but also the effect of the language of adults who often talk to children in this
way, using diminutives). The good level of language skills is probably determined
by the environment/background (the studied children come from the intelligentsia
families who speak correct Polish, they live in a big town).
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Names of the Elements in the Speech of a Mentally
Disabled Man: A Cognitive Definition
SUMMARy
The article presents the capabilities of a mildly retarded man regarding the conceptualization
of concepts concerning the four elements: water, fire, earth, and air. The principal goal of the article
was to reconstruct the cognitive definition based on the facet structure. Because of the considerable linguistic and communicative capabilities of the subject his utterances have the hallmarks of
scientificity. His rich lexicon and abilities to generalize and hierarchize concepts impacted the form
of definitions, which, apart from stereotyped features deriving from popular knowledge, have the
elements of scientific definition.
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INTRODUCTION
The principal goal of the cognitive definition is to “present how the speaker
of a language understands an object, i.e. the way of knowledge of the world, socially established and cognizable through language and the use of it, the categorization of its phenomena, their characteristics and evaluation” (Bartmiński 1988:
170). The description of the meaning of a word is termed “semantic explication”
(apart from “necessary and sufficient features”) and tends towards describing
features termed “connotative and associative”, thereby using the form of “open
description” and including quotations as integral components of the definition
(Bartmiński, Tokarski 1993: 59).
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In accordance with the principles of cognitive grammar, the description of
the meaning of a word “is relative to man” (ibid, 59); it is therefore significant
which “features encoded in the structure of language are the semantic base of the
word”, which of them are selected by a particular language user and how s/he
structures them, constructing the cognitive definition of the word (Borowiec 1995:
89). Cognitive characteristics of words never directly reflect the subject but result
from such mechanisms as “point of view”, “perspective”, “profiling”, or “profile”
(Bartmiński 1990: 109–127).
The category of “point of view” resulting from the level of knowledge and
its kind, i.e. from the type of rationality: popular or scientific, is the type of relationship between attitude, predispositions, the subject’s interests, the quality of
the picture of the world created by the subject (…), it also is the problem of the
relationship between different points of view1 (Bartmiński 2006: 106) of adult
language users and children, or intellectually able language users and mentally
disabled persons. The kind of point of view is regarded as “the fundamental factor, upon which the shape of the linguistic picture of the world and they way of its
profiling depends; (…) profiling understood as creating the subjective variant of
the image from a specific point of observation from a specific perspective” (ibid:
107). The linguistic picture of the world, which will emerge from the collected
research material, is a derivative of the language user’s system of values, the values that are connected with the vantage point and the perspective of viewing the
world.
The last chain in the research procedure is the categorial ordering of definitional features in the form of the system of categories (facets). This procedure was
termed by A. Wierzbicka (1985) – the cognitive structure of a concept.

THE AIM OF THE ARTICLE
The key objective of the present paper is to discover the way of conceptualizing the concepts of four elements: water, fire, earth, and air, from the point of
view of a mildly retarded male adult.
The conception of cognitive definition in the description of the elements was
also used by T. Rittel in the article Pierwsze elementy świata w języku uczniów

1
Referring, after J. Bartmiński, to the words of S. J. Lec, who wrote in his “Myśli nieuczesane
[Unkempt Thoughts]”:“our points of view overlap. The point is which overlaps which”, we would
like to show that “the world seen through the eyes of a mentally disabled person” and “experienced
by this person”, which will emerge from the constructed semantic explications of words, does not
have to be identical with the interpretive perspective adopted by the mentally able language users.
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[Primary elements of the world in the speech of pupils] (1995: 66–86)2. The material collected at that time came from the compositions of fifth-grade primary
school pupils. She included in the cognitive definition the denotative use (the
scope, referential semantics) and metaphoric use (creative, transferred use, figurative semantics). She called mythological, religious and literary connotations
“the second-order connotations”. Consequently, the resultant extended semantic
characteristics of words denoting the elements are the result of the processual
approach to language, which means that the meaning of a word depends on the
speaker’s cognitive, communicative and cultural capabilities, subjective interpretation of the world, in this case by the intellectually disabled male.
The technique of building semantic explications is based on the facet structure composed of the following semantic categories:
1. superordinate category (genus proximum)
2. characteristic features
3. forms in which it occurs
4. functions, action
5. place of occurrence
6. origin
7. other cultural associations
The foregoing categories have been distinguished based on the studies by
such scholars as Wierzbicka (1993), Bartmiński (1993), Tokarski (1993), Borowiec (1995), and Rittel (1995).
The answers to the following research questions will aid in knowing the problem in question:
1. How does the subject arrive at the meanings of words?
2. Which aspects of the objects being defined are important to the subject?
3. What is the basis for the selection of features of the object? Which features
are emphasized and included in the meaning of the word, and which are disregarded?
3. How does the subject speak about his experiences?
4. How do these experiences mold the linguistic picture of the world?
Helpful in defining and categorizing concepts, apart from the general question: “Co to jest woda/ogień/ziemia/powietrze [What is water/fire/earth/air]?”,
were the additional questions asked to reproduce the prototype of cognitive structure of the studied concepts: “Jakie są jego/jej cechy charakterystyczne [What are
its characteristic features]?”, “Pod jaką postacią może występować [What form
can it occur in]?”, “Jakie spełnia funkcje w życiu ludzi [What functions does it
According to the principles of the cognitive definition, sun, earth, fire and air, and water
belong to the vocabulary naming “the first elements of cognition of the world” (J. Bartmiński 1988:
178).
2
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perform in people’s lives]?”, “Jakie ma działanie [What is its action]?”, “Gdzie
występuje [Where does it occur]?” and “Skąd pochodzi [Where does it come
from]?”.

THE TESTED PERSON
The tested person was a male with the Down syndrome, born in 1979 in Lublin, diagnosed as permanently moderately disabled. The symbols of the causes of
the diagnosed disability are: 01-U (mild intellectual disability) and 05-R (motor
disability). The reasons for issuing the certificate are: inability to work and the
need for temporary or partial assistance of other persons in fulfilling social roles.
The man finished a vocational school. He is a gardener by education. At present he lives on a modest disability pension and cannot find work in his trade. He
occupies a self-contained room in sheltered housing. From Monday to Friday, he
attends the Lublin Charitable Institution Occupational Therapy Workshop. In his
free time he watches Tv serials, reads books, listens to music and takes part in
meetings of the “Nasza Lepsza” [Ours is Better] theatre group. He is a very religious person and belongs to religious community.
Observations and analysis of the documented material show that the man’s
greatest problem is egocentric behaviour, a strong desire to be the center of attention. It is accompanied by excessive verbal and motor expression. G. responds to
problems in a childish way, he usually avoids difficult situations, he is emotionally
immature, and has difficulties with critically assessing his possibilities and taking
decisions by himself. He also lacks assertiveness.
The main goal of the Occupational Therapy Workshop is to motivate behaviours appropriate for the age, to work on the elimination of excessive verbal and
motor expression, to get rid of egocentric behaviours, and increase the ability to
use public facilities.
The man was tested with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – Revised
(WAIS-R). The IQ equaling 66 shows the upper limit of mild mental retardation.
Once a week, G. visits a psychologist. Speech therapy treatment is not conducted.
Apart from a slight distortion of the [r] sound – single-tap ‘r’, there are no significant articulation difficulties; mild speech disfluency also occurs.

RESULTS
The following survey of the language material comprises “primary elements
of the world” in the speech of the adult male with a mild mental disability. The
elements will be presented in the following order:
1. water
2. fire
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3. earth
4. air
WAT E R
1. Superordinate category (Co to jest woda? [What is water?]):
– żywioł element,
– pierwiastek H2o element.
2. Characteristic features:
– niebezpieczna dangerous.
Temperature:
– czasem zimna, czasem ciepła sometimes cold, sometimes warm
Color/cleanness:
– przejrzysta albo brudna clear or dirty,
– kolorowa (czasami, jak świeci słońce) colorful (sometimes, when the sun is shining).
3. Forms in which it occurs:
– jest płynna it is liquid,
– stała (lód) it is solid (ice),
– mgła mist,
– para wodna steam,
– kałuża (kiedy krople lecą na ziemię) pool (when drops fall to the ground),
– morze, rzeki, stawy sea, rivers, ponds,
– ślizgawka ice rink.
4. Functions, action:
i. jest potrzebna it is necessary
– żeby się umyć, to wash oneself,
– żeby sobie uprać brudne ubrania, to wash dirty clothes,
– jak ktoś ma w domu żelazko na wodę to można prasować ubrania żelazkiem z parą wodną,
if someone has a ‘water’ i.e. steam iron they can iron clothes with a steam iron,
– jest taka poduszka, taka co się napełnia wodą ciepłą i można sobie przyłożyć jak boli ząb,
czy głowa, czy żeby było ciepło, there is a hot water pillow, you fill it with warm water and can put
on you when you have toothache, headache, or to keep yourself warm,
– można napić się herbaty, zagotować wodę, you can drink tea, boil water,
– można ugasić pożar, you can put out a fire,
– można się ślizgać na ślizgawce. you can skate on an ice rink.
ii. żywioł, taki bardzo niebezpieczny, very dangerous element
– można komuś zalać wodą dom, mieszkanie, you can flood someone’s home or flat with
water,
– można utonąć w wodzie jak ktoś nie umie pływać, you can drown in water if you cannot
swim,
– mogą być powodzie. there can be floods.
5. Places where water occurs:
– występuje w kranie, it occurs in the tap,
– w lasach takich bagnistych, in marshy woods,
– w dżunglach in jungles,
– jak gdzieś wyjeżdżamy na plażę to jest dużo wody if we go somewhere to a beach, there is a
lot of water.
6. Origin:
– pochodzi z nieba it comes from the sky.
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7. Other cultural associations:
– czujemy się jak ryba w wodzie we ‘feel like a fish in water’ i.e. we feel like a duck in water/
in our element,
– pierwiastek H2o H2O chemical element.
FIRE
1. Superordinate category (Co to jest ogień?) [What is fire?]:
– żywioł element.
2. Characteristic features:
– bardzo niebezpieczny very dangerous.
Temperature:
– może być ciepły, może być gorący, palący can be warm, hot, burning.
Color:
– czerwony red
Size:
– może być mały, duży can be small, large.
3. Forms in which it occurs:
– języki ognia, języczki, tongues of flames, little tongues,
– pożar, a fire/blaze,
– pod postacią dymu, in the form of smoke,
– pod postacią oparu, in the form of fumes,
– pod postacią czerwonego ognia, in the form of red fire,
– pod postacią piekła, in the form of hell.
4. Functions, action:
i. Dobre Good
– (potrzebny) żeby coś ugotować na ogniu, (needed) to boil something on a fire,
– można na ogniu przypiec kiełbaskę, kartofle, jabłka, chleb, you can roast sausage, potatoes,
apples, toast bread on a fire,
– można się ogrzać w domu, you can warm up at home,
– można sobie powiesić nad kuchenką ubranie i wyschnie (o ile się tym nie zajmie wcześniej
ogień,) you can hang clothes over a cooker/stove to dry it (unless it catches fire first),
– (needed) do wszystkiego for everything.
ii. Szkodliwe i niebezpieczne. Harmful and dangerous
– niebezpieczny dla ludzi, a zwłaszcza dla strażaków, dangerous to people, especially to firemen,
– można zginąć. you can die.
5. Places where fire is present:
– w palniku, in a burner,
– w lasach (jak nie ma dni deszczowych tylko same upalne) in woods when there are no rainy
but hot days only.
6. Origin:
– ogień się wziął z wulkanu (jak wulkan wylewa tą czerwoną lawę, no to jak się wyleje na
suche liście albo na suche paprocie w lesie) fire came from a volcano (when a volcano spills the red
lava, when it spills on dry leaves or dry ferns in the wood)
7. Other cultural associations:
– ognisko domowe, ognisko rodzinne, ognisko przyjaciół, hearth and home, hearth and
friends, hearth and family,
– sztuczne ognie, sparklers,
– żonglerka ogniami, połykacz ognia, fire juggling, fire-eater,
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– strażacy, firefighters,
– piekło hell.
E A RT H
1. Superordinate category (Co to jest ziemia?) [What is earth?]:
– not given.
2. Characteristic features:
– można jej dotknąć, you can touch it,
– można ją poczuć, you can feel it,
– nie można jej jeść. you cannot eat it.
Color:
– czarna black.
Cleanness:
– brudna dirty.
Consistency:
– wodna watery,
– błotnista, bagienna muddy, marshy.
3. Forms in which it occurs:
– pod postacią błota, in the form of mud,
– pod postacią mułu, in the form of silt,
– pod postacią żyznej gleby. in the form of fertile soil.
4. Functions, action:
I. in human life
– po tym chodzimy, we walk on it,
– poprzez ziemię możemy oddychać azotem, dwutlenkiem węgla, through earth we breathe
nitrogen and carbon dioxide,
– działanie katastroficzne (wulkany, wylewają lawę i ta lawa niszczy ziemię i wtedy wszystko
niszczy i ludzi zabija i wszystko), disastrous action (volcanoes spill lava and it destroys earth, and
destroys everything, kills people and everything,
– (if there was no earth) to by była nicość, ciemność, nic by nie było. there would be nothingness, darkness, nothing.
II. fauna
– chodzą ptaki, zwierzęta różne latają birds walk and different animals fly.
III. flora
– rośnie trawa, kwiaty rosną grass grows, flowers grow.
5. Places where it is present
– wulkany volcanoes.
6. Origin
– z wszechświata from the universe,
– stworzył ją Bóg God created it.
7. Other cultural associations:
– film 2012 (apocalypse).
AIR
1. Superordinate category (Co to jest powietrze?) [What is air?]:
– not given
2. Characteristic features:
– nie można go dotknąć, ale można go poczuć you cannot touch it, you cannot feel it.
Color:
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– bezbarwny colorless,
– czyste [clean] (ale nie zawsze, bo spalenizny samochodowe też są, ci co palą papierosy
zanieczyszczają powietrze, z fabryk, które też zanieczyszczają powietrze) but not always because
there are also car fumes, those who smoke pollute the air, fumes from factories, which also pollute
the air.
Temperature:
– ciepłe warm,
– mroźne (jak się zbliża zima) freezing (when winter comes).
Mountain air:
– rześkie, orzeźwiające, bardziej świeże niż w mieście. brisk, refreshing, fresher than in town.
3. Forms in which it occurs:
– pod postacią tlenu i dwutlenku węgla in the form of oxygen and carbon dioxide.
4. Functions, action:
I. in human life
– to jest to czym oddychamy that which we breathe,
– otwieramy okno, żeby się to przewietrzyło we open the wind to air the room
– klimatyzacja air-conditioning,
– jak mamy mało powietrza w płucach pod wodą to się szybko wynurzamy
i łapiemy oddech if we have little air in the lungs under water then we quickly surface to draw breath,
– (if there was no fire) można byłoby umrzeć you could die.
II. flora
– (for plants) do życia, do rośnięcia to live, to grow.
5. Places where air occurs
– wszędzie everywhere,
– na dworze outside,
– w pomieszczeniu in the room,
– w samochodzie, w autobusach in cars, buses.
6. Origin
– chyba z gór probably from the mountains.
7. Other cultural associations:
– wiatr halny the foehn wind,
– morska bryza sea breeze.

On the basis of all utterances of the subject, structured into facets, cognitive
definitions of the investigated concepts were reconstructed and then were compared with the lexicographic definitions in the Słownik Języka Polskiego [Dictionary of Polish Language] edited by W. Doroszewski (1958–1969).

WATER
In the subject’s consciousness:

Water is a dangerous element, the chemical element H2O. It can have different temperatures
and states: it is liquid, when it freezes over it is solid, it can be in the form of ice on which you can
skate, and in the form of mist and steam. It can be clear or dirty; when the sun is shining it becomes
colorful. It occurs in poodles, which form when rain drops fall to the ground, and in seas, rivers, or
ponds. People need it for washing, washing dirty clothes, ironing with a steam iron, for warming up
with a hot water bottle, which can be filled with water; for boiling water, making tea, extinguish-
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ing fires. It is very dangerous, however, because it causes flood, you can be drowned in it or flood
someone’s house. It occurs in the tap, marshy woods, and jungles. There is a lot of water on a beach.
It comes from the sky. Man can feel “like a fish in water” i.e. be in his/her element.

Lexicographic definition:

“Hydrogen oxide, colorless liquid without smell and taste; in its pure state it freezes at the
temperature 0oC into ice, boils at the temperature of 100oC; it is the most common solvent; it occurs
in nature in the form of solutions of gases and salts, occupying 2/3 of the globe; the liquid filling the
depressions in the earth’s crust, river beds, waves, depths of rivers, lakes and seas.”

In the definition provided by the subject there are both characteristic features
of the lexicographic definition and characteristic features of popular knowledge as
well as the subject’s manifested subjective feelings and experiences.
The constructed definition of ‘water’ contains certain scientific elements. The
features that appeared both in the man’s definition and in the dictionary are: giving
the chemical formula of water (water is the chemical element H2o), stressing that
water can have different temperatures (sometimes it is so cold, sometimes warm),
states of matter (it is liquid and when it freezes it is so solid; it can evaporate). The
man also pointed out the places of occurrence coinciding with those given in the
dictionary definition (rivers, lakes, seas).
The features present in the dictionary definition but absent from the definition
provided by the subject is colorlessness, lack of smell and taste, exact freezing and
boiling temperatures, information about how much of the earth’s area is occupied
by water, and that it fills depressions in the earth’s crust. Some of this information
is not very significant from the point of view of daily communication: it does not
contain popular knowledge pointed out by the man, e.g. functions performed by
water in human life. These are the observations that T. Rittel (1995: 65–86) would
classify as “good categorization” – the simplest, closer to the feelings of the ordinary language user (e.g. water is in the tap; water comes from the sky). There are
also elements of broadened categorization, e.g. defining by idiomatic expressions
(water is such an element, in which we feel “like a fish in water” i.e. we are in
our element). Characteristic of the subject’s definitions of all the elements, not
only water, is the division of their action into good action (necessary for humans)
and bad (dangerous). It is a stereotypical structuring of the world according to the
criteria of danger and usefulness . (Woda jest potrzebna żeby się umyć, (…) żeby
sobie uprać brudne ubrania itp. Woda to jest żywioł taki bardzo niebezpieczny, bo
można komuś zalać wodą dom, mieszkanie. Można też utonąć ). A characteristic
feature of the extended and complete definition is also to see objectively (measurably) and subjectively (as felt by man). Semantic characterization is then carried
out not only based on individual experience but it is the result of teachability, the
degree of acquiring cultural competence, which was pointed out by T. Rittel (ibid).
The obtained answers can be divided into two types: those in which the superordinate category was given, and those that were defined using the construction:
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“this is something that (to jest coś co…)”. In the case of water the superordinate
category was given (woda to jest taki żywioł [water is the element that..] ).
When listing the places where water occurs, apart from the typical, stereotyped places partly given in the lexical definition (seas, rivers, ponds, or pools,
taps) the man also named less typical, referring to his knowledge of the world e.g.
jungle, marshy woods.
In the subject’s consciousness:

FIRE

Fire is a very dangerous element. Its color is red, it is warm, hot, burning; it can have different sizes. It occurs in the form of tongues of fire, smoke, fumes, a fire/blaze or hell. As a blaze it
can occur in the forest on hot days. It is also present in the burner. People need it for everything:
to cook something, to roast (sausages, potatoes, apples, or toast bread), to get warm, to dry clothes
over the cooker (unless it catches fire first). Fire sparklers, fireworks, fire juggling, fire eating serve
as entertainment for people. However, it also has harmful and dangerous action, particularly to
firefighters who can die while trying to extinguish a fire. Fire comes from a volcano, which, when
spilling out red lava, sets fire to dry leaves or dry ferns in the wood. It is associated with hearth and
home, hearth and friends.

Lexicographic definition:

“The phenomenon of heat and light emission accompanying the burning bodies is perceived in
the form of flames and embers (sometimes also referred to as a burning substance).”

The lexicographic definition of fire is hardly extended. In this case the subject’s definition partly concurs with it. He indicates at the generation of heat (it
can be warm, hot; you can warm up at home), he also understands that it is produced while bodies are burnt. He does not mention light emission, however.
In the definition of fire in W. Doroszewski’s dictionary there are even fewer
popular, stereotypical features significant from the viewpoint of daily communication, than in the case of water. The subject points to the features of the extended
definition; apart from the significant feature which is high temperature, he names
color (in the form of such red fire) and size (can be small, can be large).
He uses the extended category, showing the genus proximum (żywioł – the element). As with water, he divides fire according to the usefulness criteria (it is needed
by people for everything: to cook something, roast, warm up, dry up clothes) and
dangers (you can die while fighting a fire). He shows his subjective feelings (fire is
very harmful and dangerous). He uses idioms (ognisko domowe [hearth and home])
and by analogy he makes his own collocations (ognisko rodzinne [hearth and
family], ognisko przyjaciół [hearth and friends]). He also makes references to
the Bible (tongues of fire) and such expressions zimne ognie [sparklers] połykacz
ognia [fire-eater] or żonglerka ogniami [fire juggling], which shows his considerable cultural knowledge.
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EARTH

Earth is what we walk on, on which grass and flowers grow, on which animals walk and birds
fly. It can be of different kinds: black, dirty, muddy, watery, and marshy. you can smell it (it has
smell), and touch it (it has touch). It occurs as mud, silt or fertile soil. Owing to earth we can breathe
nitrogen and carbon dioxide. It has disaster-generating action (volcanoes spill lava which destroys
earth and kills people). If there was no Earth, there would be nothing: there would be nothingness
and darkness. It comes from the universe and was created by God.

Lexicographic definition:

“1) The weathered surface of land, consisting of humus and mineral substances, it constitutes
the substrate for the life of plants; soil; 2) the rock, land area of the globe (as opposed to seas and
oceans; land); 3) land surface, ground; colloquially: floor.”

The lexicographic definition of “earth” first of all points out its composition
and emphasizes that it is land, contrasting it with seas and oceans. Both the definitions show the function of earth: the substrate for the life of plants (grass grows,
flowers grow).
The definition of earth in W. Doroszewski’s dictionary does not contain such
popular features of earth as named by the subject, e.g. that it is black, dirty, that it
is what we walk on, what animals walk on.
The man also names a number of other features of earth (muddy, watery,
marshy), emphasizing that it has smell, and it can be touched but not eaten. He
adopts this approach based on his own experience. He does not give the superordinate category in this case.
In the case of earth he also divides its actions into those necessary for humans, and dangers. Cultural associations appear: several times he refers to the
film “2012”, which shows the apocalypse (it would be nothingness, it would be
darkness, it would be like in this film “2012” yesterday; the world would look like
there would be nothing, nothing, no rivers, no birds, no people, no animals, nothing). He maintains that earth has “disaster-bringing action”).
In the subject’s consciousness:

AIR

Air is what we breathe. It is colorless, you cannot touch it (it is a gas), but you can feel it. It
can have different temperatures and cleanness, but it can be polluted with car fumes, cigarette smoke
and factory smoke. It is present in the form of oxygen and carbon dioxide. It is necessary because if
it was not there, people would die. It is present everywhere – outside, in the rooms, in the car and in
buses in which there is air-conditioning. It probably comes from the mountains where the foehn is
blowing, and the air is brisk and invigorating, fresher than in cities. Sea air is called a breeze.

Lexicographic definition:

“A mixture of gases (mainly nitrogen and oxygen), surrounding the globe with a thick layer;
the atmosphere lying over an area of water, or land.”

When defining “air”, the subject points to the most important element that
appears in the lexicographic definition: the chemical composition of the air.
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He omits nitrogen, which is of the largest quantity, but his considerable knowledge allows him to name two other significant components: oxygen and carbon
dioxide.
In the subject’s definition there is no genus proximum. Nothing shows that air
is one of the elements but it should be stressed that despite the absence of this information, he qualifies both earth and air as belonging to the four elements. Also,
he does not explicitly say that air is a gas. However, this is indicated by the physical properties that he names: colorless, you cannot touch it but you can smell it.
Both in the subject’s and in the lexicographic definitions the place of occurrence appears, which, although different words are used, can be regarded as the
same: the lexicographic definition speaks of the whole globe, while the subject
stresses that air is everywhere, outside, in the rooms. He also rightly associates the
places where air is present with air-conditioning, which serves to regulate the air:
in the car, in buses.
The other features of air that he mentions are: variable temperature and cleanness. He understands that the first feature is linked with climate changes: there is
warm air and there is freezing air, or when winter is coming, the climate turns
different, while people are responsible for the other feature: there are also car
fumes, those who smoke pollute the air, fumes from factories, which also pollute
the air.
Air is the only element with which the subject does not name any harmful
action. He only emphasizes that without air you could die and that it is necessary
for plants to live, to grow.
The subject points to the mountains as the place where air comes from. Because of the lack of information whether the subject has ever been to the mountains, it is difficult to find whether the information that the air is brisk, invigorating, fresher than here in the city is the result of his subjective feelings and experience, which stems from his high cultural competence. The names of winds that he
uses: breeze and the foehn [wiatr halny] are proof of his considerable knowledge
of the world and rich vocabulary.

CONCLUSION
According to J. Bartmiński, the “linguistic picture” is a popular interpretation
of the reality of a language user. The definitions of the four elements: water, fire,
earth, and air formulated as the result of interpreting the phenomena of reality are
the products of experience, knowledge and culture in which s/he lives. The way
the mentally disabled man constructs the meanings of words allows us to know
his “point of view” and ways of perceiving the world. The words he uses portray
his mental, linguistic and communication capabilities.
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In creating a cognitive definition, of extreme importance is the “point of
view”, by which J. Bartmiński (2006: 78) understands the subjective-cultural factor that determines the way of speaking of an object, molding the content and
structure of an utterance. The factor that determines the form of the man’s utterance is certainly the fact that he is intellectually disabled. It might seem therefore
that his definitions would mainly have the features that T. Rittel, in her article of
1995, attributes to good categorization: the most banal, close to the experience
and feelings of the ordinary man. However, the subject is well-read, interested in
the surrounding world, and seeking answers to all the questions that bother him.
Hence, apart from the most stereotyped features characteristic of a given concept,
his interpretations also have the characteristics of a dictionary definition and certain elements of scientificity. For example, he provides the chemical formula for
water, explains the process of climate changes, shows his knowledge about the
harmful human activities impacting the cleanness of air, and gives the chemical
composition of air.
The rich vocabulary and extended categorization are seen e.g. in the use of
hyponyms of the word wind (wiatr): halny [foehn] and bryza [breeze], set expressions e.g. czuć się jak ryba w wodzie [feel like a duck in water] and ognisko
domowe [hearth and home], and in giving superordinate categories in two out of
the four concepts being defined. This shows the subject’s capabilities to generalize
and hierarchize.
Defining the elements consists first of all in creating the multisensory picture
of the concepts. Water, fire earth, and air and the phenomena associated with them
are perceived through different senses, and this is what influenced their interpretation by the man. He pays great attention to the features that can be noticed by
sight, and to those that can be experienced e.g. by touch. In the case of water it is
color, cleanness and temperature, in the case of fire: color and size, in the case of
earth: color, cleanness and consistency, and air: color, cleanness, freshness and
temperature.
An important element is also the typical ordering of the world according to
the criteria of danger and usefulness in the case of practically each of the concepts being defined. The subject refers here to his own experience and the learned
knowledge about the phenomena like e.g. floods or fires, which he, admittedly,
never experienced but he read about them and watched Tv accounts of them. very
often, while constructing a definition, the subject smoothly transitions to talking
about his life and reveals his subjective feelings towards the reality he is describing. This shows the subject’s high language and communication skills.
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Representation of the world in patients with aphasia
SUMMARy
Human intellectual capabilities are the result of Nature’s creative activity: this view is present
in the opinions of many scholars and thinkers. The phylogenetically and ontogenetically earlier
processes, automatic and unconscious, are covered by intentional, conscious, planned and controlled
functions shaped late in the development of the human species and formed in the late stage of every
individual’s development. According to the Herder-Humboldt thesis, utterances contain a certain
form of thinking, hence it should be expected that the aphasic disintegration of speech produces
changes at the level of cognitive structures in aphasic persons. Cerebral pathomechanisms that have
a direct or indirect impact on the processes of human cognitive processes have been mostly identified and described. Cognitive disorders in persons with neurological conditions manifest themselves
differently, depending on: the etiology of brain damage, the range and location of pathological
changes in nervous tissue, the course of a neurological disease, stages of its treatment, and rehabilitation results.
Key words: aphasia, language, cognition, concrete attitude, abstract attitude

INTRODUCTION
The assumptions of humanist evolutionism that explain the development of
the species of homo loquens raise a question about the nature of the human mind
and language. Cognitivistics, cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence theory,
logic, philosophy, mathematics, and recently even quantum physics and a whole
set of newly emerged sciences of the brain – neuroscience – contribute to building
models of the mind, and in the context of these theories, language usually also
appears. The fundamental problem of cognitive theory still remains the relationship between language, thinking and reality. The problem of the cognitive role of
language becomes one of primary importance in the description of speech disorders. The question how a person who cannot learn an ethnic language or cannot, in
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aphasia, use it freely, interprets himself and the world is a crucial problem for logopedics (Grabias 2001, 2007). It also appears that the results of studies on speech
pathology can shed new light on the problem of language/cognition relationship.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS
The methodological foundation for our discussion on the relationship between disordered language structures in aphasia and the functioning of cognitive structures in aphasic patients will be the Herder-Humboldt hypothesis, which
means, in Adam Schaff’s interpretation, that man thinks by means of language.
Since language, by imposing the form of thinking, creates the picture of reality, which (picture) is consistent with the view of the world fixed in a language,
and the use of language is a projection of social experiences residing in language
stereotypes (Schaff 1967: 13–17; Grabias 1997a, 2007), the following research
questions should be asked:
1. In the case of acquired speech disorders, does the knowledge of the world,
previously learned through language, also disintegrate?
2. Do disorders in the actualization of linguistic symbols by aphasic persons
mean that the concepts assigned to these words also disintegrate?
3. Do language disorders destroy the ordered and categorized picture of reality in patients with aphasia, and does the aphasic language, structured according
to special rules, lead to a different picture of the world?
The solution to the foregoing problems can be arrived at closer by analyzing
the utterances of patients with disorders of the dominant hemisphere and aphasia
(Panasiuk 2012).
Research material
Studies covered 100 persons with brain injuries within the central part of the
left hemisphere, and with aphasia diagnosed in logopedic examination. The procedure for selecting the group of subjects comprised clinical assessment, social
characteristics and the results of neuropsychological and neurologopedic assessment. Logopedic examination took the type and severity of disorders into consideration. Kinds of aphasia were diagnosed based on Alexander Luria’s typology.
When the brain injury was extensive or when the contact with the patient was so
short that it was impossible to analyze the structure of disordered speech functions
and to determine the basic defect, only clinical typology was accepted.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the subject group by kind and severity of aphasic disorders
Type of speech disorders

Severity of speech disorders
discrete

slight

moderate

severe

profound

TOTAL

PART I
Aphasic subjects diagnosed according to the clinical classification of aphasia
Motor aphasia

–

3
(1.5%)

5
(2.5%)

3
(1.5%)

3
(1.5%)

14
(7.0%)

Sensory aphasia

–

–

1
(0.5%)

1
(1.5%)

4
(2.0%)

6
(4.0%)

Motor-sensory aphasia

4
(2.0%)

4
(2.0%)

7
(3.5%)

4
(2.0%)

14
(7.0%)

33
(16.5%)

TOTAL

4
(2.0%)

7
(3.5%)

13
(6.5%)

8
(4.0%)

21
(10.5%)

53
(26.5%)

CzĘŚĆ II
Aphasic subjects diagnosed according to A. Luria’s classification of aphasia
Kinesthetic motor aphasia

–

2
(1.0%)

3
(1.5%)

1
(0.5%)

3
(1.5%)

9
(4.5%)

Kinetic motor aphasia

–

3
(1.5%)

2
(1.0%)

9
(4.5%)

2
(1.0%)

16
(8.0%)

Dynamic motor aphasia

–

1
(0.5%)

1
(0.5%)

2
(1.0%)

–

4
(2.0%)

Acoustic-gnostic aphasia

–

1
(0.5%)

2
(1.0%)

1
(0.5%)

2
(1.0%)

6
(3.0%)

Acoustic-mnestic aphasia

1
(0.5%)

3
(1.5%)

4
(2.0%)

–

–

8
(4.0%)

–

2
(1.0%)

2
(1.0%)

–

–

4
(2.0%)

TOTAL

1
(0.5%)

12
(6.0%)

14
(7.0%)

13
(6.5%)

7
(3.5%)

47
(23.5%)

TOTAL I and II

5
(2.5%)

19
(9.5%)

27
(13.5%)

21
(10.5%)

28
(14%)

100
(50%)

Semantic aphasia

Source: own study
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The linguistic analyses were based on utterances spoken by the patients during logopedic examinations and in different communication situations related to
the undergoing treatment, rehabilitation, speech therapy, and social/family events.
Interaction participants were usually close friends and family, acquaintances, and
sometimes rehabilitators, therapists, doctors and other medical personnel. The
empirical material was analyzed taking the social profile, and the clinical and
psychological assessment of individual patients. The aim of the analysis was to
determine linguistic behaviours characteristic of the subjects.
Theoretical foundations of investigations
In light of the single factor (anti-localization) theory of the organization of
higher mental functions, the brain functions as a whole and its structures are equipotential. Representatives of this conception (John Hughlings Jackson, Pierre
Marie, Henry Head, Kurt Goldstein) assumed that each higher cognitive function
(including speech) has different levels of its cerebral organization. This hierarchy
of linguistic behaviors was differently described by various authors; the behaviours were presented within the continuum:
1. intellectual (free) – automated (involuntary);
2. symbolic – non-symbolic;
3. abstract – concrete.
The abstractness versus concreteness of linguistic behaviours can be referred
to the category of cognitive style understood as “the preferred way of cognitive
functioning, corresponding with a person’s individual needs” (Matczak 2000:
761). In the cited interpretation the manner of realizing individual needs by a
person is the result of his choice of a specific form of orientating himself in reality, “which a person is willing to select out of those available to him”, i.e. his
cognitive style is “one that he spontaneously uses most often.” The cognitive style
as interpreted by Czesław Nosal “concerns the relatively constant way of organizing cognitive functions, through which he [a person] spontaneously balances
his individuality determined by the type of temperament and profile of personal
experience, with the objective demands of the environment – a situation or a task”
(Nosal 1990: 147).
Then, according to the foregoing author, when a task situation does not provide explicit instructions on how to execute the task, a person chooses the way
consistent with his inclinations and preferences, whereas when the demands are
specified, a person can function in a different way. It should be assumed that in
aphasia such adjustment of cognitive functioning to the requirements of a particular situation is limited. The potential of behaviours of an aphasic person is determined by his neurological deficit, hence a certain style of cognitive functioning is
the only one possible.
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Several dimensions are distinguished in the characteristics of cognitive functioning:
1. field-dependence – field-independence;
2. reflectivity – impulsivity;
3. abstractness – concreteness (Nosal 1990).
The dimension of dependence on versus independence from the data field
serves to define the degree to which perception is determined by the general organization of the perception field. Field-dependence manifests as a tendency to
perceive globally: parts are experienced as fused with a whole, which may cause
difficulties in maintaining the picture of a field fragment in the context of the entire field and is defined as passive-global orientation. Field–independence is associated with a tendency to distinguish particular parts and to see them as relatively
independent of a whole, which makes it easy to differentiate field fragments in the
context of the whole and is termed active-analytical.
The second dimension, reflectivity versus impulsivity is identified by means
of two indicators: the speed of finding solutions and their correctness. Reflectivity
is expressed in a tendency to reflect, which causes fewer errors to be made, while
impulsivity manifests in a tendency to answer immediately, thus increasing the
number of errors.
The last dimension, abstractness versus concreteness, defines preferences
concerning the level of generality of the categories applied. A tendency to use
more general categories, for example to classify by logical criteria, is an exponent
of abstractness, while concreteness consists in using less general categories –
classification by referring to direct relations between objects.
In light of the theory of cognitive styles, information processing is hierarchical. Several levels of processing are distinguished:
1. the level of creating representations of external environment as short-term
perceptual images: the main information processes at this level are: modeling,
dividing and searching the field, which contains primary or unstructured data;
2. the level of formation of cognitive representations as conceptual categories;
3. the level of information structures constituting individual experience, i.e.
knowledge and self-knowledge structured within cognitive models;
4. the level of information structures – programs determining goal-oriented
activity, for examples processes of programming and controlling the course of
behavior, and processes of decision-making to change goals or strategies for their
implementation (Nosal 1990).
In light of the current state of knowledge it should be assumed that aphasic
disorders manifest not only through language deficits but also in the change of
the way of orientating oneself in the reality. In the interpretation by Kurt Goldstein
(1948) – one of the representatives of the antilocalization theory of human cogni-
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tive abilities – the human organism is a complex system with a specific configuration of factors1. Human abilities are less impacted by external influences: they are
more influenced by the adaptive effects of the organism itself. The actualizations
of potential mechanism are enabled by environmental conditions. Among human
abilities the principal position is occupied by the ability to abstract or, on the basis
of the conceptual assessment of situation, to undertake diverse free actions, and to
plan and program acts in new situations. Goldstein developed a set of behaviours
connected with the adoption of the abstract attitude (Latin abstraho; abstract),
which include:
1. to freely assume a mental set;
2. to initiate a particular act or perform it by an external order;
3. to freely shift from one sphere of action to another;
4. to hold in mind simultaneously various aspects of a situation;
5. to respond to several unrelated stimuli;
6. to grasp the essentials of a given whole, to break it up into parts and synthesize them into a whole again;
7. to detach the Ego from the outer world.
The opposite of abstract attitude is concrete attitude protecting the status
quo for the human organism. Concrete action is determined by the exigencies
of a particular situation, current sensations and sensual experiences of the cognitive subject: it usually pertains to daily, habitual actions. Each brain injury – in
Goldstein’s interpretation (1948) – upsets the proportions between abstract and
concrete attitude2 in such a way that in a person’s behaviour the concrete (Lat.
concretus–mixed, fused) attitude prevails which is characterized by the following
properties:
a) linking of verbal reactions with stimuli operating at the moment;
b) close dependence of linguistic behaviours on the earlier produced verbal
responses to a situation;
c) excessive focusing of utterances on situation-related details;
d) a tendency to describe objects because of their usefulness;
e) inability to classify objects by some characteristic (form, material, colour).

1
Goldstein’s theory is confirmed by the observations of Ward Halstead and Arthur L. Benton
(Wolska 2000). The general assumptions of Goldstein’s theory are discussed by Anna Bolewska
(1985).
2
Experimental studies carried out by Kurt Goldstein demonstrated that disorders in the abstractness/concreteness relationship occur after frontal injuries, which manifests in language in
disorders of free, volitional speech. Diana van Lancker (1972), when defining the dichotomy of automated and free speech, interprets the former as the ability to say conventional greetings, interjections, curses, stereotyped expressions and the like (which is also an attribute of emotional speech),
and the latter as the ability to make new, original sentences.
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Abstractness (categoriality) and concreteness (non-categoriality)3 are qualitatively separate levels of mental regulation. Goldstein’s theory is the starting point
for the following hypothesis: Disorders of the cognitive function of speech in
aphasia cases manifest in an increase in the linguistic exponents of the concrete
attitude towards reality in the utterances of aphasic persons. The abstract attitude
based on more complex neurophysiological, neuropsychological and linguistic
mechanisms develops in the later period of human development and is more prone
to disintegration due to injuries and/or disturbances in the work of the brain. The
ability to abstract makes a person distanced towards reality, thus broadening his
perspective of viewing the world. The concreteness that replaces it binds a person
to a specific state, it does not allow him to abstract from established associations
and situational contexts. The least resistant to aphasic disintegration are automated, involuntary behaviors, underlying which are behavioral mechanisms.

THE CONCRETENESS OF LINGUISTIC BEHAvIOURS
IN APHASIA
The paradigm (described by Kurt Goldstein, 1948) of exponents of concrete
attitude towards reality should be treated as symptoms of dysfunctions of the interactive and cognitive functions of language. The mechanism of the dysfunctions
should be associated with two separate factors: a) biological determinants i.e.
organic brain injuries and/or disturbances in the brain’s functioning (zeigarnik
1969), b) socio-situational determinants i.e. an individual’s established personal
experience (Warchala 2003: 88). In persons with aphasia there is interference of
the two factors: on the one hand, neurological changes cause mobility disability,
and cognitive and communication disorders, which in turn cause limitations in the
sphere of social functioning, while on the other hand, the reduction of life activity
to the biological and material sphere in the situation of illness and convalescence,
and a deficit in cognitively and communicatively diversified situations causes
limitations in the functioning of compensatory-adaptive processes at the neurobiological level, which again consolidates the tendency for standardization of linguistic behaviours, increases their dependence on situational context, and there is
a reduction of variant behaviours in similar communicative and life situations4.
This dichotomy corresponds to two Aristotelian orders: logical and psychological. The logical order, specific to the human mind, allows one to recognize in things that which is general, and
thereby essential. The psychological order defines the ways of arriving at this knowledge. These are
perceptions, with which cognition begins (Tatarkiewicz 1998).
4
The organization of daily life of persons with motor disability, neuropsychological deficits
and speech disorders is of standard type in Poland: their life activity is confined to the rhythm defined by hygienic/nursing and rehabilitation procedures. Patients continually subjected to routine
activities can hardly accept any changes in the daily rhythm (e.g. they feel lost when the established
3
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In the case of aphasia, actualization of linguistic signs requires the occurrence
of a real situation5. Words refer to a concrete fragment of reality, less often – and
only in residual forms of aphasia – to the image of this reality. In severe forms of
aphasia the action of any stimulus (auditory, visual, sensory, etc.) may release a
pathological realization of a word or quasi-word, which, in the sound form, can
take the form of a system unit, sometimes even a sequence of words forming a
quasi-sentence. The uses of these forms do not relate to a specific linguistic meaning or do not refer to elements of reality, they are uttered involuntarily, alienated
from meaning. Each time they are merely a possible behaviour not controlled by
the patient, a reaction to the occurrence of sensory and /or emotional stimulation. Disordering of the intentionality category in this type of vocal behaviours
deprives them both of communicative and cognitive functions.
In milder forms of aphasic disorders the patient’s verbal responses are closely
related to the currently operating verbal stimuli, which the patient automatically
imitates. Such automatic repetitions of words or passive reading of written down
words is only the result of stimulating the sensory system. Echolalic repetitions
of semantic patterns after the interlocutor (frequent in aphasic patients) should
also be treated as manifestations of a similar pathology. The majority of linguistic
behaviors of aphasic persons involve simple conditioning and imitation, a particularly distinctive example being pantomimic behaviours.
Interactions in which aphasic persons participate usually involve situations
relating to their daily life. The subjects of conversations are also usually emotionally important to the aphasics and are connected with their family, general
feeling, treatment and therapy, they are embedded in here and now, their information content seldom goes beyond the limits of the current time, or sensorily perceived space, and seldom goes beyond the experienced emotions. To recall words,
it helps to refer them to a specific situation, experienced by the patient, in which
these words are usually used6. The factor that decides the relative permanence of
order is modified on holidays or during family celebrations). These observations provide a significant premise for persons taking care of the patients: while creating stable conditions providing a
sense of security to them, the carers should not give up stimulating the patients’ adaptive skills under
the changing socio-situational-pragmatic conditions.
5
This is so in every act of communication, in a way. Although messages inform about the most
objective matter, from the sender’s point of view an utterance always relates to something, whereby
it is of concrete value to him (Furdal 1990). However, the case is different with patients with brain
injuries. A concrete factor that may release vocal behaviour and sometimes verbal can be also a
stimulus entirely meaningless to the patient who only reacts to it in an automatic and passive way.
6
Lev vygotski described the behaviour of a patient with aphasia and right-sided paresis, in
whom the ability to repeat the heard words, understand speech and writing was reported; however,
he was unable to repeat the sentence “I can write with my right hand”, each time replacing the word
“right” with “left” because paresis actually prevented him from writing with his right hand. To
repeat the sentence that contained an element inconsistent with reality was impossible for him (vygotski 1982–1984). A similar case was described by Jakobson. To a patient suffering from selection
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certain linguistic structures in aphasia is their standard and formulaic nature, and
thereby a high degree of automation in programming them in typical communicative situations7.
These situationally determined behaviours comprise fist of all signs and indications of emotions: exclamations and interjections (often nomina sacra). Linguistic behaviours with a high emotional charge are accessible to the overwhelming group of aphasic patients, even those with profound aphasia. By means of
them the patients express their – most negative – emotions. Hence a large group
consists of curses, sometimes very rude, sometimes said in a foreign language.
These manifestations of expressiveness, also typical of colloquial language, are
a group of the most situational-context dependent expressions out of verbal behaviours. They are more often used by patients with the left-hemisphere damage
because they belong to “emotional language” and ”limbic language” opposed to
“intellectual language” and “rational language”8. Aphasia is characterized by disorders of the “rational language” level or the ability to use language most freely
while “limbic language”, i.e. emotional language, is still accessible to the patient
(Maruszewski 1966), enabling him to produce automated, involuntary utterances.
Another type of automated behaviours is polite expressions (greetings, goodbyes). Even if some group of patients cannot produce them verbally, almost all
of them signal those with a gesture9. Individual experiences of persons should
therefore be regarded as the element of meaning which is the least susceptible to
disintegration, most established in the conceptual structure, and which determines
the way the persons with brain injuries recognize and explain events associated
with a specific situation. A situation builds individualized profiles of meanings.
Human experiences are different, people may perceive situations differently, and
thereby assign personal meanings to events embedded in a situation.
aphasia the context is a necessary factor determining the form of utterance. Hence the patient cannot
say the sentence “It is raining” if this judgment does correspond to reality. The more an utterance
is based on context or consituation, the greater the likelihood of appropriate linguistic behaviours
(Jakobson, 1964).
7
Automation of speaking or generating of text on the periphery of attention takes place with
the participation of the extrapyramidal system, which is older than the pyramidal system associated
with free and creative speaking (łączkowska 1993: 161).
8
Manifestations of “limbic speech” observed in aphasic patients confirm Jackson’s late nineteenth-century views that every function, including speech, has different organization levels, the
highest level being disordered in pathological cases. Speech – according to the scholar – can be
examined at (a) the logical (intellectual) level and (b) the emotional level. At the intellectual level a
person expresses what he thinks, and at the emotional – what he feels.
9
Joanna Przesmycka-Kamińska (1980) emphasizes that socially ritualized behaviors are retained in aphasic patients. For example, patient E. B. described by the author uttered distorted dzie
dobry [goo’morning], while another patient – W. W. – had a strongly established habit of greeting
persons in the environment. Unable, however, to program verbal behaviors, he produced a repeated
single word and bowed.
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Concretizing of thinking can also manifest in giving a proper name to define
a representative of a class (e.g. dogs) or it can be specified by defining the differentia specifica for the genus proximum. To an aphasic patient a word ceases to
be a symbol of things but it becomes a specific thing, hence in the next example
names are not given, but a specific experience associated with the use of referents
of these names is evoked.
A distinctive tendency observable in aphasic utterances is that patients focus
on details in describing reality (detalization), which, consequently, disturbs the
overall character of interpretation of its phenomena. The overwhelming majority of information is detailed enumerations of sense-perceived objects and their
features. The names used in utterances have specific, concrete meanings; there
are absolutely no categorial names in them, which can to some extent be treated
as an exponent of a spoken variant (Wilkoń 1987) or colloquial style (Bartmiński
1993), but in the case of the studied texts the intensity of the phenomenon goes far
beyond the standards of daily communication. These symptoms should be linked
with difficulties in abstracting from personal, concrete experiences in interpreting
the phenomena of reality.
Experiencing of reality impacts such a use of language in which its pragmatic
dimension is evident. The foundation on which language abilities in ontogeny
develop is action and it is the connection of language with action, as being most
established, that is a strategy compensating for difficulties in actualizing words.
The actualization of word is often possible only when it is behaviourally provoked
by the sensory experience of its referent whereas it is far more difficult when the
words are to refer to the notional sphere. The mechanism of coding utterances
is based on personal experience, it refers to the memory of a situation, which is
noticeable in many neologisms created because of spatio-temporal contact (metonymy) and in periphrases, in whose semantic structure the defining of the function of an object is one of the best associated features. Function as a feature of an
object, most often referred to when defining names in the cases of naming disorders, shows how strong are the associations of a name and its meaning with the
sphere of personal and concrete actions. It turns out that the meaning of a word is
coded the strongest on the pragmatic aspect of a linguistic sign.
In the utterances of moderate and sever aphasic persons, generalization process disorders are observable. Patients use categorical names less often while the
use of subordinate words (hyponyms) is better retained in them. The categorization of objects10 by abstracted features can also cause difficulties. Aphasic distur10
The issues of categorization mechanisms are associated with Marvin Minsky’s (2007) conceptual frame theory, which is facing the problem of how complex kinds of knowledge are represented in the mind. The author points out the role of concepts here and different kinds of schemas
(frameworks, constructs, scripts). But he emphasizes that the mind in contact with the chains of
causal variability of the environment creates more and more complex cognitive schemas represent-
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bances in using lexical-semantic categories are also confirmed by the results of
examining verbal fluency. Categorization processes in patients with brain injuries
are limited to the perception level, or the interpretation of sensory data using contextual clues, attitude, and previously required experiences (Nęcka, Orzechowski
and Szymura 2006).
In aphasiological literature there are often statements about disorders found
in aphasic patients, in the explication of figurative language. It is pointed out that
the meanings superimposed upon the basic meaning of words used in collocations or proverbs are reduced to real meanings, the metaphorical content of this
type of expression being often unintelligible. This kind of interpretation of the
material appears to stem partly from methodological errors. Uneducated or young
persons, in whose individual language there are no representations of certain collocations or proverbs, while doing tests consisting in interpreting collocations or
sayings, apply their only accessible interpretation of these constructions, i.e. realsemantic11. Educated persons, who had high linguistic skills prior to falling ill, did
not commonly make this kind of errors, and if they happened to erroneously explain a construction based on metaphoric meaning, the presentation of the correct
meaning was an effective example allowing them to correctly solve other tests of
this kind. Interpretation of proverbs did not cause serious difficulties, and after
some hesitation the majority of subjects were able to assign correct meanings to
the proverbs12. This does not mean that brain injuries do not cause difficulties in
understanding metaphors, yet proverbs and collocations typical of the colloquial
variant of language function in popular circulation at the concrete level of usage consequently, they do not require metalinguistic analyses not accessible to aphasic
patients. The metaphoric character of these constructions is today associated exclusively with the mechanism of their origination. Popularized in colloquial language, they become linguistic clichés denoting standard meanings (Bartmiński,
Panasiuk 2001), the interpretation of which does not require reference to their underlying metaphoric linguistic processes (Lakoff and Johnson 1988). The occurrence of such formulas in the utterances of aphasic patients was always provoked
by a specific communicative situation, and it was usually difficult to explain their
meaning. In these cases it is difficult to determine conclusively the cause of the
committed errors in identifying the meanings of proverbs: ignorance of them or
ing the changing context. Furthermore, variability of the environment makes it necessary to modify
schemas.
11
Of especially local and individual character is the knowledge of collocations. For example,
the phrase “sharp tongue” was commonly applied by inhabitants of Silesia to a person who speaks a
lot but in Lublin this meaning referred to a malicious person.
12
Twentieth-century research tradition (Jacques Lacan, Claude Lévi-Strauss, yuri Lotman,
vyacheslav v. Ivanov, Roman Jakobson) interprets metaphor and metonymy not so much as rhetorical figures or stylistic factors but it links the operations of metonymization and metaphorization to
thinking, imagination and artistic creativity (Kordys 1991).
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concretization of the language. A decisive factor in determining the ability of
aphasic patients to interpret superimposed meanings can be the understanding of
a linguistic joke, allusive expressions, poetic compositions. The material collected
using such texts often showed metalinguistic limitations that manifested in difficulties with recognizing metaphoric meanings. It should be also added that most
aphasic patients correctly selected illustration material for the metaphoric expressions presented to them. This ability is conditioned by the competence of the right
hemisphere, which recognizes the meaning of pictures and activates associative
and connotative connections between the names of the objects seen.
Aphasic patients as senders sporadically actualized linguistic structures that
would indicate the metaphorical way of structuring and interpreting reality13, for
example some of them who often provoked situational comedy were at the same
time not responsive to linguistic humor and could not use it despite having retained comparatively good conversation skills. Common among the subjects were
problems with verbally explaining the metaphor mechanism. According to Jakobson (1989) such difficulties should be explained by the loss of metalanguage.
The injured language hemisphere has no access to the model of its own cognitive mechanism. Research confirms that in aphasic persons a difficulty arises in
realizing messages with a metalinguistic function. It appears that the disorder of
metalanguage should be treated as a distinctive feature of aphasia.

APHASIC DISORDERS AND SPEECH ONTOGENy
IN THE MIRROR IMAGE THEORy
Natural language is a multi-level structure. This hierarchical order exists not
only in the sense given to the organization of the language system by Ferdinand de
Saussure (1991), who distinguished its subsystems, and, in each of the subsystems
– units (from simple to complex ones: phonemes, morphemes, sentences). The
levels of language can be also examined in terms of dynamicity and functionality. The dynamicity of linguistic structures should be associated with the order of
their acquisition in ontogeny, and also, as Roman Jakobson (1968) maintained,
with the order of disintegration in aphasia. Functionality results from the role performed by language in various spheres of human activity: conversation, naming
and describing elements of reality, structuring the knowledge about it, and finally,
in explaining the signs and rules of language.
13
It should be emphasized that the analysis of lexical-semantic phenomena in aphasia cases
shows that the frequency of the metaphorical way of naming the objects of reality is fairly low; nor
are there marked significant differences in this respect between persons with motor aphasia and sensory aphasia. This observation is at variance with Jakobson’s theory (1989), in which the demarcation line in distinguishing the two types of aphasic disorders is dominance of one of the mechanisms
of semantic changes: metonymy or metaphor.
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It should be assumed that both human linguistic and mental abilities are gradable. This is fully evidenced by studies on the development of speech and thinking in ontogeny. Since Jakobson (1989) the rules of disintegration of linguistic
structures in aphasia have been interpreted in relation to the order of their development in the child’s speech14. Are the regularities of language disintegration
indeed a reversal of the stages of its acquisition, and aphasia can be understood as
a mirror image of language ontogeny15? The problem needs clarification.
According to Bluma W. zeigarnik (1969), human thinking, consolidated in
the process of upbringing and teaching, and developing based on diverse experiences in the course of life, does not deteriorate after brain injuries in the reverse
order to the stages of its development in ontogeny. The disintegration of linguistic
abilities in aphasia does not, as Jakobson (1989) claimed, proceed, according to
the mirror image law in relation to the rules of the evolutionary development of
language in phylo- and ontogeny, but it is rather related to the statistics of linguistic experiences and mechanisms underlying programming of utterances. A number of regularities can be observed in speech ontogeny16.
14
We should recall here Roman Jakobson’s methodological postulate (1968), confirmed in the
study by Józef T. Kania (1969/70), that linguistic phenomena in aphasia be examined in the broad
context of phenomena characteristic of the normal development of the child’s speech. However, the
comparison of observations on the development of the child’s speech with phenomena observable in
aphasia provokes a number of controversies. There are named important anatomical, physiological
and mental differences under which the processes of growth on the one hand, and, on the other, of
disintegration of language skills take place (Kania 1969/70).
15
R. Jakobson’s “mirror image theory” (1968), according to which language structures acquired the earliest in ontogeny are the most resistant to disintegration in aphasia, applies to formal
structures understood as units from particular levels of the language system as presented by F. de
Saussure (1991). The analogy referred to here between the order of acquisition and disintegration
concerns another kind of structures, i.e. the cognitive structures, which develop together with language and disintegrate with it in the case of aphasia.
16
According to Piaget (1992) language is not an exclusive tool and way of representing the
world, nor it is an indispensable condition for development of thinking, yet owing to its communicative function it is a constructional factor for thinking. Speech ontogeny is thus an outcome of many
spheres of the child’s cognitive activity and, according to Piaget, occurs in stages. The stages of
development of intelligence in the child’s ontogeny occur, in J. Piaget’s opinion, in the following
temporal order: a) the stage of sensomotor intelligence (up to 2 years of age) – the child orientates
himself in the reality, learns the characteristic features of objects, their differences and relationships
between them; in this period the development of specific concepts begins; b) the stage of preoperational intelligence (from 3 to 6 years of age) – the child familiarizes himself with symbolic actions
based on the words, he begins to communicate with the environment by means of language, and realizes some features of objects ( e.g. size), and acquires the ability to evaluate and assess; c) the stage
of concrete operations (6/7–10/11 years of age)) – the child can define the concept of quantity and
classes; d) the stage of formal, hypothetical-deductive operations (from the age of 11) – the child
can think logically, abstractly and verbally. Each next stage results from the assimilation or actions
complementing a deficit in the previous stage, and from the actualization of opportunities created
by these changes, hence the conception came to be called constructivist. The transition between the
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Before the child acquires the inventory of linguistic signs and rules that enables him to make grammatically correct and meaningful sentences, he already
fulfils his communicative intentions by using non-verbal signs (vocalization, gesture, facial expression). It is pragmatic goals that underlie linguistic communication and are stimuli to the development of the child’s speech.
Another step in language acquisition is the development of observations.
When the child has acquired the sensory way of structuring the world and distinguishing its phenomena, words function as labels of specific objects and are
used in the referential function to name sense-perceived and delimited elements
of non-linguistic reality. It follows from psychologists’ findings that the stage of
conceptual thinking (based on creating classes) is preceded by concrete thinking
in speech development, the word is associated with a set of objects linked by
some perceptual features rather than with an abstract concept that would capture
their most essential features in common17.
The next stage in language development is connected with the development
of concepts18, when the character of linguistic behaviour is no longer inseparably
linked to sense perception, but the signs of language perform a symbolic function
and define classes of objects and relationships between objects. Linguistic behaviours begin to go beyond the limits of time and place of speech, and the child
uses language to indicate the content that is not his current sensory experience: the
categories contained in the language are the foundation of mental representation
of the world. It was found that in the child’s development there are two higher,
structural phases of creating concepts. In the first phase (2–4 years of age), the
child can assign to the acquired concepts only objects that are referents of a name.
He has the equivalent of what is termed a “concrete concept.” About the age of
six, the second phase appears, in which the child can already classify objects by
general criteria, and determine the hierarchy of concepts.
At the next stage of speech development, reflection on the word as an element
of the language system develops. This knowledge, formalized in the process of
school education and called metalinguistic competence, manifests, for example,
earlier and later stage occurs gradually and in a discrete way: behaviors characteristic of the earlier
stage are successively replaced by behaviors specific to the later stage and gradually disappear. The
rule is that the earlier development stage is the foundation of the subsequent stage.
17
In the study devoted to the process of creating concepts in ontogeny, based on experimental
studies, the author distinguishes three basic stages of the process, which he treats as the reflection
of the actual development of thinking . These are the stage of syncretes, stage of complexes, and the
conceptual stage (vygotski 1989: 96–163).
18
Biological-physiological-psychological foundations of speech were omitted by traditional
linguistics. It was neurology that described what happens between stimulation and perception of
language; psychology explained what the mechanisms of generalization and systematization of concepts are. Logopedics, treating speech as a biological, mental and social phenomenon at the same
time (Grabias 1997a), combines experiences of different disciplines into one theoretical system.
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in the feeling of the formal and contentual quality of linguistic signs. The child’s
maturity in each of the foregoing spheres is reflected in the structures of language
(Kwarciak 1995; Kupis-Krasowicz 1999).
It is this kind of dynamically acquired hierarchy of linguistic expressions that
can be the criterion for structuring the levels of the functioning of language in
particular cases of aphasia and can be the indicator of its severity. The multilevel
nature of the function of linguistic signs manifests most clearly in the study of the
lexicon, assuming that reference is not a characteristic of lexemes understood as
elements of the language system but of textual words. It is in the use of a word
that the whole potential contained in particular units of the system is concretized
because all units of the lexicon that make up an utterance take part in its reference
to specific fragments of reality. Each lexicon unit, on account of the context in
which it appears, can have a different reference. The referential features revealed
in utterances allow the division of the lexicon into four levels: (1) communicative, (2) concrete-situational, (3) conceptual, and (4) metalinguistic, as has been
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The levels of functioning of the lexicon of natural language19
Levels

Objective

Relational

1. Communicative

1. tree (as message; that which I
want to tell about; which I am told
about)

2. Concrete-situational

2. tree (a specific one; the one I can 2. on, under, far away
see)

3. Conceptual

3. tree (as such; the one I have in
mind)

3. since, because, although

4. Metalinguistic

4. tree (as a sign; the one I am
defining)

4. allegedly, admittedly,
therefore

1. this, that

Source: own study.

The four levels of the lexicon, distinguished based on the functional criterion,
develop in turn in the ontogeny of language, and they disintegrate in the reverse
The presented model of the levels of language functioning is an extension of Elżbieta
Wierzbicka’s concept for the purposes of this description (2000). Originally, the model comprised
three levels of the lexis of natural languages: sensory, mental, and metatextual in the objective and
relational aspects.
19
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order in aphasia. The ontogenetically earliest forms of word activation become
most resistant to aphasic disorders20.
a) the communicative level – associated with the realization of the communicative function of language
b) the concrete-situational level – associated with judging about sensorily
experienced metalinguistic reality,
c) the conceptual level – associated with structuring of the knowledge about
reality in cognitive models presented in cognitive categories,
d) the metalinguistic level – associated with judging about a linguistic sign
itself .
Two aspects can be distinguished at each level:
1. objective, when reference relates to a phenomenon itself of reality, distinguished at the same level;
2. relational, when reference covers the relationship of a phenomenon in
relation to other phenomena of this level.
The most susceptible to disintegration is the metalinguistic level, the latest
acquired in ontogeny. Aphasic patients exhibit the greatest difficulties in defining
names, finding word synonyms, or – in the case of persons who used a foreign
language before they fell ill – in giving equivalent expressions in this language
(equonyms), or in creating constructions based on similarity of (metaphoric)
meanings. This kind of difficulty in actualization of linguistic signs evidences the
inability to freely use elements within one linguistic code or to convert from one
code to another. Disturbances in the use of words in the metalinguistic function
occurred in all cases of aphasia, problems of metalinguistic nature were reported
in all the patients studied, while in the patients with discrete of language disorders
the ability to carry out metalinguistic operations was the only symptom of aphasic
difficulties.
In persons with a high degree of aphasic disorders a word was not associated
with a class of phenomena but, closely linked to the current context, it fulfilled a
labeling function. The ability to actualize a word was found only in the situation
when the object being named was in the field of the speaker’s sense perception21.
Experimental studies conducted on animals by Pavlov and his associates also confirm the
thesis that in pathological conditions the first to be disordered is that which developed the latest. For
example, artificially developed conditioned reflexes tend to be disturbed following brain illnesses
far faster than unconditioned reflexes. The function of the second signal system is disturbed to a
greater extent than the function of the first system.
21
In Józef Kozielecki’s interpretation (2000) the categories of: abstractness-concreteness are
discussed as follows: a person whose cognitive structures are characterized by a high degree of
concreteness interprets the world as sequence of perceived objects, he cannot create concepts with a
higher degree of generality, his cognitive structures operate in the linear system (e.g. an oligophrenic
was against including the concepts “radio” and “newspaper” in the category of the “mass media”
because “they say on the radio, and it is written in the newspapers”). On the contrary, a person whose
20
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The least susceptible to disintegration in aphasia cases was the actualization of a
word in its communicative function. The interactive needs of patients with the
most severe aphasic disorders caused them, when faced with difficulty in verbalizing intentions, to use all kinds of signs (verbal, distorted verbal, and non-verbal)
to express their needs.
The ability to use a word to denote objects of linguistic, mental and physical
reality, and their mutual relationship is associated with perceptual and realization
skills22. The basis for correctly naming objects, rightly formulating thoughts or
properly interpreting the meaning of the heard words are neurophysiological and
neuropsychological mechanisms. Brain injuries disturb the proper functioning of
these mechanisms, causing aphasic disorders in which the dominant ones are disorders in understanding names or in saying them.

NEUROBIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF LINGUISTIC
BEHAvIOURS IN APHASIA
Speech is the result of biological, mental and social factors (Grabias 1997b).
The information on external reality, provided by receptors, is processed by the
brain – the regulator of human behaviour. Reception is the basis for the rise of
sensations and is controlled with the participation of the mind. There are many
features of a referent that are filtered by the structure of a receptor itself while
others are identified (perceived) in a specific way with the participation of the
controlling function of the brain responsible for distinguishing and identifying
an object. The brain is predestined first to distinguish semantic units (e.g. words)
and then their elements devoid of meaning. The processing of information takes
place both according to the rules arising from the brain structure (fields of the first
order – where sensations arise, second- and third-order fields – where perceptions
arise), and according to the rules created and learned through own experience
or experience of other people, encoded in linguistic structures23 (Obuchowski
1982: 12).
structures are highly abstract can create a hierarchical system with an increasing degree of generality
by abstracting from concrete reality, can manipulate with general concepts, has a better orientation
in the world, and can solve theoretical problems.
22
Difficulties in the semantic interpretation of the heard words are usually accompanied by
mnestic disorders or by disorders of neudynamics of memory traces. The occurrence of memory
disorders combined with lexical difficulties confirms that the condition for correct functioning of
the semantic system is the proper understanding of words and the possibility of actualizing it. Disorders of memory of words appear inter alia in dissociation between the sounding and meaning. This
mechanism indicates that naming disorders are secondary to perceptual disorders.
23
The brain is predestined first to distinguish semantic units (e.g. words) and then their elements (segments) devoid of meaning.
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In light of Ivan Pavlov’s neurophysiological conception of organization of
behaviours (1951), subsequently developed by Kazimierz Obuchowski (1982),
there are three levels of orientation in external reality: a) concrete, b) hierarchical
and c) creative. The concrete system is common to humans and animals. Its operation is based on the cortical process of differentiation of similar stimuli. Within
it there is the monoconcrete system, which allows differentiation of stimuli with
one modality and the polyconcrete system – responsible for processing stimuli
with different modalities. The existence of the second system, developed only in
humans, is derived from the ability to abstract and generalize the countless signals
of the first system and the ability to analyze and synthesize generalized signals.
This ability ensures a person’s unlimited orientation in the environment24. The
highest level of organization of experiences is associated with the creative code.
Operations carried out at this level involve creative activity, which, according to
Obuchowski (1982), manifests in illumination and in initiation.
The role of these systems (concrete, hierarchical, and creative) in the organization of human behaviour is diverse. If aphasic disorders occur there is a condensation of concrete behaviours organized by the first signal system, and a reduction
in abstract behaviours associated with the operation of the hierarchical system.
The concrete level enables collecting data experienced through sense perception of different segments of reality, and organization of appropriate reactions,
including verbal. The word analyzed at this level is linked to a situation; it does
not exist outside of the current, mentally experienced context. The linguistic behaviors in question are regulated by the first signal system, which is, as it were, a
matrix reflecting the world. In Jerzy Konorski’s theory (1969), the system of referential meanings is reduced to perceptual images of words. In this system specific
stimuli from the external world stimulate particular behaviors, whereas a person,
while identifying reality through the senses, is able to produce appropriate linguistic behaviours as long as they are stimulated by context. Within the concrete
system some behaviors of patients with brain injuries should be interpreted as
manifestations of action at the monoconcrete level. The point is all cognitive and
linguistic processes which are of conditioned-reflex nature. The monoconcrete
code operates on the probabilistic (statistical) basis and is closely connected with
personal experience, it ensures fluent performance of specific, including verbal,
but reflex-based actions.
Among the scholars continuing Pavlov’s conception there are different positions concerning
the interpretation of the character of the second signal system. Some try to derive the formation of
the most complex concepts from conditioned reflexes of increasingly higher order, while others tend
to discern separate laws governing the second signal system. According to the latter position, the
second signal system uses as stimuli the symbols that substitute for them, rather than real objects
or actions. Substitution can take place through linguistic signs (verbal or written), they can be also
substituted for by gestures and facial expressions.
24
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In connection with aphasia, there is an increase in the frequency of linguistic
realizations that are free and reactive activity. The phenomena of perseveration of
verbal, vocal and non-verbal behaviours are represented in great numbers. Perseverations of mind set, pathologically repeated sound sequences, sometimes corresponding to texts, sentences or words, copied gestures, facial expressions and
body movements arise from internal or external stimulation and become activated
outside of the sender’s will. vocal behaviours may be limited to reflexes conditioned by specific stimuli, they are a passive reaction triggered only in response
to given signals. Persons with left-sided brain injuries more often structure reality through models of sensory cognition25 rather than through abstract categories
established in conceptual structures. The majority of intentional linguistic behaviours of aphasic patients can be described as manifestations of action at the polyconcrete level26, which (action) enables patients with brain injuries to realize the
pragmatic functions of language in social interactions.
The second signal system, hierarchical, takes part in abstraction processes
and enables the formation of semantic relationships between information coming
from the concrete system. The word processed at this level ceases to be a conditioned signal, but it becomes a symbol of a class of phenomena, which makes it
possible for the mental models of world representation to arise. Within the abstract
The mechanism in question found its interpretation in analytical philosophy, according to
which some names (to which observation sentences can be reduced) are characterized by their linkage to the sense-perceived object. We are talking about utterances like: it’s raining [Pada], it’s
getting cold [Robi się zimno]; This is a rabbit [To jest królik], which, unlike sentences of the type:
People are mortal [Ludzie są śmiertelni], are occasion sentences, i.e. true in some situations and
false in others. That is probably why aphasic patients find it very difficult to use abstract irrational
numbers, which do not refer to anything or to which individual expressions cannot be assigned.
According to Willard van Orman Quine (1999), perception sentences are the first stage of language
acquisition in ontogeny and are that which connects language with the real world which is talked
about in this language. Interpretation of these communicative behaviors that are expressed in the
use of observation sentences can be carried out by each interaction participant. It is sensory contact
with reality, shared by the text sender and receiver, that is the basis for interpretation of reality. This
phenomenon appears to be just as subjective and individual as the internal nervous network of the
cognitive subject. What intersubjectifies this cognition is the code common to interaction participants. Aphasic speech disorders make the objectification of cognitive experiences difficult, both
from the perspective of the sender-patient and the receiver-patient.
26
Bluma W. zeigarnik (1983) described mentally impaired persons (oligophrenics) who combined into one category the words “pot”, “onion”, carrots”, and “parsley” as the names of objects
necessary to cook soup. In the same way reality was structured by nomads of Caucasus, who were
described by Luria (1976). Categorization by the pragmatic criterion is not, however, associated
exclusively with the level of intelligence or education. The experiment carried out by Jack Warchala,
which concerned the criteria for categorizing the phenomena of reality by students showed that the
way of structuring the world is influenced by sociocultural determinants – students with rural background and those who lived in rural areas exhibited a tendency to organize phenomena by situational
and pragmatic criteria, which distinguished them from students living in town (cf. Warchala 2003).
25
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system, gradability is possible. In aphasia there is disintegration of the hierarchical system. Words are used in the concrete code which is why patients attribute
to them a different meaning from that assigned to them by the hierarchical level.
There are visible difficulties in the mental interpretation of reality (e.g. structuring of its phenomena takes place because of physical, sense-perceived similarity
rather than by classes established in linguistic structures in the form of names of
categories). What takes place is the reduction of hierarchical operations for linear
operations. A person with aphasia finds it difficult to go in his judgments beyond
the limits of habitual, specific associations. He is unable to abstract from concrete
features of objects, while his access to knowledge of mental phenomena is limited
(zeigarnik 1969).
The creative code characterized by the highest degree of abstractness organizes the linguistic behaviors whose result is the creation of new reality. In verbal terms, it can manifest in poetic creativity, in non-verbal – in other art forms.
Brain injury and aphasia cause a reduction of abstract attitude in a person, but the
most susceptible to disintegration is the highest organized creative code. There
are well-known cases that men of letters, while retaining conversation abilities,
lost the possibility of creation be means of words27. Operations on the creative
code are not accessible to persons with brain injuries28, hence aphasic phenomena should not be interpreted through mechanisms of creation but only of possible realization, and by the pathology-determined inability to make a free choice
(Panasiuk 2014).

CONCLUSIONS
According to the Herder-Humboldt thesis, utterances contain a certain form
of thinking, hence it should be expected that the aphasic disintegration of speech
produces changes at the level of cognitive structures in aphasic persons. Abstract
thinking consisting in drawing conclusions from assumptions is not accessible
to patients, while concrete thinking consisting in the observation of phenomena
in the environment, and in constructing judgments based on these current observations, becomes the only way of structuring the phenomena of reality (cf.
Kotarbiński 1990).

The eminent Belgian neurolinguist yvan Lebrun (1988) described the case of the well-known
French symbolist poet Charles Baudelaire, who, because of brain injury and aphasia, lost the ability
to create poetry, while he retained conversation abilities (Pąchalska 1999: 29).
28
Studies show that the transition from the creative (metalinguistic) code takes place by means
of the polyconcrete (picture) code, which explains the low linguistic abilities associated with the
hierarchical code in eminent people. Literature on the subject presents Einstein as an example
(Jakobson 1989; Kaczmarek 1995).
27
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The linguistic material does not provide evidence that the mechanism of
language difficulties in aphasia cases is associated with disturbance of the relation
between word and object, which may also manifest with disorders of the categorizing function of language or the “system of linguistic generalizations” (Kogan
1962). Brain injury causes disturbances at the highest level of a function, therefore in light of the single-factor theory, aphasia should be understood as a speech
disorder at the intellectual (Jackson, Marie), symbolic (Head), or abstract (Head)
(Maruszewski 1966) levels. A feature of aphasic disorders is the concretization
of language and difficulties in adopting by an aphasic person a free and reflective
attitude towards extra-linguistic.
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The Vision of Sculpture as Defined in Conversations
with a Deafblind Person
SUMMARy
This article aims at describing a piece of art created by a person with simultaneous visual and
hearing impairment. It is an attempt to show how the picture of reality is conveyed through the
sculpture. It also indicates an individual and specific approach to the world and creative imagination
of a deafblind person.
The basic method of studying the creative process were discussions with the dabbling deafblind artists about the world and individual phenomena of reality, about the act of creating
a sculpture, as well as their experiences accompanying the act of creation and its finalisation, when
it was time to assess their piece of art. various methods of communications were used to interview
the artists (sign language, fingerspelling, gestures and others), which allowed to place the method in
the field of cognitivism.
The article consists of the most vital conclusions of the author’s research concerning creative
possibilities as well as knowledge of the artists about particular phenomena. The key to such a model
of analysis is the notion of a sign as defined by semiotics (Morris and Peirce).
Key words: deafblind people, language, sculpture, creative process, mind, vision of reality.

This article aims at describing a piece of art created by a person with simultaneous visual and hearing impairment.
The basic method of studying the creative process were discussions with the
dabbling artists about the world and individual phenomena of reality, about the
act of creating a sculpture, as well as their experiences accompanying the act of
creation and its finalisation, when it was time to assess their piece of art.
In the hereby research the interviewer adjusted to the abilities of the interviewees communicating their messages either with sign language, fingerspelling
or gestures (in the case of artists with complete sight loss the message was signed
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into their hands or their hands were used to sign), occasionally the Braille alphabet
as well as ethnic language (in the case of people with slight hearing impairment).
The proposed method falls into the category of cognitive research tools. They
are used to enter the minds of deafblind artists in order to describe the rules for
conceptualising a piece of art, discover the motives behind its creation and reveal
the artists’ assessment of their work.
It does not go unnoticed that the key to the proposed model of the creative act
analysis is the concept of a sign developed by semiotics (Morris and Peirce 1974).
For, if we assume that a sculpture is a “sign”, then we should, as in the case of
every semiotic sign, notice its semantics (which results from the relationship established between the sculpture and the phenomena it refers to), its syntax (established between a sculpture and other sculptures; in the case of deafblind sculptors
the field of comparison should be the so-called naïve sculpture) and pragmatics
(which results from the relationship between the sculpture and its creator, as well
as the sculpture and its audience1).
It seems that hearing and sight impaired people, who remain in their subjective world of experiences, acquire their own way to project the phenomena of
reality, giving them certain forms, enriching them with experiences and emotions
that they recognise.
It is also assumed that a sculpture is always a projection of knowledge about
reality and its phenomena conveyed through a form selected by the artist: a form
in which the artist’s experiences and emotions are inscribed.
In order to assess the act of creation of a deafblind person a cognitive research was conducted to establish which fragment of sculptor’s knowledge generates a phenomena created in sculpture. It is an attempt to establish the following
facts: the level of knowledge about the phenomena, the source of this knowledge
and the motive of taking up the particular subject. Moreover, the description of
the creative process of the deafblind people presents the activities performed by
the artist while working on his sculpture. The artists’ interpretation of their own
sculptures and creative act, as well as their assessment of the works are taken into
account here. The description of each sculpture includes also components of the
present author’s own assessments of the consecutive creative processes. A classification of the analysed sculptures according to the way they portray reality is
1
In the centre of the proposed model is the semiotic sign, that is the sculpture of a deafblind
person. The sculpture enters into a pragmatic relationship through its contact with the creator – a
deafblind sculptor and the audience – the critics of the sculpture, as well as the observer of the act
of creation. The semantic pattern is established by the relation between the sculpture – the piece created by a deafblind artist and reality, perceived as a symbolic, iconic or simultaneously symbolic and
iconic pattern. The syntax, finally, is set by the relationship between: the sculpture of an artist, other
sculptures of the deafblind creators and sculptures in general, especially the sculptures classified as
the so-called “naive art” (that is created by non-professional artists).
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also proposed. It divides them into iconic, symbolic or simultaneously iconic and
symbolic sculptures. The sculptures selected from each category, are then also
analysed according to the categories proposed by the history of art to describe the
“naïve” sculptures (Niestorowicz 2007).
Adopting Herder-Humboldt’s thesis that it is the language that constructs the
image of reality in the human mind (Grabias 2005), this study will present an
analysis of the creative act and the sculptures by the deafblind, taking into account
the perspective connected with the level of linguistic competency as well as the
level of sight and hearing loss of the participants of the research.
The study material comprises of sculpture created at the plein-air workshops
for the deafblind artists in Orońsko. Subject to the author’s observation were the
sculptors, the effects of a creative process as well as the creative process itself.
In the hereby research the interviewer adjusted to the abilities of the interviewees communicating their messages either with sign language, fingerspelling
or gestures (in the case of artists with complete sight loss the message was signed
into their hands or their hands were used to sign).
“The Tower of Babel” is a sculpture that has been chosen for a detailed analysis. The author of the sculpture is a prelingually deafblind person, thus possessing the bases of ethnic language. Born on the 8th of January 1940. Sight problems started at the age of four. Participant of all plein-air sculptural workshops in
Orońsko. He communicates with signs from the sign language, fingerspelling for
deaf people signed through touch and tactile alphabet of the deafblind (created by
G. Kozłowski) and the regular letter alphabet written on a hand. He has a slight
ability to speak. The contact with Mr Kowalczyk is easy; he is open and eager to
talk.
In the opening part of this chapter research material is presented according to
the following pattern:
A) The image of reality in the minds of the deafblind artists and its projections in sculpture:
– The knowledge about a phenomenon of reality and the sculpture
– Artist’s interpretation of the sculpture
– Artist’s emotions in the sculpture
– Assessment of the act of creation
B) Sculptures of the deafblind according to their depiction of reality:
– Iconic sculptures
– Symbolic sculptures
– Simultaneously iconic and symbolic sculptures
C) Sculptures of the deafblind and other sculptures (the analysis takes into
consideration sculptures selected form each group of participants):
– Analysed sculptures as compared to the “naïve” sculpture.

Notes

The interviewee signs and talks throughout
the entire conversation.

“The Tower of Babel tall to the sky. To God.
Stairs from the bottom and there are the
stars. Five stars. It is the way. Stairs end
with stars. I don’t know until when yet, I
will see. I make the stairs round. Round,
round stairs. On top five stairs in five stars.
Stairs in stairs in heaven to God. Stairway,
people walk in heaven to stars. It connects
people with God.”

Tell me about your sculpture. What will it look like?
What do you imagine it to
look like?

Will your sculpture be happy “Happy, not sad, devil. Happy with God.”
or sad?

The Tower of Babel

What will be the title?

The description of the sculpture is accompanied by energetic hands
movements. The interviewee demonstrates what his sculpture will
look like. He has the awareness of the form of the sculpture he will be
working on. The Tower of Babel will be tall enough to reach the sky.
The stairs will go from the very bottom along the tower to its top. It
will represent human road to God. On top the stairs will be divided
into five parts, which will lead to five stars. Stars which reach God will
connect people with God. The interviewee does not yet have a clear
vision of the ending. At this stage he only has a vague idea, which he
still needs to think about.

The interviewee decided to make a tower that will reach the sky. This
tower (of Babel) will connect people with God.

He understands the message perfectly. He speaks in an unclear manner, with single words only. Sometimes he constructs grammatically
incorrect sentences. He supports his attempts at communicating with
words with gestures. Combining those two forms of communications
he is able to convey a clear message. The contact with the sculptor is
very satisfactory, because he is a communicative person, who is eager
to talk with others.

a) Establishing the level of knowledge about the phenomenon of reality

Interviewee communicative behaviour

Tell me what you will sculpt. “I make the Tower of Babel to heaven. To
God – it connects people with God”

The interviewer “signs” the
question into the artist’s
hand.

Question

Table 15. Cognitive research – establishing the level of knowledge about reality (sculpture’s title: The Tower of Babel)
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“Not bad, good.”

Will your sculpture be good
or bad?

“A tall tower reaching to the sky. I don’t
know what is Babel. Babel people with
God. I make a tower to heaven. Tomek said
Babel.”

What does The Tower of
Babel mean?

The interviewee is sculpting a tower reaching out to heaven which is
to connect people with God. He heard the word “Babel” from his colleagues at the workshops. He does not know the Biblical story of the
Tower of Babel. He does not even know what the Bible is.

“Long time ago I made a happy combination. Similar. I wanted to make a tower to
heaven. It is tall, God is in heaven.”

“God made Adam and Eve from clay. I also The interviewee has the opportunity to use the same material in his art
that God used creating Adam and Eve, which pleases him a lot.
use clay. When God made Adam – it was
sad. Eve – it was happy. I make happy from
clay.”

Why do you want to sculpt
The Tower of Babel

Why do you like sculpting?

The interviewee made Cheerful Composition, which has inspired him
and he has decided to make a tower to heaven to reach God.

c) The motif of taking up the subject

Do you know what the Bible “I don’t. Kurowski said The Tower of Bais?
bel, the Bible. He is lying. The Bible hasn’t
got Babel.”

“I make a tower to heaven, to God. Tomek
said Babel.”

Where did you learn about
The Tower of Babel?

b) Establishing the source of knowledge about the phenomena

“Pretty.”

Will it be pretty or ugly?

c.d. tab. 1
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“Kaczor good, Koza good, but this is the
best.” (He mentions surnames of his deafblind friends).

“Tall tower, it is about 2 m 64.”

“Happy.”

And other sculptures?

How tall is your sculpture?

Is your sculpture sad or
happy?

“It’s hard, difficult to make, but I like it. It’s
normal to make it long, I like it.”

„Not bad. Good. It was a clever idea. I am
satisfied.”

Do you like your sculpture?

Is your sculpture good or
bad?

Did your sculpture come out “Good sculpture. Different in the end. Difexactly like you planned?
ferent. Different clay, stones, sand, hard, it
broke.”

“Pretty.”

The top of the sculpture, that is the concept of a hand, was changed.
What is more, the interviewee does not like the clay, which at some
point in time became very hard, full of sand and stones.

The interviewee likes other sculptures (by Mr Kędzior and Mr Koza),
find his sculpture the most attractive.

Artist’s assessment of his sculpture

How do you find your
sculpture?

c.d. tab. 1
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“It is tall in heaven. It ends with the right
hand of God. Because Christ is on the right.
The right hand of God, a priest says. On the
fingers there are the stairs. The road. Saint
people walk it. The right hand to heaven.
Saints walk on the right hand. The devil is
at the bottom. In the middle normal people
walk towards God.”

“Small fingers, it’s not good. Uneven, bad.
Syposz says no, but God has even.”

What is your tower like?
Describe it.

What would you change in
your sculpture?

c.d. tab. 1

The interviewee would like to make an even, anatomically perfect
hand with long fingers. As The Tower of Babel was chosen to become
the statue “the logo” of the plein-air sculptural workshops for the
deafblind, the instructors did not agree to the artist’s idea, as the Biblical Tower of Babel was not finished. The author’s idea of the tower is,
however, entirely different. To him it is the right hand of God, perfect
in its form, as he says: “God has even.” The top element of the sculpture is not in line with the author’s original concept and is a result of a
different idea of the instructors, for whom the source of the sculpture
was the Biblical Tower of Babel. Whereas, the artist was inspired by
the prayer “The Apostles’ Creed”, which is perfect.

The Tower of Babel is tall. It reaches the sky. It ends with the right
hand of God. The interviewee knows the prayer “The Apostles’ Creed”.
He associates the tower leading to God with the words of this prayer.
Because of their similar sound in Polish, the interviewee interprets the
verb “I believe” as “tower”. The top element of the tower – the motif
of the right hand of God is also inspired by the same prayer. “I believe
in God, the Father almighty, (...) I believe in Jesus Christ, his only
Son, (...), he is seated at the right hand of the Father (...).” This way it
was revealed in the example of concrete thinking “the tower to God”
(instead of belief in God) and “the right hand of God”. Therefore, we
can assume that the interviewee was making a sculpture which ends
with the right hand, and the motif of this sculpture was the prayer. On
the fingers of the hands there are stairs, the paths of the saints. There
are more stairs below. The stairs which do not reach the right hand,
symbolise the paths of common people. At the very bottom, underneath
the base of the sculpture, there lives the devil.
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a) The image of reality in the mind of the deafblind person and its projections
in the sculpture
Cognitive research (establishing the level of knowledge of the deafblind
sculptor about reality and his assessment of his sculpture and the act of creation).

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE SCULPTURE
AND THE ACT OF CREATION By THE ARTIST
The prototype for the four-metre Tower of Babel created in 1998 was The
Tower of Babel made at the workshop one year before. It was over 3 metres tall.
What differentiated it from the four-meter tower was the top element. On top of
the tower created in 1997 there was a form, which really resembled stars. The
tower from 1998 is finished with, as the creator calls it, “the right hand of God”
and it was constructed by two completely deafblind people, namely Henryk Kowalczyk and Stanisław Koza. The sculpture was chosen to be the statue and the
“logo” of the sculptural workshop for the deafblind, therefore, some assistance
provided by the instructors was necessary, as it had to be technically impeccable.
The Tower of Babel was constructed from two parts. The bottom part was made by
Stanisław Koza, the upper one – by the author of its concept, Henryk Kowalczyk.
The base of a sculpture required high technical skills and precision. Precision and
inquisitiveness are traits that characterise S. Koza. Henryk Kowalczyk’s working style, on the other hand, is more impressionistic, flexible and creative. The
artists had agreed on a plan of the sculpture as well as the fact that one would be
constructing the part up to 2 metres and the other from the height of 2 metres up
to 4. The sculpture is 4.5 metres tall, what indicates that the plan was exceeded.
As mentioned before, the authors were modelling the sculpture on the last year’s
version of the tower, the shape of which, in the form of an irregular shapely octagon, was created by H. Kowalczyk. In the process of work he created a system of
stairs bypassing the inside corners, in order to protect them from the risk of being
damaged in transport. These stairs are directed outwards on the sides. The top of
the sculpture is more mature and bigger than in the original.
The input of Mieczysław Syposz (one of the instructors of sculpture) cannot
go unmentioned. His assistance was essential and it resulted from the fact that it is
extremely difficult for a deafblind person to re-scale the human hand (the top part
of the sculpture) into the size of 4.5 metres, with the assumption that the end result
should be an architectural rather than anatomical form. This measure required the
experience of vision. What is more, with sculptures of this size, which ought to be
transported, fired and ultimately placed in a park, where they will be exposed to
rain or snow – the technological process must be impeccable.
From the very beginning, the artist had a vision of the sculpture, which was
maturing throughout the entire act of creation. Instead of stars, which were to be
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the crowning touch of the work, and, according to the creator, connect people with
God, a caring hand of the Creator was made.
The symbolic layer of the sculpture conveys an entirely different message to
the author than to people with vision, who unambiguously associate The Tower
of Babel with the Biblical story. The artist, however, had not known that story, he
had not even known what the Bible was. He heard the word “Babel” for the first
time from his colleague at the workshops. The concept of The Tower of Babel
was inspired by The Apostles’ Creed, the statement of Christian faith, which goes
as follows: “I believe in God, the Father almighty, (...) I believe in Jesus Christ,
his only Son, (...), he is seated at the right hand of the Father (...).” This way the
“tower to God” (Polish “wieża”, instead of faith “Polish: wiara”) and “the hand of
God” (the right hand of the Father) have revealed itself in the example of concrete
thinking. The interviewee, therefore, created a tower, on top of which he planned
to place the right hand, and the main motif of the sculpture was the prayer. On the
hand’s fingers he placed stairs, the paths of saints. The stairs placed below, the
ones that do not reach the hand of God are paths of common mortals. At the very
bottom, under the sculpture’s base, there lives the devil.
The artist indented to create an even, anatomically impeccable hand with
long fingers. However, as The Babel of Tower was chosen to become the statue
and the “logo” plein-air sculptural workshops of the deafblind, the instructors did
not consent to the artists’ concept remembering that the Biblical Tower of Babel
was not completed. The author had opposed such solution for a long time. He
could not comprehend how the right hand of God could not be a perfect form. To
quote the exact words of the artist: “God has even.” The end result, therefore, does
not comply with the author’s intention and represents the alternative idea of the
instructors, for whom the source of inspiration was the Biblical Tower, whereas
the author was inspired by the perfect right hand of God from the prayer “The
Apostles’ Creed”.

ARTIST’S EMOTIONS IN THE SCULPTURE
The author is truly pleased with his work. He says it is pretty. The fact that his
idea was chosen to represent the deafblind art and become its “logo” makes Henryk Kowalczyk feel appreciated. He realises that his Tower of Babel is the most
popular with both the workshop’s visitors as well as his deafblind colleagues. He
is perceived as the “star” of the workshop. He likes being appreciated. However,
there is one detail he would change in his sculpture. He wishes to finish the fingers
of the “right hand of God”, so they are anatomically perfect.
The interviewee likes the sculptures of his colleagues from the workshops.
He says: “Kaczor good, Koza good, but this one the best.” He purposefully men-
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tions the works of S. Koza and K. Kędzior, however, it is his own sculpture he
likes the most. He is also satisfied with the lower part of The Tower of Babel made
by S. Koza.
Assessment of the Act of Creation
Henryk Kowalczyk constructed the second part of the four-metre Tower of
Babel, was over 2 metres tall. He decided that the sculpture would have the shape
of an irregular shapely octagon. In the process of work, following his instructor’s
advice concerning the technology of sculpture production, he designed the system
of stairs passing the inside corners and exposed on the outside. On top of The
Tower of Babel there is, as the author calls it, “the right hand of God.” This part of
the sculpture was not constructed by Mr Kowalczyk on his own, but the input of
the instructor was considerably smaller than of the artist.
It could be noticed that the artist remained focused and engaged in his work
throughout the entire creation process. Kowalczyk had a clear vision of what the
sculpture should look like from the very beginning, which he was consequently
following. Persuaded by the instructors, he agreed to change the top part of the
sculpture, although he did not do it without any protests. From the perspective
of its construction process, The Tower of Babel is quite a bold sculpture. There
are very few professionals who would dare to construct such a tall, empty inside
shell, without any additional support. The Tower of Babel was carefully thought
out by its creator. There are no unnecessary elements. In the creation process the
author turned to his intelligence, intuition, concentration and attentiveness. While
sculpting, the artists were balancing on the verge of the impossible. He leaned the
separate elements of the sculpture off plumb as far as he was able to, risking the
collapse of the entire construction. Due to the artist’s long experience and conscious use of his craft the sculpture remained stable.
b) Henryk Kowalczyk’s The Tower of Babel from the perspective of its
portrayal of reality
H. Kowalczyk’s sculpture can be perceived as symbolic. The work presents
an expressive abstract composition, on top of which there is an open hand. It can
be said with outmost certainty that some elements of the work are based on nature,
they are not, however, the icon of reality. The artist has arranged the mentioned
elements in an unconventional way, creating a sculpture of admirable spatial form.
The symbolic level of The Tower of Babel conveys a deep meaning. For us,
able to see, is goes without mention that we are looking at the Biblical tower symbolising the human desire to be equal with God, which, as we all know, ended in
a disaster, hence the unfinished part of the sculpture. For the author the symbol-
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ism of his sculpture conveys an entirely different message. It is, indeed, a tower
to God, as the author calls it, the road of a man towards God, in whose right hand
every human being can feel safe and fulfilled.
c) The studied sculpture as compared to “naïve” sculptures.
The sculpture The Tower of Babel by H. Kowalczyk cannot be compared to
“naïve” sculptures. Firstly, it is an abstract work, whereas folk artists around the
world create figurative art. Secondly, this work, with its carefully thought-out and
unconventional concept, with such a backbreaking architectural construction, can
be compared to professional art. To prove this fact, it should be noted that a photograph of The Tower of Babel was presented in an album presenting the works of
top Polish artists.
Composition-wise, the work in question has traits of a simple form, that is
harmony or symmetry. Its author, however, does not keep it static, introducing
elements of dynamics and expressiveness. Other traits associated with the simplicity of form that is the natural shape and deformation, are not used in this work
(Jackowski 1997: 18; Hohensee-Ciszewska 1976).
H. Kowalczyk’s sculpture is without a doubt harmonic. Carefully thought-out
elements of the mass complement each other and constitute a harmonious form of
a unique shape. The impression of harmony this monumental mass creates in the
audience is intensified by its symmetrical pattern, defined by the mirror-reflection
effect achieved by arranging the elements of the composition symmetrically on
both sides of its axis.
Although the sculpture in question stands on a vertical base, it is characterised by a dynamic arrangement achieved by the author through the use of diagonal, wavy and billowing elements. The sculpture in question has an organic shape
(mirroring the nature) of fluid, wavy contour resembling calcareous rocks carved
and polished by wind and water. The audience associates this artistic measure the
architectural concept by A. Gaudi used in the organic design of the Sagrada Familia Cathedral in Barcelona, the design imitating the natural limestone. The organic shape of the sculpture in question diverts from the simple form convention.
A work of an extremely proportionate construction is an example of a closedarrangement sculpture, with no possibility to “add” new motives. The intricate arrangement of the elements, stairs that are built in the sculpture following a rhythmical pattern, as well as the variation of textures of the work evoke a unique play
of lights and shadow. It demonstrates the immense sculptural intuition of the author, who, as the completely deafblind person cannot admire the effect of the work
he himself has created, that is the pattern of light on his three-dimensional form.
The work of H. Kowalczyk is a unique architectural form, which can be compared
with sculptures created by a professional artist. The author’s creative imagination,
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consciousness and the power of expression are truly astonishing. The work by
H. Kowalczyk proves that sensual limits are possible to overcome.
The aim of interviewing the deafblind artists and observing them at work was
to establish their level of knowledge about the world and the way they conceptualise
this knowledge in sculpture. Therefore, what had to be established were: the scope
of knowledge about the phenomena that is the sculpture’s motif, what differentiate
this knowledge from the projection constructed through ethic language, as well as
the source of this knowledge (Niestorowicz 2007). Both the analysis of the interviews as well as the observation of their creation act proves the initial thesis of this
work, namely that a person completely deprived of sight and hearing, and therefore
enclosed in the world of their own experiences, perceives reality in an individual
manner.
Deafblind people are not entirely deprived of access to intersubjective knowledge determined by culture. They often acquire fragmentary information, which
then form truly surprising images in their mind. In the process of establishing the
knowledge of a deafblind artist we learn that the sculpture, which for us, people
without disabilities but with a lot of cultural knowledge about styles, is perceived
differently than it has been intended by the artists. It seems that the art of those
sculptors, who operate on fragments of intersubjective knowledge, acquired
throughout their life with different means, is governed by two contradictory tendencies: symbolic projection and realistic truth2.
The work of art, as it was mentioned before, is always determined by the artist’s subjective knowledge, the inter-subjective knowledge conveyed by culture
and, especially by the language, as well as by their technique. Acquiring knowledge is closely connected with human cognitive functions. The choice of a motive
can also be conditioned by the sculptors’ attitude towards the world related to their
system of values.
The completely deafblind H. Kowalczyk is the creator of the over two metres tall sculpture,
which he entitled The Tower of Babel. It reaches the sky, according to the author and ends with a
hand of the Creator himself. The intricate layout of stairs symbolise the paths a man takes to find
God. Only the saints reach the hand of God.
For people without disabilities The Tower of Babel symbolises the Biblical parable. The artist,
however, made a tower to heaven, which will connect people with God. He heard the word “Babel”
from his colleagues at the workshops. He did not know the Biblical story. In fact, he did not even
know what the Bible was. He did, on the other hand know the prayer “Apostles’ Creed”, which he
associated with the expression “a tower to God”. The artist interpreted the declined verb “wierzę”
(Polish: to believe) as the noun “wieża” (a tower), because they have the same sound in Polish.
The finishing element of the sculpture – the motif of the right hand of God, also derives from
this prayer: “I believe in God, the Father almighty, (...) I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, (...), he
is seated at the right hand of the Father (...).”As it can be seen the direct interpretation of the words
of a prayer, resulting from the understanding of the text, was captured in the sculpture.
2
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If, relying on the works of S. Grabias3, we assume that people filter their
experiences through language and perceive the reality in the categories of the language, then all values extracted from human behaviour are in equal sense cognitive values. In fact, we do get to know reality assessing it in emotional,4 aesthetic,
vital, moral and transcendental categories. For deafblind people sculpture is their
narration about the world and themselves, i.e., narration that reflects their physical
capabilities and emotional experiences.
The deafblind people are also eager to create non-figurative sculptures. It is
abstract art that brings them the joy of organising elements in unusual compositions. “An interesting composition, explains H. Kowalczyk, because anything is
allowed. Composition is quantity, variety, beauty and the head is even.” Because
abstract sculpture means complete artistic and interpretative freedom, while portraits limit this freedom to some extent.
Deafblind people usually live in isolation and solitude. They have very limited access to “the dialogue between the man and the society.” The world of a
deafblind person belongs to them in its entirety, and the possibility to create, for
example the workshops organised in Orońsko, becomes the only available path of
reaching that world.
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The dynamics of the image of linguistic, cognitive,
and socio-emotional disorders in case of a patient
after a craniocerebral trauma
SUMMARy
The consequences of the post-traumatic brain injuries are characterized by diversity and dynamics of pathological symptoms, which include: disturbances of vegetative functions, limitations
of motor functions, disorders of speech as well as other cognitive activities, difficulties with socioemotional functioning. Additional neurological complications, such as epilepsy, can additionally
influence the clinical condition of the patient. The aim of this work was the assessment of the socio-emotional functioning of the man after a craniocerebral trauma over the four-year period after
the accident. The first test was conducted in the first year of recovery (in the eighth month after the
trauma) and the second in the following three years. In the scientific research procedure selected
neuropsychological tests as well as experimental clinical trials were used to assess the linguistic activities. The obtained results demonstrated the occurrence of persisting symptoms of dynamic motor
aphasia and mild cognitive disorders. During the three-year period, despite the systematic therapy,
only a slight improvement of memory processes was identified with a clear decline of functioning
in the socio-cultural context.
Key words: craniocerebral trauma, disorders of cognitive processes, dynamic motor aphasia,
socio-emotional disorders

INTRODUCTION
The neuropsychological and neurologopedic assessment of individuals after
traffic accidents with regard to the diversity of occurring cognitive, linguistic,
and socio-emotional impairments requires an accurate recognition of mechanism
governing the functioning of a human being. A multidimensional and systematic
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therapy of individuals after craniocerebral traumas triggers compensatory mechanisms and the improvement of cognitive and socio-emotional functioning. However, a human being, as a biological entity embedded in a social context, frequently
possesses inadequate immunological resources in comparison to the requirements
of the environment. Therefore, the process of recovery ought to be considered
from a broader holistic and functional perspective – not only as a restoration of the
lost abilities, but also as a mutual relationship which occurs between the biological processes of a human being as well as between an entity and the environment.
This article addresses the issue of the dynamics of functioning of a patient
with dynamic motor aphasia over the course of a four-year period after the occurrence of the neurological incident. The method of a case study in the perspective
of longitudinal data enables to describe the long-term consequences of a craniocerebral trauma.

THE SPECIFICITy OF A CRANIOCEREBRAL TRAUMA
Traumatic brain injury (TBI), for example craniocerebral trauma, belongs to the most frequent reasons of death and permanent disability in case of
individuals under 45 years of age (Fisher, Phillips 2006, after: Morris 2014). It develops as a result of a sudden mechanical force acting upon the head with the force
exceeding the adaptation capabilities of the cranium and meninges which leads
to changes in functioning of the central nervous system resulting from either an
injury of brain structure or functional impairments connected with the disruption
of chemical and electrical homeostasis in the brain (Pąchalska 2007). In literature
it is highlighted that due to significant differences in brain and cognitive reserves,
a similar injury can lead to moderate problems in case of some individuals and to
total disability in case of others (Stern 2002).
Craniocerebral traumas are characterized by multifold neurological consequences. As a result, it may lead to the impairment of various sense and movement
functions as well as functions of the autonomic nervous system which usually results in long-lasting consequences, such as motor impairments, epileptic seizures,
headaches, vision impairment, and sleep disorders (Morris 2014).
Clinical and neuropsychological consequences of craniocerebral trauma can
be divided into:
1. Primary – occurring at the moment when the force is acting upon the cranium;
2. Secondary – intracranial complications with varying mechanisms and developing at a different pace. It is possible to distinguish: intracerebral hematomas,
cerebral ischemia, cerebral oedema, injury of the nerve fibers, membrane of nerve
cells, and the cell body of nerve cells themselves;
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3. Long-term – these occur a couple of months after the injury. They most
often acquire the shape of sets of symptoms, sets of signs, or sets of symptoms and
signs (Kądzielawa 2003; Pąchalska 2007).
It is estimated that in case of approximately 60% of patients after craniocerebral traumas there occur cognitive impairments of different character and strength.
Even when it comes to mild brain injuries in case of 43% of patients there appear
neuropsychological deficits (Bendictus, after: Roessler-Górecka et al. 2003). For
the patient the cognitive impairments occurring as a result of brain dysfunctions
become the main barrier to unaided functioning through renewed adjustment to
life in society. Typical signs include: the impairment of executive functions and
attention, memory as well as learning, and speech (McAllister 2009). Apart from
cognitive deficits, the most frequent outcomes of traffic accidents include affective disorders, social impairments as well as the failure to perform the previous
social roles. What is important is that craniocerebral trauma influences the patient’s quality of life in a long-term and significant way. Craniocerebral trauma has
a greater influence on the psychosocial factors rather than on the general somatic
state of the patients, which reflects the cumulative impact of the trauma on the
entirety of human functioning. In case of more than 80% of patients with brain
injuries, emotional and behavioural problems had a significant influence on the
functioning of the whole family (Jaracz, Kozubski 2008). On the one hand, the
patient’s surroundings are a vital source of support as well as a buffer for negative
outcomes of stress and traumatic events. On the other hand, lack of co-operation
from the family may contribute to the delay or even to the disruption of the recovery process (Laskowska et al. 2005).
The findings show that patients with a craniocerebral trauma display a tendency to underestimate the actual problems or, quite the contrary, to exaggerate.
In case of numerous patients, the image of the impairments becomes blurred also
due to the tendency to diminish the difficulties with functioning which they experienced before the accident and to connect all of the current problems with the
injury (Rossler-Górecka et al. 2013). The changes in the structure of personality
manifested by impulsiveness, irritability, affective instability, lack of insight, and
apathy are common in case of individuals after a craniocerebral trauma. They
might acquire the shape of escalating traits from before the accident or principal
changes in behavioral patterns (McAllister 2008).
The main emotional disorders occurring as a consequence of the organic dysfunction of the brain include both affective symptoms: anxiety, excitement, arousal, emotional disinhibition, states of euphoria, mania as well as passive symptoms:
lack of spontaneity, psychomotor retardation, lack of interest in the surroundings,
increased fatigability, apathy, and depression. The patients may also present sings
of egocentrism, emotional liability, negative attitude to reality, lack of empathy,
and verbosity (Laskowska et al. 2005).
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The spectrum of cognitive, emotional, and behavioural signs and symptoms
occurring after brain injuries is extremely wide. Due to the complex character of
pathomechanisms as well as the brain functions themselves, their influence on the
functioning of a patient after a neurological incident is difficulty to assess.

THE CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PATIENT
A 33-year-old male who suffered a craniocerebral trauma as a result of a traffic accident was analyzed. The patient’s psychophysical state before the accident
was assessed as good. The analyzed male completed tertiary education and was
raised in a complete family. Before the traffic incident he had been successfully
performing numerous social roles.
The head injury resulted in fractures of facial skeleton, hematomas in both
frontal lobes and left parietal lobe, subdural hemorrhage, cerebral oedema, leftsided pneumothorax and severe respiratory failure as well as calcaneal fracture
of the right foot. Left-sided hemiparesis occurred as well. During a few months’
hospitalization the patient was diagnosed with depressive syndrome – mood depression, sadness, pessimism, slower movements, and a decrease of intellectual
efficiency. After three months from the accident there occurred tonic-clonic epileptic seizures. The continuous post-traumatic epilepsy manifests itself in seizures
with or without the loss of consciousness. After a seizure partial right-sided hemiparesis reoccurs.
Once the patient’s clinical state had been stabilized, he underwent clinical,
psychological, neurologopedic, and occupational therapy. As a result of a logopedic examination, the patient was diagnosed with signs of speech impairment which
can be classified within the spectrum of dynamic motor aphasia. The mechanism
of speech impairments concerns both the programming of developed utterances
- internal speech deficit - and the production of linguistic units at the segmental
(phone) and suprasegmental (prosodic) levels.
The patient’s wife, sisters, and parents constitute a vital system of social support. The patient tries to be self-reliant in his attempts to take care of himself.
However, he is not able to become a fully independent individual. His decision not
to seek professional work is motivated by epileptic seizures. Until recently he was
an active volunteer working for the media. Currently, a significant exacerbation of
apathy and adynamia can be observed.
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THE EMPLOyED SCIENTIFIC METHODS
Diagnostic tests were conducted in the Department of Logopedics and Applied Linguistics at MCSU in Lublin1. The patient was twice subject to a research
procedure: in January 2012 as well as after a three-year period in January 2015.
The diagnosis took place during the weekly meetings with the patient. The following psychometric tools were employed:
1. The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) – a clinical screening test
which helps to assess the mental state of a patient (Kotapka-Minc 2007);
2. The Attention and Perceptiveness Test (Test uwagi i Spostrzegawczości –
TUS) – version 3/8 which comprises of an exercise during which the patient has
to cross particular shapes out of other similar shapes (Ciechanowicz, Stańczak
2006);
3. The California verbal Learning Test (CvLT) – which is employed in order
to measure the ability to learn and memorize the verbal material (łojek, Stańczak
2010);
4. The Ruff Figural Fluency Test (RFFT) which measures the non-verbal
fluency understood as the ability to create new patterns within a time limit (łojek,
Stańczak 2005);
5. The Social Competence Questionnaire (Kwestionariusz Kompetencji
Społecznych – KKS) – which allows to assess social competence understood as
acquired skills determining the effectiveness of human functioning in different
social situations (Matczak 2001);
Additionally, the patient was twice subject to experimental clinical trials in
order to assess the narrative abilities which included i. a. the presentation of one’s
biography. The utterances were qualitatively analyzed with a focus on the cognitive and linguistic facets.
Research results
The results of the conducted psychological tests and experimental clinical trial are presented below. The first performed task included the Mini-Mental
State Examination which is a screening tool allowing to diagnose the first signs of
dementia.

1
The patient remains the patient of the University Laboratory of the Department of Logopedics
and Applied Linguistics at MCSU in Lublin, where he has been undergoing a systematic neurologopedic therapy conducted by volunteers – students of logopedics and audiology – under the mentoring of Ph. D. Jolanta Panasiuk for the past four years. The patient was twice subject to a research
procedure: in January 2012 as well as after a three-year period in January 2015.
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Fig. 1. Test results of the Mini-Mental State Examination2

The data included in the chart may indicate the continuing mild cognitive
impairment (MCI). The criteria needed to diagnose MCI (Albert et al. 2011, after: Talarowska et al. 2011) seem to be appropriate for the analyzed patient: he
does not function properly, yet he was not diagnosed with dementia. Instead, the
signs of impairment of cognitive functioning occur continuously, while the patient
maintains the ability to perform everyday life activities. The performance of complex instrumental activities is maintained or minimally impaired.
Table 1 presents the results of the Attention and Perceptiveness Test (Test
uwagi i Spostrzegawczości – TUS):
Table 1. The results of the Attention and Perceptiveness Test (TUS) version 3/8
TUS index

Test

Retest

Processing speed (stens)

4

4

Number of errors (percents)

6

93

Number of omissions (quartiles)

3

3

In the Attention and Perceptiveness Test it is possible to notice the tendency
of the scores to remain at the same level throughout the years. In case of the speed
index of perceptual work, the patient obtained an average score with a tendency
The red bars present the patient’s results obtained during the test conducted in January 2012,
whereas the green bars present the patient’s results obtained during the test conducted in January
2015.
2
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to low scores both in the test and the retest. It means that the patient browses the
perceptual material at a fairly slow pace. When it comes to the fallibility of perception, that is the occurring errors, the first test proved the rather weakly developed ability to differentiate between various types of visual material. After three
years, the patient obtained a better result. What is more, the ability to discern vital
stimuli – the fallibility of perception index – functions better in case of only a
quarter of individuals of the same age in comparison to the analyzed patient. The
result remains at the same level after a three-year period from the first test.
Chart 3 presents the results of the California verbal Learning Test, and more
precisely the indices connected with Reconstructing.

Fig. 2. The results of the California verbal Learning Test

In the California verbal Learning Test the patient obtained diversified scores.
Most of them were within the low and average score ranges. In the previous test
the patient’s scores reflected the occurrence of significant problems with shortterm memory of verbal material as well as low effectiveness of the process of
learning from the presented stimuli. The results obtained during the retest indicated the increased capacity of working memory. Learning effectiveness had
a better outcome during the retest rather than the first test, even though these are
still scores from the low score range.
During the first performed task, the analyzed patient presented a relatively
low resistance to interferential influence of the newly learned material. The consecutive test brought better results indicating higher than average abilities to store
the memorized material and high resistance to the interferential influence of the
newly learned information. It is possible to observe a minimal progress within the
scope of both short- and long-term memory, as the patient improved his scores
from low to lower than average.
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To sum up, the scores obtained by the patient during the two tests reflect a
progress within the scope of increased capacity of short-term verbal memory and
more effective memorizing strategy. Working memory and long-term memory are
currently at an average level.
The next tool employed in the diagnosis of the patient’s cognitive processes
was the Ruff Figural Fluency Test (RFFT). A comparison of results obtained during the test and the retest is presented below.
Table 2. The results of the Ruff Figural Fluency Test (RFFT)
RFFT index

Test

Retest

Unique designs (tens)

29

36

Unique designs (centiles)

2

8

Error ratio

>16

>16

Enumerative strategies

3

0

Rotational strategies

0

0

The designs and connections made by the patient in the Ruff Figural Fluency
Test (RFFT) display a significant level of accuracy, yet low productivity. The patient displays continuous difficulties with planning, self-control processes, and
monitoring of one’s behaviour which reflect deficits within the scope of executive
functions. These are typical for the damage of prefrontal structures (Stuss 2009).
The dysfunctions co-occur with low figural fluency as well as with the deficit of
strategies used during the creation of connections and designs. During the first test
the patient was using enumerative strategies which helped him to organize planning connected with non-verbal material. During the second performance of this
task the patient did not implement any type of strategies.
Another psychometric method checking the patient’s self-descriptive functioning in social situations is the Social Competence Questionnaire (Kwestionariusz Kompetencji Społecznej – KKS). The results obtained by the patient in connection with particular indices are presented by the following chart:
During the first test the patient obtained a score indicating an average level of
intensity of competence determining the effectiveness of actions in intimate situations, an average level of competence in situations requiring assertiveness as well
as an average level of the effectiveness of actions in social exposition situations.
The general result indicates a low level of the patient’s social competence. For
comparison, during the retest the analyzed man also obtained low results withing
the scope of competence determining the effectiveness in intimate situations, social exposition as well as general social competence. Only the social competence
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Fig. 3. The results of the Social Competence Questionnaire

occurring in situations requiring assertiveness can be located at the same initial
average level.
By confronting the obtained results with the data from an interview with the
patient, or his family, it is possible to assert that the subjective image of the patient’s own social abilities was significantly overstated by the man in the past.
He was assessing his communication abilities as well as social competence inadequately. Currently, owing to the systematic psychotherapy, the patient is able to
objectively assess his abilities and deficits. He is surely characterized by a greater
insight and self-reflection than three years ago. Notwithstanding this fact, it is
possible to observe a significant deterioration of patient’s functioning in social
relations.
An experimental clinical trial – the patient’s utterance concerning a subject
of emotional importance, a biography, is an addition to the description of the patient’s functioning.
Narration test: Emotional test – biography.
Test:
– Please, present your biography.
– (The patient remains silent)
– Where should a biography begin?
– From the date of birth. Well, i was born on 15 november 1977 in Jarosław.
and what else... (Pause).
– What else should be included in a biography? Generally: when were you
born?; what was your education path?; where did you go to work?; when did you
get married? etc.
– (The patient remains silent)
– All right, you were born on 15 November 1977 in Jarosław.
– Mmm...i finished school... (Pause).
– Elementary school?
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– no... preschool!
– All right, in what year... or when you were...
– ...when i was 5. and then elementary school in Kraśnik. and it was
Księdza Piotra Ściegiennego.
– Im. Księdza Piotra Ściegiennego (Elementary School named after Piotr
Ściegienny, a Catholic priest), right?
– Right.
– And later which high school did you attend?
– i attended a comprehensive high school also in Kraśnik, science class.
and it was im. Księdza... no... i’ve confused everything.
– Im. Księdza Piotra Ściegiennego – it was a high school. Right?
– Right.
– What did you do after high school?
– after high school... after high school i started university education at
WSW Wrocławska Szkoła Wyższa (The university of Wrocław) and... my faculty
was international relations... (Pause).
– Were these full-time, part-time, or extramural studies?
– Extramural... undergraduate studies. Then... (Pause).
– When you finished international relations with the bachelor’s degree
you...?
– i... directly started attending graduate studies and... then during my first
year i had a break in my education and i went abroad. in fact, there were different
stories connected with my trip... (Pause).
– And did you manage to finish your studies?
– i finished graduate studies but i did not defend my Master’s thesis. and
that is how i finished everything, bit by bit.*
Retest:
– Please, present your biography.
– (The patient remains silent)
– Where should a biography begin?
– From my work.
– From the beginning. What happened at the beginning of your life?
– at the beginning i was born (laughter). i attended elementary school –
first a preschool – but then elementary school, then i attended high school for
four years, then a university – for three years. i earned the bachelor’s degree and
then i attended graduate studies and... in the so-called meantime i was working,
working in two places – in two countries: in the netherlands and in Poland. and
then the time came for television, where i had my internship in the department
of technical support and music and then my work connected with a website. at
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the end i dealt only with taking photos and making... films and i started my own
business activity, which lasted for 4 months, and... an accident happened (Pause).
i don’t know, what are interests? and i don’t know, what are abilities?
– It doesn’t have to be like in a Cv but rather it should be a biography –
events in your life. We were talking about the accident. What happened later?
– Later there was rehabilitation and it has been continuing until today and
probably it will last my whole life. and that’s it.*
*The proper names and some of the autobiographical facts were changed on
purpose by the author of the article.
The patient’s narrative abilities occurring while telling a biography are limited probably due to the co-occurring cognitive impairments. The first utterance
acquires the structure of a dialogue and not a monologue. During the retest it is
possible to isolate a longer fragment of an utterance, which has got a narrative
character. Without a prior motivation and steering of the conversation with questions the patient is unable to create a narrative utterance. He ponders for a longer
period of time and loses the thread, therefore the utterance lacks fluency and additional questions are essential to the further interaction. In both tests it is possible
to discern incoherence, the components of the utterance are not organized according to a temporal pattern, and the patient does not present his life by using a linear
structure. It is possible to observe significant propensity to digressions.
The analysis of the previous test of narrative ability revealed significant impairments at the level of syntax and lexis. It is possible to discern a strengthening
of particular characteristics of idiolectic syntax, for example the excessive use of
particular type of conjunctions (and). The modifications of grammar patterns of
a sentence structure include hardening of the pattern (decreasing the number of
possibilities occurring in the norm), looseness of the pattern (loss of sensitivity
to the introduction of new elements which are irrelevant when the norm is taken
into consideration) as well as gaps in the pattern (omission of important facets accepted in the norm) (Panasiuk 2001).
The patient has difficulties with planning of a longer utterance – confusing of
autobiographical threads can indicate certain deficits of episodic memory. During
the retest the patient is able to recreate the structures of the biography without additional questions provided by the interviewer. In the second test an improvement
of narrative abilities is visible. The characteristic elements occurring in patient’s
utterances are the sequences of sentences which are linked together. However, the
monologue is characterized by lack of fluency.
To sum up, it is possible to assert that the reason for the presented problems appearing as an inability to build a developed utterance is probably the im-
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pairment of internal speech as well as the limitation of the predicative abilities
(łuria 1976).

CONCLUSIONS
By comparing the patient’s functioning after a couple of months from the
craniocerebral trauma and after a three-year recuperation and rehabilitation period it is possible to observe a certain improvement of functioning when it comes
to working memory, long-term memory, and the effectiveness of learning. The
patient’s attention processes remain on the same level with regard to the speed of
perceptual work and the fallibility of perception. It is possible to discern a slightly
better ability to differentiate between various types of visual material.
Despite the intensive neurologopedic and neuropsychological therapy, it is
still possible to observe difficulties with planning, self-control processes, and
monitoring of one’s behavior which reflect the co-occurrence of deficits within
the scope of executive functions. It ought to be highlighted that during the performance of complex tasks an interaction between the processes of frontal lobes and
the processes governed by the rear part of the brain occurs (Stuss 2009). The lack
of awareness of viable abilities, inadequate overall assessment of the situation,
and a weak ability to adjust the actions to the continuously changing environment
lead to non-effective interactions with the surroundings (Kaczmarek 2008).
The mechanism of speech impairments results from deficits of internal speech.
The patient was considered to suffer from dynamic motor aphasia. The basic sign
of aphasic impairments is the inability to create a longer narrative utterance. Additionally, impairments of communicative abilities are connected with the decrease
of activity, purposefulness, and intentionality. These changes are a component of
hypodynamia, which is the limitation of general psychic and motor activity.
The observable signs of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) can predispose the
patient to the occurrence of dementia. Widespread areas of brain damage noticeable in a neuroimaging test (left parietal lobe, left and right frontal lobes) with the
co-occurring post-traumatic epilepsy indicate the whole-brain character of cognitive dysfunctions.
The impairments of social functioning are reflected in the self-assessment of
social competence. Despite social support, emotional impairments, which are appropriate for frontal lobe disorder, contributed to the deterioration of the patient’s
activity. Long-term hospitalization, the multitude of rehabilitation activities, and
the recurring epileptic seizures negatively influence the man’s functioning, as he
primarily exists in the role of a patient. His current activity is mostly based on the
participation in various types of therapies: logopedic, psychological, movement,
and psychotherapeutic.
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The outcomes of a craniocerebral trauma ought to be treated as a dynamic
phenomenon. The diagnosis and therapy of the patient ought to include the evolutive character of the craniocerebral trauma, which is a condition for the appropriate choice and thus for the effectiveness of therapeutic actions (Morris 2014). The
therapeutic activities ought to be an addition to the patient’s everyday life and
not the foundation of his existence. The priority of rehabilitation in case of brain
injuries is to activate the patient within the socio-emotional, cognitive, and communicative spheres.
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An analysis of language disorders and selected
cognitive functions among schizophrenia sufferers
SUMMARy
The study was conducted on patients diagnosed with schizophrenia. It is concerned with the
analysis of speech disorders (referred to as schizophasia in this experimental group) and selected
cognitive functions.
The study is divided into two parts. The first one contains conversations with patients on topics relating to their most immediate environment. They served as a basis for the evaluation of two
aspects: lingustic phenomena according to N. Andreasen’s The Scale for the Assessment of Thought,
Language and Communication, as well as grammatical, semantic and syntactic disorders according
to A. Czernikiewicz’s Krótka Skala Oceny Schizofazji [Short Scale of Schizophasia Evaluation].
The second part is concerned with the assessment of the functioning of selected cognitive processes,
i.e. semantic fluency and short-term memory.
The results obtained have been divided into quantitative and qualitative analyses.The quantitative analysis of the first part has demonstrated that the most frequent linguistic phenomena among
patients with schizophasia are: excessive attention to detail, digressiveness, illogicality. Apart from
that, patients had the greatest difficulties with pragmatic coherence of their utterances (90% of the
sampled patients). The study of selected cognitive functions has demonstrated that patients diagnosed with schizophrenia fared worse in semantic fluency and short-term memory tests. However, it
is the qualitative analysis that turned out to be the most interesting element of the study. It identified
some interesting phenomena in cognitive functions, which cannot be found in the control group.
They are connected with excessive abstraction, specific parts of speech, neologisms, numerous perseverations, interjecting loose associations and changing the plot of a story.
There is a relation between the appearance of some linguistic phenomena and the results of
cognitive functions tests carried out on the experimental group. Although the general correlation between these two aspects is not high enough to be considered statistically relevant, in the most severe
cases, the appearance of linguistic phenomena during the testing of cognitive functions proves that
schizophasia-type disorders considerably affect semantic fluency and short-term memory.
Key words: schizophrenia, schizophasia, speech disorders, semantics fluency, short-term
memory
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INTRODUCTION
The specificity of language used by people suffering from schizophrenia and
disorders of their cognitive functions, especially the overlapping of the two phenomena, poses an interesting issue. At the same time, it is a topic not researched
profoundly and an attempt at providing an answer to a question pertaining to its
small fragment brings further doubts, which in turn encourages further research.
The study below presents three aspects related to schizophrenia.
The first of them pertains to schizophasia as specific language disorders in
people suffering from schizophrenia. Basing on the already-existing scales for the
evaluation of language phenomena and a qualitative analysis, the most frequent
communication problems of schizophrenic patients have been analysed and their
most spectacular utterances quoted. Apart from that, schizophasia will be presented in the aspect of all language levels, i.e. phonetic, semantic, syntactic and
pragmatic.
Selected cognitive functions in schizophrenia sufferers were another subject
of the study. Tests were chosen in such a way so that the analysed functions would
be closely related to the spoken language. Additionally, specific aspects of the
disorders which appear only in this group of patients will be presented.
The last stage amounts to the comparison of and the attempt to correlate language disorders and cognitive functions. This turned out to be the most difficult
aspect to prove in terms of statistics. However, having taken into consideration the
results of the qualitative analysis, based on a detailed demonstration of specific aspects of both language disorders and cognitive dysfunctions, this interdependence
became more apparent.

THE DEFINITION OF SCHIzOPHASIA
Schizophasia is a complex of language disorders in schizophrenia, clinically
manifestedas a range of derailment and poverty of content of speech phenomena, which is a clinical equivalent of discourse cohesion disorders and poverty
of sentence syntax (Czernikiewicz 2008). The term should be connected, above
all, with the loss of discourse cohesion in its aspects of grammar, semantics and
pragmatics (Woźniak 2005). It leads to inter-level dissolution, which involves the
disappearance of the highest functions (related to the frontal lobes) and uncovering the activity of the lower brain level (the level of prelogical activity). Comparing the above-mentioned theory with the theory of the evolution of language in
the process of ontogenesis and taking into account the most frequent language
phenomena in schizophrenia, where the most frequent ones are the symptoms of
disintegration on the level of discourse, the less frequent – on the sentence level
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and the least frequent – on the level of words, an obvious conclusion presents
itself that in schizophrenia we are dealing with symptoms of the dissolution of the
language system (Czernikiewicz, Woźniak 2012).

SUBJECTS
People subjected to the study were patients suffering from schizophrenia. The
research group (N=30, 12 women and 18 men) included patients of two secure
wards and one outpatient ward. The secure wards were: Developmental Psychology, Psychotic Disorders and Advanced Age Ward of the Tadeusz Bilikiewicz
Province Psychiatric Hospital in Gdańsk and the Clinic of Mental Illnesses and
Neurotic Disorders at the Academic Clinical Centre in Gdańsk. The Outpatient
Ward is also a division of the Tadeusz Bilikiewicz Province Psychiatric Hospital
in Gdańsk.
The subjects are women and men aged between 18 and 60. The average age
of the patients is 43.1 years, whereas the standard deviation amounts to SD=12.75.
The research group was diverse in terms of the type of schizophrenia and the
number of hospital stays due to the illness. All the patients subjected to the study
were on a stabilized stage of the illness. The study excluded patients with aphasia
(owing to the similarity of symptoms). All examined patients were in the course of
psychological therapies conducted by psychotherapists from the above-mentioned
hospitals.

METHODS
The study I conducted is comprised of two parts. The first one is a conversation with each of the patients about their closest environment. On its basis,
language phenomena were verified based on the “Scale for the Assessment of
Thought, Language and Communication” – TLC (Andreasen 1980), the disorders
in terms of grammar, semantics and syntax according to the “Short Evaluation
Scale of Schizophasia” – SESS (Czernikiewicz 2004) and also other specific language disorders. The conversation included the following questions:
• Where do you come from?
• What do you do for a living?
• Could you describe a person dear to you? (Czernikiewicz 2004)
• What are your childhood memories? (Czernikiewicz 2004)
• In your opinion, what are the products worth eating in order to stay
healthy?
When a subject was answering questions eagerly and extensively (often deviating from the topic), I allowed him or her to speak in full without interrupting
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the patient. However, if a subject gave short or even one-word answers, I asked
more detailed questions.
The second part of the study related to testing the functioning of cognitive
processes. The tasks had been slightly modified from the Newcombe Fluency
Test, that is the Semantic Fluency Test. In my study the tasks for the people with
schizophasia included:
• listing names of animals,
• naming words beginning with the /m/ sound.
The subjects received instructions that one minute is assigned for every task
and that they should name as many words in a given category as possible.
Another task, testing short-term memory, included naming fifteen pictures in
a row and then saying as many of them as possible from memory. The subjects
named each picture twice to memorize them. The list below presents the items
shown in the pictures for the patients to memorize:
• clock
• bed
• gloves
• cherries
• carrot
• strawberries
• cucumber
• kettle
• knife
• grater
• coat
• couch
• spoon
• pot
• ring
The illustrations were taken from a speech therapy aid “Od obrazka do słowa”
by H. Rodak and D. Nawrocka. The pictures were selected in such a way so as to
illustrate everyday objects. Some of the objects are used for a similar purpose, e.g.
a spoon and a knife, a pot and a kettle. Some of the names of the pictures resemble
other names phonetically e.g. a spoon – a bed, a coat – a couch1.

QUANTITATIvE ANALySIS
Language phenomena analysis based on the TLC scale
1
In their Polish original each of the example pairs of words begins with the same sound (translator’s note).
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Diagram 1. The sum of scores of language phenomena according to the TLC scale

The Scale for the Assessment of Thought, Language and Communication
(TLC) is comprised of 18 language phenomena constituting elements of schizophasia. The assessment criteria range from 0 to 4 points in the case of the first
eight phenomena and from 0 to 3 points in the case of the ten final disorders (see:
the TLC scale). Based on the scale, the average result for the patients I examined is: 13.87 points. The standard deviation from the average result amounts to:
SD=5.64. I prepared the quantitative analysis based on the prevalence of individual language disorders. The results are presented on a Diagram above:
Diagram 1 includes the sums of scores of individual language phenomena
of all the participants of the study. The quantitative results indicate that the most
frequent language, thought and communication disorders are: self-reference and
derailment. Both phenomena scored a total of more than 60 points among the
patients. Moreover, circumstantiality, illogicality and loss of goal disorders were
quite frequent (more than 30 points). Clanging, echolalia, stilted speech, neologisms and pressure of speech appeared among the examined patients only in individual cases, which the totals of less than 10 points show. However, it is worth
noticing that in my study every phenomena mentioned by Andreasen appeared at
least once.
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Diagram 2. Average scores of language phenomena according to SESS

Language phenomena analysis based on SESS
The Short Evaluation Scale of Schizophasia (SESS) emphasizes the aspects
of grammatical, semantic and pragmatic cohesion in a patient’s utterance. Based
on that it is possible to diagnose schizophasia accurately and to determine its severity. 70% of the patients I examined (21 people) scored 7 or more points, which
indicated severe schizophasia, whereas 30% (9 people) were qualified as people
suffering from mild schizophasia. The Short Evaluation Scale of Schizophasia
assumes different values for the evaluated types of language cohesion. For phenomena related to grammatical cohesion a patient is given 1 point, semantic cohesion disorders equal 2 points, whereas pragmatic cohesion disorders – 3 points.
To present the study results in a more objective manner I gave the average values
for every type of cohesion disorder. The detailed study results in this respect are
presented on the Diagram above.
Diagram 2 demonstrates that patients experienced the biggest difficulties in
terms of pragmatic cohesion – as many as 90% of the subjects showed a symptom
in the aspect of the comprehensibility of discourse, which means that the patients
referred to their hallucinations, deviated from the topic or spoke inappropriately
to the situation. Also the concreteness of discourse of schizophasia patients is
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considerably disturbed (80%). Both aspects of grammatical cohesion disorder appeared in about 40% of patients. The least frequently occurring disorders I observed were the semantic cohesion ones – only every fifth patient displayed a
tendency towards creating neologisms and even fewer patients’ utterances (12%)
were characterized by the presence of paronyms. The disturbed grammatical and
semantic cohesion translated into pragmatic disorders as at least two symptoms of
these phenomena persisted in 63% of patients.
The above-mentioned results correspond to the results of language disorders
on the TLC scale. The most frequent language phenomena according to Andreasen’s scale – Self-Reference, Derailment and Circumstantiality are related
to language pragmatics, that is the area which, according to the SESS results, is
the most problematic one for people with schizophasia. Also the prevalence of
neologisms according to SESS reflects the total of neologisms and verbal approximations according to TLC. Paronyms (SESS) mirror the phenomenon of clanging
(TLC). Their frequency corresponds as well – the total of 4 points according to
TLC is the equivalent of 13% of SESS semantic cohesion disorders. In the case
of grammatical cohesion the correlation is more complex. The impoverishment of
syntax was treated by the authors as an advantage of single clauses over complex
sentences, the usage of elliptical sentences and sequences of automated words.
Such symptoms may be indisputably recognized to be equivalent to the poverty of
speech phenomenon according to TLC, as the poverty of speech relates to reducing a discourse in terms of the number of words and information conveyed, which
does not translate directly into the structure of a grammatical utterance. Whereas
the linear connotation disorders reflect untypical word connections. Such a definition is in line with the incoherence phenomenon as a random choice of words.
Nevertheless, incoherence pertains to breachingconnections between clauses,
which considerably broadens the range of this phenomenon’s application.

ANALySIS OF COGNITIvE FUNCTIONS RESULTS
The cognitive functions I examined in people with schizophrenia were based
on a semantic fluency test and a picture-memorizing test which analysed recent
memory.
Analysis of the semantic fluency test
Statistical results of the subjects of the semantic fluency test are presented in
Table 1:
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Table 1. The results of the semantic fluency test among people with schizophrenia

Average
Listing names of
animals (X)
Naming words beginning with the letter
“m” (y)

13.03

Standard
deviation SD

Highest
value
nmax

Lowest
value
nmin

6.1

27

4

Correlation
r xy

0.51
10

5.17

20

2

The results presented in Table 1 show that the patients dealt better with listing names of animals than with naming words beginning with the letter “m”. It is
indicated by a higher average value of listing animal names and greater highest
and lowest values in this part of the task. The value of the standard deviation in
both cases is similar, which proves that the results of both the first and the second
element of the examination depart from the average to a similar extent. However,
the correlation value testifies only to a moderate co-occurrence of approximated
values in listing animal names and naming words beginning with “m”. These results give evidence that people suffering from schizophrenia scored lower than the
members of the control group where the subjects were able to provide at least 15
to 20 examples in both parts of the examination.
The objective of verifying of hypothesis 3 is an analysis of co-occurrence od
cognitive functions values (based on the fluency test) and language disorders on
the basis of the TLC scale. The correlation amounts to rxy= -0.18. The diagram
below shows the detailed co-occurrence distribution:

Diagram 3. The correlation of language disorders (based on TLC) and values of cognitive
functions (based on the fluency test)
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values x – fluency test results average
values y – number of points according to TLC
Diagram 3 above indicates a large dispersion of results. The negative correlation
(rxy= -0.18) proves it a possibility to state that there is a certain tendency in schizophrenia sufferers that higher values on the language disorder scale co-occur with
lower values in cognitive tests. This correlation is too low, however, to arrive at
such a conclusion in an indisputable way.
Analysis of the picture-memorizing task
The results of the examination connected to memorizing pictures is presented
in the Table below:
Table 2. The results of the picture-memorizing task of schizophrenia patients
Number of all
pictures
15

Average
8.07

Standard deviation SD

Highest value
nmax

Lowest value
nmin

2.36

12

3

The results presented in Table 2 show that on average the patients remembered slightly more than a half of the pictures they were shown – value 8.07. The
difference between the highest and the lowest number of pictures memorized by
the subjects is a considerable one – it amounts to 9. Nevertheless, a small standard
deviation (2.36) proves that the average number of memorized illustrations was
not as varied.

QUALITATIvE ANALySIS
This part will present an analysis of the most frequent and most interesting recordings together with examples of language phenomena on the basis of the TLC
scale and SESS. It is worth emphasizing that in the transcripts of the recordings
presented here different language phenomena occur simultaneously, e.g. apart
from “self-reference” also “derailment”, “circumstantiality”, “perseveration” and
“echolalia” appear in one utterance.
As I have already mentioned, the results of my study indicate that the most
frequent language phenomena based on the TLC scale were “self-reference” and
“derailment”. When asked about neutral matters, the patients very often referred
to their own experiences, family problems or past events. In exceptional cases
self-reference and derailment appeared even during the tasks testing the patients’
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cognitive functions. I present the most interesting examples of the most frequent
phenomena below (I have chosen utterances in which both disorders occur simultaneously):
Patient, female, 28 years old:
R: researcher
P: patient
R: Name products worth eating in order to stay healthy, in your opinion,
please.
P: /oh then I don’t know I can eat everything I don’t know yyy what don’t
I like I don’t like something I just can’t remember what now I can’t say just on
the spot I can’t recall but I don’t like something yyy ah well I didn’t use to like
barley soup but now I like it a bit I changed my mind because once it was such
that you couldn’t eat it yyy but it’s just very healthy so now I eat it yyy what else
was there supposed to be something to eat yyy I can’t remember I’ve forgotten
I know there’s something more for sure I’ve just forgotten yyy it’s just that yyy
what could there be more to eat that’s good/
R: The question was: “what’s worth eating to stay healthy?”
P: /what’s worth eating to stay healthy then it was doctor (name of the lady
doctor from the ward – author’s note) she taught me thanks to her I lost twenty
kilos ‘cause well I mean well I used to be well first I was short and thin but later
I started to eat a lot ‘cause I think to myself geez my cousin I mean my aunt only
that she’s a year younger than me so it’s funny she’s my cousin so then I say that
she just was I was the shortest in the family she was taller than me Kaśka she’s
two metres right my aunt two or three years younger too my cousin I was the
shortest but then I think to myself well no well here all the women are so tall or
so right short thin nobody’s well me about me doesn’t want this I don’t have any
boyfriends and all of them they let them are taller than me fatter right well no you
have to eat and I started eating and I grew twenty centimetres something and now
I am one metre seventy-eight the most in puberty and I know exactly that if you
eat a lot in puberty then you grow yeah and I just got and grew and already I’m
the middle one I’m not the biggest the tallest anymore ‘cause there’s still Kaśka
she’s two metres and I just think to myself oh no what have I done I used to be the
shortest the thinnest I could’ve stayed that way and now I feel so stupid I mean I
still saw people older than me that they are taller or whatever fatter but it wasn’t
the same I always used to be the shortest so (here: unintelligible fragment – author’s note) well and that’s all I can’t remember at all what I don’t like that’s ityes
I can’t remember/.
The phenomenon of “circumstantiality” is also an interesting one. Most often
it happened that the patients provided very detailed answers to a question about
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their birth, origin and job. They would give detailed dates, administrative and
even topographical data. I present a selected example of circumstantiality below:
Patient, male, 60 years old:
R: Where do you come from?
P: /where do I come from I was born some time ago seriously and I come well
from Poland no really I’m not hiding from you that I’m some kind of Ukrainian
or just whoever don’t know no it’s just that my parents met _ somewhere there
near Mazovia _ because I don’t even know where it was exactly _ father used to
live in Warsaw and _ mom used to live somewhere there in the mountains in the
Żywiec region _ and apart from that the borders of Poland were different before
the war before thirty-nine and where Ukraine which is striving for independence
is nowback then there used to be Poland still […] I was born in the western lands
previously recovered by the Germans that is the Szczecin Province and concretely
Pyrzyce district hospital there I came into this world _ in Pyrzyce and later I lived
there in two more places in Przemysław but first I was born in Brzeźno that is my
place of birth and mom was taken to hospital in Pyrzyce it was a district hospital
and it was just there that I was born we lived in Brzeźno _ in Przemysław later _
there I dealt with grapes for the first time […]/.
The characteristic feature of utterances of schizophrenia sufferers is perseveration. Among the patients I examined it appeared during the conversation or it
was provoked by the cognitive functions test. Usually, perseveration referred to
single words and constituted a sort of language fixation pertaining to a concrete
word or phrase. Some patients reiterated “no” or “just” several times in a short
conversation. Below I present examples of perseveration:
Patient, male, 49 years old:
/no just no no no no I don’t know how to say that no that I wasn’t afraid only
anxiety was growing despite alcohol anxiety was growing that no no no no _ I was
feeling unwell/.
Patient, female, 32 years old:
/but she’s just so lively just energetic […] but she just she’s such a chatterbox
just sometimes when she I mean I talk a lot too and she just talks a lot too sometimes I just I couldn’t for example listen to her at all […] but generally she’s just
a person who’s just the closest to me[…] well just she just supports me in just any
situation/.
As I have mentioned above, perseveration also appeared during the cognitive functions test. While naming animals, words beginning with “m” or names
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of memorized pictures, patients repeated previously used words several times, for
example:
Patient, female, 28 years old:
/watch watch bed watch _ watch bed _ watch bed _ watch bed _ watch bed _
couch cucumber strawberries cherries couch coat/.
Patient, male, 50 years old:
/mom my wife my wife my wife my wife and only my wife/
/tiger leopard zebra _ tiger leopard zebra _ lion _ crocodile _ snake goat sheep
ram bull cow bull sheep ram goat cow doggy kitty birdy/.
As the results of the TLC scale indicate, “verbal approximations” constituted
a small percentage of the language phenomena. Nevertheless, they are ones of
the most interesting disorders. I would get to know the meaning of a verbal approximation from its sentence context or I would ask the patient about it. Below I
present examples of this phenomenon observed during the test:
• I’m twisting little butterflies in my hair – I’m bored
• it resulted in a clinic – the dog got ill
• I had an organism doctor – somatic diseases medical specialist
• vegetable knife – grater
• kids were in nappies – kids were small
• my expiry date is finishing – I’m running out of my disability pension
• I took a marriage – I got married
• I have to eat a diet – I have to be on a diet
• interpersonally – an interpersonal conversation
“Neologisms” are other interesting phenomena. I have not observed this type
of phenomena while talking to the patients. Neologisms occurred exclusively during the fluency test. It turned out that the task of naming words beginning with
the letter “m” provoked patients to produce words not motivated by the language
system, as for example: despite how, *mafragility, *mess tir2.
The phenomenon of “clanging” was also provoked when testing cognitive
functions. Some of the patients listed animal names or words beginning with “m”
based on the similarity of what they sound like. I present examples of clanging
observed during the fluency test below:
• horse, elephant
• whale, camel
• unwillingly, despite how
In Polish *machwiejność resembles the word “chwiejność” (which means “fragility”) with a
syllable “ma” added in front of it. Whereas *merażka – looks like “menażka” (meaning a “mess tin”)
with a mistake, i.e. a changed sound (translator’s note).
2
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• mom, I’ve got, he had, I had, to have
• Miecio, to have, sword3
During the conversation (patients answering the questions asked) language
disorders like clanging also appeared. However, I observed it only in one case.
The patient, mentioning his origin said: /I frightened in Straszyn I mean I ended
up in Straszyn/4.
Another intriguing feature of the language of schizophrenia sufferers is the
tendency to list numbers. The discourses of some of the patients I examined were
abundant with numbers as a result of excessive circumstantiality or the influence
of hallucinations. In the case of the former the numbers mentioned referred to
concrete events or those meaningful to the patients, for instance their date of birth,
the number of hours worked or the amount of money earned:
Patient, female, 59 years old
/from the year fifty-eight to seventy-two up until June in May I fell il _ up
until June I was provided with education how many years fifty-eight sixty-eight
ten fourteen yes and I fell ill on the fifth of May seventy-two when I got married
in January on the twenty-ninth of January seventy-two I had not yet _ got married
and I had been without the disease until the fifth of May/.
Patient, male, 50 years old
/the car which cost me three thousand and I sold it for five hundred zloty for
scrap […] I gave my cousin two hundred zloty back and I spent three hundred
zloty on shopping a hundred and fifty-three zloty to be exact I spent I think or two
hundred and fifty I can’t remember exactly/.
As a result of hallucinations the numbers mentioned referred to the abstract
transferred to the area of theories created by a patient, for instance:
Patient, male, 29 years old
/the gods were born some thousand years ago […] I am zero to infinity apart
from being the alpha of love science and war I also have something like zero to
infinity […] at this moment I am guarded by zero to infinity […] one to infinity
lived in the first species, we are the second one before the first species there were
little vampires the second and the first race _ that is the first race the second race
little vampires […] the redhead one is a thirty-percent mind […] it was an organism that was in fifteen hundred one hundred year AD it was thrown into a dungeon
[…] three five seven sometimes tens nines eights twelves fifteenseighteens at the
3
4

In Polish the first example pair rhymes and the remaining examples start with the same sound.
In Polish the town name “Straszyn” resembles the verb “straszyć” which means “to frighten”.
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most occur in America there also live twenty-four-percent minds too […] and we
ordinary people have five percent each […] in America six percent four percent
two percent and here there is three five seven although even eight-percent minds
occur here in Europe […] and I have one but to infinity _ first I had a three-percent
mind made from the top and then a five-percent mind from the bottom […] in Poland we already have seven fifteen-percent minds they are the so-called madmen
cones in general everything is mathematics […] there is one to infinity and two
to infinity and sometime in the future there will be three to infinity but a family
is not yet strong enough to create three to infinity […] a construction worker has
five thousand percent of the mind it isn’t it wasn’t made on the planet […] this
construction worker has ten thousand such agents […] he works twelve fourteen
sixteen hours a day […] a black panther is the only woman who has a one percent
mind to infinity in our species well because there are such digits as one to infinity
two to infinity and there is also there isn’t nothing to infinity that is zero and sometime in the future there will be three to infinity scientists will arrive at this too/.
Some of the schizophrenia patients I examined, while under the influence of
their hallucinations, were certain they were outstanding individuals, which they
disclosed in the conversation. In their hallucinations their extraordinary character
manifested itself by means of knowledge inaccessible to others, intelligence, acquaintance with an eminent person, descent and the good they have done for the
world and the human kind. Among the patients’ utterances there were also hallucinations related to persecution. Based on the patients’ discourses one may notice
that past events are the cause of such delusions. When speaking about them the
patients mistake the past with the present, talking about facts from years ago and
transferring them to the present times. Kępiński (1979) defines this feature as a
time “storm” where, mainly during the acute state of the disease, the past mingles
with the present in a turbulent way.
The study of cognitive functions also provided numerous interesting observations. As the quantitative analysis indicates, listing animal names was less difficult for the patients than naming words beginning with the letter “m”. During
the fluency test I observed that the patients’ most frequent tendency was finishing
listing names of animals or words beginning with “m” before the assigned minute
elapsed. The majority of the patients wanted to end their utterance after listing a
few words by saying: “that’s it” or “that’s all”. Similar phrases appeared after finishing answers to questions asked in the first part of the test. In every such instance
I encouraged the patients to continue listing words appropriate for the question
in such a way so as not to repeat the wording of the task. I informed the patients
that there was still some time left and that they might remember something more.
When encouraged, most patients focused on the task once more.
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When listing animal names, the patients usually mentioned mammals. In the
case of other species they named them and then remembered examples belonging
to a given species. Below I present a transcript of a patient’s utterance demonstrating both of the tendencies described above at the same time:
Patient, male, 60 years old:
/tiger lion dog cat camel giraffe zebra _ monkeys there are different kinds _
for example at least one a chimpanzeeit can be a chimpanzee wolf fox well maybe
that’s all (here the researcher encourages the patient to continue – author’s note)
well birds for example stork crane heron hawk eagle/.
A few times I observed that the patients named other species as animal names
without providing details of concrete examples belonging to those species, for
instance:
Patient, male, 42 years old:
/wolf roe deer sheep dog bird fish mouse cat lion tiger orang-utan chameleon
dolphin whale camel pigeons/.
Another tendency shown by the patients I examined during the animal naming task was the lack of consistency in the usage of the singular and the plural. The
patients usually named animals in the singular. Many patients used both numbers
alternately, though, for example:
Patient, male, 31 years old:
/dog fish cat spiders earthworms moles birds hens pheasants squirrels rabbits
roe deer stags wild boar wolf/.
Patient, female, 31 years old
/horse cow ox donkey ram lion roe deer dog cat fish no elephants giraffes
dogs cats sheep rams geese don’t belong to animals to birds wild boars panthers
lynxes/.
From among the listed animals the patients chose those belonging to two
main categories: those known from the farm and those living in the zoo. The majority of the patients mixed both categories and therefore their answers cannot be
clearly classified, for instance:
Patient, male, 59 years old:
/kiwi geese hens camels kangaroos dogs cats horses cows monkeys snakes/.
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Patient, male, 31 years old:
/cat lion tiger panther wild boar elephant giraffe rhino seal monkey pig cow
dog bison horse hamster guinea pig/.
During the second part of the fluency test which comprised naming words
beginning with “m” some patients were still naming animals beginning with this
letter, for example:
Patient, male, 60 years old:
/monkeys mouflons mom mariner mussel/.
Mostly though the patients started listing words with the word “mom”. Names
or other proper names beginning with the given letter appeared often, for instance:
Patient, male, 29 years old:
/Martin city Muslim mafragility Mizuno sword machete grave Mezo Malwina Martina Matthias marzipan small smaller minute/.5
Many of the people I examined named not only concrete nouns (for example:
bowl, soap, microwave oven but also, and in some cases above all, abstract nouns
(for example: love, miniature). To verify this phenomenon I established a control group (N=30). It turned out that the people from the control group mainly
listed nouns denoting objects, sporadically they mentioned names and the least
frequently – abstract nouns. Among schizophrenia sufferers the number of abstract nouns is much higher.
Moreover, actually exclusively among schizophrenia patients I noted words
which were parts of speech other than nouns. During the test the subjects very
often used adjectives, adverbs and verbs. What is interesting is that the verbs appeared not in their infinitive form but invariably in their conjugated forms – most
often in the first person singular.
The above-mentioned ways of listing words beginning with “m” occurred in
the case of different patients at the same time. For this reason, below I provide
examples of recorded tests related to all the issues mentioned above:
Patient, male, 41 years old:
/mother love interpersonal relations that is interpersonally morality mechanics music museum miniature motherhood menopause speech love certificate manhood wisdom facial expressions/.
From here onwards it needs to be remembered that all the words quoted from the second part
of the test in their original Polish form begin with the letter “m” even though their English equivalents may not (translator’s note).
5
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Patient, male, 49 years old:
/mom step-mother manuscript mesalliance Methuselah teddy bear fly soap
mausoleum/.
Patient, male, 53 years old:
/mesalliance Muslim6Muslimwoman Lenin’s Mausoleum mosque mummy
massacre monks moss Montreal canteen sewing machine machinist fresh pickled
cucumber/.
Patient, female, 59 years old:
/mother love motherhood wisdom wise small poppy/.
Patient, female, 42 years old:
/love mom motherhood I have I’m passing unwillingly despite how I’m passing March dream step-mother tantalizing I had to have/.
Patient, male, 50 years old:
/muscles meat mussel teddy bear milk milkpreserves muscle poppy seagrass/.
Patient, female, 38 years old:
/mom wall wet painter massage microphone Mirabelle plums microphone
bowl wet Mirek sea/.7
Patient, male, 38 years old:
/mom butterfly shoal a little meanness larch wise guy mummy mouflon mule
apricot mummy map apricot/.
The next stage of the cognitive function examination was a test of memorizing twice named pictures. In this case patients also often repeated the words
already uttered. A few of the subjects were guided by the resemblance of sound,
that is they listed a sequence of phonetically similar words (for example: bed,
spoon). It is interesting that the majority of the patients did not try to reconstruct the order of the previously named pictures. The order in which they listed
them was random. It often happened that the first word was the first or the last
repeated name of a picture – “clock” or “ring”. The pictures had been selected
in such a way so that some of the objects belonged to a common category, for
example: spoon and knife. A few of the patients made a mistake and mentioned
The Polish form of this word used by the patient is a grammatically incorrect form (translator’s note).
7
Both instances of “wet” are used as an adverb here (translator’s note).
6
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a “fork”, which also belongs to the category of cutlery, or they added other new
elements. Below I present examples of answers provided while listing the names
of pictures:
Patient, female, 34 years old:
/bed bed teaspoon knife cucumber strawberry/.
Patient, female, 28 years old:
/watch bed watch bed watch bed watch bed watch bed couch cucumber strawberries cherries ring couch pot coat/.
Patient, male, 59 years old:
/jug carrot strawberries divan cherries ring carrot/.
Patient, male, 29 years old:
/cherries cucumber pot ring kettle knife spoon fork/.

DISCUSSION
On the basis of the Scale for the Assessment of Thought, Language and Communication (TLC) Czernikiewicz (2001) analysed the increase of language pathology in the period of acute psychosis and compared it to the results of the same
patients before discharging them. This study demonstrated that as much as a half
of the language phenomena included in the TLC scale occurs in over 50% of
schizophrenia sufferers. The author observed that the most frequent language disorders in the acute stage were those related to language cohesion, i.e. the poverty
of content of speech, tangentality, derailment, illogicality and loss of goal (Czernikiewicz 2001). These conclusions partially overlap with the results of the tests I
presented here (this pertains to: derailment, tangentality and illogicality). According to the results of the patients I tested, the most common language phenomenon
was self-reference. In Czernikiewicz’s results this kind of disorder is not classified
so high. Whereas in the study from 2001 (Czernikiewicz) the frequently occurring
poverty of content of speech was not confirmed in my study – this phenomenon
scored a total of only 18 points.
In line with Docherty’s statement (2005) the disorders of the basic cognitive
function, including constant focus and a sequence of skills, may exert a negative
influence on an individual’s ability to produce speech in a cohesive way. The
meaning of these disorders plays an essential role in the aspect of outlining and
maintaining a discourse plan (Docherty 2005).
The theory that there is a connection between cognitive functions and discourse planning is confirmed also by the language phenomena of the TLC scale.
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Analysing the diagnostic elements of the Andreasen’s scale it is clearly visible
that most language disorders are based on the aspect of planning and maintaining
a discourse. For these elements are the equivalent of the pragmatic and syntactic
level of discourse, whose components I specified to be: poverty of speech, poverty
of content of speech, pressure of speech, incoherence, tangentality, derailment,
illogicality, circumstantiality, loss of goal, blocking, self-reference and stilted
speech. It confirms the results of the tests I presented where the most frequently
occurring language phenomena according to the TLC scale included the majority
of the above-mentioned phenomena, i.e. self-reference, derailment, circumstantiality, illogicality and loss of goal. Whereas the disorders referring to the lower
discourse levels – semantics and phonetics – constitute only less than 28% of all
phenomena listed by Andreasen. Neologisms and word approximations are semantics-related, while the phenomena connected to phonetics are clanging, perseveration and echolalia. These rare types of phenomena occur much more seldom
than the disorders related to pragmatics and syntax, which also finds confirmation
in Czernikiewicz’s study (1993, 2001). The author (using the phrase: lexical layer
instead of semantics and phonetics level) goes as far as to state that neologisms
and echolalia occur entirely coincidentally. In my tests I also observed disorders
on the semantics and phonetics level extremely rarely. Neologisms, echolalia and
clanging made for a small percentage of pragmatic and syntactic disorders.
It is also worth emphasizing that it is not possible to detach semantic and phonetic phenomena from the entire utterance as they considerably influence the way
the uttered speech is received, thus disturbing the utterance also on the syntactic
and pragmatic level. For that reason even these phenomena may be classified as
disorders of the higher discourse levels (syntactic and pragmatic). This conclusion
was used in creating the SESS scale where the persistence of at least two symptoms of grammatical and semantic cohesion affects the assessment of language
pragmatics.
Apart from that the examination of patients who had suffered a stroke
(Pąchalska, MacQueen 2002) referring to dispragmatics and aprosody confirm
the influence of the lower language structures on the meaning of pragmatics. The
effect of the disorders of the semantic and phonological level on discourse pragmatics was diagnosed on the basis of written discourses of these patients. It turned
out that on the segment plainof the texts of patients who had suffered a stroke
there occurred sporadic changes of letters of different voicing: “p” – “b”, “t” – “d”
and “k” – “g”. These patients also occasionally applied punctuation or did not use
it entirely (Pąchalska, MacQueen 2002).
On the basis of SESS, Czernikiewicz (2004a) also compared patients’ discourses in view of simplifying sentence syntax and speech coherence in schizophrenia. The author analysed discourses rendered by the patients presenting a high
level of language pathology with the discourses of patients whocould formally
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(from the clinical point of view) be deemed “normal”. The results of this study
substantiate poverty of sentence syntax in people with schizophrenia. Apart from
that, the effect of breaking coherence connections between schizophatic discourses on the pragmatic and semantic level confirm schizophrenic disorders, thus being an inseparable element of diagnosing schizophrenia (Czernikiewicz 2004a).
The above-mentioned studies are reflected among the patients I examined. The
incorrectly constructed sentences translate into the disorders related to the poverty
of syntax and linear connotation. However, special attention needs to be drawn to
the data proving a larger semantic cohesion disorder and the prevalence of semantic mistakes (NSEM). The ratio of semantically not cohesive connections among
discourses to the total number of connections among discourses may constitute
a base for searching for the reason for patients’ chaotic discourses.
Docherty (2005) summed up the previous studies on the connection between
cognitive abilities and speech disorders in schizophrenia patients. In 2001, Sledge
and others (after: Docherty 2005) found only weak connections between cognitive
abilities and structural speech disorders. The examinations I present here confirm the above conclusions. The (negative) correlation between speech disorders
and the level of cognitive functions did not produce a statistically relevant result
(rxy=-0.18).
Czernikiwiecz (2006) also studied selected cognitive functions in schizophrenia patients using the łucki test – “A set of samples for the study of cognitive
processes in patient with brain damage”. The author’s study results indicate essentially worse results in terms of verbal fluency and repetitiveness. Whereas no
deficits were observed as far as naming was considered. In most cases, the tests I
present here confirm the lack of naming disorders (during the picture-memorizing
task the subjects named the illustrated objects twice). The only cases of this type
of disorders were: contamination in one of the patients who named the “couch”
on a picture a “moat”8 and a verbal approximation in a patient who named a grater
a “vegetable knife”.
Czernikiewicz (2006) also analysed memory functions, based on which
he observed statistically crucial differences to the disadvantage of the group of
schizophrenia sufferers in the aspect of auditory short-term memory and visual long-term memory. Klasik, Krupka-Matuszczyk and Krysta (2005) add that
schizophrenia sufferers’ lower scores in memory tests generally do not differ
among patients with the first episode of schizophrenia and people with a long
medical history of the disease. My study within the area of memorizing pictures
validates these disorders.

8
i.e. the order of syllables was changed from Polish “sofa” (meaning “couch”) to “fosa”
(meaning “moat”) (translator’s note).
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Pąchalska’s (2007) study of people who have suffered a brain injury partly
confirmed the dependency between language disorders and cognitive functions
based on a fluency test. Patients with mild or moderate symptoms of dementia due
to the Alzheimer’s disease (DAT – Dementia Alzheimer’s Type) usually did not
score below the norm. However, patients with semantic dementia and representing most fronto-temporal forms of dementia almost invariably showed difficulties
with naming more than a few words during the tests. Pąchalska’s studies conducted among people with injuries of the right hemisphere also indicate a clearly
smaller number of such names in comparison to healthy individuals (Pąchalska,
2007).

CONCLUSIONS
The presented tests of language disorders and cognitive functions in people
suffering from schizophrenia illustrated to a great extent the specificity of this disease in the linguistic and neurolinguistic aspect. I present the crucial conclusions
related to the phenomenon of schizophasia and its cognitive implications below.
Based on the results on the TLC scale one may claim that an average person
suffering from schizophrenia derails from the topic of the discourse, most often
by referring the discussed topic to himself or herself. During the conversation
such a person mentions a lot of details, owing to which his or her answers to the
simplest of questions may last very long. In consequence, the excessive length of
an utterance may lead to goal loss. It is not uncommon for such patients to change
the subject of their utterance already at the very beginning, starting a monologue
on a topic of their own choice. Schizophrenia sufferers experience problems with
constructing a discourse on its semantic or phonetic level to a lesser degree. Based
on the SESS scale one may observe that these patients show signs of impoverishment of syntax and linear connotation. What is more, such people can build their
discourses on the basis of similarity of sound and they may use neologisms. In
their utterances neologisms may appear. These elements occur due to the disorders of language pragmatics in people suffering from schizophrenia. It results in
hampered communication with this group of patients.
The occurrence of some language phenomena is connected to the results of
cognitive function tests in such patients. Although the correlation between these
two aspects is not of statistical importance, in individual cases the occurrence of
such phenomena, both on the lower (phonetic and semantic) levels of the language, such as: perseveration, clanging, verbal approximation, neologisms, and
on the syntactic and pragmatic level (derailment, self-reference) in cognitive functions tests proves that a disorder of the schizophasia type considerably disturbs the
ability to think and focus one’s attention.
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The lower language level disorders resulted in perseveration, clanging, neologisms and distinctive grammatical phenomena. The latter ones include inconsistency in terms of grammatical number while listing animal names and a tendency
to use parts of speech other than nouns (in the case of verbs the forms were conjugated). Whereas the phenomena related to syntax and pragmatics caused lack
of focus due to self-reference and derailment during concrete tasks on cognitive
functions, which automatically lowered such patients’ scores. Difficulties with
attention focusing also resulted in discourse chaos – the lack of a clear strategy
in the fluency test. For this reason, the fluency test among schizophrenia sufferers
gave much worse results than among the members of the control group.
In its major part the presented study confirmed the theoretical aspects and
previous studies on schizophasia. The qualitative analysis, however, demonstrated
the specific features of the relationship between language disorders an cognitive
functions which are often difficult to capture in statistical results.The most essential conclusion pertaining to the qualitative analysis amounts to the tendency
among schizophrenia sufferers to list abstract words (for instance: love, mesalliance, motherhood), which has not been observed in the control group.
The conclusions described above prove two of my presented hypotheses. In
the discourses of schizophrenia patients disorders of grammatical, syntactic and
pragmatic nature occur. The scores of cognitive functions among these individuals are, in accordance with the assumed hypothesis, on a lower level than those in
the control group. The hypothesis on the correlation between language disorders
and the results of cognitive functions has not been entirely confirmed. The range
of co-occurrence is not statisticallysignificant. Nevertheless, the outcomes of the
qualitative analysis of individual cases prove that the occurrence of some language disorders influences the result of the cognitive tests.
Investigating the question of schizophasia and its relation to the cognitive disorders in view of future studies, it is worth comparing the ability of schizophrenia
sufferers to memorize not only nouns but also verbs, adjectives and adverbs.
The results indicating disorders on all levels of the language system encourage studies on how schizophrenia sufferers create a discourse. Perhaps during an
analysis and while writing their own text self-monitoring would take place together with self-correction of possible mistakes which occur in the spoken language.
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Repetitions in Genre-Determined Utterances
in Patients with Alzheimer’s Dementia
SUMMARy
The article deals with repetitions, which occur in the structure of utterances of patients with
Alzheimer’s dementia. The studies were carried out using the linguistic material obtained in a group
of 120 patients with Alzheimer’s dementia under the research project “Narrative and Its Disorders
in Alzheimer’s Dementia. The Scale of narrative Skills in Alzheimer’s Dementia” (project manager: Dr Aneta Domagała; 39th Ministry of Science and Higher Education competition of research
projects).
All the distinguished categories of repetitions are present both in the utterances of mild to
moderate Alzheimer’s dementia patients. The most undesirable ones (the subject describes the same
objects or their features once again, in an uncontrolled, persistent way) are the most common in both
groups. At the same time, their intensity increases as the dementia process progresses (for example: in the description of a place there are more than twice as many repetitions in the utterances of
moderate-dementia patients than in mild-dementia patients). Out of the studied types of descriptive
utterances, the description of a place was one where most pathological symptoms were reported.
Key words: Alzheimer’s dementia, disturbances of text structure, repetitions, perseverations,
loop

INTRODUCTION
The characteristics of Alzheimer-related aphasia, the register of leading
symptoms (zec 1993; łuczywek 1996; Szepietowska, Daniluk 2000; Herzyk
2001, 2005), do not contain repetitions/perseverations. Repetitions (typically:
asking the same questions in a very short period of time) are, however, located
among the early, externally distinct, symptoms of speech pathology in dementia
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(łuczywek 1996). With the progression of the disease diverse kinds of non-intentional repetitions can be observed, usually classified as continuous and noncontinuous, sometimes with special emphasis on impaired set-shifting disorders
or ideational perseverations (Bayles 1982; Shindler et al. 1984; Bayles et al. 1985;
Hamilton 1994; Marczewska 1994; Ramage et al. 1999, Stark 2007a, 2007b – see
also the survey of studies: Domagała 2003, 2007; Domagała, Długosz 2002).
In dementia conditions, perseverations may disorganize both verbal and written communication in many ways, which should be taken into consideration
when planning assistance measures (Neils-Strunjas et al. 1998; Domagała 2011,
2012).
From the logopedic perspective, in the description of repetitions present in
the structure of patients’ utterances, and taking account of their determinants and
linguistic aspects of phenomena, it is reasonable to point to the loop (in reference
to the description of text-making mechanisms analyzed in linguistic literature –
Niebrzegowska 1998) as a pathologically determined mechanism of reproducing
utterances, which works at the level of its microstructure (here: formally and linguistically identical utterances again appear), macrostructure (here: the previously
discussed subject of utterances recurs) and/or superstructure (here: the text pattern
is repeated) (Domagała 2013). Repetitions disorganizing the utterances in the way
that is not intended or controlled by the speaker (sender), losing their text-creating
function and thereby not accepted by other interaction participants should be contrasted with normative behaviours – repetitions of diverse surface nature which
are an important exponent of the coherence of the text, a condition for its cohesion
(Ampel 1978; Wilkoń 1987, 2002).
Repetitions are one of pathological symptoms analyzed in the assessment of
the patient’s speech, conducted using the author’s Scale of narrative Skills – the
results of studies presented in this article are of necessity fragmentary; they complement the description of phenomena, contained in the monograph presenting
basic findings resulting from empirical research (Domagała 2015). In the course
of analyses of genre-determined utterances it was shown that, unlike in storytelling, in the utterances with the prototypically assumed structure of description,
pathological utterances occur in a large percentage of subjects; in some of them
they exhibit significant intensity.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The author’s own investigations were meant to prepare a qualitative and quantitative profile of repetitions occurring in the utterances of persons with Alzheimer’s dementia (taking the degree of progression of dementia into consideration).
Utterances were obtained using auxiliary materials (photos thematically designed by the author and taken by Dr Robert Rabiej, Institute of Fine Arts Depart-
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ment of visual Knowledge, Faculty of Arts, Maria Curie-Skłodowska University,
Lublin); the texts were recorded during individual tests and then transcribed.
For the present study the analysis of phenomena was carried out on the material of utterances on:
– persons (prototypically assumed: description of a person) – Sample 1
– on places (prototypically assumed: interior description) – Sample 2
– on a situation (prototypically assumed: description of a situation ) – Sample 3
The empirical material comprises a total of 360 utterance samples (120 samples for each task).

PARTICIPANTS
A total of 120 patients were studied: 60 subjects with a mild stage of Alzheimer’s dementia (30 women /group code: łK/ and 30 men /łM/) and 60 subjects
with a moderate stage of Alzheimer’s dementia (30 women /group code: UK/
and 30 men /group code: UM – these codes are used in the article to describe the
exemplificative material, adding the serial number of the patient investigated).
The mean age of the studied population was 76 years and 7 months (for the mildstage dementia subjects – 76 years and 5 months; for the moderate-stage subjects
– 76 years and 8 months; women – 78 years and 7 months and men – 74 years and
7 months).
Empirical studies were carried out at the specialist institutions providing help
to persons with Alzheimer’s disease:
– Wrocław Medical University’s Research and Teaching Center for Dementia
Diseases located in Ścinawa – Department of Psychogeriatrics;
– the Prof. M. Kaczyński Neuropsychiatric Hospital in Lublin – Psychogeriatrics Department;
– Rev. Jerzy Popiełuszko Nursing Home in Toruń – Daycare Department;
– Residential Medical Care Facility for Alzheimer Patients in Koprzywnica;
– Nursing Home for Alzheimer Patients in Górno (John Paul II Independent
Public Complex of Healthcare Facilities);
– Alzheimer Center in Warsaw – Daycare Department and Nursing Home;
– Community Home of Mutual Aid for the Wola District in Warsaw – Community Center for Patients with Alzheimer’s Dementia Syndrome;
– Community Home of Mutual Aid for patients with Alzheimer’s Dementia
Syndrome in Kraków (Małopolska Foundation for Assistance to Alzheimer’s Disease Patients);
– Daycare and Therapy Center for Alzheimer’s Disease Patients in Płock;
– Community Home of Mutual Aid for Alzheimer’s Disease Patients in łódź
(łódź Alzheimer Society);
– Support Center for Persons with Alzheimer’s Disease in Kielce;
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– Type-C Community Home of Mutual Aid (in Krzemionkowska St.) in Kiel-

– Community Nursing Home in Poznań (Wielkopolskie Alzheimer Association);
– Community Home of Mutual Aid for Alzheimer’s Disease Patients and
Nursing Home “Kalina” in Lublin;
– Type-C Community Home of Mutual Aid for Alzheimer’s Disease Patients
(in Lwowska St.) in Lublin;
– Community Home of Mutual Aid for Alzheimer’s Disease Patients “Mefazja” and “Memory” (Lublin Alzheimer Association) in Lublin.
Empirical studies were conducted by me in person, each time in an individual
contact with the patient studied. I would like to express my cordial gratitude to
the specialists in those centers – for their help and kind attitude which I felt while
conducting these studies – and to the patients and their caregivers for taking part
in the studies.

RESULTS
Qualitative characteristics of phenomena
In the course of analysis of the empirical material regarding repetitions, three
principally different categories of linguistic behaviours were identified:
A) Among the normative linguistic behaviorus distinguished in the Scale of
narrative Skills: describing once again the same objects (including their constituents) or their features, emphasizing them in the utterance.
In that case the subject referred to the objects or characterized them, at the
same time indicating that this was secondary.
Exemplification:
ł. K.: A dziewczynka też, też ładna. Ja mówiłam właśnie, że ona ma pasek.
[And the girl is also, also pretty. I was just saying she has a belt]
[łK1; T1]
(here: while describing the appearance of one of the persons shown in the
photo)
U. M.: Tak jak mówię, podobna jest do mojej córki Ewy. [As I was saying,
she looks like my daughter Eve]
[UM30; T1]
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(here: while describing the appearance of one of the persons shown in the
photo)
Describing the same objects or their features once again usually involved
clarification, justification for the formulated opinions, and focusing attention on
details that previously aroused interest or even strong emotions (in connection
with important personal issues, e.g. a person in the photo resembling one of the
speaker’s loved ones). These kinds of repetitions in some persons may, however,
indicate problems with the continuation of the utterances, i.e. elaborating on the
subject: the patient confines him/herself to the information already given and does
not provide new items.
These categories of phenomena can be juxtaposed, which is significant in the
diagnostic aspect, with behaviors not controlled by the speaker:
B) Out of the pathological symptoms, undesirable phenomena distinguished
in the Scale of narrative Skills:
B1. Describing once again the same objects (including their constituents) or
their features – undesirable and groundless, in the case of multiple repetitions
explicitly identified as not controlled by the patient.
In this case the information given by the subject was repeated; s/he persistently pointed to specific objects or characterized them.
Exemplification:
U. K.: Raczej są tak, na na zimno ubrane. Ta jest na ciepło, bo ma krótkie rękawy. Ta ma dłuższe rękawy. [They are rather, in a way, dressed for cold . This one
is dressed for warm because she has short sleeves. That one has longer sleeves]
[…] U. K.: Ta jest na na na ciepło ubrana, a ta jest na chłodno [This one is dressed
for, for warm and that one for cold] […] Niewiadomo, ale widać można, że ta jest
taka bardziej na ciepło ubrana, a ta na na na chłodno [you don’t know, but you
can see it’s possible that this one is dressed more for warm and that one for for for
cold] […] A ta jest gruby/ grubiej ubrana, raczej po po po na ciepło raczej. [ And
that one is dressed in thick, more thick, rather for for for warm rather] […] I tu
raczej na chłodnio jest ubrana, a ta jest na letnio ubrana. z krótkimi rękawkami.
[And here she’s dressed rather for cold, and that one is dressed for summer. With
short sleeves] […] A tak przyzwoicie ubrane obydwie. [And both of them dressed
decently] Nie tak żeby były… z gołymi rękami. Ta ma gołe ręce.[Not that they
were … with bare arms. This one has bare arms] A ta ma, już ma sweter jakiś czy
coś. [And that one has, already has some sweater or something […] Ta z krótkimi
rękawami. Ta ma długie rękawy. [This one with short sleeves. That one has long
sleeves] Ta jakby na ciepło była ubrana, jakby gdzieś wychodziła, bo ma korale
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założone na szyi. [This one is sort of dressed for warm, as if she was going somewhere because she is wearing a string of beads around her neck].
[UK22; T1]
(here: talking about the appearance of two persons shown in the photo; in the
convention of comparative description the selected feature is repeatedly discussed).
Multiple repetitions result in the receiver (hearer) constantly obtaining the
same or similar information. Repetitions of this kind may refer to parts of an utterance, may give it a special structure (e.g. when the subject successively describes
both persons, and then s/he again chooses the first one for description and expands
his/her utterance the way s/he did before).
B2. Describing once again the same objects (including their constituents) or
their features – without the subject being certain whether this has already been
said before.
In this case the speaker showed that s/he did not know what his/her own
earlier utterance was about.
Exemplification:
U.K.: Spodnie jeansy. To już mówiłam chyba. [The trousers – jeans. I think
I’ve already said that.]
[UK1; T1]
(here: while describing the appearance of one of the persons shown in the
photo)
There have been reports both of cases when the patient signaled that s/he already said something before but this actually did not happen, and the cases when
s/he repeated the previously received information without being sure whether s/
he already said so.
Quantitative characteristics of phenomena
Quantitative analysis was carried out, distinguishing repetitions classified in
categories: A) normative phenomena – the subject describes the same objects or
their features once again, at the same time indicating that this is secondary; B)
non-normative: B1 – the subject describes the same objects or their features once
again, in an uncontrolled, persistent way; B2 – the subject describes the same
objects or their features, showing at the same time that s/he does not know what
her/his earlier utterances were about (what s/he already talked about and what s/
he did not).
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The data on the occurrence of particular phenomena in successive samples of
utterances (Sample 1 – description of a person; Sample 2 – description of a place;
Sample 3 – description of a situation) are specified in Table 1.
Table 1. Occurrence of repetition; repetitions of phenomena categorized as A, B1, B2 (according to the characteristic of categories presented in the text of the paper).
Category

A

B1

B2

In the total studied population

15.83%

37.50%

0.83%

mild-stage dementia

18.33%

30.00%

0.00%

moderate-stage dementia

13.33%

45.00%

1.67%

In the total studied population

7.50%

34.17%

6.67%

mild-stage dementia

6.67%

21.67%

8.33%

moderate-stage dementia

8.33%

46.67%

5.00%

In the total studied population

5.83%

25.00%

3.33%

mild-stage dementia

6.67%

18.33%

3.33%

moderate-stage dementia

5.00%

31.67%

3.33%

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

The data in Table 1 show that in the utterances of patients those most frequently found were repetitions categorized as B1 (the subject describes the same
objects or their features once again, in an uncontrolled, persistent way) – regardless of the kind of descriptions, in all the studied samples. The least frequently
reported were repetitions categorized as B2 (the subject describes the same objects or their features, showing at the same time that s/he does not know what his/
her earlier utterances were about; what s/he already talked about and what s/he
did not).
Taking particular kinds of descriptive answers, the persistent, uncontrolled
repetitions were the most frequent concerning the description of a person (in ca.
37% of the subjects) and the description of a place (ca. 34%), and the least frequent those concerning the description of a situation (in 25% of patients). It should
be also stressed that repetitions categorized as B2 extremely seldom appeared in
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the description of a person or of situation – they were most often observable in the
description of place.
The intensity of repetitions categorized as B1 (the subject describes the same
objects or their features once again, in an uncontrolled, persistent way) in individual samples of the patient’s utterance was additionally analyzed. Detailed data
are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Intensity of repetitions; repetitions of phenomena categorized as B1 – here: 0 – a phenomenon does not occur; 1 – it occurs once; 2 – twice; 3 – three times; more than 3 times (according
to the characteristics of categories contained in the present text).
0

1

2

3

More
than 3

In the total studied population

62.50%

23.33%

5.00%

3.33%

5.83%

mild-stage dementia

70.00%

20.00%

8.33%

1.67%

0.00%

moderate-stage dementia

55,00%

26,675

1.67%

5.00%

11.67%

In the total studied population

65.83%

13.33%

5.83%

5.00%

6.67%

mild-stage dementia

78.33%

11.67%

5.00%

0.00%

3.33%

moderate-stage dementia

53.33%

15.00%

6.67%

10.00%

10.00%

In the total studied population

75.00%

13.33%

6.67%

1.67%

2.50%

mild-stage dementia

81.67%

11.67%

3.33%

0.00%

3.33%

moderate-stage dementia

68.33%

15.00%

10.00%

3.33%

1.67%

Category
Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Multiple repetitions (twice, three times or more) were most often reported in
descriptions of a place (in ca. 18% of patients), less often in descriptions of a person (ca. 14% of subjects), and the least often in descriptions of situations (in ca.
11% of subjects). The description of a place was characterized in some persons by
a high intensity of uncontrolled repetitions (the same objects in the room presented in the photo were mentioned and/or characterized many times).
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CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the research material made it possible to establish that:
1/ All the distinguished categories of repetitions are present both in the utterances of mild to moderate Alzheimer’s dementia patients. The most undesirable
ones (the subject describes the same objects or their features once again, in an
uncontrolled, persistent way) are the most common in both groups. At the same
time, their intensity increases as the dementia process progresses (for example:
in the description of a place there are more than twice as many repetitions in the
utterances of moderate-dementia patients than in mild-dementia patients).
2/ Out of the studied types of descriptive utterances, the description of a place
was one where most pathological symptoms were reported. While describing the
room presented in a photo and the objects in it, the patients were particularly prone to uncontrolled repetitions; furthermore, the intensity of difficulties within one
utterance was greater than in the case of other kinds of description. Moreover, the
patients easily tended to forget whether they spoke about something earlier or not.
To patients with dementia, the realization of utterances in the form of description is difficult because they find it necessary to put the object-filled space
in order. The same objects can be recalled again because of forgetting; ideational
perseverations also frequently occur.
3/ If perseverations are seen as a defense mechanism in the situation of experiencing powerlessness (Olszewski 2008), then during rehabilitation activities
the forms of stimulating the patients that could increase their occurrence should
be avoided. When studying the properties of perseverations the following was
pointed out: perseverations can be a phenomenon dependent on the type of task,
but there is no evidence that they are a uniform phenomenon (Freeman, Gathercole 1966); the more mental effort a task requires, perseverations are the more
likely to occur; inflexible behaviors are mostly visible when a task is difficult;
(Eisenson 1954, cited after: Freeman, Gathercole 1966; Walsh 1998, 2001), a too
difficult task may trigger perseverations of the set-shifting type (Goldstein 1943,
cited after: Freeman, Gathercole 1966).
For that reason, descriptive utterances (or in particular: some of them/here:
description of place/) will cause problems in many patients with dementia.
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The need of diversifying people with autism and the
impact of the autism typology on speech therapy
SUMMARy
It is always a great challenge for a speech therapist and the whole diagnostic team to make a
proper diagnosis. This is the key moment of the therapy process. Modern medical diagnostic tools
(ICD, DSM) can only show whether the examined person has a pervasive developmental disorder,
or not. From the speech therapist - practitioner perspective, this kind of diagnosis is insufficient,
because the medical criteria which are the basis of the diagnosis, say very little of the child’s functioning level. A huge heterogeneity among persons with this disorder is another issue. This triggered
the need for dividing subcategories among this population. The author of the article quotes two classification of autism: first according to L. Wing, second according to O.S. Nikolska. Classifications
presented in this work became a starting point to create a more profiled speech therapy intervention.
Therapy model presented by the author is based on Applied Behavior Analysis.
Key words: autistic spectrum disorders, pervasive developmental disorders, autism classification, Applied Behavior Analysis, behaviourism, speech therapy, verbal behaviour operants.

The purpose of this work is to analyze the autism typology from the perspective of speech therapy. By shedding light on the issue of classifying autism and
characterisation of its particular types, I would like to draw up a more effective,
adjusted to a particular group, speech therapy intervention. The methods described
and therapeutic techniques, as well as the division of linguistic behaviours, were
created on the basis of Applied Behavior Analysis (Bąbel, Ostaszewski 2008;
Bąbel, Suchowierska, Ostaszewski 2010) and Behavioural Psychology by B. F.
Skinner (1957, 1995, 2013).
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LORNA WING’S CLASSIFICATION OF AUTISM
AND THE SPEECH THERAPy INTERvENTION
In 1988, on the basis of symptoms of autism’s diversified quantity and quality, L. Wing distinguished a whole new group of disorders named ‘autistic spectrum disorder’ (ASD). After examining a large group of children between the ages
of 7 and 14, the researcher singled out persons belonging to the so-called ‘autistic
continuum’ (Pisula 2012: 15). All of those children showed abnormalities in the
following areas: 1) engaging into alternating social interactions, 2) communication and 3) usage of imagination during play (Pisula 2005: 14). L. Wing along
with G. Gould (1979: 11–29) set apart three types of autistic children: 1) aloof,
who are the majority (61%) , 2) passive, 3) odd (Frith 2008: 88). On the basis of
this observation B. Prizant and A. L. Schuler presented a more detailed characterisation (Bobkowicz-Lewartowska 2005: 53–54; Pisula 1995):
A. Aloof persons, actively avoiding social contacts are characterised by:
• being cautious and indifferent in most situations (except when they are fulfilling specific needs);
• having little interest in social aspect of relations;
• showing little signs of engaging into verbal or non-verbal interactions;
• showing rare signs of participating with others in any activity;
• having nearly no eye-contact while actively avoiding looking someone in
the eyes;
• acting repetitively and stereotypically according to patterns;
• not becoming aware of changes happening in the surroundings by some of
these persons, i.e. when someone enters the room;
• cognitive deficits – from moderate to substantial.
B. Passive persons, who passively accept social contacts, but do not engage
into them spontaneously. Their main features are:
• limited spontaneity in social situations;
• acceptance of initiating contact by others, both adults and children;
• getting little pleasure from social relations (active rejection occurs rarely);
• a child can communicate verbally or non-verbally;
• direct echolalia occurs more often than the delayed one;
• various level of cognitive deficits.
C. Persons active but peculiar, they present odd forms of participation in
social contacts, in which expectations and partner’s needs are not satisfied. Those
children can ask the same question several times or give long monologues. Here
are their features:
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• they spontaneously engage in social contacts, more often with adults than
with other children ;
• interactions can consist of repetitive, idiosyncratic behavioural patterns (i.e.
consistent repetition of questions, verbal rituals;
• interactions may serve as a way to communicate or not, echolalia occurs,
both direct and delayed;
• none or little ability to find themselves in a particular role: poor perception
of the speaker’s needs, no modification of a complex message or its style, difficulties with changing the topic;
• rather routine interest in the interaction than in its content;
• some of those children can be very much aware of the reaction of other persons (especially the extreme ones);
• those persons are less accepted socially-wise than the passive group (because of the active disturbance of culturally determined social conventions).
Every single one of the groups mentioned above presents different repertoire
and character of behaviours. The intensity of those behaviours is going to correlate with the level of intellectual functioning of autistic persons. This characterisation shows that particular autistic persons can differ from each other and hence
the therapeutic methods should be individually adjusted to each and every child.
By grouping autistic children accordingly to these types, it is possible to
sketch the methods of therapeutic conduct in response to needs and characteristics
of particular groups. The methods presented were drawn up on the basis of Applied Behavior Analysis.
The beginning of the therapy in each of those groups should consist of building a motivational system, since with no proper motivation the patient is not going
to take active part in the therapeutic process.
In the first group we have to arrange situations in which the child is going to be motivated to initiate communication as a result of the need depravation. It is a natural situation, where a child presents the needs by using the language and heading towards satisfying them. Limiting the fulfilment of the child’s
needs, apart from the situation of verbal communication, is particularly important.
It has a strong connection with building the child’s motivational system. At the
beginning, the therapy should be conducted on the basis of situational training
in a properly designed environment [incidental learning (Lovaas, Smith 2006:
366–367; Suchowierska 2005: 66–73; Suchowierska, Ostaszewski, Bąbel 2012:
145–149), order-model procedure (Suchowierska, Ostaszewski, Bąbel 2012:
148–149; Suchowierska 2005: 69–70), delaying the hint (Suchowierska, Ostaszewski, Bąbel 2012: 146–147; Suchowierska 2005: 68–69)]. At the beginning,
the speech therapist should concentrate on the functionality of the communication. It means that the form of the message (its full, correct phonetic or syntactic
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structure) is not a priority at this stage. During the consolidation of the positive
and spontaneous reactions it is important to head towards learning specific behaviours by practising repetitive attempts (Lovaas, Smith 2006: 366–367, 369;
Bąbel, Suchowierska, Ostaszewski 2010: 61). This type of training will allow
mastery of both the phonetic surface and grammatical statement. The first verbal reactions, according to B. F. Skinner’s division, which the therapy should be
based on, and which have the communicative value, are natural favours (mand
reactions) (Skinner 1957: 35–51; Suchowierska, Ostaszewski, Bąbel 2012:
214–215; Bąbel, Suchowierska, Ostaszewski 2010: 73; Suchowierska, Kawa
2008: 173–174), statements describing reality (tact reactions) (Skinner 1957:
81–148; Suchowierska, Ostaszewski, Bąbel 2012: 215; Bąbel, Suchowierska,
Ostaszewski 2010: 74; Suchowierska, Kawa 2008: 174) and dialogue replicas
exchanges (intraverbal reactions) (Skinner 1957: 71–78; Suchowierska, Ostaszewski, Bąbel 2012: 215–216; Bąbel, Suchowierska, Ostaszewski 2010: 73;
Suchowierska, Kawa 2008: 174). We enrich the verbal behaviours by adding reactions based on repetition (echoic reactions) (Skinner 1957: 55–65; Suchowierska,
Ostaszewski, Bąbel 2012: 216–217; Bąbel, Suchowierska, Ostaszewski 2010: 73;
Suchowierska, Kawa 2008: 175), thanks to which we can develop the child’s phonetic, lexical or even syntactic repertoire. It is important that those behaviours
show up spontaneously, in a properly adjusted environment and with the help of
persons closest to the child. The therapy’s process should be adjusted to the child’s
age, so that it would not hasten or slow down the child’s natural development. As
speech therapists we have to look out for the patient’s infantalisation and be careful when choosing the goals which are out of reach in the current development
stage. During the process of choosing the therapeutic goals, it is worth taking into
consideration the sphere of the nearest development and to orientate which of the
communication skills the child already possesses. Non-adequate training in this
matter can be frustrating and `may lead to adverse reactions.
In the second group both incidental training and repetitive attempt training should be introduced from the very beginning. The child needs to feel that
their meeting with the speech therapist is pleasant. This feeling is going to be an
indicator of a properly built motivational system. We build a motivational system by using reinforcers (Hall, Hall 2000). It should be strong enough to allow a
complete cooperation between the patient and the speech therapist during the repetitive attempts method. It is good to use biological reinforcers at the beginning
(moving from continuous to occasional reinforcement) with the help of social
reinforcers. During the next stage of the therapy, the biological reinforcers should
be gradually withdrawn. It is important to decide whether the reinforcer we use
has a proper effect. Selecting the reinforcer should be individually adjusted. The
reward, in order to have a reinforcement value, has to be desired by the patient
and in the event of surfeiting, a potential reinforcer may become a punishment. It
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is a good idea to limit the child’s access to the reward earlier (deprivation should
boost the effectiveness). A child, certain of the power of communication and its
direct benefits, should spontaneously head towards it. In this group, most of the
children are capable of forming questions in order to fulfil their basic needs (mand
reactions). Those children accept the interactions initiated by others as well. However, they are reactive and little spontaneous in their reactions. An important step
in the therapy is going to be putting the child in a typical peer situation (i.e. in a
kindergarten group, in the playground, etc.) and planning communication challenges adequate for them. The child should learn how to begin a conversation by
introducing themself, how to politely ask another child to join them in play and
how to interact during this time. It will be easier for the child if they plan all of
this with the therapist. It will help to avoid stressful situations (autistic children
are not too spontaneous, not planning everything before may cause them a lot of
stress). Modelling is one way of learning social behaviours. The child imitates
particular behaviours, presented earlier by the model1 (Striefel 2000: 2). At first,
every social situation should be very simple, so that the child could easily master
it. It can be a request to get some item or do some activity. In social situations dialogue behaviours (intraverbal reactions) have great impact. A child learns to get
hints from dialogue and to get information necessary to complete the task given
by the therapist.
The repetitive attempts training should cover both speech reception and
speech expression exercises. It helps to build a cultural competence, teaching the
child the knowledge of the world. Without this competence communication would
be impossible. Commenting on the reality (tact reactions) should not be limited
to naming the designation (expanding the noun repertoire), but also defining its
features, functions and categories (adjective and adverb repertoire). verbs have a
huge impact when it comes to thinking development and language-based reflections2 (Wygotski 1989: 238), which is why it is so important that the child understands and uses as many expressions of actions and conditions as possible.
Every attempt to initiate an adequate language interaction by the child should
be awarded. The lack of developed communication competence may be a huge
problem, in effect it may lead to conflicts with people who do not possess enough
knowledge about the patient. The patient might not realise these conflicts. A cognitive training should be conducted in this sphere and explanation should be provided about understanding and interpreting the message. Developing a social,
situational or pragmatic competence can be a challenge. In order to make the
learning process work, there has to be a reinforcement after adequate reactions
1
The term ‘model’, used in behavioural terminology, refers to the person (teacher, parent,
other child) or to the behaviour, which demonstrates/models in order to teach a particular behaviour.
2
According to L. S. Wygotski’s theory, the outer speech is characterised by its telegraphic style
and ‘its syntax is almost exclusively predicative’.
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(verbal praise, proper gesture, granting a point) (Ayllon 2000). All social situations generate intraverbal reactions, and it is important that the patient is properly
motivated to attempt cooperation. A behavioural contact and a meticulous task
plan, which the patient is going to carry out in order to gain a reward, can help the
speech therapist to build a proper motivation.
The direct echolalia occurring in this group can be used to answer questions
according to the pattern presented by an adult (echoic reactions). Automatic repetition is an opportunity to work on the transparency of articulation. Delayed echolalias, despite being rare in this group, can become adequate messages when used
in a proper situation. Direct echolalia may develop cultural competence to some
degree - the child repeats after the therapist the elements of reality (tact reactions).
Also, it makes it easier to build the request repertoire (mands) and exchange repertoire (intraverbal). Automatic repetition may be followed by understanding and
cognition with time. First mand and tact reactions should relate to the sphere of
basic functioning. The taught verbal behaviours have to fulfil the child’s needs by
starting with the basic ones. Moving to higher levels requires mastering the basics
(Maslow 2006).
Among children who face a difficulty in speaking or they simply do not use
verbal speech, first messages can be just slightly similar to the proper messages. It
is important that the sounds emitted by them are related, even only symbolically,
to reality. They should be meaningful and fulfil basic needs. In the study of speech
of the autistic persons the function of the message is always on the first place, not
its form. At first the message ‘drink’ can be expressed by ‘dri; or ‘i’. It is important
that the client learned that there is a particular benefit connected with his message.
We are getting to the proper form of a message by using the behaviour shaping
procedure in the repetitive attempts training, when the speech therapist teaches the
patient the proper shape and the transparent articulation of the message.
In the third group of her classification, L. Wing placed the so called ‘highly
functioning’ persons. Persons from this group possess rich vocabulary and highly
developed language competence/system competence. It means that they can create proper grammatical sentences and distinguish grammatical sentences from the
ungrammatical ones (Polański 1999: 305). Language difficulties they face come
from improperly developed communication competence. U. Czarnecka (1990: 11)
writes that ‘communication competence is a skill of choosing the variants of proper sentences in regards to social experiences of communication partners, which is
the ability to use the language in an effective and situation-adjusted way, taking
into consideration goals and expectations of the speaker and social, conventional
rules of language use’. According to S. Grabias (2003: 245–335), ‘communication competence’ is knowledge of linguistic tools repertoires, which are usually
assigned to particular social roles (mother, father, teacher, pupil, student, patient,
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supervisor) and about the rules of using these tools in various communication situations. These rules dictate changes in language behaviours depending on:
• who you talk to (differently to a child, differently to a supervisor)
• the situation (differently to one person, differently to a group)
• the purpose, i.e. the intention (differently when taking an action, differently
when showing emotions (Grabias 2002: 19).
Building communication competence should be based on training:
a) social competence, which consists of proper recognition and realisation
of social ranks of the speakers by the usage of proper linguistic tools adequate
to the receivers mental capabilities (i.e. child vs. adult) and their social function
(i.e. parent vs. neighbour) (Grabias 2003: 320);
b) situational competence, the ability to use the language in the interactional
situations created by the society (i.e. funeral vs. doing shopping) (Grabias 2003:
320–321);
c) pragmatic situation, the ability to achieve a goal given by the speaker
(Grabias 2003: 322–323).
A good method to learn the competences presented above turns out to be the
drama method, which serves to imitate particular situations that occur in everyday
life. A good test for the competences learned this way is fieldwork, where the patient can learn to use these competences under the care of a therapist. For instance,
buying products in a shop.
As far as learning of initiating contacts and building messages adequate to
situation is considered, scripts may be helpful (the patient receives them written on a paper or recorded on a special device). They help to initiate interaction,
because they give a full hint for behaviour adequate to the situation. They can become very useful, i.e. during learning how to introduce oneself or how to express
one’s needs. Scripts are a type of hint, so they should be eliminated at some point.
Persons from this group usually have a lot of untypical fixations and interests.
They are able to develop their knowledge in areas completely inadequate among
their peers, for instance, interest in calendars, trains or bus timetables. Such a narrow and untypical sphere of interests prevents the autistic persons from sharing
their passions with others, and the constant presence of those passions in their
statements makes it hard for them to communicate or start a relationship. A cognitive therapy can help with realising these problems. None or little ability to play a
certain role, poor perception of people’s needs, difficulties with changing the topic
are the challenges for the whole therapeutic team, also for the speech therapist.
The speech therapist should motivate people from this group to engage into topics from outside of their interest sphere. It is good to plan, along with the patient,
what such an interaction should look like, how to keep the other person focused
and how to get to know them better. Group works are a great occasion to practise
communication skills.
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Dealing with stressful situations is a serious problem. It is very important to
teach the autistic persons how to report such situations. Teaching how to communicate emotions properly, also the ones that are not welcome, is the fundamental
task for the whole therapeutic team. The patient who can deal with stressful or
anger related situations in a socially acceptable way is not going to engage into
aggressive or autoaggressive behaviours.
Behaviourists treat an autistic person as a unit which has a learning potential.
It has been demonstrated, huge heterogeneity occurs among the group of diagnosed persons. Inside this group a smaller one may generate, and their participants
may show characteristic behaviours, have similar needs and abilities, and at the
same time they may differ from the people qualified to other groups. By using the
rules of the learning and behavioural processes in the therapy, with the particular
consideration of conditioning operants, adequately to needs we are able to develop and create a more effective therapy process. Behaviourists point out that in
the case of autistic children there are many individual differences. (i.e. some do
not talk, some have a very well developed language), which is why they focus on
studying individual cases. Their most important goal during studies is to discover
the most efficient therapeutic intervention. It gives them the ability to divide children with autism into groups similarly reacting to intervention, not based on their
behavioural set. Such a specification has the characteristics of a high functionality
(Lovaas, Smith 2006: 366–367).

OLGA SERGIEJEWNA NIKOLSKA’S TyPOLOGy
By describing psychopathological structure of autism, O. Nikolska singles
out two features: (1) decreasing the ability of active cooperation with the surroundings, (2) decreasing the level of discomfort during contacts with the world.
Both features bring a specific contribution into creating the recurring symptoms:
withdrawing from the contacts, stereotypical behaviours and auto-stimulation
(Piszczek 2014: 19).
The researcher divides the population of the autistic children into four groups.
Every group has its own behavioural patterns. Based on these patterns, the child
is provided with the active contact measures with the social environment and with
the form of defence and auto-stimulation. Children from particular groups differ in character and the escalation level of primary disorders and recurrent disorders resulting from them (it applies to overcompensation as well) (Piszczek
2014: 21)
Children from particular groups differ in the availability of effective regulation, awareness organisation and behaviour, which requires the therapist to
work on various forms and ways of engaging contact and cooperation (Piszczek
2014: 21).
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The characteristics of particular groups of autistic children, along with hints
about therapeutic intervention, according to O. Nikolska:
I. First Group – children are completely separated from reality, features:
– autistic symptoms are very intensified;
– behaviour conditioned by the sensor stimulus, often stereotypical, based
on auto-stimulation;
– lack of emotional contact and speech;
– lack of basic self-service skills, addiction to therapists’ permanent help;
– poor repertoire of behaviours and positive sensory experiences;
– limited interests;
– problems with sight fixation and focusing attention;
– lack of reaction to their own name;
– the child is not capable of carrying out the simplest requests;
Therapy: by using sensory experiences pleasant to the child, we reinforce
all of the satisfaction states and we try to use a voice tone that is pleasant for the
child. We try to interest the child with ourselves and try to achieve primitive cooperation. Enabling them to choose and provoking them to act by themself (experiencing with them something they like and awaiting their reaction), is going to help
them realise their role during joint activities. Introducing alternation in activities.
II. Second group – children who reject everything, features:
– many sensory auto-stimulations and movement stereotypes occur;
– the feeling of discomfort, anxiety and above normal mental tonus, triggered by the stimulus from the environment;
– mannerisms, stereotypes and impulsiveness in movement;
– specific intonation;
– untypical way of walking;
– despite emotional relation with their mother, they have a significant difficulty with engaging into interpersonal relations;
– good speech reception with a limited expression;
– echolalia;
– movement stereotypes;
– stiffness of behaviours, no tolerance towards changes;
– they possess a huge learning potential;
– usually independent;
– they engage into contact with persons they know well;
– they have problems with understanding other persons’ emotional states
and experiences;
– they may try to omit the first attempts of an eye contact;
– they are timid and frightened;
– limited behavioural repertoire;
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– they react positively to movement exercises (swinging, running off the
hill, climbing);
The therapy should concentrate on maximally expanding the amount of persons with whom the child engages into contact and expanding the repertoire of
behavioural interactions. It is important to develop the theories of mind, cognition
and emotional relations with others and to learn about different forms of engaging
into contact (social and situational competence). The beginning of therapy should
create a sense of security in the child. The speech therapist should carefully observe the child’s reactions with a special consideration of aggressive behaviours
towards themself and others, movement uncertainty, tension and stereotypical behaviours. The goal of the therapy is to limit this kind of behaviours by replacing
them with the desired behaviours. The child should take interest in us at the beginning of the therapy, at some point he should aspire to engage into contact. As a
first type of contact we should choose eye contact. Especially at the beginning we
should slowly introduce the eye contact, we should not rush it, because the child
may try to avoid it. The child should develop self-confidence. The speech therapist should be associated with pleasant sensory experiences. In order to attract the
child’s attention, we can use the direct activities related to the child’s behaviour:
the therapist sings or taps out the rhythm of child’s movement, starts to swing
along with them or jump in the tact of their activities. The integrity of the therapist’s and the child’s behaviours bring interest and enjoyment to the child. We can
add verbal reactions into movement activities which please the child, (repetition,
naming, describing). Imitation behaviours repertoire develops in these activities
and while using fun we employ imagination. All of the desired behaviours should
be reinforced. When more complex behaviours show up, the child should engage
into everyday activities (preparing a meal, cleaning). We develop the tact behaviour repertoire by teaching features, functions and subject categories. All new
skills should be taught gradually. The important part of the therapy is developing
the child’s patience and teaching them how to overcome everyday obstacles.
III. Third group – children with idiosyncratic behaviours and interests, features:
– they possess developed forms of effective defence;
– untypical behaviours and goals occur, even aggressive ones;
– fantasies can have aggressive content;
– intellectual development is enharmonic, but it is rather regular or slightly
above regular;
– they master speech early;
– they have a tendency to say monologues and tirades;
– they address the receiver of a statement by mistake, often regrettably;
– they don’t pay attention to the other person’s reactions, which prevents
them from having an effective dialogue;
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– often in a symbiotic relationship with mother;
– independent in everyday activities;
– impersonal attitude and emotional coolness towards family and friends;
– they show the need for an emotional contact in a primitive way;
– they avoid emotional contacts based on cooperation;
– they have difficulties with understanding emotions;
– excessive emotional reactions;
– ‘fascination’ with emotional reactions (both positive and negative);
– experiences are usually just fantasies;
– they may express their emotions with art (drawing)
– stimulated and euphoric;
– they show interest by affective states;
– they create statements with inadequate intonation, without voice modulation;
– facial expressions and gestures seem non-cohesive;
– difficult behaviours may be the result of frustration;
– they take part in movement activities (i.e. developmental movement
activities) and activities based on sight and feeling stimulus;
– they have a tendency to fantasise;
– they deal well with everyday activities;
– they act according to the plan prepared earlier;
– stiffness of behaviours;
– they easily engage into relations based on rivalry;
Therapy: The therapist should engage into therapeutic contact in two stages:
The need for emotional contact should be awaken during the first stage. The second stage consists of actions leading to developing various forms of this contact.
Therapeutic contact should be safe and based on trust. The child should have positive emotions. We should not force the interpretation of the world on the child,
but enable them to come up with real interpretation safely. Gaining the child’s
sympathy and acceptance is possible due to their fantasy. The therapist should
present the readiness to listen and recognise the child’s activities and drawings
without irritation signs caused by the stereotypical character and repetitiveness.
At the moment of engaging into eye contact, the therapist should gradually ask
questions, so that the child is taught to conduct a dialogue. The therapist’s task is
to introduce everyday natural and real elements, which will serve as additions or
specifications, not changes or disturbances, into the child’s fantasy interests (his
messages, activities content or drawings). The therapist should help the child to
develop forms of contact that aren’t based on rivalry, but on shared goals and fun.
Tolerance to failures should also be taught, along with the thought ‘I don’t have to
win every time’ and ‘sometimes we succeed, sometimes we don’t’.
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IV. Fourth group – children with interaction and cooperation difficulties,
features:
– emotional development closest to normal;
– slight block of motoric development and delayed speech development;
– overall decrease of tonicity and tendency to rapid occurrence of blocking
processes;
– attachment to others;
– they subdue to the environment’s requirements;
– addiction to acceptance and emotional support of family and friends (especially mother);
– they don’t tolerate others interrupting their activities;
– they often fixate on their activities;
– between second and third stage the decrease of development becomes
more visible;
– frustration occurs;
– problems with controlling the speech;
– echolalia occurs;
– problems with controlling basic motorical activities;
– problem with learning by imitating;
– they don’t cooperate in activities;
– exhausting;
– negativism occurs;
– they accept new challenges with difficulty;
– frustrations may cause apathy and difficult behaviours;
– when they face difficulties, they need hints;
– they can be emotionally oversensitive;
– stiff when it comes to choosing ways of acting;
– they protest against changes and novelties;.
The therapy should show the child how to feel joyful about everyday activities (without the need of direct praising, i.e. from parents). It should bring the
child’s interest to the closest surrounding. A child from this group is capable of
understanding that they perceive the world in a specific way, they should be taught
their individual preferences and habits. The child should develop self-esteem and
appreciation of his individuality. The child takes up fighting the obstacles, spontaneously or by using incentives – the therapist’s task is to reinforce such actions.
The child should be explained that such actions lead to success. The child reacts
properly when they know clearly the rules of the tasks carried out and the activity
plan. Attitude towards the activity plan, at first stiff, can be loosened by gradual
enrichment and joint introduction of modifications. The important goal of the
therapy is learning the various ways of recognising and lowering the emotional
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tension and stabilising their affective processes. Regulating personal emotional
states is the beginning of independence. It lowers the affective addiction from
friends and family and enables a stable self-esteem to appear.

O. NIKOLSKA’S TyPOLOGy AND THE SPEECH THERAPy
According to Nikolska, methods of the therapy should be adjusted to the autistic barrier specificity and the child’s ability to engage into contact with the real
world. The course of the therapy should be diversified on the basis of the child’s
characteristic symptoms. These symptoms differ in separate groups. ‘The course
of working on awakening their speech development should also be different’
(Piszczek 2014: 21). According to Nikolska, the therapeutic procedure that is effective in work with children of one group will not only be ineffective in the other
group, it can be even harmful, because it may cause a situation in which children
start to function below the level of their affective regulation.
In a therapeutic procedure, also speech therapy, there are some universal rules
regarding the whole population of autistic people. It will not make a difference
to which group the child is qualified, during first meetings we should engage into
contact and shape the possibilities of cooperation by using the forms of activity
that absorb the child. Every socially acceptable form of relation with the child is
top priority.
Therapeutic situation and the speech therapist themself should remind the
autistic child only of positive things. It is a starting point for building a strong
motivational system.
I. Children from the first group are passive and withdrawn. The speech therapist should concentrate entirely on the methods which stimulate interactive activation of these children. Both non-directive and directive methods applied to
specific situations will be proper. The child should be activated even at the preparation stage of the actual therapy. It is important to determine what the child does
in their free time, i.e. what kind of activities they take up spontaneously. The
speech therapist should possess such knowledge and know how to use it according
to Premacks’s rule (Bąbel, Suchowierska, Ostaszewski 2010: 113). Before starting to learn verbal behaviours, the child should be able to imitate simple gestures,
firstly in a big motor skills range, than a smaller one. An important goal for the
speech therapist is to reach the child’s sight fixation and joint field of attention.
We should build a motivational system from the very beginning, basing our work
on biological and social reinforcements. When we talk to the child, they should
look at our face.
Adequate reacting with proper consequences to all of the child’s messages
is very important. In verbal speech practices, especially the ones leading towards
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mastering the realisation, we rely on the behaviour shaping method. Natural communication situations are reinforced in situational training, and the speech reception and expression development is based on repetitive attempts training.
Children from this group are often mute, which means that they understand
the messages but they don’t use verbal expression. At first the speech therapist
should reinforce every verbal expression. When the child’s activity in this aspect
increases, referential messages should be reinforced. Echoic reactions, based on
imitating, can have a substantial meaning. By mand reactions, the child should
experience the power of communication and discover the need to use language,
because mands consist of strong and direct reinforcers.
II. Children from the second group actively reject everything that makes them
feel uncomfortable. Therapy for this and other groups should begin with building
a strong motivational system. The therapist should be discovering, from the very
beginning, objects and activities in which the child participates, so that they could
be used as natural reinforcer. Working on difficult behaviours is going to be of
huge importance in the therapy. While working on difficult behaviours, the therapist should concentrate on non-aversive methods (DRO, DRA, DRI)3 (Foxx 1999:
28–29) and extinction. Behavioural contacts should be introduced from the very
beginning. Work regularity and realisation of the earlier plan by all people from
the child’s surrounding is going to be significant. In order to establish a relation,
especially during the first stage of the therapy, the option method (Kaufman 1994)
can be used. If the method turns out to be unsuccessful, the motivational system is
built on reinforcers. For activities which develop language behaviours, the speech
therapist can use the tendency for movement activity, which characterises this
group. In order to establish a better contact and make the therapy more attractive,
songs and poems can be added to movement activity. Logorithmic activities may
turn out to be effective. It is a good idea to take breaks during activities and wait
for the child to ask for continuing the activity.
III. The third group consists of children immersed in their own, often untypical, interests. The therapist’s task is to expand the range of interests with the
full use of the learning potential. In order for this process to be successful, a
strong motivational system is required. All kinds of fixations can be used as reinThree reinforcement techniques which can be used to decrease the number of inappropriate
behaviours:
DRO Differential Reinforcement of Other Behaviour. We are trying to award other behaviour,
not the one we want to decrease or get rid of.
DRA Differential Reinforcement of Appropriate Behaviour.
DRI Differential Reinforcement of Incompatible Behaviour, i.e. a behaviour which cannot
exist simultaneously with the inappropriate behaviour.
3
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forcement. The messages of these children often lack prosodic components, voice
modulation and are monotone with flat or inadequate intonation. During working
with these children, a big pressure should be put on the emotional components of
the message. A prosodic competence should be developed in the child. Building
prosodic and communicational competence is a top priority in this group. Problems with articulation may occur, which should be solved be the speech therapist
by using standard methods for children with dislalia.
The speech therapist should especially consider behavioural deficits and excesses. The work should be based on situational training with the attitude towards
full generalisation of behaviours which develop the child’s independence. The
speech therapist should conduct exercises on voice emission and grammatical
exercises on linguistic accuracy. Children from this group can encounter problems with pronouns (pronoun aversion), function words (mainly prepositions) and
grammatical accuracy in terms of inflexion and syntax. Development of this elements should be conducted in the repetitive attempts training.
Difficult behaviours in this group are a huge challenge for the whole therapeutic team. Difficult behaviours consist of stereotypical stimulation, but also of
aggressive and autoaggressive behaviours. The most dangerous result form disproportion between age and poor speech knowledge. Natural tendency to stimulation can be used by the speech therapist as a form of positive reinforcers, because
they provide pleasant perceptual experiences for the child.
Iv. Children from the fourth group encounter significant difficulties while establishing interaction and cooperating with other people. Linguistic competence is
developed in this group, the problem lies in the communication competence deficit. Speech therapy training should concentrate on developing the following competences: social, situational and pragmatic. Making the child aware of mentalising and brain theory (Młynarska 2008: 164–165; Frith 2008: 109–126) may be a
helpful element. Despite all the deficits, children in this group possess the ability
to build relations with other people. These relations may be based on interaction
and cooperation. Persons from the fourth group differ from others, their emotional
development is close to normal and because of that they are less aggressive and
autoaggressive. The speech therapist should work on reactive behaviours, initiation and withstanding the interaction. Scripts and introduction of activity plans
(McClannahan, Krantz 2002) may be helpful among the children from this group.
Therapy should be conducted with the usage of situational methods and repetitive attempts training. Interaction problems can be a result of communication
competence deficit with a well mastered linguistic competence (dictionary and
grammar). Exercises which develop communication competence can be based on
drama or natural situations (i.e. going shopping, ordering a meal at a restaurant).
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If the problems with engaging into contact result from a phobia or other anxiety
reactions, conducting a desensitising would be a good idea.
According to Nikolska, the methods of the therapy should always be adjusted
to the kind of autistic barrier and forms of interaction with the world available
for the child. It should be emphasised that the forms and methods of the therapy
which are effective for children from the first group (in the autistic children range)
can not only be unsuccessful in other groups, but the use of improper methods
may cause them to function at a lower level than before (Piszczek 2014: 21).
Conclusions:
1. Division into groups makes it easier to specify the needs, which facilitates
the speech therapy intervention.
2. Diagnosis with group assignment would be more functional.
3. Thanks to the division it is possible to create therapeutic groups, which
would consist of people with similar features, abilities and needs, not only based
on metrical age and level of intelligence.
4. Classification would serve the creation of specialities of therapeutic
groups in response to needs.

ENDING
Both L. Wing’s and O. Nikolska’s classifications divide the groups of autistic
people into transparent types. Despite the target group being clearly defined, the
reader is going to find it difficult to jump from one classification to other. It is
because both classifications were created independently from each other and both
of them are based on different research assumptions. Every type distinguished
is a separate compilation of features adequate to the population of autistic people. They are not the most common features in the whole autistic population, but
features characteristic for the methodological assumption chosen by the authors.
O. Nikolska, by choosing L. Wygotski’s theory of individual’s development,
based her classification on the levels of affective regulation and consciousness
organisation. Autistic children would differ in the mastering particular levels. First
level is called the level of affective plasticity, second – affective stereotypes, third
– affective expansion, fourth one – emotional control (Piszczek 2014: 19).
L. Wing chose a different thinking paradigm for her classification. The researcher based her classification of autistic people on diversity in initiation and establishment of social contacts. The characteristic features presented are observed
in their behaviour’s repertoire. Engaging into particular activities, way and intensity of this involvement and avoiding certain behaviours and social situations
showed diversity inside the group of autistic people and became the basis for
creating this classification.
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Despite the different research assumptions of both authors’ classifications, it
is possible to juxtapose both typologies. Starting from O. Nikolska’s classification
to groups:
I. First – children are passive and withdrawn – both (A) aloof and (B) passive
children have to be included;
II. Second – children who actively reject everything – partially (A) aloof and
(C) odd;
III. Third – children submerged into their own, often untypical interests – (C)
odd;
Iv. Fourth – children who encounter significant difficulties while establishing
interaction and cooperating with other people – (B) passive and (C) odd.
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Diagnosis within the scope of neuro-speech therapy
and neuropsychology by adopting the methodology
of the social interactionist theory. A case study of
a man with the general brain disorders
SUMMARy
In this article the social interactionist theory was adopted as the methodological basis of diagnosis and therapy in order to demonstrate the multitude of factors which may have an influence on
the linguistic activity of an individual. A method used in research was the individual case study of
a man with the general pathology of central nervous system caused by biological factors (complications of the neuro-oncological treatment) and social ones (limited process of socialization). The
results of neuropsychological and projective tests, questionnaires as well as experimental clinical
trials have shown deficits in all areas of man’s functioning (speech, communication, cognition, social and emotional area) and have set the direction of a therapeutic approach.
Key words: interaction, neuro-oncology, speech disorders, communication disorders, cognitive impairments, diagnosis of speech-language disorders, neuropsychological diagnosis

INTERACTION THEORy
The speech therapy’s thought views interaction as a process composed of
two equivalent skills which are: attribution of the meaning to human actions and
adjustment of one’s behavior to the requirements of the reference group. This adaptation is determined both by general, linguistic world knowledge (cognitive linguistic proficiency), as well as by the familiarity with the language use in a given
group (communicative linguistic proficiency). These proficiencies may come into
being if the interlocutors’ experience and knowledge are similar or identical and
expressed accordingly to the general patterns (Grabias 2007, 2012).
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Interaction theory creates the opportunity to analyze linguistic phenomena
while not being limited only to man’s biological and communicative activity. According to this theory, it is through language that the individuals express their
manner of understanding the world, their emotions, convictions and values towards a given phenomenon, appropriately to the particular context and situation
(Panasiuk 2013). This complex vision of language behavior imposes a specific
diagnostic procedure which is connected to the evaluation of three dimensions:
text (evaluation of the understanding and construction of language structures),
metatext (evaluation of the adequacy of modal categories use), and context (evaluation of functioning in different communicative situations) (Panasiuk 2012).
Interaction theory comprises therefore both methodological and practical basis of speech theory as a science and thanks to the exhibition of the link existing
between biological processes and broadly understood communication, it increases
its diagnostic and therapeutic opportunities (Michalik 2013).
With reference to the patients whose set of symptoms does not indicate specific case of speech pathology, the interactive approach enables: specification of
the set of factors (primary and secondary ones) which have shaped the non-specific image of the disorder; indicating patient’s deficits and opportunities; choosing
the most effective treatment methods (Panasiuk 2012). Such a group is comprised
of patients with entangled history of neuro-oncologic treatment. In their case it is
necessary to use a method which will show the mutual relation existing between
biological, psychological and social factors.

CHILDREN’S TUMOURS OF THE CENTRAL NERvOUS SySTEM
Tumours of the central nervous system constitute one of the most popular
cancerous diseases in the population of children. It is estimated that they comprise
20–25% of the tumours in this developmental period (Szołkiewicz et. al. 2009).
CNS tumours, typical of the infancy, appear frequently before the first year of
child’s life and between 2–3 and 5–7 years (Bożek 1989).
On the basis of their morphologic features, CNS tumours can be divided into:
benign (slow dynamic of growth; they do not have impact on patient’s general
health; deformation of a given body part in the case of big tumours), malignant
(quick dynamics of growth, symptoms occurring quickly; they metastisize quickly) (Bożek 1989).
The localization of a tumour is considered a separate criterion of CNS tumours. According to tumour localization one can distinguish:
1. Subtentorial tumours (infratentorial) – constitute 60% of all brain tumours. Intracranial pressure is one of the general symptoms. Inside this group one
can distinguish: cerebellar hemisphere tumour, cerebellar vermis tumour, fourth
ventricle tumour and the tumours of brain stem.
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2. Supratentorial tumours – comprise 40% of brain tumours. In children’s
case, they are often characterized by big size, which makes it impossible to ascertain the tumour localization in detail. However, it is claimed that there are certain
anatomic regions, damage of which may indicate the clinical picture of the tumour. The group of supratentorial tumours consist of: brain hemispheres tumours,
lateral ventricles tumours, third ventricle tumours, tumours of sella turcica region
and the tumours of optic chiasm (por. Wocjan, Żarski 1971; Traczyńska-Kubin,
Dąbrowski 1985; Lanzkowsky 1994).
The symptoms typical of the progress of neuro-oncologic disease are divided
into two major groups (Szołkiewicz et. al. 2009):
1. alleviated intracranial pressure (headaches, vomiting, disturbances of
visual acuity, pareses of cranial nerves, impaired consciousness and excessive
drowsiness)
2. focal neurologic symptoms (dependent on the damaged structure)
Type of CNS tumour (duration time, type, dynamics, progress of disease and
localization influence the choice of correct treatment methods (Bożek 1989). In
case of malignant tumours and those which cannot be qualified for surgery, the
radiotherapy constitutes the leading method.

DIRECT AND REMOTE EFFECTS OF RADIOTHERAPy
Radiotherapy is used in cases of malignant tumours, which are susceptible to
radiation (Traczyńska-Kubin, Dąbrowski 1985). Radiation results in damaging of
both tumour and health cells which leads to a number of harmful effects (Bożek
1989). Among the transient (direct) side effects are: post-radiation skin reaction
and alopecia. Remote effects of radiotherapy can be classified into five groups:
1. growth and development disorders, intensity of which is linked to child’s
age and the dose (positive correlation);
2. disorders of functioning of systems and organs which lead to changes in
the regions which were objected to radiotherapy. It often happens that changes
which were caused by excessive dose are irreversible and lead to patient’s death;
3. disorders of sexual glands which may have an impact not only on the hormonal and fertile aspect but also on genetic one (however, there are no changes
observed in the offspring of the patients who were treated by radiotherapy);
4. the problem of ontogenesis as a consequence of radiotherapy, which emphasizes the importance of observing the patient during their treatment with ionizing radiuses which can have a carcinogenic effect;
5. psychosocial disturbances can be manifested, in some cases, in mental
retardation of a child or in conduct disorders
Complications which are caused by this treatment method are not identical
in each case – they differ when it comes to the intensity and complexity of symp-
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toms. Their dissimilarity exacts the application of individualized rehabilitative
actions which comply with patient’s developmental period and with the support
of the people closest to them.

THERAPEUTIC ACTION AND THEIR DETERMINING FACTORS
IN THE PROCESS OF NEURO-ONCOLOGIC TREATMENT
The key role in the process of neuro-oncologic treatment befalls the guardians of a given child, whose task is to cooperate closely with the medical personnel. A positive relation with the doctor and the nurses ensures the child that their
parents take active part in the treatment and that all the procedures are necessary.
Maintaining child’s positive mood is crucial for the success of a therapy. Filling
child’s schedule with various activities (such as didactic classes or trips) is also
extremely significant as these activities constitute indispensable part of parent’s
care of the child suffering from cancer. Such actions help the patient detach from
the everyday life in hospital. They also symbolize the return to the normal life
(Bożek 1989). Despite the medical treatment, it is also important to provide therapeutic care not only for the child but also for their family. Rehabilitative treatment
should take place also in the form of psychotherapy and it should consist of multispecialist rehabilitation (Traczyńska-Kubin, Dąbrowski 1985).

FUNCTIONING OF PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC DISABILITy
Definition of disability
World Health Organization defines disability as the set of obstacles which
are encountered in the environment as a consequence of lost abilities (Piotrowicz 2004). Among the group of disabled, who experience problems with selfreliant dealing with their own problems, one can distinguish people who are: crippled, mentally retarded, physically disabled and suffering from chronic diseases
(Kościelak 1996).
Quality of life of the disabled people
Quality of life is the total and subjective satisfaction of an individual in
the social, physical and psychological dimensions (Pąchalska 2007). It is often
stressed that different factors influence the appraisal of the quality of life in cases
of the healthy and disabled people which is connected to various fields of their
activity which is, in turn, determined by the opportunities (zawiślak 2006). The
examples of the priorities for the healthy people are: work, earnings, education,
self-realization, interests. On the other hand, the satisfaction of the disabled is
influenced by: social attitudes, the type of disability, the sense of independence,
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self-determination and the opportunity to collect new experiences. According to
the research results, the disabled want and can enjoy their lives, even if the society
judges it as less valuable (Dębska 2006).
The awareness of determinants strengthening the sense of good quality of
life in case of the disabled should be the factor stimulating therapists, parents and
institutions to create the opportunities of mobilization in the significant fields.
Social determinants in the development of the disabled
The immediate surroundings (composed of family home and peers) should
dominate when it comes to stimulating one’s development. These surroundings
should set natural challenges for such an individual. A factor which hampers the
use of environmental influences is the popular perception of a disabled person as
weak, lonely, withdrawn, dissatisfied with their life, not having the chance for a
happy family or married life. This attitude conditions the process of creating a socalled secondary impairment – the conviction of being helpless despite possessing
real opportunities and competences (Parchomiuk, Byra 2006). Growing awareness of one’s restrictions fosters a low sense of belonging to the society, and this
indicator decreases with age (Dębska 2006).
The lack of satisfactory contacts with significant others (parents, peers) and
insatiability of basic needs (needs of belonging, love, intimacy, emotional contact),
resulting from a negative self-image, causes the feeling of alienation (Kościelak
1996). This can be avoided by appropriate socialization understood as “preparation for constructive participation in social life”. Its superior goal is to satisfy the
need of autonomy and promoting the development of such traits as will, spatial
orientation, motivation, comprehensive situation analysis (context interpretation,
noticing the inter-contextual relation, understanding nonverbal signs) (Kościelska
1984: 41).
In the educational process, traits compatible with the whole community, resulting from the developmental period, should be given a priority. Such a strategy
creates the possibility to overcome limits and to reveal individual’s maximal opportunities (Kirenko 2007).
Emotions and personality of disabled people
Family is a basic unit which enables children to develop property, also in the
emotional sense, by satisfying their psychophysical needs. The need of love is
the most important of them all and it is understood as “the entirety of specific behaviours and psychological processes referring to them which create and uphold
the mutual human relation making it personal and relatively permanent” (Janion
2006: 247). A child who suffers from severe, chronic disease does not experience all the aspects which are responsible for proper emotional development and
bond making. This happens because such a child is frequently hospitalized (being
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away from home) and because of chronic tiredness and inveterate parents’ stress.
(Janion 2006).
Chronic disease may therefore cause the disintegration also in the psychological aspect which is reflected in: lowered self-esteem, sense of guilt, hostility, aggression, shame, resignation from one’s goals, lack of aspiration and withdrawal
from the external world (Kirenko 2007).
As a consequence of unfavourable environmental conditions (hindered or
disturbed relations), personality disorders may appear. Improper personality development in disabled people and chronically ill is called “homilopathy”. This
condition consists of: inferiority complex, oversensitivity; mood swings, excessive concentration on one’s own person, martyr-like attitude, hostility, aggression
and viciousness towards the others (Hulek, Larkowa 1974).
It is often emphasized that disability does not determine entirely the personality of an individual (Kirenko 2007), but it can contribute to formation of traits
which do not foster development (such as difficulty in adjustment and in performing family, professional, sexual social roles) or it can predispose to suffering from
personality disorders (Jakubik 1996).

AUTHOR’S OWN RESEARCH
Patient’s clinical description
Case description concerns 32-years-old patient who suffers from unspecific
disorders in following spheres: cognitive, linguistic, communicational, motivation-emotional and social. Specified deficits are complications and side effects of
neuro-oncologic treatment and unfavourable environmental influences.
First symptoms of cancer (exophtalmos of left eye bulb, eye watering, without any pain) appeared when patient was 2 year 8 month old. Computed tomography (CT) and neurosurgical consultation revealed glioma nervi opici (glioma of
optic nerve). At that time, parents did not contest to carry out a surgery.
During following years, the patient was not subjected to any treatment, felt
well and did not report any neurological symptoms. At the age of 5 year 4 month,
another CT diagnosis was performed and it proved the existence of sizeable, abnormal mass located in the left eye bulb crossing over to optic chiasm area. Moreover, the nystagmus and pupillary light reflex were observed – ophthalmological
consultation was recommended. Furthermore, it was concluded on the basis of CT
results, that neurosurgical intervention was not justified.
While being 7 years 9 months old, the patient underwent another CT examination which provided the following data: thickening of the left optic nerve to
13 mm and the right one to 8mm at their full length, until the optic canals; thickening of the optic canals; slight dislocation of the fourth ventricle to its left side;
isodense infiltration of brain stem, cerebellar tentorium and of the right cerebellar
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hemisphere; no changes in other brain structures. With comparison to the previous CT, the progress of changes was reported. After oncologic consultation, it
was decided that the patient cannot be qualified to surgical excision because of
the localization of tumour. During the treatment, radiotherapy was considered as
necessary in the form of Co-60 gamma radiation on right and left cranial areas.
On the basis of two following CT examinations, the remission of neoplastic
transformations was diagnosed, with comparison to the previous state. However,
complications caused by invasive treatment (radiotherapy and pharmacotherapy)
have appeared: left eye blindness, growth disorders, cognitive disorders – mainly
connected to memory (which is proven by sharp theta waves visible in electroencephalography examination, and which can be attributed to the changes found by
magnetic resonance imaging), Hashimoto’s disease, dyspnoea, the palsy of right
vocal fold (dysphonia), the reduction of the articulators efficiency.
Demonstrated difficulties characterize the present clinical state of the
patient. Treatment process and resulting complications have restricted patient’s
functioning in numerous aspects of living, especially in the social sphere. That is
why the improvement of functioning in cognitive and linguistic spheres conditions the possibility of individual functioning in a society.

DESCRIPTION OF DIAGNOSTIC METHODS
The material under research was collected over the period of 6 months during
weekly meetings. In order to prepare a diagnosis (a description of a patient within
all spheres of functioning) and to program therapeutic actions the following methods were applied:
Screening methods:
1. Mini–Mental State Examination (MMSE) – measurement of cognition
efficiency (Kotapka-Minc 2007);
2. A Clock Drawing Test – the assessment of cognition activity (KotapkaMinc 2007).
neuropsychological tests:
3. California verbal Learning Test (CvLT) – measurement of learning capabilities and reproducing verbal material (łojek, Stańczak 2010);
4. Attention and Observation Test (TUS) – b/k and 6/9 versions – measurement of three attention indicators: speed of perceptual operation, diversification of
perceptual material and resistance to distraction (Ciechanowicz, Stańczak 2006);
5. Ruff Figural Fluency Test (RFFT) – measurement of nonverbal fluency,
i.e. creating the biggest number of patterns in a limited amount of time (łojek,
Stańczak 2005).
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Questionnaires:
6. Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire (INTE) – measurement of the capacity to comprehend, recognize, control and use emotions effectively (Jaworowska, Matczak 2008);
7. Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS) – measurement of satisfaction with
life sense (Juszczyński 2009);
8. Social Competence Questionnaire (KKS) – measurement of capability
that condition the efficiency in various social situations (Matczak 2001).
Projective methods:
9. Rotter Incomplete Sentence Blank (RISB) – measurement of maladjustment (Jaworowska, Matczak 2008).
Experimental and Clinical Trials:
10. Diagnostic tests devised on the basis of standard procedures in case of
patients with brain damage (Panasiuk 2012).

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENT FUNCTIONING –
THE DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
THE ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL INTERACTION
The social characteristics of a subject is limited only to the description of
family environment. Due to a long-term treatment, frequent hospitalizations, bad
health condition and the resulting parents’ overprotectiveness, the man did not
function on his own and did not establish closer relationships with his peers (during the whole time of education he had a one-to-one teaching and did not participate in extra-curricular activities).
During adolescence, a regression in social functioning took place. However,
the conversation with the subject show that he would like to establish relations
with his peers and to spend time in a more active way. Such an attitude displayed
by the subject shows that further work on his weaknesses is important to him. The
factor that limits the subject when it comes to his self-fulfilment (accomplishing
goals and aspirations, opening to the outside world) is lack of stimulation on the
part of the people around him – his family. The father of the subject thinks that
because of health condition and the resulting limitations, his son is not capable
of an independent life, setting goals, planning, making decisions – neither has he
clearly defined norms of conduct.
The siblings are very important people in the subject’s closest circle. The
subject admits that this relationship is a source of positive emotions for him and
constitutes the only way of contact with his peers.
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THE ASSESSMENT OF FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES
The subject has a very poor evaluation of his abilities to manage various life
situations. He seeks the cause of his failures in low articulation clarity (dysarthria)
and shyness. The subject’s withdrawal from any interaction (in the time of childhood and youth) caused the social skills (abilities to handle particular situations
effectively) not to form at all. Their shortage is visible in: low behaviour elasticity
and communication efficiency; inability to create emotional bonds; low assertiveness level.
Those features are further reinforced by the attitude of the closest people,
who perceive the subject as a person withdrawn, insecure, etc. as well as do not
encourage him to undertake unassisted activity. The protective attitude of the parents could have caused secondary impairment of the subject, which in turn results
in the following functional areas: motivational (difficulty in learning new relationships as well as in understanding and anticipating them); emotional (apathy,
anxiety) and social (withdrawal from any relations).
The difficulties shown above have an effect on the subject’s very low sense of
the quality of life. The biggest dissatisfaction concerns two spheres: family situation (the subject would like to live with both parents and have greater freedom
of action) and health condition (in the subject’s opinion, the disease did not allow
him to plan his life accordingly and to build constructive relations with others).
Currently, the subject is demonstrating a highly combative attitude, which is
related to a sense of depression, inability to handle frustration, lack of constructive
activity and incapability to maintain satisfactory relationships with other people.
In order to improve the quality of the subject’s functioning it is vital to direct the
therapy onto independent activity and encouragement to make autonomous decisions, which could affect his self-esteem in a positive way.

THE ASSESSMENT OF LINGUISTIC AND COMMUNICATION
ABILITIES
Linguistic competence (the knowledge how to use signs and linguistic rules)
as well as communication competence (the knowledge on how to build utterances
in accordance with the context) was detected in the subject. The subject understands information conveyed verbally within and beyond the situational context of
a literal character. The proper interpretation of metaphorical utterances is hindered
due to the deficit of abstract thinking.
The description of linguistic and communication functioning was carried out
from the point of view of the interaction theory and it was related to the following
aspects of (Panasiuk 2012):
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1. The text – the man does not display difficulties with understanding verbal
utterances and written texts (because of limited capabilities of short-term and operational memory he cannot evoke details). Next sphere taken into account when
evaluating a text is the subject’s construction of verbal and written utterances
which take the form of short sentences, yet retain the reference to the given topic.
2. The meta-text – the subject notices the difference between the indicators
of modal category of language (he is able to assess appropriately the grammatical,
semantic and pragmatic correctness). Difficulties appear in the performance aspect (self-reliant formation of utterances in accordance with the given modality).
Such a deficit profile points to the limited access to the knowledge on linguistic
activities (meta-language) when retaining linguistic competence.
3. The context – the analysis of the material collected on the basis of the
interview, subject observation and experimental and clinical trials shows that the
subject understands a situational context (conveyed both in an open and hidden
way) as well as he can define the significance and relations between the characters
in the event. Difficulties appear in the realization aspect – self-reliant formation of
utterances in accordance with the given communicative situation.
The analysis of the picture of linguistic and communicative functions (difficulties when forming the utterances take place in each interactive category) of
the man under research does not point towards a specific speech pathology unit; it
proves, however, that there is an unusual and individual disorder picture (resulting from a link between the primal and secondary factors), which determines an
individualized diagnostic and management in a therapeutic area.

THE ASSESSMENT OF COGNITIvE FUNCTIONING
The subject’s cognitive disorders are not of a homogenous nature and they are
not connected with only one modality, which weighs in favour of their generalised
character and correlates with the neuro-oncologic treatment history and neurographic test results. Special problems can be noticed within the scope of memory,
attention, numbers use and spatial orientation.
Memorising and storing deficits are dominant in memory disorders, which is
visible through problems with material retaining with a view to reconstructing it
later. The subject repeats certain words stereotypically and despite the repetitions
of the source material does not increase their number (memorising is of passive
nature). Proactive inhibition takes place within the subject; it both hinders memorising subsequent information and also constitutes an important factor behind
forgetting.
Attention (the selectivity of psychological processes) is at a very low level.
In spite of no difficulties in distinguishing perceptual material (differentiating between disruptive and proper stimuli) the subject tends to omit crucial elements. He
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also has problems with adjusting his energy level to task-solving, which affects
efficiency and the pace of work negatively.
The inter-current disorder, apart from memory and attention problems, is the
difficulty in using numbers (solving and filling in equations with mathematical
symbols, solving text exercises and equations from memory), time word problems (telling the time correctly) as well as map orientation problems (showing
directions). The above mentioned issues are connected to deficits in abstract and
notional thinking (understanding notions and relations that are imprecise).
The picture of higher mental activities points to their executive nature (EF),
which manifests itself in impulsive and unplanned action (the subject does not
apply any work efficiency improvement strategies ); lack of planning in action;
difficulty with spatial organization of perceptual material; lesser efficiency when
under time pressure as well as lowered criticism (the connection between EF and
emotional control).
The presence of numerous deficits (memory, attention, number use and understanding spatial relations) and difficulties (forgetting the material having different structure, fatigability, attention deficit) as well as the structure of results in
neuropsychological tests (MMSE, RFFT, CvLT) define the profile of the subject
as characteristic for people with early dementia.

THE ASSESSMENT OF EMOTIONAL AND MOTIvATIONAL
PROCESSES
The patient displays difficulties in accurate perception and interpretation of
information carried by emotions as well as in effective self-motivation to various
actions. Special deficits occur in emotions related to cognitive activity, which is
connected to the lack of school experience, stimulation and prompting the interest
in the outside world. This factor conditions the motivational processes, which in
the subject’s case are characterized by very low responsiveness. The subject has
also problems with the constructive application of emotions. When in contact
with the patient, it is manifested through: lack of initiative, passivity and inhibition, trouble with recalling previous successful experiences so as to overcome
a given obstacle.
The dominant feature in the subject’s attitude is anxiety. The subject is especially afraid of social evaluation; he thinks that it is formed from the angle of his
disorders. Lack of social experience prevented the patient from comparing those
notions with reality (to create accurate self-knowledge), which has caused social
withdrawal and has influenced the lowered self-esteem. The difficulties are further
compounded by low emotional resistance (the ability to undertake effective action
despite the emotions experienced).
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Due to limited character of interactive experiences, the subject did not have
the possibility to live through numerous emotions and feelings, which is currently
displayed by the problems with their recognising and understanding. Additionally, the subject’s limited ability to perform introspection and insight hinders his
self-cognition and the constructive application of emotions in various activities. In
spite of the problems experienced, the subject manifests the will to act. However,
he requires external stimulation and control.

THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS
The untypical picture of disorders requires the application of multiple specialised therapeutic methods. The goal of speech and neuropsychological therapy
of the subject with an early dementia should be multimodal stimulation, exercise
on specific and abstract material as well as triggering communication behaviour
(verbal and non-verbal).

THE CHOICE OF STRATEGy
The formulated goal of the therapy, speech-therapy diagnosis, clinical condition of the patient, therapy conditions and planned period of management in
a therapeutic area define the choice of an adequate policy (Maruszewski 1974).
With reference to the patient described above, the best choice is a realistic strategy allowing for the development and support of a definite function level (including delayed symptom progression) and inclusion of the family into the therapeutic
process (Misztal, Szepietowska 2006).

THE ORGANIzATION AND OUTLINE OF MANAGEMENT
IN A THERAPEUTIC AREA
When devising a therapeutic program it is essential to consider specific factors related to a given disorder (the behaviour and disturbed actions and mental
functions), personal features of the patient (age, education, interests, attitude towards their problems, attention to the necessity of psychotherapeutic action), the
nature of the patient’s environment (the family members’ attitudes, the possibility
of cooperation) (Pąchalska 2007).
With reference to the man described above, it is vital to conduct a therapy
that takes the specificity of the disorder into account (the communication skills
therapy – the fulfilment of modality and messages relevant to a social situation;
the language skills therapy – enhancing prosody, enriching active vocabulary and
syntactical complexity of a text; cognitive process therapy – memory, attention,
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abstract thinking; the executive functioning therapy – planning and creating action strategy).
The untypical picture of the deficits determines the nature of therapeutic
meetings, which in this case should be in the individual form. Group therapy,
however, would be supportive from the point of view of social skills enhancement
and opening the patient onto the outside world. In order to stimulate linguistic and
emotional behaviour as well as the abilities to orientate oneself within the reality
it is essential to apply a psychotherapy that will allow the subject to present his
language and communication skills in the social life.
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Disruption of verbal communication in children
and adolescents with congenital corpus callosum on
the background of communication disorders of persons
with mild intellectual disabilities and dyslexia –
the report based on own research
SUMMARy
In the article, language communication disorders in children with agenesis or hypoplasia of
the corpus callosum will be discussed. The functional diagnosis of speech therapy should take into
account the fact that the reported symptoms and communication disturbance in patients with damage or hypoplasia of the corpus callosum correlate with language disorders on many levels, wherein
damage to the right hemisphere of the brain is the basis. The similarity of the symptoms of language disorders in patients with corpus callosum defect can also be seen in dyslexia or oligophasia
(in persons with mild intellectual disability). Therefore, the process of therapeutic programming
needs to involve preparation of speech differential diagnosis based on the most recent neurological, neuropsychological and neurobiological data. The differential diagnosis and treatment program
for patients/ students with hypoplastic of CC (corpus callosum) is included in the revision of the
traditional view of the role of each of the cerebral hemispheres in acquisition and development of
language. The author takes the view that in the course of language acquisition first of all cooperation between the hemispheres, the foundation of which is working corpus callosum, is of crucial
importance.
Key words: communication disorders, corpus callosum, agenesis of the corpus callosum, hypoplasia of the corpus callosum

Agenesis of the corpus callosum (ACC) is a congenital condition, in which
the body of the corpus callosum is undeveloped from birth. The corpus callosum
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is the largest neural path in the brain, consisting more than 200 million axons,
which form the comissure of the right and left hemispheres of the brain. In agenesis of the corpus callosum, this path can be completely or partially impaired.
Since 1992, in Warren S. Brown laboratory at the Institute of Travis (Fuller
Graduate School of Psychology) the cognitive and psychosocial researches on
psychomotor functioning of patients with agenesis of corpus callosum have been
carried out. This project involves persons with ACC of intellectual norm. The
research of W. Brown and the team showed that the researched with ACC showed
deficits in three areas: neural - related to neuronal conduction between the hemispheres, cognitive, and psychosocial (Brown et al. 2007). It turned out that persons with ACC have difficulty in coordinating hands working with tasks using
both hands. They exhibit the problems with transmission of visual information
from one hemisphere to the other, and the problems with visual attention when
changing the field of vision. Even with the right IQ measured by the Wechsler’s
scale, there was a discrepancy between the result of intelligence and verbal and
spatial tasks, which were at a lower level than in the test without defects of the
corpus callosum. It is worth noting that the children and teenagers reached basic
skills in language learning (e.g., reading, writing), while results in the methods
of solving mathematical tasks were the lowest. The researchers explain that, inter
alia, with reduction in speed of information processing between the hemispheres
and difficulties in carrying out the problematic tasks.
What is considered the basis for cognitive deficits associated with absence of
the corpus callosum affects the problems with explaining and comprehending the
meanings of the second order in the language (comprehending proverbs, metaphors, certain forms of humour and irony).
There is no evidence of problems with the memory tasks. However, some
difficulties can occur when a task requires complex actions taken for the abstract
task.
The results of the research of psychosocial skills, however, showed that persons with ACC often have difficulties with interpretation of the social signals and
prediction of the effects of their own actions (Brown et. al. 2007; Paul, Schieffer,
Brown 2004).
It can be assumed, therefore, that the above difficulties in individuals with
ACC will have an effect on their problems in social communication, opening the
research area for speech therapists at the same time.
In order to comprehend the essence of behavioural, social, cognitive and language disorders of persons with ACC, it is worth observing the development and
the functions of the neuroanatomical form of the corpus callosum.
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STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE CORPUS CALLOSUM
The corpus callosum (CC) is the great commissures next to the anterior and
posterior commissure, which combines both the structures of the brain. It is a
strip of white matter composed of 200–800 million nerve fibres, making them the
largest and fastest way of communication between the opposite sides of the brain.
The myelin nerve fibres form the hemispheric white matter: projection – running
vertically, comissuring – running laterally and association – running sagittal (Sobolewski 2005: 22).

Figure 1. The human brain in the MRI
imaging, the sagittal cross-section. A red arrow indicates the corpus callosum. Source:
J. łukaszewicz, 2014

Figure 2. The human brain, the coronal crosssection. A red arrow indicates the corpus callosum.
Source: J. łukaszewicz, 2014

The corpus callosum consists of (from front to rear): panel, trunk, knee, and
beak. The fibres of the corpus callosum split up laterally, forming radiance, which
consists of head, parietal, temporal and occipital parts. Almost all cortical areas
have the connecting fibres, except for representation of the hand in the somatosensory cortex and motor cortex and the whole 17 area – the primary visual area.
In this area, the hemispheres comissures cover only the part represented by the
binocular visual field, while the remaining parts of this area are not interconnected (Turlejski 2011). Although some parts of the somatosensory cortical visual
area and do not receive the connecting fibres, they are received by all associating
areas of the parietal and occipital cortex. Each hemisphere has therefore access
to information from the opposite half of the body (Nolte 2011: 230). The various parts of the comissure have different functions. The rear part of transfers the
visual information, the front part is responsible for transfer of the semantic infor-
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mation. The part close to the front involves transfer of the hearing and touching
information.
The primary function of the corpus callosum is to coordinate the activities of
both cortical hemispheres within:
– Motor control of both hands,
– Ensuring a consistent vision,
– Body awareness,
– Transfer of learning from one hemisphere to the other,
– Cooperation of the hemispheres in solving the complex tasks,
– Development of the sided dominance,
– Social and emotional maturity.

THE DEvELOPMENT OF THE CORPUS CALLOSUM
In the initial period of the embryological development, the telencephalon
hemispheres are connected ventrally only within the beak part. On approximately
the 14th day of the embryonic development, the axons cross in the midline of the
brain in the posterior part. The first axons beyond the centre line of the brain are
derived from the bark of the cingulate gyrus, which comes to inter-neuronal communication, enabling simultaneous migration of the numerous nerve fibres and
stimulation of the axons journey coming from the nerve cortex. The axons from
the cingulate gyrus are the first axons that exceed the centreline of the brain and
for this reason, they are called “pioneering”. Migration of nerve fibres takes place
in conjunction with the glial cells (Kaczan, Śmigiel 2012: 112). The development
of the corpus callosum starts in 10th–11th week of the fetal life and progresses
into the adulthood. The fastest growth of this structure occurs in the first years of
life until the axons myelinate. It doubles its size until the second year of age. At
the ageing period, the corpus callosum becomes more efficient and effective (approx. 12 years of age) (Nowak, Ogorzałek 2011: 307; Nowicka 2000, Cieszyńska
2013). Abnormalities of the corpus callosum structure formation take place in
the embryonic and fetal life, not later than 9th–20th weeks of gestation, and are
caused by improper closure of anterior neural tube (Lemka, Pilarska, Wierzba,
Balcerska 2007). This developed corpus callosum can already visualize anatomical MRI at 20th week of gestation (de Laveaucoupet, Bekiesińska-Figatowska,
Rutkowska 2011). CC developmental disorders can relate to:
– Inability of axons formation (e.g. in lissencephaly),
– Non-coming and non-directing the axons to the centreline,
– Non-crossing the axons to the other half despite coming to the centreline,
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– Turning the axons and form large irregular fibres, the so-called probst bundles forming the medial wall of the lateral ventricles (Blaser, Ilner, Castillo et. al.
2006: 36).

THE CAUSES OF UNDERDEvELOPMENT
OF THE CORPUS CALLOSUM
The cause of underdevelopment of the corpus callosum states inter alia: fetal
exposure to alcohol, such as intrauterine infections. Cytomegalovirus infection,
intrauterine error of metabolism, e.g. non-ketotic hyperglycinemia, pyruvate dehydrogenase deficiency, maternal phenylketonuria, zellweger syndrome (Blaser,
Ilner, Castillo et. al. 2006: 36), genetic factors.
According to Blaser, the ACC team accounts for 4% of all CNS malformations (2006).
Disorders of development of the corpus callosum relate to:
Agenesis of the corpus callosum (Lat. agenesis corporis callosi) – ACC,
AgCC – total lack of the great comissure.
Partial agenesis of the corpus callosum (Lat. agenesis particularis corporis
callosi) – usually regarding the undeveloped rear part of the CC.
Hypoplasia of the corpus callosum – poorly developed or deformed great
comissure. Considering hypoplasia, the CC fibres have the thinner myelin layer or
do not have the myelin sheath. Then they conduct the nerve impulses more slowly,
which also suggests a slower interhemispheric cooperation.
The clinical signs of developmental disorders of the corpus callosum are
(Blaser 2006):
– Seizures,
– Psychomotor retardation,
– Hypertelorism,
– Dysfunction of the pituitary and the hypothalamus,
– Dysfunction in the syndrome of the congenital malformations,
– As isolated dysfunction, often asymptomatic – polemic.
Language disorders in the agenesis of the corpus callosum in persons with
intellectual disabilities are subtle and do not give clear symptoms. However, the
Polish and foreign literature says that these subtleties in the language skills and the
communicative competence level are similar to those with the right hemisphere
damage (Daniluk, Borkowska, Kaliszewska 2013; Chiappedi, Fresca 2012).
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THE CEREBRAL ORGANIzATION
OF THE LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS
In order to comprehend the symptoms of the language and the communication disorders in individuals with ACC and thus plan the treatment, please refer
to the cerebral organization of the language functions and follow the views on the
matter.
Jagoda Cieszyńska is in favour of the dichotomic functions of the cerebral
hemispheres. She focused the therapy of children with different language disorders on the cognitive and the language tasks on the left hemisphere stimulation.
According to the author of Metoda krakowska wobec zaburzeń rozwoju dzieci
[The Cracow method towards the children’s development disorders] (2007, 2013):
The left hemisphere:
– Receives, identifies and differentiates the speech sounds (temporal-parietal
area),
– Works through the material associated with silent reading (visual area),
– Recognize rhymes (temporal area),
– Carries out complex verbal operations (frontal cortex).
The right hemisphere:
– recognizes the nouns in the nominative (heard and read globally),
– Identifies and differentiates phones,
– Controls culturally reading process,
– Controls and allows comprehending the speech prosody (intonation, stress,
rhythm),
– Facilitates comprehending of the context of expression,
– Helps in comprehending the meaning of metaphors.
J. Cieszyńska-Rożek stresses, however, that development of language and
communication is based on both the left and the right hemispheres tasks. The
hemispheric cooperation is based on mutual selectively blocking the activity of
one hemisphere over the other. For instance, the left hemisphere is specialized in
development of the languageinformation; it blocks its activity in the right hemisphere, which controls operation of the left hemisphere, for example, in processing of spatial stimuli. According to the author, normal stimulation of students with
language disorders should involve stimulation of the left hemisphere, so that it can
take over the language tasks and free the right hemisphere of the tasks performed
linearly (Cieszyńska-Rożek 2013: 42).
M. Klimkowski, A. Herzyk (1987, 1994), A. Herzyk, D. Kądzielawa (1996),
G. Krasowicz-Kupis (2012), based on the neuropsychological and the neurobio-
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logical research verified the view that in the regulation of language dominates
only the left hemisphere, and dominance develops with age. According to the
new recognition, we should consider the selective dominance of one of the
hemispheres in the regulation of the language functions. In determining the cerebral organization of language, the hemispheric cooperation is more important than dominance of the left hemisphere. In addition, they drew attention to
the important contribution of the right hemisphere in shaping the brain language
processes.
According to M. Pąchalska (2012), if the right hemisphere is damaged, performance and efficiency of communication is disrupted. The skills, relied on integration of the language and the contextual data, are disordered. Pragmatic information processing disorders associated with emotional disorders or space-visual
disorders, in turn lead to difficulties in removing the non-language information
and disrupts communication.
M. Senderecka (2007), M. Bitniok (2007) and A. Grabowska (2005) are also
for correction of existing views. They verify the hypothesis of completely dichotomous division of functions between the two hemispheres, the left one – language, and the right one – visual and spatial. The conclusions of the research can
be summarized briefly as follows:
• Development of new techniques for the research of the brain leads to undermining the older views,
• The right hemisphere is not subordinate to the left in all intellectual processes,
• Most of the language tasks activates brain structures bilaterally, with predominance of the left side,
• Cerebral asymmetry is focused on the processes rather than the permanent
representations,
• Cooperation between the hemispheres based on their complementarity is
assumed,
• The place of the concept of absolute dominance was taken by the concept of
complementary specialization of the cerebral hemispheres.
In summary, the right hemisphere plays an important role in the processing
of complex language material in activities such as: comprehending and creating
discourse, drawing conclusions, integration of information, the use of context,
comprehending ambiguous information, metaphorical and emotionally coloured,
comprehending jokes, sarcastic speech comprehending. It is important for the socalled theory of mind. Grammatically correct sentence differs from incorrect one.
It was proven that persons with impaired development of the corpus callosum
have the same language disorders as in patients with the right hemisphere damage (Senderecka 2007). However, the speech therapy practice shows that similar
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symptoms interfere with communication in reading and writing can be confused
not only in the case of the right hemisphere damage, but also in the case of dyslexia and oligophasia against mild intellectual disability.

OWN RESEARCH
According to the Polish and foreign literature, the corpus callosum defects
occur from 3 to 7 cases per 1,000 births, approx. 30–40% of the cases are identified. The other persons in the group of 60% were not examined, due to the seemingly undisturbed psychomotor development (Ciappedi, Bejor 2010; Nowak,
Ogorzałek 2011). The author hypothesized that among this 60% group, due to
similar symptoms language communication disorders, can lead to erroneous diagnoses posed no neurological analysis of the documentation (in particular, in the
case of dyslexia, it is common), according to which the majority of students with
clinical symptoms described above diagnosed as persons with developmental dyslexia or as persons with mild intellectual disabilities (the upper limit of normal) or
persons with autism spectrum disorders.1
The following were covered by the speech and language evaluation: 45 patients: 20 girls and 25 boys between the ages of 10 and 12 years, attending the
public schools in Kielce. All persons participating in the study were diagnosed as
dyslexic children (30 children), or as a person with mild intellectual disability (15
children).
Methods and tools: Observation, analysis of documents, tasks, which were
involved to monitor the communication skills of students involved techniques of
reading, reading comprehension, writing, listening, prescription, telling about the
text with complex narrative structure (Boksa 2007). Furthermore, the following
documents were analysed: the opinions of the psychological and educational centre, the medical documents.
Results:
Five children, two girls and three boys, were found subtle differences at the
level of communicative competence and emotional signs indicating:
– Impulsivity, tend to outer relieving of stress,
– Difficulty in scheduled thinking,
Quite interesting research on the differential diagnosis between individuals with ACC and
autism spectrum are presented in the article by L. K. Paul, B. Schieffer, B. W. Brown, Social Processing Deficits in Agenesis of the Corpus Callosum: narratives from the Thematic Apperception
Test, in: Archives of Clinical Neuropsychology 19, 2004, pp. 215–225. The authors have shown
that children with ACC have many behavioural and cognitive problems, especially in the sphere of
paying attention, social problems, somatic complaints, mental problems, similar to the problems of
children with autism spectrum disorders. However, behavioural disorders are usually less severe
than in those with autism and the Asperger’s Syndrome. The research confirms the need for a thorough differential diagnosis.
1
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– Low motivation to perform the tasks.
In addition, the researcher attention was drawn by often changes of the conversation without giving any reason, tend to end dialogue and action, digressive
speech at the stories and lacks of polite formulas in conversation. These children
were reading correctly the new texts. However, they comprehended their content
literally. The children spoke with individual sentences, softly, uncertainly. In the
course of writing, they formulated simple sentences, forgetting about the principles of correct uppercase letters. In writing comprehension and memory writing, they committed numerous errors in spelling and typing. They did not always
point the basic parts of speech. They mastered the ability of abstraction and causal
thinking on average level.
The psychological study proved the least developed were: visual perception,
eye-hand coordination and visual-motor pace of learning. The graphic-motor
skills were reduced. The Bender-Koppitz test showed the indicators specific to
organic CNS damage and signs pointing to emotional impulsiveness. The hearing
memory proved to be properly developed. The clinical description of the language
communication disorders of the researched students required to perform additional neurological research. Therefore, apart from difficulties in learning to read and
write, the above-mentioned students had problems with the society learning. By
kind permission of the parents, the neurological data verification in the children
confirmed hypoplasia of the corpus callosum.
Discussion: The above-mentioned research was not intended as statistical
penetration. However, they show that in the process of therapeutic diagnosing,
it is important involve quality monitoring and differential diagnosis in relation
to those patients, who have similar symptoms of communication disorders, e.g.
children with dyslexia, the defects of the corpus callosum, with mild intellectual
disabilities. The following part summarizes the language skills of children with
defects of the corpus callosum, with dyslexia and intellectual disabilities. The
analysis of the performed language tasks showed little discernible difference in
the way they perform. These differences are presented in Table 1.
Based on a comparative analysis of oral and written speeches of the children:
with dyslexia, mild intellectual disability, as well as in patients with defects of the
corpus callosum, it is worth mentioning specific language communication disorders symptoms that indicate damage or hypoplasia of the corpus callosum, and
these are:
– Delayed development of speech against the delayed psychomotor development, in most cases,
– Poor ability to assess the society,
– Difficulties in comprehension of facial expressions,
– No sense of humour,
– Difficulties in speech planning,
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Tab. 1. Differences in performance of the language tasks for persons with impaired CC, oligophasia (mild intellectual disability) and dyslexia.
Diagnosis
Total: 45 persons

Including:
persons with defects
of the corpus callosum
5 persons

Including:
persons with dyslexia
26 persons

Including:
persons with mild
intellectual disability
14 persons

Reading technique correct

impaired

impaired

Text comprehension

distortions in the
structure of the
payload of the text,
provision of additional
text, development of
episodes

difficulties in comprehending the sequence
of events, the multitheme plot

unused context

adequate comprehension of jokes
used context

unused context

correct when copying

errors when copying

grapho-motor difficulties.

language errors when
creating own text

numerous language
errors when creating
own text

correct in the literal sense

distorted comprehending
metaphorical compre- distorted compreof metaphor, humour ,
hending of metaphor,
interpretation of the action hension grows with
humour
raising the level of
as a figure
language and metalinguistic competence
lack of empathy

Reconstructive/
creative writing

expressions in the form of
summaries
preserved logical expressions
Writing
comprehension

preserved logical
expressions

numerous spellings, letters, numerous spellings,
perseveration of syllables letters, perseveraand sounds errors
tion of syllables and
sounds errors

distorted logical course
of expressions

numerous spellings
errors, no uppercase
and lowercase letters,
diacritics on the end of
a sentence
metathesis, perseveration
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c.d. tab. 1
Social contacts/
emotional lability, poor
pragmatic function ability to assess the
of language
society, no empathy, low
motivation to perform the
tasks

correct

excessive exuberance or distance in
relation to the speaker,
impaired prosody, low
motivation to perform
the tasks

Description of speech and language disorders in patients with corpus callosum defect corresponds to the information in the Polish and foreign literature (Daniluk, Borkowska, Kaliszewska
2013; Chiappedi, Fresca 2010, 2012; Paul, Brown 2007; Paul, Schieffer, Brown 2004; Brown, Paul,
Symington et. al. 2005).

– Difficulties in comprehension of the leading idea in reading and writing,
– Difficulties in comprehension of moral,
– Pragmatic function: low motivation for the language tasks,
– Problems involving extraction of words from the semantic memory,
– Prosody comprehension deficits.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The diagnosis and programming of speech therapy require involving the
differential diagnosis of the communication disorders that have similar symptoms
of the communication disorders. Extending the diagnosis based on the analysis of
the medical documents and performance of additional neurological research.
2. Agenesis and hypoplasia of the corpus callosum occur with many diseases
and incorporated impairments, but it can also occur as isolated defect in patients
with apparently normal psychomotor development.
3. With development of the corpus callosum, interference should be combined with social and pragmatic learning disorders!
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Central Auditory Processing Disorders.
A Case Study of an Eleven-Year-Old Boy
SUMMARy
The article contains a description of the case study of an eleven-year-old boy with the central auditory processing disorders. The case study method is analytical. In the etiology of central
auditory processing disorders, the most frequently spoken of auditory perception disorders include
impairments of the receptive (hearing) function and disorders of sound discrimination. As therapeutic observations confirm, it is therefore interesting to examine auditory attention (selection and
intensification of sound stimuli proccesing) and assessment of the ability to discriminate acoustic
speech sound.
Key words: the central auditory processing disorders, auditory perception disorders, disorders
of sound discrimination, case study

CENTRAL HEARING LOSS AND ITS EFFECT
ON THE FUNCTIONING OF THE CHILD
As defined by the International Classification of Diseases ICD-10, central
auditory processing disorders are not a disease entity but a term indicating a set
of syndromes resulting from a hearing disorder on the level of the central nervous
system, with the peripheral part of the organ functioning efficiently.
According to the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA),
central auditory disorders are diagnosed when at least one of the higher auditory
functions is disordered, which are: sound localization and discrimination, assessment of sound patterns, temporal aspects of hearing, speech comprehension in the
presence of a deafening signal, and comprehension of distorted speech (Skoczylas
et al. 2012: 11–12).
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Robert W. Keith defines these disorders as a “deficiency in auditory information processing, manifested in difficulties in hearing, speech comprehension,
language development and in learning” (Keith 2008: 7–8), while Anna Skoczylas
et al. emphasizes that the essence of such disorders is the “impossibility to fully
utilize the heard acoustic signal with its correct reception in the peripheral structures” (Skoczylas et al. 2012: 51).
The cause of CAPD is all kinds of damage on the level of the central nervous
system. This is both damage are arisen during the prenatal, perinatal and neonatal
period and the damage caused by injuries, cancer diseases, strokes, or toxic damage. A risk factor is also the delayed or disordered maturation of the central nervous system or auditory deprivation caused by long-lasting hearing loss. It should
be added that CAPD does not occur only at the developmental age but also affects
adults with age-induced degenerative changes in the nervous system.
This disorder comprises an extremely wide range of symptoms, the occurrence of at least one of them being a reliable reason for diagnosis. The symptoms
indicating problems with central auditory processing are: delayed speech development, difficulties in understanding speech, particularly when it is not directly addressed to the receiver, problems with adequate comprehension of questions and
commands, especially if they are long and complicated, and weakened auditory
memory manifested in the inability to repeat and remember received information.
Furthermore, there are reports of attention concentration disorders and the short
time of maintaining it, as well as hypersensitivity to sounds preventing discrimination between vital signals and those that only disrupt appropriate and essential
information. These indications are also often accompanied by somatic symptoms,
i.e. headache and vertigo, and tiredness felt after having stayed in a noisy room.
All these signals fully manifest themselves during the school period, translating
into failures in learning to read, write, and acquire foreign languages, or finally
they result in many spelling mistakes when writing down texts by ear.

CLINICAL PROFILES OF CAPD PATIENTS
According to differences in the location of damage and the dominant symptoms requiring different therapeutic management, three basic clinical profiles are
distinguished:
1. Hearing disorders on the phonological level,
2. Auditory attention disorders and hearing in noise disorders,
3. Auditory-visual integration disorders (Skoczylas et al. 2012).
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Table 1. Clinical profiles of CAPD

Clinical profile

Hearing disorders on the
phonological level

Auditory attention disorders and hearing in noise
disorders

Auditory-visual integration disorders

Frequency of
occurrence

the most frequent form affects ca. 30% of patients affects ca. 20 % of
of central auditory disor- with central auditory
patients with central
ders, up to 50% of cases disorders
auditory disorders

Difficulties

– disorders in identification, discrimination and
remembering the acoustic features of speech
sounds,
– difficulties with phoneme (phone) discrimination
– reading and writing
problems
– high risk of co-occurring speech defects

– inability to understand
speech in noise ,
– difficulties in understanding speech which is
accompanied by competing
factors (several persons
speaking simultaneously),
– disorders in understanding the rapid rate of speech
or distorted speech,
– problems with focusing
attention and maintaining it, -decreased auditory
memory
– emotional disorders, i.e.
impulsiveness and hyperreactivity (ADHD, as a
co-occurring factor)

– diminished skills that
result from cooperation
between the right and
left brain hemispheres;
consequently, difficulties
will manifest themselves
in the following areas:
• understanding by ear,
• writing and reading,
• drawing,
• dancing,
• use of prosodic
features of speech

therapeutic
management

– practicing phonemic
hearing using both
natural speech and
computer-modified
syllables (lengthened
consonants)
– practicing temporal
resolution,
– practicing discrimination of sound length and
pitch.

– use of systems supporting direct speech perception – FM systems,
– sitting in the front desks,
– speaking directly to the
patient, avoiding speaking
behind his back.

– carrying out therapy
employing the sensory
integration method, the
Tomatis method or the
Johansen method,
– practicing auditory
attention and lateralization,
– practicing synthesis
and analysis,
– practicing sound
localization,
– practicing interaural
separation and
integration.

Source: own compilation of CAPD profiles based on the lecture by I. Urban, MD/PhD (2014)
and the article by A. Skoczylas et al. (2012: 13).
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CAPD – DIAGNOSTIC MANAGEMENT
The basic requirement that needs to be met prior to beginning appropriate
diagnosis is that the child must turn seven because the process of maturation of
the hearing system still continues. Psychological-pedagogical consultation is also
necessary: its goal is to examine the child to determine his intelligence quotient
because diagnosis for CAPD is possible only in intellectually normal children.
A preliminary medical appointment should include a detailed medical history taking into account risk factors, physical examination, determination of the lateralization profile, diagnosis of hearing to exclude central hearing loss, and referral
to specialist consultations: to neurologists, ophthalmologists, physiotherapists,
speech therapists, and the above-mentioned psychologist (Kasica, Przybyla, Kasica 2011). The next stage is the diagnostic assessment of the auditory organ involving basic testing which consists of tonal audiometry, impedance audiometry,
verbal audiometry, otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE or TEOAE) and ABR test.
After they have been made it is necessary to take tests that evaluate the higher
auditory functions. They consist of dichotic hearing tests, temporal resolution and
auditory perception tests, and low redundancy speech tests. Then the patient is
subjected to electrophysiological tests involving the evaluation of exogenous auditory evoked potentials. The documents thus collected enable, through medical
audiological-phoniatric consultation, to make a diagnosis and a plan for possible
therapeutic management.

THE PROFILE OF THE STUDIED CASE
Wiktor is a fourth-grade primary school pupil and is not covered by special
needs education. Already during the early education period his parents noticed
his learning difficulties. The greatest problem was learning to read and write. The
child confused and transposed letters, and could not make a synthesis or analysis
of words. The graphic quality of his writing was also very low. Furthermore, the
child had difficulties with transcribing a text by ear or writing down a remembered
text. The boy’s parents noticed his problems with concentration and maintaining attention. The child appeared to be absent-minded and to fail to understand
commands addressed to him. Similar difficulties were reported by the class tutor, other teachers, and the guidance counselor. Alarmed by the situation the parents sought consultations at the Psychological and Pedagogical Counseling Center, from where they were referred to the Silesian Center of Hearing and Speech
“Medincus” in Katowice.
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MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

In December 2014, Wiktor was given a series of medical tests, on the basis of
which the central auditory processing disorder was diagnosed. The set of tests (on
the basis of the presented results) comprised the following:
– Gap Detection Threshold (GDT) test – a psychoacoustic test evaluating
temporal resolution; it is the most sensitive in detecting disorders at the level of
the auditory cortex (improper temporal resolution of the auditory system causes
difficulties in speech comprehension, which is observable particularly in difficult
acoustic conditions);
− tests evaluating the perception of sound sequences; FPT (Frequency Pattern Test – the test of sequence of tones of varied pitch) and DPT (Duration Pattern Test – the test of sequence of tones of varied lengths) – they are the basis for
diagnosing possible anatomical or physiological damage to the hemispheres and
their connections;
− dichotic hearing test, DDT (Digital Dichotic Test) – it enables determining which ear has a better connection with the hemisphere in which speech comprehension takes place; the test evaluates the speed of information transmission
between both hemispheres in the corpus callosum;
– low redundancy speech tests (the understanding speech in noise test, i.e.
white noise or cocktail-party noise, and the filtered speech test) enable evaluation
of the integrity of the central part of the auditory system.
It follows explicitly from the medical diagnosis that despite unimpaired peripheral hearing, the child functions in a very similar way as a hard-of-hearing
child. The parents were offered therapy for the child at the Day Center for Hearing
and Speech. The use of the FM system was also suggested for consideration.
PSyCHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS

The pupil was administered a psychological test at his mother’s request, in
connection with testing of hearing. The testing with the WISC-R scale showed
that Wiktor’s general intellectual development was within the norm, on the average level. It was found that the child’s strengths include memory in respect of
its duration, which translates into a broad range of his general knowledge of the
world. Thinking at the perceptual level also develops well. The child makes correct conclusions and predictions. New information is best acquired via the visual
channel. His cognitive abilities are also developing suitably to the age, in respect
of visual-motor coordination, logical thinking based on digital material, verbalconceptual thinking, and the ability to abstract and generalize.
Low performance is seen the child’s auditory memory. The boy is learning
more slowly through stimuli transmitted via the auditory analyzer. Perceptiveness
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– the ability to distinguish essential defects and irregularities in the perception
material – is poor. His knowledge and understanding of socio-cultural norms is
also low. Wiktor has an average store of verbal concepts. In his utterances there
are many phonetic, inflectional and semantic irregularities.
PEDAGOGICAL DIAGNOSIS

Pedagogical tests evaluated the ability to read, write, to auditorily analyze
and synthesize, and to produce utterances; mathematical abilities were also assessed. With regard to reading, it was found that Wiktor uses a mixed technique,
often distorting or guessing words. The rate of reading was described as slow.
Comprehension of the read text is also reduced. The child finds it very difficult
to produce spoken utterances. They are incomplete, requiring prompts and clues.
Writing tests showed numerous spelling mistakes, omissions and transpositions
of letters, words, and other marks. A particularly large intensity of errors was
reported in writing down nasal sounds and in the selection of correct inflectional
endings. The auditory analysis and synthesis of words is also disrupted, and the
graphic quality of writing is lower. The child performs much better in operations
on figures.
The ability to add and subtract is at a satisfactory level. The pupil also partly
knows the rules of multiplication and division of figures. The boy finds it difficult
to solve text-based mathematical problems.
LOGOPEDIC DIAGNOSIS

In light of the recent speech therapy tests the boy’s speech on the articulatory level is properly developed. In the past, the child had great difficulties which
were gradually improved due to the conducted therapy. Wiktor correctly articulates sounds, mostly produces correct grammatical constructions and complex utterances. Phonemic hearing is reduced, which is observable particularly in poor
phoneme discrimination and in decoding of words. The boy finds it difficult to
remember auditory sequences, and has auditory memory disorders (Przybyla,
Kasica 2012).

PRESENTATION OF MATERIAL AND ANALySIS
OF RESULTS
In order to observe deficits in central auditory processing, a series of tests
was conducted to make an in-depth investigation of systemic realization based on
various language behaviours, and to define the clinical profile of CAPD, which
consisted of the following tasks:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Write down by ear;
Read a text aloud;
Divide words into syllables and hyphenate words onto two lines;
Identify rhymes;
Produce utterances based on the picture seen;
Write down utterances on the picture seen;
Interpret proverb and abstract expressions;
Draw a clock.

The first task was writing by ear. The dictation text was read out three times
(the whole text, then divided into sentences, and finally sentences divided into
phrases) with appropriate punctuation, clear intonation, at a slow rate.
The text:
Wczoraj, przedwczoraj … – już dwukrotnie atanazja przyszła zapłakana
ze skargą, że koleżanki dokuczają jej z powodu imienia. Czy jest naprawdę aż
tak dziwaczne? atanazja – fantazja – inwazja – azja – wykrzykują. nauczycielka zastanawia się skąd w dziecku taki brak wiary w siebie, takie niskie poczucie własnej wartości, że nie potrafi przezwyciężyć niedużego przecież problemu.
atanazja niezbyt dobrze radzi sobie też z nauką. Ciągłe dopytywanie się o treść
zadań, prośby o powtórzenie poleceń oraz o wydłużenie czasu potrzebnego na
przepisywanie z tablicy niecierpliwią nauczycieli. Jedynie niezawodna pani od
polskiego, wychowawczyni atanazji, okazuje cierpliwość i zrozumienie. Mimo
nieprzeciętnej pracowitości dziewczynka rzadko otrzymuje wymarzoną piątkę.
najulubieńszym jej przedmiotem jest muzyka. Dziewczynka chętnie słucha, kiedy
pani gra na pianinie, a także lubi, kiedy może śpiewać chórem wraz z innymi
dziećmi. Popołudniami niecierpliwie czeka na zakończenie zajęć, bierze tornister
i idzie prędko do domu, gdzie czeka jej ukochany owczarek Puzel.
The text contains multisyllabic words with consonant clusters, and interrogative sentences and compound-complex sentences. The objective of such planning
of the test text is to check the boy’s ability to identify, discriminate and remember
acoustic features of speech sounds; and to evaluate the level of auditory memory
with the analysis of how the boy uses the prosodic features of speech.
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Wiktor’s production:

Table 2. Specification of errors committed in the text written down by ear
Description and examples

No. of
errors

PHONETIC ERRORS ON THE LEvEL OF WRITING A WORD
Omission of letters/letter groups:
■ in consonant clusters:
przezyciężyć;
prolemu (problemu);
■ in words with difficult spelling:
powturenie (powtórzenie);
■ in word fragments with alliterative features: zrozumnie (zrozumienie).

5

Addition of letters (letter groups)
■ persistent addition of /n/ in an unknown word:
antanazja (atanazja);
■ addition of letters suggested by rhyming (contamination error): fantanazja
(fantazja+atanazja);

5
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c. d. tab. 1.
Changing of letters (letter groups):
■ use of the /-om/ letter group instead of /-ą/ at the end of a word: ze skargom,
dokuczajom;
■ realization of /-ę/ as /-e/ at the end of a word: naprawde;
■ transcription of a voiceless sound consistent with its phonetic realization: rzatko;
■ transcription of a voiced sound consistent with its phonetic realization: proźba;
■ transcription approximating the heard phonetic pattern: z nałką (z nauką);
■ changing of letters in inflectional endings: na przepisywania (na przepisywanie).

10

Transposition of letters: dopywytanie się (dopytywanie się);

1

Omission of words: in the excerpt: a także [lubi], kiedy może śpiewać wraz
z innymi dziećmi

1

Addition of words (repetition of a word):
Skąd nauczycielka zastanawia się skąd w dziecku taki brak wiary w siebie...

1

Changing of words but retaining their meaning:
dostaje (otrzymuje);
po południu (popołudniami);
z polskiego (od polskiego).

3

Wrong division of words :
■ suggested by morphological division:
dwu krotnie;
nie cierpliwią;
naj ulubieńszym;
■ suggested by the spelling of prepositional phrases:
w czoraj;
przedw czoraj; o raz (oraz).

6

Connecting words

0

SPELLING ERRORS ON THE LEvEL OF WRITING A
WORD
kolerzanki; może (meaning: móc); przecież; writing nie with verbs as one word:
niepotrafi;
writing nie with adjectives separately: nie przeciętnej, nie zawodna, nie dużego;
writing nie with adverbs separately: nie zbyt, nie cierpliwie;
writing proper names in lower case: Puzel (dog’s name).

7
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GRAPHIC ERRORS / REPRESENTATION ERRORS
Omission, addition or distortion of graphic element: writing /ł/ as /l/: przyszla

1

Lack of sentence boundary

0

Hyphenation of words: avoiding hyphenation of words onto two lines

4

Punctuation: no commas, dashes or question marks

15

Graphic level of writing: crooked writing, slightly sloping backwards but legible;
varied letter patterns and sizes; irregular letter width; unfinished line of letters.
Writing organization: horizontal arrangement of page, crooked line of the left
margin
Source: own compilation.

The next task consisted in reading aloud texts which the boy did not know;
one of the texts was less difficult – it contained simple, high-frequency words
composed chiefly of open syllables. The other text contained polysyllabic words
with consonant clusters. The texts were compiled for the needs of the test so that
it would be possible to indicate the ranges of difficulties of the distinguished basic
CAPD profiles.
Text for reading aloud no. 1: Apples
Grażynka bardzo lubi owoce. uwielbia jabłka, gruszki, śliwki, czereśnie
i wiśnie. ostatnio pojechała do swojego wujka, który ma własny sad. na drzewach rosły już soczyste, dorodne jabłka – antonówki. Razem z wujkiem zaczęli
zrywać owoce i układać je w przygotowanej wcześniej drewnianej skrzynce. aby
dotrzeć do najpiękniejszych sztuk, wujek Grażynki musiał skorzystać z drabiny.
Wszedł na nią ostrożnie i podawał zerwane jabłka dziewczynce, a ona układała je
w skrzynce. Wujek powiedział jej, że ważne jest, aby nie rzucać owoców, ponieważ
mogą się poobijać. Gdy skończyli pracę, wyruszyli do domu wujka. Skrzynka była
bardzo ciężka i dlatego zapakowali ją do samochodu. Gdy dojechali na miejsce,
ułożyli część owoców na półmisku, żeby każdy mógł się poczęstować. Grażynka
zaprosiła swoje koleżanki, aby również one mogły spróbować, jak smakują jabłka
z sadu jej wujka. Ciocia Grażynki obiecała, że zrobi później z pozostałych owoców
pyszną szarlotkę. Dziewczynka była bardzo zadowolona z tego, że mogła zbierać
owoce w sadzie. Tego samego dnia obiecała wujkowi, że jeszcze przyjedzie
i pomoże mu w zrywaniu jabłek.
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Text for reading aloud no. 2: A Wayfarer
Promienie słońca gładziły twarz odpoczywającego wędrowca. Dźwięczała
wokół puszcza. Źródło szemrało w pobliżu. Czyżyki ćwierkały niemiłosiernie.
Czerniły się jagody wielkości czereśni. Pachniała ziemia zryta nocą przez dziki
poszukujące pędraków. Wilgoć o zapachu paproci unosiła się w powietrzu. Wiatr
przywiał ją znad trzęsawiska. Muchomory czerwieniły się w wybujałej trawie.
Podgrzybki maskowały się wśród igliwia. Te wszystkie wrażenia chłonął zdrożony
człowiek jak energię potrzebną do dalszej wędrówki.
It was observed that while reading the first text aloud, the boy correctly read
out the first line. Then there followed: a gradual increase in the number of committed errors, unnatural prosody – incorrect accentuation and rhythm in the readout text, many stops and slowing-down of the pace. Many repetitions were also
observed – especially in the first part of words, including repetitions of initial
sounds (e.g. anto-antonówki, dotrze-dotrzeć, poo-poobijać, dzie-dziewczynka,
zry-zrywaniu, pyszn-szną), which shows unsuccessful attempts to read longer and
more difficult words as a whole. While reading the other text the boy additionally changed or omitted inflectional endings (dźwięczały instead of dźwięczała,
czyżyk instead of czyżyki), changed neighboring sounds even in short words (wy
wbujałej instead of w wybujałej, od instead of do), added sounds and morphemes
(popachniało instead of pachniało, wilogoć instead of wilgoć), omitted sounds or
replaced them with others (niemiłosiarnie, zdrożny instead of zdrożony), changed
the form and meaning of words (uniosła się instead of unosiła się, zrywała instead
of zryta), which also may indicate attempts to read out words as a whole. On
the suprasegmental level, apart from the abovementioned ellipses, heterotopias,
metatheses or sound anticipations there were also irregularities in dividing the
read-out words (trzę-sawiska, chło-nął). When the text was read out, there were
many attempts of global reception of words, while at the same time inflectional
rules were disregarded, words in the text were replaced with similar words but
having a different meaning, and there were difficulties in reading out less-known
words with the co-occurring inharmonious speech rate and variable melodic line
of speech. The low level of auditory attention accompanied by a falling intonation
was also observable. After the moment when the reading out began fluently and
correctly, the number of committed errors and returns to the beginnings of words
and sentences rapidly increased.
When comparing errors in reading out with writing by ear, many analogies
can be pointed out. Similarities are seen particularly in omitting letters (or sounds
in the read-out text) and parts of words. This applies mainly to inflectional endings. The concentration of such errors shows that the words are treated globally
– as a whole.
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The change of segments – mainly letters and parts of words is comparable.
Changes in the read-out text are caused mainly by phonological difficulties in
identifying, discriminating and remembering the acoustic features of speech
sounds, and by reduced auditory memory. The realization mistakes occurring in
direct proportion in the text written by ear areas follows: errors in endings, writing down of palatalized sounds as hard or soft, and soft sounds as palatalized, and
omission of parts of words in cases of alliteration.
Addition of segments occurs far more often in reading out than in writing,
which is connected with the necessity to often return to the beginning of a word,
repeat its middle part or ending in order to finally produce the correct form of the
fragment being decoded. These realizations are an attempt to match the overall pattern to the given visual information, e.g. the boy read the word spostrzegawczości
as: spostrzega-ga-wczo-noś-ko-czości).
Wiktor omits some words, which happens more often in writing. The addition of a word occurred only once and consisted in placing at the beginning of a
sentence the word which was repeated in the sentence again – in the right place.
Division of words when writing them reflected the way of hearing the words
and was the consequence of using breaks because of difficulties in decoding (the
division of words had little in common with the morphological division): dwu
krotnie, nie cierpliwią, naj ulubieńszym, w czoraj, przedw czoraj.
Significant consequences for understanding the content resulted from changing words when reading out, which was connected with reduced auditory memory
and poor use of the prosodic features of speech. This fact points to Wiktor’s problems with the degree of understanding information given both orally and in writing (in either case a high efficiency in decoding texts is necessary,
In the analyzed material the boy made a successful compensation attempt
in the written text (he substituted the more difficult-to-spell word otrzymuje for
dostaje, without changing the meaning of the utterance context). In contrast, in the
read-out text, the incorrect changes of the grammatical category, done by Wiktor,
made it impossible to remain in the semantic field of words: zgłębienia instead
of zgłębić, wyciąganie instead of wyciągnąć. They thereby resulted (in a specific
context) in the essential change of meaning (powierzchniowego instead of powierzchownego). The change (replacement) of words is caused by the boy’s attempt to
read words globally, as wholes, with the simultaneous absence of self-correction.
A change in the text written by ear does not usually change the meaning, but one
in the read-out text often results in a change of meaning.
Analysis should also cover peculiarities on the graphic or – in the case of
the read-out text – suprasegmental levels. Errors evidencing serious phonological problems include the absence of marks indicating the beginning and end of
sentences (full stop and capital letter) in the text written by ear – a significant
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indication of a severe lack of ability to segment texts. This lack is manifested in
the boy also on the level of morpheme, word, sentence and longer text. It is also
confirmed by the test of dividing a word into syllables. This lack is observable not
only with word boundaries or when dividing words into syllables. The strongly
disordered speech rhythm and wrong intonation when reading out reflect the low
level of use of prosodic features, and result from disorders punctuation marks
perception. The failure to notice graphic details may be additionally caused by
focusing all attention on the form and content of words.
In Wiktor, a high predominance of errors is observable at the level of identification, discrimination and remembering the acoustic features of speech sounds, as
a result of which many of the errors committed in reading out correlate with the
errors made in writing down (reduced ability to remember the visual equivalent
of a speech sound – grapheme). This is confirmed by the results obtained in two
successive tests: division of the word przeanalizowałem into syllables and rhyme
identification.

The rhyme identification test turned out to be very difficult for Wiktor and
confirmed the low level of understanding by ear and failure to use the prosodic
features of speech:
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To identify rhymes the boy used only one color of markers, perhaps because
he did not focus attention on the instruction repeated several times, or perhaps he
was not sure about the correct execution of the task. Basing on the markings it
can be concluded that he identified no more than two pairs of rhyme in the presented excerpt of K. I. Gałczyński’s poem: jelenich-jesieni and tknięte-lamentem.
Despite having enough time for performing the task, the boy could not indicate
the other pairs of rhymes.
The next ability tested was to produce a text based on analysis of a picture.
A dynamic picture (releasing the interpreter’s emotions), which contains two
levels.

Source: R. Caputo, 2002, Szkoła fotografowania national Geographic. Ludzie i portrety, Wydawnictwo G+J RBA, Warszawa 2002, p. 142.
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The objective of the task is to assess the ability to interpret the mood of the
picture, the ability to express feelings aroused by its presented content, or to inspire the subject to present his own experiences thematically related to it. The task
is performed in two stages: in the spoken and written forms. During the test the
therapist asks supporting questions, motivating the subject to expand utterances
(supporting questions in square brackets)
Wiktor’s utterance:
Ja sobie wyobrażam, że ta pani płacze, a ta leży albo może też umarła, nie jestem pewien, i tam jakiś pan, czy pani, bo tutaj nie widać dokładnie, gra na jakimś
instrumencie. [Co jeszcze o tym obrazku możesz powiedzieć? nastrój – jaki tam
panuje?] Że jest przykry tam jest nastrój, bo nie wiem, czy coś tam się stało, czy
ona płacze, że ta pani umarła, czy że jest jakoś ciężko chora i tam panuje niefajny
nastrój, jeżeli by ta pani umarła, to byłby niefajny nastrój. [a po czym poznajesz,
że ten nastrój jest niefajny?] Dlatego, bo ta pani płacze tutaj. [Mhm... Po czym
jeszcze? Można płakać ze szczęścia, nie?] Tak, no ale tak tu widać, bo jak ktoś ...
właściwie to tak się płacze i tak się śmieje, a ta pani tu krzyczy bardziej, płacze.
Wiktor’s utterance:

The instruction for the task was repeated twice: before the spoken utterance
and before the written one. The spoken text consists mainly of specific items of
information (account), only once Wiktor relates some experience to himself (Ja
sobie wyobrażam ...). For Wiktor to utter more personal sentences a stimulus in
the form of questions or suggestions was needed. As compared with the spoken
text, Wiktor’s written test has a far more limited content and is much shorter than
the produced spoken text in the form of a guided conversation. The carried-out
test made it possible to observe the divergence between reading out and talking.
A far easier content to absorb is a picture than a continuous text. This is evidenced
by the higher fluency and naturalness of the speech flow during a spoken utterance
than when reading out. When observing the way the boy constructs utterances we
can only speak of the lack of information continuity – confusion of the levels of
utterance, repetition of the same information and omission of essential information about the content, and weak causal connections.
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The information obtained from tests may help individualize forms of organization of working with the child. It clearly demonstrates that a friendly situation is
a guided conversation (situational context). This type may turn out to be the right
way to learn/teach constructing utterances and organizing the store of acquired
knowledge. In logopedic management it might be useful to apply the rules of
utterance building based on a pattern, e.g. a map of ideas, containing the names
and examples of obligatory and/or optional elements of an utterance (primary
and secondary information together with the recommendation to name the presented situation; taking a stance on a situation – attempts to interpret it, to relate
a situation to one’s own experiences, to name feelings and internal experiences
inspired by a picture, to explain the role of secondary figures and elements and the
information they carry with them; attempts to consider the impact of the picture
on the receiver’s sensations: form and composition. The use of meta-cognitive
knowledge to construct utterances based on the picture is – in the case of auditory
processing disorders – one of important therapy forms in improving auditoryvisual integration.
Another test checked the level of understanding proverbs and metaphorical
expressions in connection with difficulties in processing abstract contents: To jest
biały kruk; Kiedy wejdziesz między wrony, musisz krakać tak jak one; Lepszy wróbel w garści niż kanarek na dachu; W maju jak w gaju; mieć gumowe uszy; ruszać
się jak słoń w składzie porcelany.
Wiktor understood only two of seven sentences although they related to his
earlier linguistic and cognitive experiences.
The last test was the “drawing a clock” test:

When marking the segments of the clock face, Wiktor did not help himself with the logical division of the circle into quarters; he performed the task in a
linear way by starting with hour one. The clock he drew is characterized by a lack
of symmetry.
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SUMMING-UP
Martin L. Kutscher, Tony Attwood and Robert R. Wolff, when describing
central auditory processing, emphasize that it involves “transforming the information received by the nervous system into something useful. The process consists in
analyzing and interpreting information. It determines what our brain will do with
that which reaches our ears” (Kutscher, Attwood, Wolff 2007: 215).
The occurrence of auditory processing disorders in the analyzed case manifests itself in difficulties with segmentation, analysis and identification of speech
sounds, in low integration within one or many modalities, and in the weak connection between semantic information and prosodic elements. The boy’s deficits in
auditory processing are accompanied by problems with focusing attention.
Wiktor reads and writes words globally, hence there are so many inflectional
errors in his texts – the errors frequently change the meaning of the text, thereby
resulting in failure to understand its content both by the reader and the listener.
The results of the foregoing observations serve to develop ways of individualizing therapeutic procedures for CAPD patients. An impetus for further action
may also be the advisability to check the efficacy of the functioning of thinking
patterns in learning/teaching to construct utterances.
It would be good if the starting point was polysensory, repeatedly analyzed
information with the same or similar content. Practicing within the intermodal
transfer of information is one of major forms of therapeutic management. Among
others, the information provided visually – the picture carrying appropriate content – set in the interaction space, is associated with tutoring methods postulated
by Keith Topping (Reid, Wearmouth 2008). Participation enables comparing and
evaluating the advantages of two or a greater number of different utterances. It is
through the interpretation of the picture, the map of thought patterns, and spoken
utterance, (whether guided or independent) that one develops the ability to understand complex verbal messages that are the capability of the brain to analyze and
modify information received through the auditory pathway. In this way persons
with auditory processing difficulties learn to consolidate stimuli.
Multiple processing of the same information in many ways and gradually
enriching them with new elements contributes to acquisition of auditory information and is associated with the multifaceted organization of reality expressed in
language, in building the order of human thinking.
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Розвиток і виховання дітей раннього віку:
вивчення і прогноз

SUMMARy
Based on theoretical analysis of foreign and national scientists concerning features of mental
development of early age children, a comprehensive technique for diagnosing of a state of mental
and physical development was created, criteria, indicators and possible conclusions were determined. Diagnosing and detecting of child development disorders is the first step to predict and organize
correctional and developmental procedures and to form successful compensatory mechanisms. Necessity to prevent mental and physical developmental disorders of early age children and to create
social and educational environment for personal development is necessary for adequate treatment
and rehabilitation, psychological and educational activities and makes important issues of special
pedagogy and psychology forwarded on searching of techniques for studying of early age children’s
development and education methods for them.
Key words: children, development, early age, diagnosis, method

Дитинство – єдина і багатогранна система, яка визначає початковий етап
становлення особистості. Людство усе більше вдивляється в процесиякі органічно включають період дитинства й перетворило його на однин з пріоритетних обʼєктів загальногуманітарних досліджень. На постнекласичному
етапі розвитку науки і філософії дитинство розглядається як складний і багатовимірний феномен, опосередкований багатьма соціально-культурними
чинниками, а дитина виступає активним учасником усіх соціальних і природних процесів, що виводить вивчення дитини на міждисциплінарний рівень дослідження. Проте, кожна з наук: педагогіка, психологія, соціологія,
культурологія, фізіологія спирається на власне розуміння становлення особистості дитини і сенсу її життя. Соціальна значущість цього етапу постійно
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зростає й,відповідно, зростає і роль дошкільної освіти, атакож тенденції до
розгляду її ланки, зокремараннього віку.
Прийняття «Національного плану дій щодо реалізації Конвенції ООН
про права дитини» на період до 2016 року (2009), Національної доктрини
розвитку освіти України у XXI столітті (2002), законів«Національна стратегія розвитку освіти в Україні на період до 2021 року» (2013), «Про дошкільну
освіту» (2001), «Про охорону дитинства» (2001) сприяє забезпеченню оптимальних умов, як базису прогнозування повноцінного розвитку особистості
майбутнього громадянина з раннього віку [4, 6]. Свідченням цього є визначені Комітетом ООН з прав дитини раннього дитинства такі риси:
1) переживають найшвидший період зростання і змін свого життя у
формуванні організму, розвитку і становлення нервової системи, придбання
життєвих навичок і комунікативного потенціалу з грудного віку;
2) формується стійка емоційна прихильність до своїх батьків і інших
людей, які піклуються про них, які відповідали б їх індивідуальності й враховували їх здібності, які розвиваються;
3) встановлюють власні і важливі для них взаємини зі своїми однолітками, молодшими або старшими їх за віком, вчаться обговорювати і координувати загальні дії, вирішувати конфлікти, виконувати домовленості і брати на
себе відповідальність за інших;
4) активно сприймають фізичні, соціальні і культурні сторони навколишнього світу, поступово набувають досвіду у взаємодії як з іншими дітьми, так і з дорослими;
5) закладається основа фізичного і психічного здоров’я, емоційного захисту, культурної й особистісної індивідуальності;
6) зростання і розвиток дітей залежать від їх індивідуальності, статі,
умов життя, сімейного оточення, системи догляду і виховання;
7) розвиток дітей, значною мірою, визначається рівнем розуміння їх потреб, яке існує в цьому суспільстві, відношенням до них, а також усвідомленням їх активної ролі в сім’ї і суспільстві;
8) врахування індивідуальних інтересів, досвіду і проблем, з якими стикається кожна дитина, є початковим моментом в реалізації його прав в цей
відповідальний період його життя [5].
Отже, раннє дитинство – істотно важливий період в житті людини й зумовлює необхідність врахування відмінностей, попередження впливів несприятливих чинників, як реалізацію прав дитини у цей період життя.
Досягнуті успіхи в останній чверті XX ст. в дослідженні немовлят з
перших днів життя сприяли не лише корінним змінам уявлень в медицині,
педагогіці й психології відносно розвитку дітей, але і відношенню до них в
ранні періоди. Сьогодні громадськість і суспільство все більш глибоко розу-
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міють, що основи фізичного і психічного здоров’я закладаються в ранньому
дитинстві й забезпечують подальший інтелектуальний розвиток, соціальну
активність, формування особистісних та індивідуальних якостей на все життя. Тільки в перші свої три роки діти навчаються тому, що будуть використовувати протягом усього подальшого життя. Оскільки, клініцистами підкреслюється висока частота народження дітей з перинатальною патологією центральної нервової системи, що досягає більше 30 дітей із 100 народжених
(Ю. Вельтищев, 1995), то в останні десятиліття в сфері спеціальної педагогіки і психології зріс інтерес до ранньої допомоги дітям, авченими (Т. Волосовец, О.Єкжанова, М. Малофєєв, О.Мастюкова, О.Приходько, Ю.Разенкова,
О.Стрєбєлєва, В. Тарасун, М.Шеремет та ін.) розробляються концепції раннього виховання, діагностики й корекції різних відхилень в розвитку дітей
перших років життя [1, 4].
Нині відомі йвикористовуються різні діагностичні методики, а саме:
стандартизовані шкали обстеження немовлят (Л.Журба, О. Мастюкова,
(1981); Г. Пантюхіна, К.Печора, Е. Фрухт, (1983); Ю.Лісічкіна, (2004); М.
Дунайкін, (2001);О.Стрєбєлєва (2005)та ін.); Н. Карпенко, (2008); методика
Н. Бейлі (шкала розвитку немовлят і дітей раннього віку (1993); скринінгова
методика психомоторного розвитку дітей з перинатальною енцефалопатією
(шкала Гіффітс, в перекладі О. Кешішян, (2000))та ін. [2, 8].
Разом з тим, орієнтація національної освіти на особистість дитини зумовлює нову стратегію виховання на основі гуманістичних засад, що передбачає визнання особистості дитини найвищою суспільною цінністю, продуктом усього суспільства. У вітчизняній дитячій психології і дошкільній
педагогіці визнана необхідність здійснення систематичного контролю за
ходом психічного розвитку дітей, оскільки в період раннього і дошкільного
дитинства відбувається активне формування особистості дитини, яке безпосередньо залежить від його соціально-культурних умов. Узгодити педагогічний процес із сучасними суспільними вимогами до дитини, що стрімко
змінюються, допоможе, на думку вчених (Л. Артемова, О. Кононко, Н. Побірченко та ін.), оновлення дидактичних засад освіти шляхом упровадження
стратегії суб’єкт-суб’єктного виховання, здійснення особистісно орієнтованого підходу [2, 3, 4].
Основою реалізації особистісно орієнтованого підходу в процес навчання і виховання дітей дошкільного віку є психолого-педагогічна діагностика. Оскільки, починаючи з раннього дитинства, необхідно формувати особистість, здатну перемагати труднощі, орієнтуватися у нових ситуаціях, то
діагностика розвитку дітей раннього віку покликана допомагати педагогам
і батькам правильно будувати педагогічний процес. Адже з раннього віку
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закладається тип людини, котра все життя зберігає здатність змінюватися,
активно будувати та перебудовувати свій внутрішній світ. У цьому зв’язку,
психолого-педагогічну діагностику розвитку дітей раннього віку потрібно
розглядати як загальний підхід до організації особистісно орієнтованого
процесу, спрямованого на забезпечення умов для повноцінного індивідуального зростання кожної дитини. Крім цього, необхідно розрізняти діагностику як загальний підхід і діагностування – як складову процесу практичної
педагогічної, корекційної, превентивної діяльності, бо якщо дорослі в цей
віковий період своєчасно нададуть підтримку дитині, особливо дитині з порушеним розвитком, то вона буде розвиватися природним шляхом.
Діагностування є своєчасне виявлення, оцінювання та аналіз перебігу
індивідуального розвитку дитини. На необхідність такого діагностування
вказують вчені Л. Божович, з. Гільбух, В. Мухіна, Н. Карпенко, Н. Серебрякова, О. Стребєлєва та ін. [4, 6]. Оскільки, сьогодні відпустка матері для догляду за дитиною подовжена до трьох років і більшість дітей у ранньому віці
виховуються в умовах сім’ї, то знаннями, вміннями і навичками проведення
та організації систематичного контролю за природним ходом розвитку дитини раннього віку повинні володіти як фахівці, так і батьки. Для ефективного управління раннім розвитком дитини потрібно глибокі знання загальних
і специфічних закономірностей розвитку в нормі й дітей різних категорій
з психофізичними порушеннями, онтогенезу їх психіки, тощо.
Розвиток дитини вважаютьнормальним (Л. Пожар, 1966) за таких умов:
– коли рівень її розвитку відповідає рівню більшості дітей її віку або
старшого віку, з урахуванням умов розвитку суспільства, членом якого
вона є;
– коли дитина розвивається своїм власним природним шляхом, що
сприяє розвитку її індивідуальних властивостей, здібностей і можливостей,
долаючи можливі негативні впливи зі сторони власного організму та середовища;
– коли дитина розвивається у відповідності з вимогами суспільства,
що визначає як певний інтелектуальний рівень, форми поведінки, так і подальші перспективи її адекватного творчого соціального функціонування в
період зрілості.
У цьому зв’язку, раннядіагностика розвитку і попередження соціальних
відхилень на ранніх стадіях формування особистості важливе і актуальне завдання сучасної корекційної педагогіки і психології, що спонукає до розробки й систематизації діагностичних методик та дидактичних матеріалів для
роботи з дітьми раннього віку.Тому мета дослідження полягала у вивченні та розробці ефективноїкомплексної методики психолого-педагогічного
діагностування розвитку дітей від народження до 3-х років, яка б дозволяла
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контролювати батькам розвиток дитини в умовах сім’ї та оцінювати його
якість й відповідність віку фахівцями.
Завданнями нашого дослідження були:теоретичний аналіз психологопедагогічних методик діагностування розвитку дітей від народження до
3-х років;адаптація відомих методик та включення у складрозроблюваногокомплексу психолого-педагогічних методик і дидактичного матеріалу для
діагностування пізнавального розвитку дітей від народження до 3-х років
для батьків та фахівців.
Довгий час в Україні тривав спад у народженні дітей, що призвів до
зникнення у багатьох дошкільних закладах груп для дітей раннього віку.
Сьогодні спостерігається поступове зростання темпів народжуваності, але
молоді батьки, зазвичай, «не обтяжені» знаннями про власних дітей із питань
виховання дітей раннього віку, зокрема з особливостей їх психомоторного,
мовленнєвого, емоційного розвитку, тощо. Проте, раннє втручання фахівців і активна участь батьків може попередити або виключити необхідність
компенсуючого навчання в старшому дошкільному віці. Тому,явна потреба
сьогодення – діагностування і раннє виявлення дітей із порушеннями психічного розвитку, їх диференціальна діагностика [1, 3].Раннє дитинство як
найбільш значущий етап психолого-педагогічного впливу, бо пластичність
мозку дитини раннього віку, інтенсивний темп розвитку, сензитивність формування емоцій, мовлення, визначають великі потенційні можливості ранньої корекційної допомоги. Кожна категорія дітей з психофізичними порушеннями (порушення інтелекту, мовлення, опорно-рухового апарату, тощо)
мають свої специфічні особливості розвитку, які по-різному впливають на
процеси їх соціалізації. Діти до трьох років переважно виховуються у сім’ї
(відпустка матері по догляду за дитиною подовжена) і не охоплені системою
суспільного виховання, де діагностика є складовою педагогічного процесу.
Педагоги і батьки повинні орієнтуватися на дитину як особистість, керовану
зсередини, як особу активну, самостійну й творчу, здатну приймати рішення
щодо власного життя. Тому діагностування потрібно розглядати як:
– обов’язковий процес у сімейному і суспільному вихованні дітей;
– засіб здійснення особистісно орієнтованого підходу у вихованні;
– основу створення умов для індивідуального й особистісного розвитку та самореалізації кожної дитини;
– провідну умову попередження виникнення інтелектуальних, мовленнєвих і соціальних порушень, проблем адаптації особистості дитини
в сучасному швидко змінному суспільстві;
– спосіб перевірки доцільності й результативності педагогічного впливу сім’ї, дошкільної установи й соціальних інституцій на дитину.
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Перелічене робить діагностування складовою практичної діяльності дітей, психологів, педагогів і батьків. Діагностуванням повинен володіти кожен педагог, бо психологічна компетентність педагога є умовою гуманізації
навчально-виховної роботи та гарантією ефективності педагогічного процесуз врахування індивідуальності дитини,що розширює можливості педагогів самостійно розв’язувати педагогічні проблеми.
Отже, визначаємо діагностування як основну умову особистісно орієнтованого навчання і виховання дітей раннього дошкільного віку, що дає
змогу виявити динаміку розвитку, передбачити результативність організації
педагогічного впливу корекційних і профілактичних заходів.
Вихідними позиціями для розробки психолого-педагогічного діагностування дітей раннього дошкільного віку є теоретичні позиції, покладені
в основу діагностування: культурно-історична концепція психічного розвитку Л. Виготського; теорія провідної діяльності О. Леонтьєва; періодизація
психічного розвитку Д. Ельконіна; концепціяспілкування дитини з дорослими М. Лісіної; положення і. Павлова про те, що чим молодший організм,
тим нервова система пластичніша і гнучко реагує на впливи ззовні[1, 3, 8].
Психічний розвиток нормальної дитини та з порушеннями відбувається за загальними закономірностями розвитку психіки людей, які не мають
відхилень, а також мають місце: усі стадії онтогенезу (немовля, ранній, дошкільний, молодший шкільний, підлітковий, юнацький вік тощо); сензитивні, тобто найсприятливіші для становлення певних психічних функцій,
періоди; провідні види діяльності та їх послідовність – гра, навчання, праця.
Проте, при цьому змінюються: темп психофізичного розвитку; його терміни; якісні та кількісні характеристики. Визначальним у психічному розвитку нормальної дитини і з порушеннями є соціальний фактор, її навчання
та виховання, опора на зону актуального (досягнення на даний момент) та
найближчого (потенційназона)розвитку, на сензитивний період. Водночас,
розвиток дітейз порушеннями розвитку характеризується своєрідністю, зумовленою органічним чи функціональним порушенням їх нервової системи
або аналізаторів, ступенем пошкодження, часом виникнення дефекту, його
структурою, соціальною ситуацією (час виявлення дефекту, своєчасність
і наявність педагогічного впливу, компенсаторний шлях розвитку), тощо.
Для того, щоб дитина успішно розвивалася, необхідно пам’ятати, що
з перших днів життя найбільш важливими для неї є батьки, у взаємодії
з якими розвивається її особитість. Тому, у роботі з дітьми раннього віку
важливу роль відводять батькам, бо їх активність і думка є такими ж значущими, як і участь професіоналів. При розробці комплексу методик та
дидактичного матеріал у діагностування розвитку дітей раннього віку
нами використовувалисяокремі методики Л. Венгер, Н. Карпенко, О. Ко-
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нонко, Н. Серебрякової, О. Стрєбєлєвої та ін.), враховувалися залежність розвитку дитини від дій дорослої людини, насамперед батьків, що
є особливістю цього етапу [1, 4, 8]. Саме постійна взаємодія й спілкування
з батьками,як потреба дитини вже в перші дні життя, джерело її подальшого розвитку, зумовиливибір методу фіксованого спостереження в природних
(спілкування, гри) ситуаціях для батьків іспостереженнятаобстеженняв експериментальних (за допомогою іграшок) ситуаціях для фахівців. Спостереження включали два основні об’єкти – дітей і середовище в якому діти
знаходяться й передбачали:отримання інформації про психофізичний розвиток дитини;оцінкузабезпечення індивідуальних потреб кожної дитини
у вихованні та реалізації прав і освітніх потреб дітей у віці від 0 до 3 років
з нормальнимі порушеним розвитком і здоров’ям: діти групи ризику (недоношені, генетичні й рухові порушення, аутизм, вроджені аномалії, тощо).
Нами, на основі Програми розвитку та виховання дитини раннього віку
«зернятко» (2004), розроблено й адаптовано комплексну методику та дидактичний матеріал. Скринька «Малятко» для дітей раннього вікудозволяє оптимально забезпечити діагностування за допомогою іграшок і спостереження
за ходом психофізіологічного розвитку дитини в умовах освітніх закладів,
психолого-медико-педагогічних консультацій та сім’ї, а також виявлення
потенційних можливостей розвитку й організації психолого-педагогічного
супроводу відповідно до особистісних потреб дитини – компенсуючого,
консультативно-діагностичного чи корекційно-розвиваючого [6, 7].
Діагностичний етап складається з декількох рівнів:
I рівень. Скринінг-діагностики, що дозволяє виявити “підозри” щодо
відхилення в розвитку. Основним методом на цьому рівні є скринінг за чинниках ризику.
II рівень. Клінічні обстеження, які проводяться лікарями-фахівцями на
базі медичних установ. з цією метою проводяться обстеження слуху, зору
і нервової системи.
III рівень. Комплексна медико-психолого-педагогічна діагностика проводиться неврологом, психологом і педагогом-дефектологом.
Iv рівень. Поглиблена психолого-педагогічна діагностика функціональних особливостей дитини, що проводиться з метою розробки індивідуальної
програми розвитку.
v рівень. Оцінка динаміки розвитку дитини (тими ж методиками, що
і на 4 рівні). залежно від проблем, виявлених на попередніх рівнях діагностики, кожен фахівець для поглибленого вивчення дитини може використовувати різні методики.
за Програмою «зернятко» (2004) розвиток та виховання дитини раннього віку здійснюється за наскрізними освітніми лініями: фізичний,
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емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний,мовленнєвий, екологічний та художньоестетичний розвиток, зміст яких накожному віковому етапіконкретизується.
Таке виокремлення освітніх ліній є умовним,проте кожна лінія базується на
конкретних показниках розвитку дитини даного вікового етапу, що дозволяє
орієнтуватися в динаміці змін та термінах виникнення новоутворень [6].
Для батьків дітей раннього віку розроблено електронний варіант «Щоденника психолого-педагогічного спостереження і обстеження психофізичного розвитку дітей раннього дошкільного віку», де методичне забезпечення
динамічногопсихолого-педагогічногоспостереження розвитку дитиниподілено за лініями розвитку та показниками (з врахуванням епікрізних термінів): кожного місяця для дитини 1-го року, кожні три місяці для 2-го, кожні шість місяціі для 3-го рокужиття. Результати спостереження й кількісна
оцінкапідсумовуються за сумую балів періодично й пропонується батьками
зробити висновок про розвиток власної дитини [7]. Для психологів і педагогіврозроблено комплексну експрес-методику обстеження пізнавального
розвитку дитини 1-го, 2-го, 3-го року життя з використанням діагностичної
скриньки «Малятко». Методика для дитини 1-го року життя, передбачає використання 8 завдань, а саме: «Встановлення контакту з дитиною», «збери 3-складову пірамідку», «Поклади кульку в коробку», «Кубик», «Кубик
і кулька», «Мотрійка», «Предметні картинки», «Що звучить».
Для дитини 2-го року життя, передбачається використання 12 завдань,
а саме: «Встановлення контакту з дитиною», «Поклади кульку в коробку»,
«збери 3-складову пірамідку», «Кольорові кубики», «збери кільця за кольором», «Мотрійка», «Возик», «Кольорові палички», «Парні картинки», «Розірвані картинки», «хто як говорить», «Що як звучить».
Для дитини 3-го року життя, передбачається використання 15 завдань,
а саме: «Встановлення контакту з дитиною», «Поклади кульку в коробку»,
«збери 3-4-складову пірамідку», «збери 5-складову пірамідку»,«Кольорові
кубики», «збери кільця за кольором», «збери кільця на мотузку», «Мотрійка», «Возик», «Кольорові палички», «Парні картинки», «Розірвані
картинки», «Картинки з відсутніми елементами», «Нагодуй тварин», «Що
звучить» [7].
Необхідною умовою проведення діагностики є природність експериментальних ситуацій, емоційний комфорт дитини, її хороше самопочуття.
Вирішальна роль в створенні такої обстановки належить психологові, що
проводить діагностування. Діагностика повинна проводитися у присутності
матері чи іншої близької дитині людини. іноді можна запропонувати матері
самій провести діагностуваннязавданнями під спостереженням психолога.
Комплексна методика може використовуватися в діагностичних чи прена-
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тальних центрах, консультаційних пунктах, стаціонарах, дитячих будинках,
поліклініках і дитячих освітніх установах. Критеріями оцінювання діяльності дітей раннього вікуми визначили: контактність, прийняття й розуміння завдання; способи виконання завдання; здібність до наслідування, научуваність у процесі обстеження; ставлення до результату своєї діяльності.
Контактність, прийняття й розуміння завдання передбачає згоду дитини
виконувати запропоноване завдання, взаємопорозуміння і взаємодію з дорослим, виявленнязацікавлення завданннями і спілкуванням з дорослим.
При спостереженні й обстеженні дітей раннього віку відмічаються способи виконання завдання:самостійне виконання завдання; виконання завдання за допомогою дорослого (можливеекспериментальне навчання до
3 разів); самостійне виконання завдання після навчання. Під адекватними
діями розуміють: відповідність дій дитини меті даного завдання, характеру дидактичного матеріалу і вимогами інструкції дорослого. Примітивними
вважаються силові або хаотичні дії без урахування властивостей предметів
та інструкції. Неадекватні дії при виконанні завдання свідчать про порушення розвитку дитини.Допустимі наступні види допомоги: виконання дій занаслідуванням; за наслідуванням з використанням вказівних жестів; після
показу з використанням словесної інструкції [7].
Відношення до результату діяльності проявляється зацікавленістю у діяльності й кінцевому результаті, що характерні для дітей з нормальним розвитком і байдуже відношення до результату – для дитини з порушеннями.
Результати виконання завдань відображаються кількісною оцінкою
в балах:
0 балів –у випадках, коли дитина не взаємодіє з дорослим, поводиться
неадекватно по відношенню до завдання і не розуміє його мети.
0,25 бала –у випадках, якщо дитина сприймає завдання, починає працювати з дорослим, прагне досягти мети, але самостійно виконати завдання не
може, в процесі діагностичного научування діє адекватно, але після навчання не переходить до самостійного виконання завдання.
0,5 бала – дитина одержує, якщо взаємодіє з дорослим, сприймає завдання, розуміє його мету, але самостійно завдання не виконує; в процесі
діагностичного навчання діє адекватно, а потім переходить до самостійного
способу виконання завдання.
1 бал – дитина одержує якщо відразу починає взаємодіяти з дорослим,
приймає і розуміє завдання і самостійно знаходить спосіб його виконання.
Сумарна кількість балів, одержаних дитиною при виконанні завдань,
є показником пізнавального розвитку й дає можливість визначити (високий
достатній, середній, низький) рівень пізнавального розвитку дитини 1-го,
2-го, 3-го року життя.
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Проте, об’єктивні висновки щодо психофізичного розвитку дітей можливі, за умови, якщо результати спостереження батьків за освітніми лініями
фізичного, емоційно-соціального, пізнавального, екологічного, мовленнєвого та художньо-естетичного розвитку відповідно показників співпадають
з результатами експериментального діагностування пізнавального розвитку
фахівцями за рівенями (високий достатній, середній, низький) (Таб. 1.).
Отже, динамічний хід психофізичного розвитку дітей раннього віку, не
залежно від місця їх перебування, можна визначити за умови здійснення
спостереження батьків і діагностування фахівців з використанням комплексої методики й дидактичного матеріалу діагностичної скриньки «Малятко»
та співпадання їх результатів.
як свідчить практика, на основі результатів діагностування й виявлення затримкичи порушення розвитку дитини відбираються відповідні методи корекції виявлених відхилень, розробляється індивідуальна комплексна
абілітаційна, реабілітаційна чи корекційно-розвиваюча програма розвитку
і виховання дитини щомісячно на першому,на три місяці – на другому та на
шість місяців – на третьому роках життяза напрямами: фізичний розвиток,
емоційно-соціальний розвиток, пізнавальний розвиток, розвиток мовлення,
екологічний розвиток, художньо-естетичний розвиток. Результати діагностування можуть бути використані для індивідуального консультування батьків, вихователів або фахівців-медиків (педіатр, невропатолог, психоневролог,
психіатр та ін.).
Отже, розроблена і апробована комплексна психолого-педагогічна діагностика дітей раннього віку вирішує основні завдання спеціальної педагогіки й психології щодо виявлення первинного дефекту й прогнозу організації
корекційно-розвиваючого процесу й успішного формування компенсаторних механізмів порушень та попередження можливих вторинних наслідків,
що може значною мірою, а іноді й повністю нейтралізувати дію первинного
порушення на хід психофізичного розвитку дитини та позитивно позначиться на її особистісному розвитку, бо часто в інший період досягти позитивного впливу й повноцінної компенсації практично неможливо.
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Таб. 1. Висновки за результатами спостереження батьків та експериментального обстеження пізнавального розвитку дітей 1-го, 2-го, 3-го року життя психологом
Узагальнені висновки за результатами
спостереження батьків
Високий рівень:
– фізичний, емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний,
екологічний,
художньоестетичний розвитку та розвиток мовлення
у дитини…(вказати вік) у природних умовах протікає з випередженням на … місяців, що відповідає віковій нормі.
Достатній рівень:
– фізичний, емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний,
екологічний,
художньоестетичний розвитку та розвиток мовленняу дитини…(вказати вік) у природних
умовах протікає відповідно віковій нормі;
(у межах вікової норми).
Середній рівень:
– фізичний, емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний,
екологічний,
художньоестетичний розвиток та розвиток мовленняу дитини… (вказати вік) у природних
умовах протікає у межах вікової норми, (незначна затримка темпуосвітньої лінії розвитку (вказати якої) на…місяців);
Низький рівень:
– фізичний, емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний,
екологічний,
художньоестетичний розвиток та розвиток мовленняу дитини …(вказати вік) у природних
умовах протікає із легкою, (значною, вираженою, глибокою) затримкою темпу освітньої лінії розвитку (вказати якої), що зумовлено …(указується медичний діагноз)

Узагальнені висновки за результатами
обстеження (балами) пізнавального
розвитку фахівцями
Високий рівень:
– пізнавальний розвиток у дитини … (вказати вік)за освітніми лініями (фізичний,
емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний, екологічний, художньо-естетичний розвитку
та розвиток мовлення) із значним випередженням, що відповідає віковій нормі;
Достатній рівень:
– пізнавальний розвиток у дитини … (вказати вік) за освітніми лініями (фізичний,
емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний, екологічний, художньо-естетичний розвитку та
розвиток мовлення), що відповідає віковій
нормі (у межах вікової норми);
Середній рівень:
– пізнавальний розвиток у дитини … (вказати вік) за освітніми лініями (фізичний,
емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний, екологічний, художньо-естетичний розвитку
та розвиток мовлення) із затримкою, що у
межах вікової норми;
Низький рівень:
– пізнавальний розвиток у дитини … (вказати вік) за освітніми лініями (фізичний,
емоційно-соціальний, пізнавальний, екологічний, художньо-естетичний розвитку та
розвиток мовлення) із легкою затримкою
(значною, вираженою, глибокою), що зумовлена … (вказати клінічний діагноз).
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